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THIS MONTH we’re
focusing on the streaming
service Kodi, with a
complete guide on setting
up the software, how to
get it working with
different devices and
– most importantly – how

to use it legally (see page 96). If the Kodi
movement has so far passed you by, the
tool has managed to get itself a bad
reputation as it’s mostly associated with
illegal downloads of popular content.
Carry out a web search for ‘Kodi’, and

the auto-complete suggestions include
‘Sky Sports’, ‘Premier League’ and ‘Game of
Thrones’. Game of Thrones has the dubious
honour of holding the title of most illegally
downloaded show for the past five years, no
doubt partly in thanks to viewers being able
to access it through dodgy Kodi add-ons.
Initially, HBO, which makes the

phenomenally successful programme, took
a rather unique view of the problem. Back in
2013, Jeff Bewkes, CEO of HBO parent
company Time Warner, said that Game of
Thrones being the most pirated show in the
world was “better than an Emmy”.
“Basically, we’ve been dealing with this

issue for years with HBO, literally 20, 30 years,
where people have always been running wires
down on the back of apartment buildings and

Welcome!
sharing with their neighbours,” he explained,
adding that the good thing about all that
‘illegal’ viewing was that word of mouth
ultimately led to more subscribers.
And he was right – up to a point. HBO has

the good fortune to be raking in enough cash
from its willing subscribers to be able to fund
the $10m+ per episode cost of a series like
Game of Thrones.
But even so, Time Warner is now a less

welcoming place for internet pirates. As the
sixth season aired last year, the firm began
sending out copyright infringement notices
in a bid to crack down on torrent users.
The fact is, even for a wealthy company

like Time Warner, paying customers and
shareholders also have to be considered.
And while a small group of neighbours sharing
one subscription was never going to have
much of an impact on revenues, 14 million
illegal downloads of the Game of Thrones
season five finale clearly does.
As Kodi is often the place users turn to in

order to get their free Game of Thrones fix, it
has gained this negative reputation. Our guide
aims to show you all the ways you can use
this brilliant media-streaming software, but
stay within the law.
Happy downloading!

Madeline Bennett, Editor
madeline@computershopper.co.uk

QUESTION OF THE MONTH
We’re launching the Shopper Awards 2017. What
should get the prize for best product of all time?

David Ludlow
The Nintendo Gameboy:

the first time games truly
became portable

Dave Neal
The microchip. In fact, all

chips. See also crisps

Nathan Spendelow
The selfie stick. Just kidding:

USB-C connectivity, of course

Madeline Bennett
The mobile phone. Mainly for

my terrible time-keeping, so I
can always pre-warn people I’m
running late – again

Roland Moore-Colyer
GPS: without it I would be left

huddled in some dark corner of
London or New York

Simon Handby
Noise-cancelling headphones:

turn on, tune out, drop off
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Letters
We’re having a clear-out at Shopper this month, as we consider
ditching your old landline and getting rid of ransomware

letters@computershopper.co.uk

team investigated a box that claimed to
secure your emails 100%. As your readers
may not know, every email they send can be
stored on intermediate file servers on its way
to its final destination. These email servers
can be hacked, as evident with the large hack
of Yahoo! emails. This $199 box named
NOMX is claimed to secure your emails by
sending them direct without appearing on
any other email servers on the internet. The
Click team set out to investigate the claims.
On opening the box, it was found to

contain a standard Raspberry Pi single board
computer running an outdated version of
Raspbian, an unofficial port of Debian 7
and an off-the-shelf email server software.

Ransomware’s the catch?
We had some work done on our
household electricity supply. In spite

of the UPS, my desktop computer developed
a bootup fault: error code Oxc000014c.
After trying lots of different methods to fix
the problem, I resorted to System Restore.
Much to my surprise, it worked: I now
have my desktop working as before. My
question is: would this process get around
ransomware, as you would be restoring the
system to the state it was in before the
installation of the malicious software?
If this idea is worth a fortune, cash please

– not bitcoins.
Chris Adam

System Restore works by taking a backup of
certain system files and settings, rather than a
wholesale backup of your computer. So if you
were to get a ransomware infection, System
Restore would only be able to reset certain files

and settings. Your files would still be encrypted
and it’s likely that the infection would persist
on your computer. System Restore actually
carries a danger that it can restore viruses that
have been previously cleaned.
Unfortunately, the only way to deal with

ransomware is to clean out the infection and
resort to a full backup of your files. Cyber
Insider discusses this in detail on page 10.

Flick to Click
I recently watched an episode of the
BBC’s Click. In this programme, the

Star letter
4G or not 4G?

It seems that I use my landline less
and less, and I’m sure I can’t be alone.

Texts go by mobile and so do most of my
calls. I don’t stream much video so I rarely
approach the 10GB data limit on my home
broadband, and a decent 4G package could
cover this. So I’m thinking: could I cut my
ties with my landline and save a heap of
money each month?
If I was to go ahead, what should I

look out for in a 4G deal? Can I rely on
the ‘coverage’ maps to tell the truth?
Would tethering to my phone be
adequate or would a specific 4G home
broadband router be worth the extra
cost? Having disconnected the landline,
could I repurpose my existing Wi-Fi
router to link up with the 4G hotspot
and provide better coverage around
the home?
It sounds promising, but all a bit of a

risk. Perhaps those nice Computer Shopper
experts have some helpful advice.

Martyn Sandford

The charge for a landline
certainly feels like a rip-off, so
moving to a 4G-only contract
can seem a good move. Making
the change, as you’ve discovered,
is a little complicated. To take
your points, coverage maps are
really just an indication of signal
strength, but don’t tell you if
you’ll get good reception in your
home or not. The only way to know for
sure is to physically try a 4G router on your
network of choice to see what reception is like.
In the right conditions, and depending on the

❱❱Write in and win
Do you wish your computer was faster when booting and loading
applications? Thanks to Crucial, you can achieve your dream
of a faster PC or laptop with the MX300 SSD. The writer of
our Star Letter will be awarded one of these solid-state devices,
which can be installed in a desktop PC or a laptop.
This SSD is six times faster than a hard disk, and will make your

computer boot incredibly quickly and your applications load faster. With 525GB
of storage, there’s plenty of room for Windows and all your apps, too.

g

ur
With

STAR
PRIZE
525GB
SSD

broadband quality in your area,
4G can be a real contender.
Should you want to go

ahead, we’d avoid tethering to
your phone, as running a
hotspot is an absolute battery
hog and can make your
smartphone very hot. That
means a proper 4G router is

the right way to go. EE sells its 4G
Home Broadband package complete

with a router. We’ve not tested any 4G home
broadband systems, but write in and let us
know if there’s more demand for us to do so.
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The investigation exposed several security
weaknesses and, to cut a long story short,
the box appears to be no more secure than
your standard email server as provided by
companies such as Google or Microsoft.
Perhaps it would be interesting for the

Computer Shopper security expert to carry
out their own investigation. Any reader
wanting further information, or considering
a purchase, should visit the BBC catch-up
service and look for the Click programme
transmitted on 29th April.

Dave Sheppard

We haven’t come across the NOMX box
before, but we can certainly comment on the
way in which email works. When you send an
email, your sending email server communicates
directly with the receiver’s email server to
transmit your message. The actual content
flows through lots of different internet nodes,
but it’s comparatively difficult to intercept
and read the message.
If you use your ISP’s message servers, your

sent message may be recorded. If you use a
service such as Gmail or Yahoo!, all your
messages are stored in the cloud. If your
account is hacked, then your messages can be
copied or read by a third party.
If you run your own email server, via any

method, then messages you send are not
stored in the cloud and are transmitted
directly to the receiver. At this point, your sent
message may be saved by the receiving email
server. In short, for most people, running your
own email server has no real security benefit.
If you want more security, ensure your

internet accounts are locked down with a
secure password and two-factor authentication
(if available), and turn to email encryption to
protect the actual content.

Putting the record straight
David Neal may be right in all he says
about the revival of vinyl (Shopper 351),

but he is missing one essential point: only
LPs produced before 1970 are analogue
recordings. Ever since, all but a few have

suffered from the baleful effects of digital
technology, and only these earlier records
are, in my view, worth having.
The ‘warmth’ of vinyl is due to the

plasticity of the groove walls, which
progressively limits the stylus excursions at
the higher velocities corresponding to the
highest frequencies. This has the effect of
introducing a degree of beneficial
compression. As for dust, records can be
kept clean, even in my dusty house.
There is nothing that can be done about

the occasional blemish though, but these
are easily overlooked in the light of the
performance of the latest moving coil
cartridges, which seem to reproduce no
surface noise at all.
By the way, readers who would like to

sample a completely new audio experience,
at least for the next few months, and who
use a PC with a fairly recent version of
Firefox, might like to try www.bbc.
co.uk/taster, where they can listen to
Radio 3 streamed using Free Lossless
Audio Codec (FLAC). The important
word here is ‘lossless’.

Howard Barnes

In praise of
customer support

Over the years (too many to
count) of reading your highly

respected magazine, there have been
many complaints about customer

service that is sorely lacking from
some suppliers. I have used Aomei
Partition Assistant as recommended
by you for a couple of years. Well, I
had a problem with copying a partition
to USB HDD. I contacted Aomei and I
got a reply by return telling me how to
use the PreOS mode.
This worked a treat, but then I

found a problem with another
partition, which had lost its drive
letter and wasn’t registering in
Windows 10.
I couldn’t resolve the issue, so I

again contacted Aomei and it replied with a
solution that also worked a treat. Perhaps
not too remarkable until I tell you that I am
using the free version. I can certainly highly
recommend Aomei’s product and service. If
only all providers were as good.

Steve Clarkson

So solid clue
I enjoyed your article on SSDs,
especially the information on M.2

storage (Shopper 351), but once you’ve
purchased one, what next? An article on
how to install these storage devices and
moving the operating system over would
be much appreciated.

Derek Jones

Glad to hear the article was useful, Derek,
and we’ll be following it up with a specific SSD
how-to feature in an upcoming issue.

❱❱Why your PC is so slow
We tell you how to find and fix the big
problems that could be bringing your PC to
its knees, to give it a new lease of life

❱❱Keep fit
Fitness trackers aren’t
just for marathon
runners; they can
help all of us
keep fit and
get enough
exercise.
We test the
best in our
essential
round-up.

❱❱Tech sports
Tech isn’t just helping traditional sportsmen,
it’s creating its own sports, too. Tune in next
month for the best in robot fights, eSports,
drone racing and more.

In the next issue

COMPUTER SHOPPER ISSUE 355 ON SALE IN NEWSAGENTS FROM 13th JULY
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Name of the dame

THE PHONE THROBS in my
pocket, its high-pitched ringtone
wakes the dog. I answer warily,
“Hello?” A jolly American voice
is on the other end. Of the
phone, not the dog.
“Hi there, this isMel Magazine

in Los Angeles. Can I speak with
Mel Croucher please?”
I am still wary. “Did you say

Mel Magazine?”
“Ha, ha! Yes. We’re calledMel.

Is Mel there? We’d like to do an
interview. We’re interviewing all
the famous Mels in the world.”
I am flattered, before I realise

the list of famous Mels is a very
short one, and I must be in the
lower depths. I put a smile in
my voice, “Well hello to you too.
This is Mel speaking.”
There is a pause. “Huh? Mel

Croucher, computers and stuff?”
There is another pause as I

search for the correct answer.
“Um, yes, I think so.”
“Hey Mel,” there is an even

longer pause, “hope you don’t
mind me asking, but are you a
woman?” I hardly pause at all.
“Only if you want me to be.”

OLD SPICE
In 1995, exactly when the
algorithms for computerised
searches had their foundations
set in electronic stone, millions of

fans took to new-fangled search
engines to find out about a
popular band called the Spice
Girls. The members of the band
included a scary lady called Mel
B, and a sporty lady called Mel C.
Back then I had several online
accounts in the name of Mel C,
which – as readers ofMel
Magazine have just found out
– happens to be my name. So I
blame the Spice Girls for the
fact that artificial intelligence

software assumes I am female,
and so do several reference sites.
For the record, I am not.
I fully understand why

hordes of newborn girls were
named Mel in tribute to those
outstanding musical role models,
and I also understand those girls
have now grown up and are
dedicated users of social media.
Unfortunately, so does every
advertising profiler on the web,
not to mention enthusiastic
journalists. Have they never
heard of Mel Gibson? I thought
that self-teaching software would
rebalance the whole Mel gender
thing when the Spice Girls went
their separate ways, but on 8th
November 2016, total disaster
struck. A former swimsuit model
from Slovenia became the First
Lady of the United States of
America. Her name is Mel.

FEMALE ADDRESS
Obviously I use pseudonyms for
any mailing lists I sign up to, and
if I’m downloading a discount
code then I’m savvy enough to
use a dedicated email address
attached to one of many junk
folders. But for any account that
involves commercial or legal stuff
I am obliged to use my real name,
real location and real credit card
details, all of which are instantly

verified by smart software,
confirming my Mel-ness.
British Airways software insists I
am female in all correspondence,
having never questioned the fact
that Sporty Spice has gone
transgender, complete with
silver moustache. The same
goes for every chancer those
lying toads at Santander Bank
have sold my details to. But still
the system forces me to
compound their error.

My biggest mistake in recent
weeks was to use a Mel credit
card to buy a ludicrously cheap
domain name at GoDaddy. It’s
not so much the tons of spam I
get thanks to their sociopathic
business practices, it’s the fact
they advertise the sort of tosh
that artificial intelligence thinks
women are interested in. And
that tosh has been reinforced
since the early days of marketing
software, before Mel C suffered
from back-flips, and Mel T
suffered from Donald.

MS NOMER
Obviously, machines inherit the
same idiot gender-bias as the
humans who program them.
So just for fun, I tested out the
current ratio of online advertising
piffle using the University of Bath
word-association test on the
global database of words
extracted from public web pages.
Sure enough, the machines

confirm what the humans
believe; for example, ‘male’ is
more closely linked to ‘career’
than ‘female’ is, ‘female’ is more
closely linked to ‘home’ than
‘male’ is, and so on. It’s the
reason why the MIT Media Lab
has set up the Algorithmic Justice
League as a step towards making
artificial intelligence less
gender-biased than its human
counterparts. But in my opinion
they are wasting their time,
because the rot set in when
those first lines of code were
written back in 1995, and it’s far
too late to correct the errors
now. Meanwhile, I am bombarded
with popup adverts aimed at
ladies of a certain age.
Mind you, I am tempted by

the retirement home for widows
whose husbands have drowned
at sea, as well as the support
brassiere addressed to the
politically correct but gender-
biased Ms Mel C in my inbox.
Unfortunately they only seem
to do my size in the colour of
vacuum-packed bacon, but hey,
Mel only lives once.

MEL CROUCHER
Tech pioneer and all-round good egg
letters@computershopper.co.uk

He doesn’t mind being mistaken for one of the Spice Girls, but Mel Croucher has had
enough of artificial intelligence being confused by his gender-neutral moniker

On 8th November 2016, total disaster struck. A former
swimsuit model from Slovenia became the First Lady
of the United States of America. Her name is Mel
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Stop ransomware
After the NHS was brought to its knees by ransomware, Cyber Insider provides
some timely advice on the best way to deal with – and prevent – an attack

I CAN’T POSSIBLY write this
column about any other subject
than ransomware, following the
recent attack on the NHS. That
particular episode is covered in
depth in News (see page 14), so I
want to talk about how this kind
of attack can be prevented or, at
the least, the damage mitigated.
Malware has long been

designed to make its creators
money, but ransomware is in
many ways the peak evolution
of this use. By encrypting user
documents, ransomware extracts
money directly from the infected.
It’s easy to see why so many

people pay up. For starters, an
infection can’t simply be
removed, as with other types of
malware. Doing so may prevent
further files being compromised,
but it doesn’t bring back any of
the encrypted files. The only
solution in this situation is to
pay the fee and hope that your
files are unlocked.

SHUT UP OR PAY UP?
For many people, the question is,
should I pay? The general advice
is not to. While it may seem like
a simple transaction, the truth is
that many cyber criminals don’t
have an incentive to unlock your
files when you pay up, and will

just pocket the cash instead.
Remember, criminals are not
operating based on a code of
conduct, nor do they care
about online reviews or repeat
business. Rather, they’re just
after the money.
Even where intentions may

be ‘good’, the criminals can
physically get overwhelmed.
Much ransomware is sold as a
package to a criminal, who has
the job of distributing it
themselves. A particularly poor
variety has no built-in automatic
payment collection and

encryption key release. In other
words, the criminals have to
process everything and send out
keys manually. With a big attack,
this can be overwhelming, so
files remain locked.
The short version is that if

you pay up, you’re taking a
massive gamble that you’ll get
what you paid for and your files
will be restored. For the rest of
this article, our steps will show
you how to clean the infection,
and attempt to unlock your files;
if these steps don’t work, your
files will be gone forever.

FIND THE KEY MASTER
Instead of paying a criminal, you
may be able to get your files
back for free. First, turn off your
infected computer, unplug it
from your home network and
disconnect any external drives.
Malware can easily spread to
other forms of storage, including
external hard drives, NAS
devices and other network
shares. Your first job, once you
realise there’s a problem, is to
minimise the threat.
Next, you can work on trying

to get your files back. The best
thing to do is clear the infection
first, to prevent further files from
being encrypted; doing this will
wipe out the option to pay the
ransom, but as discussed above,
you shouldn’t pay up anyway.
A rescue disk, such as the

one produced by Kaspersky
(support.kaspersky.co.uk/viruses/
rescuedisk), should be able to
clear an infection. You can
make a rescue USB disk using
another computer.
If that doesn’t work, you’ll

need to update your internet
security software (a good idea
in any case, to prevent future
infections). Computer Shopper
recommends Kaspersky Internet
Security 2017. To do this, you’ll
need to connect your infected
computer to the internet. Before
you so, unplug everything else
from the network, including
computers and NAS devices.

Install the security software,
update it and run a full scan.
With the infection cleared,

you can work on getting your
files back. The easiest method is
to turn to a backup. If you have
files stored in the cloud, you
should be able to restore old
versions; backups on NAS drives
or external hard drives may have
been encrypted. If you don’t
have backups, Kaspersky runs a
website, dedicated to providing
free ransomware decryptors
(noransom.kaspersky.com).
Using the tools on this site,

you may be able to find
something that will do the job
for you for free. You’ll first
need to know which variant of
ransomware has infected your
computer. Installing or updating
security software should tell you
this. If you’re having problems
identifying the variation, you can
also type in information from the
ransomware’s pop-up warning
message. Check Kaspersky’s site
to see if there’s a matching tool
you can use. Unfortunately, if
these steps don’t work, then
the chances are that your files
are gone for good.

PREVENTATIVE MEASURES
To prevent future ransomware
attacks, you can take a few
simple steps. Always update
your operating system to the
latest version, patching any
security holes. Run up-to-date
security software, so you’ll
stand more chance of catching
and stopping any infection.
Be extra vigilant about links
and email attachments, avoiding
any that look suspicious.
To protect your files, make

backups to multiple locations.
A regular backup to an external
hard disk is a great option, but
remember to disconnect the
drive when the backup has
completed, preventing an
infection spreading here.
And only connect an external
drive to a computer that you
reasonably expect is clean.

Instead of paying a criminal, you may be
able to get your files back for free
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RANTS & RAVES

ON SATURDAY 27th May, millions of people across the UK
were setting off for a May bank holiday/half-term jaunt away;
others were getting ready to travel back to the UK after holidays or
work trips abroad. Lucky for those who chose to travel via road,
trains, boat or pretty much any airline apart from British Airways.
Unfortunately for those booked on a BA flight, the airline

suffered major IT problems, which led to more than 1,000 cancelled
or delayed flights and 75,000 angry passengers unable to travel.
The company blamed the flight cancellations on a power surge,

along with a backup system that didn’t work.
Experts immediately cast doubt on this explanation. Surely a

firm the size of BA would be sensible enough to include surge
protection and an uninterruptible power supply for its data centres?
Rival airline Ryanair wasted no time in pointing out it has IT systems
in three different locations to minimise the risks of a similar outage.

Microsoft’s personal assistant is no assistance whatsoever, but at least
it works better than BA’s IT systems

RANTS & RAVES

The GMB union offered a different reason,
blaming the problem on technical staff being
outsourced from the UK to India.
Four days later, BA was operating at full

capacity again, but many people were still to
be reunited with their luggage, as well as being
stuck at home or stranded abroad. Trips abroad
cancelled, kids disappointed, work plans disrupted,

social media networks on fire.
Alex Cruz, British Airways CEO, issued a message to

customers to try to calm the storm.
“On behalf of everyone at British Airways, I want to apologise

for the fact you’ve had to go through these very trying
experiences,” he said.
“If your flight is cancelled you can rebook for alternative dates

any time until the end of November – or you can have a full refund.”
The crash could cost BA up to an estimated £150m, depending

on how much compensation it ends up paying out. Seeing as BA
parent company IAG reported profits of €170m in its most recent
quarter, it can afford to lay out a few million here and there.
Until the cost of taking risks with corporate IT systems far

outweighs the amount a business stands to lose if a major failure
occurs, BA and others will continue to gamble with their IT
investments and customer satisfaction.

Madeline Bennett

HERE’S A THING. It is up to us to decide whether or not we
want to write a rant or a rave for the magazine, and this month
I had settled myself down nicely to write a nice little rave about
a lovely thing.
I had a pot of tea, put some smooth jazz on and opened a fresh

packet of biscuits. I was in full-on praise mode.
That was until I began the task and sodding Cortana reared its

head, intruded on what I was doing, and changed my mind and
subject for me. This, then, is now a rant about Microsoft’s very
own voice-activated personal assistant and why I don’t seem to be
able to stop it from always – and I mean always – popping up just
when I don’t need it.

I have never needed it. It’s all-too-frequent
interruptions have caused it to be at the very
top of my list of annoyances, it has even upset
the screen zooming in and out problem that I
have with my mousepad, and that has been my
long-standing number one irritant.
I think that its most annoying feature is its

insistence on refusing to close down at the first
and usually the second attempt. When you consider

that I never asked it to turn up, its refusal to acknowledge
that I want it to leave really gets my goat.
And no, Cortana, I do not need a goat!
Cortana, I feel bad for you, a bit, because you want to help.

The thing is, I never asked for your help, and I never actually asked
for you. You were thrust into my life and into my Windows during
an install that caught me on the hop and took me crashing into the
World of Windows 10 and out of my comfort zone.
Cortana, if you could do one thing for me, this magazine would

not be able to print it. Maybe I should make a clean break of it and
just deactivate you. Maybe then I will find that I always needed you.
Oh curse you, Cortana. Damn you to hell.

David Neal
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The biggest stories from the tech world, and what they mean for you

MICROSOFT FOCUSED ON design and creativity at its developer
conference in Seattle in May, with the Windows 10 Fall Creators
Update. The company promised much from the update, saying it
would bring a burst of energy to the 500 million Windows 10
installations currently out there.
“We designed Windows 10 to empower the creator in all of us,”

said Terry Myerson of the firm’s Windows and Devices Group.
“We’re excited for our customers to take advantage of the new

features in the Windows 10 Fall Creators Update that will empower
innovative experiences; a modern, unified design for cross-device
experiences; and an easier path for developers to create for the
future of computing.”
Windows Story Remix is a system for turning photos and videos

into potted stories using artificial intelligence (AI).
“Built on .NET and distributed through the

Windows Store as a Universal Windows
Application, Windows Story Remix uses AI
and deep learning to organise and transform
photos and videos into stories. It will use the
Microsoft Graph to connect users across
devices,” explained the firm.
“Story Remix brings memories, photos

and videos together to create stories with a

soundtrack, theme and cinematic transitions. Users can also create
mixed reality by adding 3D objects to photos and videos to tell
stories in a whole new way, or turn photos and videos into a canvas,
drawing on them with Windows Ink.”
Myerson said that the autumn update would bring Apple’s iTunes

to the Windows app store.
The Microsoft Fluent Design System, meanwhile, will add an

updated Metro UI.
“For developers, Fluent Design is built to help users create more

expressive and engaging apps that work across a wide range of device
and input diversity,” Myerson said.
“The Microsoft Graph is an intelligent fabric that helps connect

dots between people, conversations, projects and content within the
Microsoft Cloud, ensuring experiences flow
seamlessly between Windows, iOS and Android
devices,” he added.
A new kind of handheld controller was also

announced. Microsoft called this a Mixed Reality
motion controller, explaining that it had been
tested by French circus outfit Cirque du Soleil and
allowed for tracking without the placement of
markers on walls. A developer kit is available now,
costing $400 (around £310).

AS ALREADY ADVISED by our Cyber Insider
on page 10, WannaCry was the really bad
example of ransomware that the world was
definitely not waiting for. Attackers were able
to gain remote access to users’ computers and
install malicious driver programs in order to
lock files and demand a ransom.
The attack started to hit the NHS first in

mid-May, leading to many cancelled medical
appointments and procedures, and then
spread out internationally, affecting dozens
more countries. It made headline news in the papers and on the
television, and raised a lot of awareness about who uses which
operating system, and who patches them and when.
So far, WannaCry has hit more than 200,000 computers in 150

countries, crippling hospitals, governments and businesses.
The WannaCry malware can be traced back to two exploit tools

leaked from the US National Security Agency (NSA). It is a prolific
threat and one that started as a denial of service attack before
exploding, according to Stephanie Weagle at Corero Network Security.
“Rather than launching large, volumetric attacks that cripple a

website, hackers launch small, stealthy ‘smokescreen’ attacks that are
just disruptive enough to knock a firewall or intrusion prevention
system (IPS) offline so that the hackers can target, map and infiltrate

a network to install malware. Often the attacks
are so small that they go unnoticed by IT
security staff or legacy DDoS protection
systems,” she explained.
“Short DDoS attacks might seem harmless,

in that they don’t cause extended periods of
downtime. But IT teams who choose to ignore
them are effectively leaving their doors wide
open for ransomware attacks or other more
serious intrusions.”
Unpatched and out-of-date Windows XP

operating systems were identified as a contributing factor. WannaCry
takes advantage of the Windows exploit series dubbed Eternal Blue, a
vulnerability that Microsoft patched via a security update in March.
Darren Anstee, chief technology officer at Arbor Networks, said:

“As we learn more about the spread of WannaCry through various
organisations I think we will be reminded of two things: first, the
people within an organisation can be a weak link from a security
perspective, and with the complexity of spear phishing campaigns
today, education on what represents a suspicious link or attachment is
paramount; and second, visibility of internal network activity – who
talks to who, when and how often – can allow an early means of
identifying a threat, and with appropriate network segmentation a
way of blocking its spread.”

SAYWHAT?

Ransomware makes NHS wanna cry

Microsoft updates Windows and Surface devices
SAYWHAT?
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▶ For the shelf
The Nikon KeyMission 360 is a
confident first crack at a 360°
action camera; video quality is
fantastic, and it can shoot at
an unusually high 4,096x2,160
resolution. Sadly, its bulky
design and overly basic
mobile app (which is essential
to use but suffers from some
serious Bluetooth
connection
problems) mean
you’re better off
looking elsewhere.
(Page 48)

▶ For the den
In the past year, laptop makers
have finally figured out how to
cram powerful
gaming systems into
reasonably slimline
frames. The
Gigabyte Aero
15 is one such
laptop, squeezing
an Intel Core i7-7700HQ and
GeForce GTX 1060 GPU into its
19.9mm-thin chassis. Battery
life is also exceptional, by
gaming laptop standards.
(Page 24)

▶ For the wallet
The standard Moto G5 was a
huge let-down – we expected
big things from the successor
to the Moto G4, the best
sub-£200 smartphone ever,
but the G5 made backwards
steps in terms of performance,
battery life and camera quality,
with no real improvements to
make up for it.
Not so with the Moto G5

Plus. Performance is more
competitive, photos look
better than even those of the
Moto G4, and the battery lasts
longer than the G5’s, even with
a larger 5.2in display. It’s not a
perfect budget handset, but
it’s much closer to what we
wanted from the G5.
(Page 22)

MICROSOFT HAS ALSO
announced a new model
Surface Pro, a Surface
Laptop (opposite) and a
Surface Pen version 2.
The Surface Pro rivals

the iPad in potential
usability, and Microsoft
has pushed it hard. At a
launch event in China, it
called the new Surface Pro
“the most versatile laptop on the planet”.
The tablet hybrid has a 13.5-hour battery life,

and should appeal to anyone who needs day-long
reliability. It has a 12.3in PixelSense display and
the Surface Pen 2. There’s even a whiteboard app
for presenting. Microsoft claims that these are
twice as accurate as on previous models.
“With Surface Pro we created a new category

and challenged the status quo of the laptop,” said
Panos Panay, corporate VP, Microsoft Devices.
“With every release since we have continued to

push boundaries: redefining the ultimate laptop

with Surface Book and
making the classic laptop
feel fresh again with
Surface Laptop. With the
new Surface Pro we are
once again advancing the
category by delivering the
versatility of a powerhouse
laptop and a mobile
creative studio in one
thin, lightweight device.”

Microsoft also unveiled its first laptop, the
Surface Laptop, aimed at the education market.
It boasts up to 14.5 hours of battery life, a 13.5in
PixelSense touchscreen display and a free
subscription to Office 365. Prices start from £979
for the entry-level model with a 128GB SSD, Intel
Core i5 processor and 4GB of RAM.
You may be wondering why Microsoft has

released devices that seemingly compete with
one another. However, the laptop is designed to
fill the space between the Surface Pro and the
high-end, performance-focused Surface Book.

IT DIDN’T TAKE long for fingers to start pointing
about who or what was to blame, and the most
obvious digit of all came out of the Microsoft fist.
The firm is not amused about what happened

and criticised both the NSA, for sitting on
vulnerabilities of considerable danger, and the
general Windows user base for the fallout.
Brad Smith, Microsoft legal counsel, used some
bombastic terminology as he blasted the US
national security outfit.
“We have seen vulnerabilities stored by the

CIA show up on WikiLeaks, and now this
vulnerability stolen from the NSA has affected
customers around the world. Repeatedly, exploits
in the hands of governments have leaked into the
public domain and caused widespread damage,”
he pointed out.
Smith also suggested that if Windows users

improved their patching practices they could
stay out of trouble.
He added: “This attack demonstrates the

degree to which cyber security has become a
shared responsibility between tech companies
and customers. The fact that so many computers

remained vulnerable two months after the
release of a patch illustrates this aspect.”
Microsoft has also been criticised for dropping

support for older operating systems.
Gavin Millard, EMEA technical director at

Tenable Network Security, said: “Microsoft has
made huge strides in the last few years to
improve the security of their operating systems,
but code is rarely perfect and flaws will find a
way into the millions of lines of instructions
required in a complex operating system.
“Instead of trying to attribute blame, it would

be far more productive to consider what could
have been done to reduce the spread of an
aggressive piece of ransomware like WannaCry.
Organisations have to improve visibility into their
complex environments to discover where
weaknesses reside and have robust and rapid
approaches to addressing these flaws before they
are weaponised by the next ransomware author,
eager to turn tardy patching into profit.”
Symantec and Kaspersky have linked the

attacks to the Lazarus Group, which is linked to
North Korea. No-one has yet claimed responsibility.

SOWHAT?

SOWHAT?

The new Surface
Pro delivers the

versatility of a powerhouse
laptop and a mobile
creative studio in one thin,
lightweight device”
Microsoft Devices corporate VP Panos Panay
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1 Samsung’s S8 iris
scanner

Easily bypassed by a German hacking
group and a fake eye

2Paint names
Some AI software was tasked with

naming new paint colours and came up
with Gray Pubic and Stanky Bean.

3Windows XP
Still in use and roundly shaded

when the WannaCry malware broke
loose around the world

4Burglars
The new Nest Cam IQ is a 4K

camera that tracks and zooms in on
intruders automatically

BOOTING UP

UK COMMUNICATIONS BODY Ofcom has
set out rules that should make it easier for
consumers to leave their current internet or
mobile service provider.
Readers will know that such breakups are

often not easy. Ofcom realises that, and is
making it incredibly simple to make the cut
by letting people text their provider with a
“Dear John, it’s not you, it’s me” missive, and
please could you send me the final bill?
This is currently just a set of proposals, but

they are good ones. Ofcom said that your text
would lead to a response from the provider
almost immediately, and that a code would be

sent that will allow your next choice to set you
up within 24 hours. What’s more, there will be
no charges for leaving early.
“We want people and businesses to benefit

from simpler, speedier mobile switching,
making it easier for them to vote with their
feet and take advantage of choice in the
market,” said Lindsey Fussell, Ofcom’s
consumer group director.
“Our ‘text-to-switch’ plans would give

greater control to mobile customers about
when and how they switch, and prevent
losing providers from delaying and frustrating
the switching process.”

RIVAL TECHNOLOGY FIRMS Apple and
Nokia have relatively quickly nipped a
prolonged patent battle in the bud and come
to terms over the Apple’s use of the latter’s IP.
Apple was quick off the mark to confirm

that an agreement had been made, having
been critical of the case when it was first
launched in 2016.
Nokia extended a

patent case against
Apple late last year
and Apple accused the
Finnish firm of acting
like a troll. Now, with
hands shaken and
agreements made,
everyone is friends again.
“We are pleased with

this resolution of our
dispute and we look
forward to expanding our
business relationship
with Nokia,” said Jeff
Williams, Apple’s chief
operating officer.
Nokia is probably

going to do the best out

of this, and we understand that Apple might
sell some Nokia products in its stores going
forwards. This battle was over some 32
patents, and display and encoding gewgaws,
to which Nokia has the rights but populate
the iPhone and its kin. Nokia is glad to see
its technology being put to proper use, and
to be properly rewarded for it.

“This agreement
will strengthen our
collaboration,” said Basil
Alwan, president of
Nokia’s IP/Optical
Networks business.
“We look forward to

supporting Apple.”
While details of the

deal are confidential,
Nokia will receive an
up-front payment from
Apple, with additional
revenues during the
term of the agreement.
Analysts have

speculated that this
agreement could cost
Apple millions annually.

Ofcom clears path for ‘text-to-switch’
service provider breakups

Nokia and Apple shake hands on
patent licensing deal

1 Phone-squeezing
The HTC U11 smartphone is

apparently leading with a new feature:
squeezable sides

2John McAfee
Not only has the security legend

announced the most secure phone in
the world ever, but Johnny Depp is lined
up to star as him in a film of his life.

3Google DeepMind
Google’s AI masterwork continues

to smash people at old Chinese board
games, beating the current Go world
champion in a best of three.

4Computer skills
The Raspberry Pi Foundation has

merged with CoderDojo, with the aim
of getting more kids involved with
coding and digital creation.

CRASHING

up
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WHEN THEMIRAI botnet started to infect
smart internet-connected devices, it showed
that home security needed to change to
protect everything in your house. F-Secure is
hoping to do that with Sense, a combination
of a hardened wireless router and software
designed to protect your PCs and Internet of
Things (IoT) devices.
Sense’s router is, on the face of things, a

standard model: it has an Ethernet WAN port,
three Gigabit Ethernet ports, and supports
802.11ac Wi-Fi speeds up to 1,750Mbit/s.
Inside, it’s a different story, with purpose-

built firmware designed to boost protection.
The Sense router can block phishing attacks
and intrusive tracking, and uses F-Secure’s
anti-virus engine to block malicious software.
For IoT devices, Sense monitors all internet
traffic to and from smart devices, cutting off
access to those that have been compromised.
On top of all that, Sense’s apps for Android

and Windows work like traditional anti-virus
products, adding an additional layer of
protection inside or outside of your home.
Sense supports unlimited Android devices and
up to 25 Windows computers.

Currently, there’s no macOS support, and
the iOS app can only be used to change
settings on the Sense router.
The big competition for Sense comes from

Symantec’s Norton Core: a similar combination
of hardware and software, which has yet to

launch in the UK. We’ll bring you a full review
of both products when they’re available.
Launching in June, the Sense subscription

service has a one-off payment of €199 (around
£174) for the first year, before moving to a
cost of €9.90 (£8.65) per month.

F-Secure Sense promises to protect everything

7.5bn
The number of digital assistantsThe number of digital assistants

likely to be in use in 2021likely to be in use in 2021

70
Percentage of people who do not
recycle their electronic devices

£49.99£49.99
What you’ll pay for a
revamped Nokia 3310,

now on sale

100million
The number of unsolicitedThe number of unsolicited

marketing calls made by Keurboommarketing calls made by Keurboom

£400,000
The amount Ofcom fined
Keurboom for its efforts

ONEMILLIONONEMILLION
THE NUMBER OF IoT

CHIPS THAT QUALCOMM
SHIPS IN A DAY

£95M
WHAT THE EC FINED

FACEBOOK BECAUSE IT
BOUGHT WHATSAPP

2,000 YEARS
AMOUNT OF VIDEO UPLOADED TO GOOGLE

NEST SERVERS EVERY DAY
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California
Kitty Chitty Bang Bang
Americans have had their first glimpse of
Larry Page’s much-rumoured flying car.
The Kitty Hawk has been displayed in what is
very much a lifestyle advert with a test over a
lake in San Francisco. Actually, ‘car’ is a bit of
a stretch – to us it looks more like Little Nellie
from the Bond movie You Only Live Twice than
the car from The Jetsons.

South Africa
Licence to tweet
A South African
woman has been
scolded by the
local deputy
police minister
over social media. The woman was asking
questions about how to buy a driver’s
licence on Twitter, something that caught
the attention of the minister, Fikile Mbalula.
Mbalula suggested that what she was doing
was ill advised.
“It’s a criminal offence to buy a driver’s

licence ngathi ligwinya (like a doughnut),”
Mbalula tweeted.
“It will get you, the traffic department and

the driving school arrested.”

Thailand
No crop tops please,
we’re royalty
The Thai government has
threatened Facebook with
sanctions unless the social network stops
people from sharing images of the king.
The king, for whatever reason, was filmed

swanning around quite merrily in a nice little
white cropped top. However, he didn’t like the
content being shared and mocked, and the
official communications ministry began
talking to Facebook about how best to
remove it from local history.
The Thai Internet Service Providers

Association quickly ensured that Facebook
removed 178 out of 309 posts on a blacklist.

Canada
Bell ringing
Telecoms provider Bell
has admitted a hacker
attack on its systems might have seen the loss
of data relating to millions of its customers.
Reports say a ransom demand was made,

but the firm declined. Reportedly the hacker
has the details of 1.9 million users.
“There is no indication that any financial,

password or other sensitive personal
information was accessed,” the company said.
“Bell took immediate steps to secure

affected systems. The company has been
working closely with the RCMP cyber crime
unit in its investigation and has informed the
Office of the Privacy Commissioner.”

Canada
Bank deposits hidden Konami code
Banks are not known to be places for laughing
in, but the Bank of Canada has made a little
effort to inject a bit of fun into its website.
The bank is celebrating the launch of a

new bank note and its 150th anniversary. Part
of the festivities is a page that lets users play
around with a 3D, draggable 10-dollar bill. It
doesn’t end there, though: if
you insert the infamous
Konami cheat code on the
page you get a little extra
fun, including a version
of the Canadian national
anthem and the raining
down of some extra notes.

Kenya
Horny rhino
The world’s last male white northern rhino, a
fella called Sudan, has joined Tinder and will
be hoping that people swipe
right and take him up on
a date. He is quite
forward, but he is
in quite a delicate
position.
“I don’t mean to be

too forward, but the
fate of my species
literally depends on me,”
Sudan says on his profile.
“I perform well under pressure. I like to

eat grass and chill in the mud. No problems.
6ft tall and 5,000 pounds if it matters.”

if

swipe
on

”
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ASWE ALL know, dragons can fly, but in chip land,
Qualcomm is hoping to soar to new heights with
performance leaps in its new Snapdragon range.
The US firm is introducing what it calls two new mobile
platforms, but we will call System on Chips (SoC), and
promising that they are fully equipped to support
enhanced gaming and advanced photography.

THOSE TWO THINGS ARE HANDY
And that’s not the end of it. Qualcomm has bigger
goals in mind with the duo of mobile platforms,
including machine learning. “With the introduction
of the Snapdragon 660 and 630 Mobile Platforms,
we are thrilled that features such as improved
image quality and fast LTE speeds will now be
available in a wide array of devices without
sacrificing performance or quality,” explained
Kedar Kondap, vice-president of product
management at Qualcomm.
“This ensures that a greater number of

consumers will be able to take advantage of higher-quality
user experiences in camera, audio and visual processing,
connectivity, improved CPU and GPU performance, fast charging,
security and machine learning.”

WHEREWILLWE FIND THE PROCESSOR?
The aim, according to the chip maker, is to add more affordable
high-quality features for smartphones and tablets, with little
compromise on power. The 24-megapixel Spectra 160 image signal
processor, for example, uses camera tech
that Qualcomm says can allow for more
natural skin tones and better low-light
photography. It’s also designed for better
power efficiency on dual-camera phones.
Qualcomm also says that it might add

an edge to some otherwise amateurish
photography, explaining: “The two platforms’
camera capabilities can help turn anyone’s
photo skills up a notch.”

GOOD FOR SNAPPERS, THEN. ANYTHING ELSE?
Each of the SoCs has a Snapdragon X12 LTE modem and an SDR660 RF
transceiver for peak downlink data rates of 600Mbit/s. It’s also dual
band, and has features that are designed to make the absolute most of
signal quality. Bluetooth 5, the freshest and fastest version of the
connection specification, is also on both SoCs.
“The Snapdragon 660 supports 2x2 MU-MIMO 802.11ac Wi-Fi.

That means a stronger signal,” beams Qualcomm.
“This is especially beneficial in houses and offices made of thick

brick and concrete walls, engineered to allow for
a better connection in the entire space without
coverage dead spots.”
Meanwhile, Qualcomm says you can plug a

660-based smartphone into a 4K TV and watch
your own 4K videos on the big screen.

WHAT ABOUT BATTERY LIFE?
All these exciting features sound great, but they
could prove a huge drain on power. Luckily,
Qualcomm has its Quick Charge 4 charging

technology to boast about here, which it
claims can give a battery a 50% charge in 15
minutes. Qualcomm has also taken the
home-grown route with security, employing
its own Mobile Security system for user
authentication and device certifications.

SOWHAT’S THE PROPOSITION?
Qualcomm appears to have a high-end

phone for the masses in its sights and wants to offer the best
performance and the best specifications at a low price.
“More affordable high-quality features for more smartphones and

tablets, with little compromise on power: that’s the goal of our new
Qualcomm Snapdragon 660 and 630 Mobile Platforms. From the
Snapdragon 653 to the 660 and the 626 to the 630, Qualcomm
Technologies is pumping up its 600-tier mobile processors to include
features typically found in higher-tier processors,” explains the firm.
“In a nutshell, both platforms are engineered to support superior

connections, capture true-to-life photos,
include the building blocks for artificial
intelligence, and to deliver improved battery
life, performance and security compared to
previous generations.
“To give these new platforms even more of a

kick, we’re bringing features to our Snapdragon
600-tier platform that were previously only
found in the 800 tier, including the Qualcomm
Spectra camera ISP, Qualcomm Kryo CPU and
Hexagon Vector eXtensions (HVX).”

Snapdragon 660 and 630
Qualcomm has cooked up a fine dish of chips

Qualcomm says you can plug
a 660-based smartphone into
a 4K TV and watch your own
4K videos on the big screen

bile
and

quality
sing,

• 50% battery charge in 15 minutes
• 4K Ultra HD video capture at 30fps
• Qualcomm Spectra 160 image signal
processor

• 2x2 MU-MIMO 802.11ac Wi-Fi
support

SPECS SELECTION
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IBM makes quantum processing leap
SOUND
BYTES

My voice is my
password”

The voice-recognition security key
needed on an HSBC banking login,
which the BBC beat with a twin

As cyber criminals
become more

sophisticated, there is
simply no way for
customers to protect
themselves against
threats unless they
update their systems”
Microsoft warns on WannaCry
patching problems

Detained for seven
years without

charge while my children
grew up and my name
was slandered. I do not
forgive or forget”
Julian Assange celebrates
freedom from his stay at the
Ecuadorian embassy

In harnessing the
digital revolution,

we must take steps to
protect the vulnerable
and give people
confidence to use the
internet without fear
of abuse, criminality
or exposure to
horrific content”
The Conservative election manifesto
promises a better online world

Today’s decision
sends a clear

signal to companies that
they must comply with
all aspects of EU merger
rules, including the
obligation to provide
correct information.
And it imposes a
proportionate and
deterrent fine on
Facebook”
The EU explains its £95m
Facebook fine

This is one of my
biggest pet peeves”

A Texan man on why he is suing his
date for texting in the cinema

IBM IS GETTING ready to release a pair of prototype
quantum processors that it expects will lead to huge
processing improvements.
The firm will release the IBM Q processors in

two stages, delivering a version to
early-access commercial partners,
developers, researchers and
programmers first.
One of the processors features

17 qubits, and leverages significant
materials, device and architecture
improvements to “make it the
most powerful quantum processor
created to date”, IBM said about
its home-grown quantum system.
“It has been engineered to be at least twice as

powerful as what is available today to the public on
the IBM Cloud and it will be the basis for the first
IBM Q early-access commercial systems.”
The second quantum processor will be a

16-qubit chip that will allow for more complex

experimentation than the previously available
5-qubit processor, according to IBM.
The company says the Q Systems part of its

business is widely in use, and that 300,000 quantum
experiments have been carried out
in the quantum cloud.
“The significant engineering

improvements announced today
will allow IBM to scale future
processors to include 50 or more
qubits, and demonstrate
computational capabilities beyond
today’s classical computing
systems,” said Arvind Krishna of
IBM Research and Hybrid Cloud.

“These powerful upgrades to our quantum
systems, delivered via the IBM Cloud, allow us to
imagine new applications and new frontiers for
discovery that are virtually unattainable using
classical computers alone.”
Beta access and an SDK are available on GitHub.

A RESEARCH EFFORT between Intel, the University
of Warwick and University Hospitals Coventry &
Warwickshire NHS Trust (UHCW) is working to
make cancer easier to detect, meaning treatment
could be administered more quickly.
“We are very excited about working with Intel

under the auspices of the strategic relationship
between Intel and the Alan
Turing Institute,” said Professor
Nasir Rajpoot, an honorary
scientist at UHCW.
“The collaboration will enable

us to benefit from world-class
computer science expertise at
Intel with the aim of optimising
our digital pathology image
analysis software pipeline and
deploying some of the latest

cutting-edge technologies developed in our lab for
computer-assisted diagnosis and grading of cancer.”
Research will concentrate on lung cancer first,

mapping and planning its pathology. Digital imagery
will increase accuracy and reliability, and specimens
can be subjected to deeper analysis than ever before.
Professor David Snead, director of the UHCW

Centre of Excellence, explained:
“Important aspects of cellular
pathology can be done faster
with computers than by humans.
“With this collaboration, we

finally see a pathway toward
bringing this science into
practice. These tools will
stimulate better organisation of
services, gains in efficiency and
better care for patients.”

Artificial intelligence lends a hand in
cancer detection and identification

SEARCH ENGINE ECOSIA and browser outfit
Vivaldi have promised to get down to the garden
centre and start buying up enough trees to plant
to save the planet.
The pair have something to celebrate: a tie-up

that links browser with search engine and saves
users from making a personal choice. The search
engine is already green-fingered so it is bringing
its benevolence to the browser company and
making it feel better about itself.
Vivaldi 1.9, the latest release, includes security

fixes and some other polishing, and it is hoped that
any resulting profits go towards planting trees.
“We are proud to join forces with Ecosia and look

forward to our users making a real difference to the

environment by simply searching the web,” says Jon
von Tetzchner, CEO at Vivaldi Technologies.
“At Vivaldi, we strongly believe in putting people

in charge of their browsing experience, and by
including Ecosia, we give our eco-conscious users
easy access to a greener search engine option.”
Ecosia, which generates money from online ads

to invest in tree-planting, will be offered as a search
option on the Vivaldi browser.
Ecosia CEO Christian Kroll said: “We are delighted

to be collaborating with Vivaldi and their users. This
will be a huge step towards our goal of financing the
planting of one billion trees by 2020, proving that
technology really can empower millions to have a
tangible impact on the planet.”

Internet firms go on tree-planting spree

⬆Microscopic landscape of various types of
cells, including tumour cells in red
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HANDS UP IF you’ve ever seen one of these
on the road? I have, so that’s one of us.
The Sinclair C5 is a pretty widely derided

future stab at ecological driving that was
just too early for its own good when it was
unveiled in 1985.
When it was announced, it looked OK.

It wasn’t exactly Knight Rider, but more of a
motorcycle sidecar that had made a break for
freedom, but it was by Sir Clive Sinclair, and
boy didn’t you want one?
No? Just me, then; well, it was more my

brother actually. The dangerous thing is that
he could afford it, so to my parents this was
kind of a real threat. I can’t remember what
happened but I suspect that the elders had
the last word and my brother probably still
has the same cash in the bank.

PEDAL POWER
Even though I hankered after a C5 of my own,
I couldn’t afford one, and was probably still
really pining after a Chopper bike.
The C5 suffered from the beginning.
It had a rather awkward preview for
the press with Sir Clive at the pedals
and even he didn’t look quite sure.
The battery-powered low rider

tricycle looked like it might be a
concern to drive when there was
other traffic around and, at just
2ft 6in, it was dwarfed by
lorries, coaches and cars alike.
It had a top speed of 15mph, and
we suspect that even that was
downhill and with a stiff wind behind
it. At launch, it was pegged with a
relatively high £399 price tag.

MULE TIDE
The C5 didn’t get great reviews, partly
because the battery, which played so much
of a role in the transport element of the C5,
was found to be lacking by many who
test-drove the power trike. Sales these days
are described as disastrous, and the C5
appears in a number of worst-ever gadgets
lists – we think unfairly.
The Sunday Times, which had a go on an

early model, put its readers off the vehicle
when it served up a stinger of a review
claiming its reporter “had travelled five yards
outdoors when everything went phut and this
motorised, plastic lozenge rolled to a halt
with all the stationary decisiveness of a mule”.

The C5 sounds awkward. Its steering
handlebars were below the knees and the
rider had to lie in a recumbent position.
Its 250-watt motor, with its maximum
speed of 4,100 revolutions per minute, was
prone to overheating and would struggle
with hills. Some riders will have found
themselves pushing £400’s worth of
lament home and looking enviously at
comparatively priced mopeds.

MIRROR IMAGE
Sinclair tried hard to keep the cost of the C5
down, and while it might have failed in the
end, it did try by making many, many things

The Sinclair C5
The much-derided motorised scooter that was ahead of its time

available as optional extras. These
options, which consumers could
choose to buy on top, included
indicators and wing mirrors.
These things add up.
Sinclair’s sales predictions

certainly did not ring true in the end.
A deal to bring production to Wales
at a Hoover factory found the
knight-to-be predicting sales of
200,000 units a year, increasing to
500,000 over time. Hoover set up a
facility that could produce up to
8,000 C5s per week.

CULT CLASSIC
Sinclair may also have overestimated
how much money should be spent on
advertising. Reports now say that the firm
bunged £3m at a three-month long TV and
print advertising campaign.
In the first week 5,000 units were moved,

but then things really started to slow down
and it wasn’t long before Hoover was moving
people off the Sinclair production line.
Sinclair admitted that things had not gone
to plan, saying that “sales have not been
entirely up to expectations”.
These days the C5 has cult status, and

is popular among modders and in the
collectors’ market.

bly still
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FOR A YEAR, the Motorola Moto G4
(Shopper 343) represented the pinnacle of
budget smartphone design, which is why
the Moto G5 (Shopper 353) was such a
disappointment; it’s still a decent handset, but
takes so many backwards steps that there’s
no reason to choose it over last year’s model.
However, the Moto G5 Plus – the larger

phablet version – couldn’t be more different.
Not only is it a far more accomplished device
than its own predecessor, the Moto G4 Plus,
but it easily warrants the £80 premium over
the Moto G5, with a better camera, nicer looks
and drastically faster performance.
That price difference does mean the Moto

G5 Plus sits in a different sector to the Moto
G5 but, at £249, that sector is largely empty
right now. Most rival phone manufacturers
have deserted the mid- to low-price tier,
previously occupied by such stalwarts as the
Nexus 5X and the OnePlus 2, and have moved
to higher or lower ground.
So, although still a temptingly priced

phone, the G5 Plus’s competition is similar to

Shopper 353). There’s also a fingerprint reader
at the front of the phone, below the screen.

POWER UP
Performance is good for the price, as is the
Moto G series tradition. Inside is a Qualcomm
Snapdragon 625 processor, 3GB of RAM and
32GB of storage. In Geekbench benchmarks,
this helped it to score 3,852 in the multicore
test and 801 in the single-core test – that’s
slightly higher overall than the Lenovo P2 and
Honor 6X, though since both are cheaper,
performance-per-pound works out at about
the same. Perhaps more notably, it trounces
the standard Moto G5’s respective scores of
2,379 and 578, and even manages to creep up
on the more expensive Galaxy A5.

VERDICT
It’s not the budget masterpiece we were hoping for, but the
Moto G5 Plus delivers on performance and camera quality

REVIEWSREVIEWS
YOUR TRUSTED GUIDE TO WHAT’S NEW

ANDROID 7.0 SMARTPHONE

MOTOROLA Moto G5 Plus
★★★★★
£249 • From www.motorola.co.uk

the Moto G5’s. There’s the Honor 6X
with its dual-lens camera at £225; the
Lenovo P2 with its bonkers 5,100mAh
battery at £200; the Wileyfox Swift 2X
at £220; and the Huawei P9 Lite at
£190. There isn’t much further up the
ladder until you reach the latest
Samsung Galaxy A5 at around £320.

DESIGN OF THE TIMES
When it comes to looks, Motorola
has moved things on a step from the
Moto G4 Plus’s plastic chassis and
ugly, square fingerprint reader.
The rear of this year’s model is clad in
metal, with the Moto logo etched in
relief in the centre, and although the
frame of the phone and its top and
bottom caps are still built from
plastic, it looks much more attractive.
It’s a tad smaller than the G4 Plus,

with a 5.2in, 1,080x1,920 IPS screen,
but that’s not necessarily a bad thing.
It certainly stands up well among its
chief rivals, and it’s a good deal
more attractive than the slightly
squat Moto G5, although the way
the camera module protrudes slightly at
the rear is rather unsightly.
The Moto G5 Plus doesn’t have a

removable battery, like the Moto G5, but every
other major feature is present and correct.

There’s expandable storage
(up to 128GB – a big
improvement on the 32GB
of internal capacity) and
splash resistance; the
screen is made of Gorilla
Glass 3; and you get NFC
for mobile payments at
contactless payment
terminals (this doesn’t
come with the Moto G5,
which we listed in error in

22
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When it comes to battery life, the Moto G5
Plus is again better than the Moto G5; in our
video-playback test, where we set the screen to
a brightness level of 170cd/m2 and switch the
phone into flight mode, the Moto G5 Plus lasted
a solid 13h 13m – for comparison, the Moto G5
lasted only 11h 51m.
This is still slightly less than the Moto G4’s

13h 39m, and sits miles behind the Lenovo P2’s
record time of 28h 50m, but is a respectable
showing nonetheless.

BLAND AID
The screen is nothing to write home about. It’s
the same resolution as last year’s G4 Plus and
0.3in smaller, so it’s a technically a little sharper,
but our eyes couldn’t tell the difference.
It uses an IPS panel and viewing angles are

great, but that’s the limit of it. Its maximum
brightness of 401cd/m2 is passable, but nowhere
near exceptional. The colours look a little
murky, too, even with the display colours set
to vibrant: they’re flat and dull, and lack the
colour pop that the best smartphone displays
are capable of delivering.
Sure enough, when we measured the display

with our X-Rite colorimeter, it reported that the
screen was only able to reproduce 73.4% of the
sRGB colour gamut. And while the contrast ratio is
fine at 1,149:1, it’s again not able to match the
perfect contrast of AMOLED displays such as the
one on the Lenovo P2. That also isn’t very bright,
but it’s a good deal more pleasant on the eye.

CAPTURING HEARTS
Something that most budget and mid-tier
smartphones have in common is that their
cameras tend to be relatively poor. The Moto G4
has been the class leader in this sector since it
launched a year ago, and the rear camera on the
Moto G5 Plus is even better.
That’s principally because it uses the same

camera module as the Galaxy S7, Samsung’s 2016
flagship device. In hardware terms this means you
get a 12-megapixel sensor, a bright f/1.7 aperture
and phase-detect autofocus, which is great for a
phone at this price.
Capturing high-quality photographs is not all

about the hardware, although that does help.
Scene analysis, auto-exposure calculation and the
way a manufacturer chooses to implement chipset
features go a long way to deciding whether the
end result looks great or terrible.
In this respect, we were taken aback with just

how good the Moto G5 Plus’s camera is. In
daylight, compared directly with the yardstick for
all smartphone cameras – the Google Pixel XL – the
Moto G5 Plus’s photographs look highly
respectable. The colours aren’t quite as vibrant, and
if you squint you can see that fine details are a
little smeary, but by and large the camera captures
scenes with impressive sharpness.
In low light, it performed equally well. Again, the

G5 Plus’s photographs can look a little dark, with
darker greys and colours merging into black, but
overall there’s good control over image noise and
very little detail lost to over-compression and
noise reduction. This is where the camera’s f/1.7
aperture comes into play, ensuring that the sensor

captures as much light as possible – and more
light, as we know, leads to better image quality.

TOKEN GESTURES
The software a phone runs is extremely
important, but something budget-phone buyers
often overlook. Here, you get stock Android 7.0
with a few trademark Moto embellishments.
It’s not weighed down with preloaded guff, and
the extras you do get are mostly sensibly
thought out, especially the gesture shortcuts.
Most gestures are enabled by default (you

can disable them in the Moto app if you want)
and allow you, among other things, to launch the
camera app with a quick double twist of the
wrist, toggle the torch on and off with a double
chop motion, and swipe up from the bottom of
the screen to shrink it for easier one-handed use.
A new addition to the Moto app in 2017 is the

ability to use the rectangular fingerprint reader
on the front of the phone as a navigation key.
It’s not enabled by default, but once you flip the
switch, the onscreen navigation keys disappear
and are replaced by gestures you perform on
the fingerprint reader: swipe left to activate the
back, swipe right for recent apps, and tap the
reader to go to the homescreen.
This may change as muscle memory develops,

but to our hands it feels more like a gimmick
than an essential feature; using the tiny sensor
for the back and recent app shortcuts in
particular is quite awkward.
That said, there are downsides to disabling it.

Without fingerprint reader navigation switched
on, tapping the reader with your thumb doesn’t
take you to the home screen – for some bizarre
reason, it switches off the phone, something
we’ve done by accident more than once.

THE PLUS SIDE
Otherwise, the Moto G5 Plus is a sound handset
– though still not quite the budget smartphone
all-rounder we were all waiting and hoping for
from Lenovo/Motorola this year. At least it’s a
more fitting successor to the beloved Moto G4
than the basic G5 – this handset looks better,
runs better, and comes with a superb camera.
If you’re a keen photographer, there’s nothing

else that comes close to it at the price, but if
you’re after something more practical, there are
better handsets out there. Our current favourite
is the Lenovo P2 (Shopper 353), for which you’d
be sacrificing camera quality, but it’s mostly fine
in good light and benefits from a nicer AMOLED
screen and stupendously good battery life.

Jonathan Bray

Battery life

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSOROcta-core 2GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 625 •
SCREEN SIZE 5.2in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 •
REAR CAMERA 12 megapixels •STORAGE 32GB •WIRELESS
DATA 4G • DIMENSIONS 150x74x7.7mm •WEIGHT 155g •
OPERATING SYSTEM Android 7.0 •WARRANTYOne year
RTB • DETAILSwww.motorola.co.uk • PART CODE XT1680

SPECIFICATIONS

13h 13m
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THANKS TOMORE power-efficient CPUs,
gaming laptops are finally getting thinner.
The latest example is Gigabyte’s Aero 15, a
radical departure for a company whose
high-performance offerings have tended to
be rather hulking.
The price is a sticking point: besides being

a huge chunk of change in itself, the £1,900
asking price is a full £100 more than its
closest competitor, the entry-level Full HD
Razer Blade. This includes the very same
quad-core Intel Core i7-7700HQ processor
and GeForce GTX 1060 graphics card as the
Aero 15, and also benefits from a slim chassis,
so Gigabyte’s laptop might be a tricky sell.
That said, there’s absolutely nothing

lacking about those specs, especially since
the Aero 15 has a larger, 512GB PCI-E-based
SSD. Performance in our benchmarks was
exemplary, with an overall score of 128 in our
4K tests – the highest we’ve ever seen on a
slimline gaming laptop.

GAME AND FORTUNE
As expected, it particularly excelled in our
gaming benchmarks, running at the Aero 15’s
native 1,920x1,080. Metro: Last Light Redux,
our most demanding game, ran at a silky
86fps on the Ultra preset with SSAA turned
off, and even managed an impressive 54fps
with SSAA turned on. Dirt Showdown also
ran flawlessly, scoring a 112fps average with
maxed-out settings.
For a device of this stature, battery life is

usually the big downfall. Even the Razer Blade
struggled to breach the three-hour boundary
when unplugged from the mains. The Aero 15,
however, squeezed enough juice out of its
battery to last 7h 17m.
It’s worth noting this is a relatively

undemanding test based on video playback,
and that gaming on the go will hit battery
life harder. Still, with conservative use you’ll
just about eke out a full workday without
needing to recharge, and it means you could
conceivably use the Aero 15 as your everyday
laptop as well as a gaming device.
Design-wise, the Aero 15 is a cracker.

With the exception of the lid, which comes
in your choice of green, black or orange, it
has an all-black finish that looks fantastic.
You’ll be flaunting it often, too, as it weighs
only 2.1kg. This may not be ideal for the
morning commute, but at least you won’t
be tied to your desk.
Despite its 19.9mm-thin frame, there’s a

decent selection of ports. On the left edge,

GIGABYTE Aero 15
★★★★★
£1,900 • From www.scan.co.uk

GAMING LAPTOP

you’ll find an Ethernet port, a solitary USB3
port, a mini DisplayPort and HDMI video
output. On the right, there are two more
USB3 ports, one USB Type-C and a full-size
SD card slot.

EDGED OUT
Gigabyte has also taken a leaf out of Dell’s
book by slimming the display bezels to a
mere 5mm, which helps keep the overall
dimensions down to a remarkably palatable
size. Essentially, you’re getting a big 15.6in
screen crammed into a chassis the size of
your typical 14in laptop, and that’s a
wonderful thing.
Intriguingly, the Aero 15’s 15.6in Full HD

display is X-Rite Pantone certified. Gigabyte is
somewhat quiet about what this means
precisely, but in theory it should mean
accurate colours straight out of the box,
with no calibration required.
In reality, this is true to an extent; using an

X-Rite colorimeter, we measured the Aero 15’s
Delta E at 2.18, which isn’t too shabby at all.
Colours did lack in a little vibrancy, with sRGB
colour gamut levels sitting at 84.2%, but the
display was still capable of producing some
notably detail-rich images. That, and a
contrast ratio of 1,248:1, makes for a screen
that’s very easy on the eyes.
If you’re looking at venturing beyond

Full HD, a UHD (3,840x2,160) model is
expected to launch sometime later in the
year, although official pricing is currently
unknown. Naturally, you can expect it to be
more expensive, with less battery life.

CLICK QUESTION
The keyboard is spot on. It’s just what you
want when you’re strafing left and right in
shooter games: wonderfully tactile, with
oodles of satisfying feedback. Another feature
we wish more laptops shared is the ability to

cycle through different fan speeds by simply
pressing Fn-Esc. As is the case with most
premium notebooks these days, its RGB
backlighting is also fully customisable.
The touchpad, which sits just below and

to the right of the spacebar, isn’t quite so
noteworthy. Its matt black surface may feel
nice on the finger, but it isn’t Microsoft
certified and, as such, can’t be used for
multitouch gestures. If you’re used to
switching between windows with just a swipe
of a few fingers, this will be a real pain.
That aside, the Aero 15 is a seriously

impressive laptop. Everything’s top of the
range here, with first-class performance and a
superb display, plus a compact, lightweight
chassis that means it can double as your
day-to-day laptop as well as your go-to
gaming notebook.
The Aero 15 is a viable alternative to the

Razer Blade and while it may not have the
MacBook-like looks of that laptop, better
battery life means the Gigabyte is a touch
more practical. That’s why it takes over as
our favourite slimline gaming laptop.

Nathan Spendelow

VERDICT
Another excellent (if expensive) slimline gaming
notebook, this time with decent battery life

SPECIFICATIONS

Windows overall

Multitasking

Dirt Showdown

Battery life

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.8GHz Intel Core i7-7700HQ • RAM
16GB • DIMENSIONS 2.1kg •WEIGHT 356x250x19.9mm •
SCREEN SIZE 15.6in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 •
GRAPHICS ADAPTOR Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060 • TOTAL
STORAGE 512GB SSD •OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10
Home •WARRANTY Two years RTB • DETAILSwww.
gigabyte.com • PART CODE Aero 15W-CF2

128

112fps

133

7h 17m
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SINCE ONE OF the core Computer Shopper
tenets is to provide straight-up buying
advice, we’re generally as keen on a good
bargain as you are. Unfortunately, the line
between ‘affordable’ and ‘tat’ is easily and
constantly blurred, hence why we sometimes
end up with devices such as the Venturer
BravoWin 10K (Shopper 346) – a £150 2-in-1
and an apt reminder that spending next to
nothing on tech hardware can risk ugly,
plasticky consequences. With a rubbish
keyboard attachment.
We therefore approached the PrimePro 12

TS with trepidation; at £350, it stands to
reason that overall quality is on the up, but
this is still firmly at the budget end of the
market for Windows 10 2-in-1s. And even with
the tablet’s trapezium shape evoking the
Microsoft Surface range, there’s a sense – at
least initially – that you’re once again getting
exactly what you pay for.
The screen bezels, for example, are on the

chunky side – and because the front-facing
2-megapixel camera is placed dead-centre of
the left panel (when in landscape mode), the
left bezel is thicker than the right, forcing the
screen ever so slightly off-centre. In fact, the
whole tablet is rather thick; at 11.7mm deep,
it’s bulkier than the old Surface 2, and with the
keyboard/stand attachment folded on either
side, the whole thing measures 24.6mm
across. That’s roughly the same as a couple of
ultra-portable laptops stacked together.

VENTURER
PrimePro 12 TS
★★★★★
£350 • From www.amazon.co.uk

WINDOWS 10 2-IN-1

LOW KEY
At least it’s still fairly light, and we could
happily carry the PrimePro 12 TS about in a
satchel without issue. There are other design
successes, too – for instance, it uses a physical
connector to dock the tablet into the
keyboard, rather than relying on Bluetooth
(which is slower and fiddlier), as some cheap
2-in-1s do. The soft-touch matt texture on
both the keyboard and the tablet’s rear is also
quite nice, though the ‘metallic black’ finish
doesn’t entirely mask the use of plastics.

It also doesn’t mask what is, unfortunately,
another sub-par keyboard/trackpad combo.
To be fair, this is included in the box, and there
have been some improvements over the
BravoWin 10K: since the PrimePro 12 TS is a
larger tablet, the keyboard is also larger, so
it’s easier to type on accurately. There’s also
much more grip when used on a desk.
However, shallow travel and a limp, mushy

action (especially on the spacebar) make it
difficult to get used to, and the little folding
stand at the rear of the keyboard attachment
(there’s no Surface-style integrated kickstand)
doesn’t do much to prevent the tablet
toppling backwards when it’s on your lap.

The trackpad is even worse. There’s
no tactile feedback for left- and

right-clicks whatsoever,
and responsiveness is
inconsistent; it

sometimes registers taps
and multitouch gestures fine,

but we’ve also seen the cursor only
react to input after a delay, as well as

quick taps misinterpreted as swipes.

WITH FLYING COLOURS
Frankly, we preferred to prod at the
touchscreen, even with the keyboard docked.
This LCD display is, it should be said, one of
the PrimePro 12 TS’s finer points. At 12.2in
inches diagonally with a 1,920x1,200
resolution, it’s remarkably well-specced for a
£350 2-in-1, and its benchmark results are
generally favourable. There’s nothing amazing
about its peak brightness of 214.4cd/m2 (it
struggles in direct sunlight), 745:1 contract
ratio or black luminance of 0.2878cd/m2, but it

covers a very respectable 87.8% of the sRGB
colour gamut, so it’s a lot more vibrant than
the BravoWin 10K.
Even with some backlight bleeding around

the edges, we could quite happily use the
PrimePro 12 TS for watching videos, and the
generous proportions and Full HD resolution
mean it’s surprisingly capable of dual-window
multitasking. The rear-firing speaker also lived
up to our (admittedly, highly tempered)
expectations: clarity is decent enough for film
and TV dialogue, though it won’t go terribly
loud, and it’s light on bass.

ATOMIC BORE
A more worrying limitation is the processor:
it’s a teeny quad-core Intel Atom x5-Z8300,
running at 1.44GHz with a Turbo Boost clock
of 1.84GHz. Together with 4GB of RAM, it’s
not enough to handle our tough 4K
benchmarks, so we ran the more easy-going
1080p version instead. Even so, it didn’t
exactly blaze through the tests, scoring just
36 in the image test (the least demanding
segment), 47 in the video test and 39 in the

VERDICT
A vivid Full HD touchscreen saves this budget
hybrid from feeling a little too cheap

The PrimePro 12 TS is a rarity in providing a 12.2in,
Full HD Windows 10 tablet at such a low price
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multitasking test, for an
overall score of 41.
While this isn’t bad for

the money – it’s close to the
identically priced Asus
Transformer Mini (Shopper
349) and its final score of
45 – readers with eidetic
memories of low-budget
2-in-1s will recall that the
£150 BravoWin 10K also
managed 41 overall. Indeed,
the Atom x5-Z8300 may be
a newer CPU than the 10K’s
Atom Z3735F, but they’re
extremely similar in terms
of real-world performance,
and it’s disappointing to see
that paying an extra £200
nets you pretty much
nothing in the way of
performance gains.

STAY-AT-HOME PAD
Thus the PrimePro 12 TS,
despite its enterprising name, is still best off
sticking to basic tasks such as web browsing,
word processing and media viewing, and even then
it can start to chug if you have too many tabs or
windows open. Silent running (afforded by the
lack of a fan) is only a minor consolation prize.
It’s not much of a gaming machine, either, as

it failed to produce playable frame rates in our
720p Dirt Showdown test. High graphics settings
with 4x MSAA enabled yielded only 14fps, and
dropping to Ultra Low quality merely bumped
this to 15fps. Only the most basic games will
cooperate with the Atom x5-Z8300’s integrated
graphics. Minecraft, for instance, can run well
enough on default settings.
Another reason to limit the PrimePro 12 TS to

simple jobs is the battery life. In our usual video
playback test, with flight mode enabled and screen
brightness set to 170cd/m2, it lasted only 5h 23m
before shutting down – that’s over an hour longer
than the BravoWin 10K, but less than half of what
the Asus Transformer Mini can do in the same
conditions. In any case, you’ll need to reach for the
charging cable at least once a day if you’re using it
as your main Windows machine, possibly more if
it’s pulling double duties as a home/leisure device.

PORT HAUL
You’ll also likely need to make use of the tablet’s
microSD card slot, as internal storage is limited
to just a 64GB Flash drive – that’s Chromebook-
low, albeit not entirely unexpected. A spacious

and speedy SSD would
be asking rather a lot at
this price.
To Venturer’s credit,

the tablet covers all bases
in terms of connectivity.
Bluetooth 4.0 and 802.11n
Wi-Fi handles wireless,
while physically, the
microSD slot is joined by
a full-sized USB3 port,
Mini HDMI output and
3.5mm jack, taking care
of data, video and audio
respectively. There’s a
Micro USB port as well,
though this can only be
used for charging.
It wouldn’t have

hurt to squeeze
another full-sized
USB port on there
somewhere, as
plugging in a single
thumb drive or

peripheral (such as a mouse, to get around the
troublesome trackpad) will prevent the use of
any others until you remove it again. Still, when
even the mighty Surface Pro 4 (Shopper 336) has
the same issue, it’s hard to hold it against
Venturer’s low-cost take on the 2-in-1.

HAVING THE DECENCY
On that note, here’s why a device with so
many flaws is walking away with a good score:
first, it’s a rarity in providing a 12.2in, Full HD
Windows 10 tablet at such a low price. The only
comparable alternative we can find – the
Transformer Mini has a relatively low 1,280x800
panel – is the Linx 12V64, which we haven’t
tested (or, if we’re honest, even heard of until
recently), but has seemingly identical core specs.
Second, unlike the BravoWin 10K, the

PrimePro 12 TS doesn’t feel like it makes one
(or more) compromise too many. After early
frustrations with the keyboard and trackpad, it’s
fine for light use, especially when taking full
advantage of the colourful screen for some video
streaming. It’s far from perfect, or even great,
but it is just about good enough for your £350.

James Archer

SPECIFICATIONS

Windows overall

Multitasking

Dirt Showdown

Battery life

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSORQuad-core 1.44GHz Intel Atom x5-Z8300 •
RAM 4GB • DIMENSIONS 300x206x118mm (tablet only),
300x213x24.6mm (with keyboard) •WEIGHT 907mm (tablet
only), 1.5kg (with keyboard) • SCREEN SIZE 12.2in •
SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,920x1,200 • GRAPHICS ADAPTOR
Intel HD Graphics • STORAGE 64GB eMMC •OPERATING
SYSTEMWindows 10 Home •WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.venturer.com • PART CODEWT19623W97SK

41

39

5h 23m

Fail
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IT’S BEEN A while since an Android tablet
has really piqued our attention. Some great
devices have shown up, such as Huawei’s
MediaPad 3 (Shopper 348), but with Apple’s
iPads still ruling the market, there hasn’t
been a truly exciting Android slate since the
Google Pixel C (Shopper 338).
The Samsung Galaxy Tab S3 changes that.

It doesn’t look much different to Samsung’s
last premium tablet offering, 2015’s Galaxy
Tab S2 – it’s still got a gorgeous 9.7in
AMOLED display, and is seriously thin and
lightweight, but the big difference is that
Samsung has lobbed the enhanced S Pen
stylus in the box for free. That alone is
almost worth the price of admission.

GOOD FORTUNE
This does take some doing, as at £599, the
Galaxy Tab S3 is £260 more expensive than
the most recent entry-level iPad. Still, along
with the S Pen, there’s a decent set of internal
improvements to justify the cost.
The first thing you’ll notice is the

stunning display. The 9.7in screen completely
dominates the front of the Galaxy Tab S3,
despite those reasonably chunky side bezels.
There’s no change from the Galaxy Tab S2
in terms of resolution, which remains at
2,048x1,536, but the screen does now
support HDR content. Maximum brightness
is a bit low by handheld standards, at
301cd/m2, but since it’s an AMOLED display,
its perfect contrast and 100% SRGB colour
coverage are both excellent.
In practice, the Galaxy Tab S3 is well

suited to outdoor use, even in near direct
sunlight, and Netflix and YouTube videos
look positively stunning on it. Colours are
remarkably crisp, and images are filled with
punchy detail. If you’re after something for
on-the-go media consumption and Facebook
feed scrolling, this is it.
Sound, meanwhile, is provided by a

four-speaker arrangement. All of the
quad-speaker tablets we’ve seen so far – the
iPad Pro 12.9in, the iPad Pro 9.7in and the
Huawei M2 10 – have sounded great, and
Samsung hits this one out of the park.
Audio quality is excellent, and thanks to an
AKG-branded ‘quad-stereo’ array, which
automatically detects the orientation you’re
holding the tablet in, you get a proper stereo
image in both landscape and portrait modes.
The attraction of this tablet lies partly in

its optional keyboard and bundled S Pen
stylus. The keyboard (which we haven’t yet

SAMSUNG Galaxy Tab S3
★★★★★
£599 • From www.currys.co.uk

VERDICT
An AMOLED display and upgraded stylus
makes this one of the best Android tablets yet

ANDROID 7.0 TABLET

tried for ourselves) attaches via a magnetic
pogo-pin connection on the left edge of
the tablet, folding over and propping up the
tablet just like the iPad Pro 9.7in’s Smart
Keyboard. It also doubles as a case when it’s
not in use; it’s a neat accessory, but an
expensive one at £119.
As for the stylus, it’s Samsung’s most

advanced S Pen yet, with a smaller tip than
ever, measuring just 0.7mm across. While our
artistic talents are somewhat lacking, we
found it lovely to write with on the Galaxy
Tab S3’s screen. Our favourite thing about it
is a new feature called Screen Off Memo,
which allows you to scribble quick notes on
the screen without having to unlock the
tablet or even turn it on.

QUAD PLAYER
The Galaxy Tab S3’s under-the-hood hardware
also gets a bump up from its predecessor, to
a specification that’s decent by today’s
standards, if not cutting edge. A quad-core
Qualcomm Snapdragon 820 processor runs
the show – a little behind the times in
smartphone terms, perhaps, but the overall
experience is lightning quick.
That’s reflected in a Geekbench 4

multicore result of 4,208 and a single-core
score of 1,751. The Tab S3 blazes past Google’s
Pixel C and the older Tab S2, but is beaten
overall by Apple’s latest iPad, with its
respective scores of 4,204 and 2,490.
There’s also 4GB of RAM, 32GB of built-in

storage and a microSD slot for expansion,
which will take cards up to 256GB in size.
A 4G/LTE model is available too, promising
download speeds of up to 300Mbit/s for
road warriors.
While the battery is slightly larger than the

Tab S2’s, the jump to 6,000mAh doesn’t seem

to have paid off. The S3 lasted 11h 43m in our
continuous video playback test with the
screen set to 170cd/m2 – that’s nearly three
hours short of the Tab S2’s 14h 33m, and
further behind the new iPad’s 14h 47m. That
Snapdragon 820’s power-hungriness is in full
view here; on the upside, it recharges speedily
via the USB Type-C port on the bottom.

THIRD TIME PRICEY
The Galaxy Tab S2 was great, but the S3 really
kicks things up a notch. With its speedy
performance, bundled S Pen and pixel-perfect
display, it’s a very nice tablet indeed.
The high price is a shame; even with the

S Pen included, it’s strange that the Galaxy
Tab S3 is not just more expensive than the
standard iPad, but will set you back more
than the 9.7in iPad Pro as well. We’re not sure
what Samsung is thinking here; it almost
seems like a gamble to take advantage of the
lack of competition from other recent,
high-quality Android tablets.
Even so, the Galaxy Tab S3 is an extremely

impressive device. If you’re lucky enough to
have the cash and prefer to stick with
Android, it’s definitely the tablet for you.

Nathan Spendelow

Battery life

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.2GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 820

• SCREEN SIZE 9.7in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 2,048x1,536 •
REAR CAMERA 13-megapixel • STORAGE 32GB •
WIRELESS DATA N/A • DIMENSIONS 237x169x6mm •
WEIGHT 429g •OPERATING SYSTEM Android 7.0 •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.samsung.com/
uk • PART CODE SM-T820

SPECIFICATIONS

11h 43m
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THE LEICA-BRANDED Huawei P9 (Shopper
342) was a pleasant surprise when it
launched last year. Much of that was down
to its dual rear cameras, which Huawei has
wisely decided to carry over unchanged to
the new P10.
It also raises the issue of what’s actually

new, especially since the P10 is pricier than
the P9 was on release. The biggest difference
lies in the P10’s improved physical appearance,
which is uncannily iPhone 7-like in design.
Huawei has tossed away the easily scratched
all-metal silver back of the P9 in favour of a
smooth, matt black rear that’s far easier on
the hands (and pocket).

THUMB AND GAMES
The fingerprint sensor has also moved from
the rear to the front, where it’s now
integrated with the home button. We did
prefer the sensor in the P9’s more index
finger-friendly position, but since it has
such extra abilities as swiping left or right
to switch apps, it can at least be used for
speedy navigation as well as unlocking.
Just below, on the bottom edge, you’ll find a
USB Type-C port, with a SIM and microSD
slot on the left edge.
The biggest update comes in the form of

an octa-core, 2.4GHz HiSilicon Kirin 960,
paired with 4GB of RAM. This propelled the
P10 to Geekbench scores of 1,940 in the
single-core test and 6,299 in the multicore
test; not only are these big improvements
over the P9, but they put the P10 on a par
with the flagship Huawei Mate 9 (Shopper
349) and even the Samsung Galaxy S7
(Shopper 340) and iPhone 7 (Shopper 346).
It’s clearly no slouch, but graphics

performance is particularly impressive.
The P10’s absolutely
stellar 50fps in
GFXBench Manhattan
shatters the P9’s 12fps,
and we could play
effects-heavy games
such as Sky Force
Reloaded without a
single dropped frame.
This power boost

hasn’t hurt battery life,
which is also up on
the P9. Lasting 13h 12m
in our video playback
test, the P10 is
roughly on a par with
most £400-£500

HUAWEI P10
★★★★★
£468 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
This photographer’s companion is a powerful
Android handset and worthy upgrade to the P9

ANDROID 7.0 SMARTPHONE

Android handsets,
although it falls short
of top-end devices
such as Samsung’s
Galaxy S series.

INTERFACE
TRANSPLANT
As you might expect
(and hope for), the
Huawei P10 ships with
Android 7.0 Nougat right
out of the box. The bad
news is that Huawei’s
EMUI custom skin still
gets in the way a bit too
much for our liking.
True, the differences

between this and stock
Android aren’t as stark
as they have been in
previous version of the software, and visually,
EMUI generally doesn’t look bad. However,
the removal of the apps tray continues to
irritate, and Huawei persists in replacing
Google’s pull-down notifications menu with
its own effort, which offers no real benefit in
exchange for wasting additional screen space.
The screen itself is a 5.1in, 1,920x1,080 IPS

panel. It’s bordered by seriously thin bezels on
either side, and text and images look perfectly
sharp and crisp. According to our tests, it can
display 99.9% of the sRGB colour gamut, and
a high peak brightness of 497cd/m2 will serve
you well on sunny days outside. The 1,219:1
contrast ratio also does justice to photos
captured by the dual cameras.
The rear cameras haven’t changed since

the P9 – one camera shoots colour images
at up to 12 megapixels, while the other uses a

monochrome sensor
that captures up to
200% more light
than the other, and
images from both are
combined for better
shots. They still hold
up, though, producing
wonderfully detail-rich
photos anywhere
there’s plenty of light.
In low light, the

small f/2.2 aperture
in both sensors hold
the P10 back, and
objects can end up
looking poorly defined,

with noticeably blurred
edges and visible noise.
Colour reproduction
remains effective,
however, and in good
lighting, lavish details are
enhanced by bright,
punchy colours.
Rather strangely, the

8-megapixel front-facing
camera has an f/1.9
aperture, and as a result
we found it performed
slightly better in low light
than the rear cameras.
This actually is an all-new
addition, and unlike the
P9’s front camera,
seems to be another
collaboration with Leica.

ONE UP
With the P10, Huawei has delivered yet
another great-quality smartphone. The dual
Leica cameras are a real treat, and while this
could have just meant it was worth sticking
with the older, cheaper P9, improvements
to the physical design, performance and
battery life make this the one to go for – out
of these two models, anyway.
There is an argument for the OnePlus 3T

(Shopper 349) being a better buy overall: it’s
not quite as powerful, but at £399 is much
cheaper, while still offering high-calibre specs.
The brilliant, if now-replaced, Samsung Galaxy
S7 has also dropped in price, to the point
where it matches the P10. Neither of these
phones, we should also point out, suffer from
the overbearing EMUI Android skin.
Even so, the Huawei P10 is commendably

well made, and in hardware terms it can keep
pace with some of the big flagships. If you find
it turns your head, you won’t be disappointed.

Nathan Spendelow

Battery life

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSOROcta-core 2.4GHz HiSilicon Kirin 960 •
SCREEN SIZE 5.1in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 •
REAR CAMERA 12 megapixels • STORAGE 64GB •
WIRELESS DATA 4G • DIMENSIONS 145x69x7mm •
WEIGHT 145g •OPERATING SYSTEM Android 7.0 •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILS consumer.huawei.
com • PART CODE VTR-L09

SPECIFICATIONS

13h 12m
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MANYWOULD HAVE poked fun at 5.7in
smartphones a few years back, but now
they’re a common sight, and the Honor 8 Pro
shows why: it’s an impressively specced Quad
HD handset that merges the beauty of the
Honor 8 and Huawei P10, while keeping the
price down to a very reasonable £480.
Honor has ditched the 15 layers of glass

found on the regular Honor 8, instead opting
for a matt finish, and the result is stunning.
The sleek, rounded edges and full-metal
unibody design give the phone a premium feel,
and its 184g weight complements the phone’s
handling. It’s also just 7mm thick, which is even
slimmer than the 7.3mm iPhone 7 Plus, and
the 8 Pro lacks any unsightly camera bump.

ON TAP
Unlike the Huawei P10, the fingerprint sensor
is found on the back. This makes it much
more comfortable to use one-handed, and
the unlock speed is blisteringly fast.
However, the ability to also use the sensor
as a customisable button has been removed,
leaving just basic directional swipes to carry
out operations. We miss being able to use
the sensor as a torch shortcut, for example,
as we could on the Honor 8.
A 3.5mm headphone jack is located at the

bottom, alongside a downward-firing speaker
and its fast-charging USB Type-C connector,

which delivers 38% battery from a 30-minute
charge. The phone’s volume rocker and power
button are found on the right, and a dual
nano-SIM compartment is on the left. If you
prefer, a 128GB microSD card can be inserted,
occupying the secondary SIM slot.
The Honor 8’s Full HD display was

impressive, but the Honor 8 Pro takes it one
step further. With an impressive 2,560x1,440
pixels, the Honor 8 Pro kicks out a pixel
density of 515ppi, resulting in extremely
sharp images and text.
Its 93.7% sRGB colour gamut is slightly

lower than the Honor 8’s 98.2%, but colours
still appear vibrant and rich, and the 1,305:1
contrast ratio and 0.35cd/m2 black levels are
pretty good, too. Screen brightness has also
improved, up to a maximum 463cd/m2 – easily
enough to use in the sun.

HONOR 8 Pro
★★★★★
£480 • From www.laptopsdirect.co.uk

VERDICT
Quite simply, this is one of the best plus-sized
smartphones money can buy

ANDROID 7.0 PHABLET

Since Honor is a
Huawei subsidiary, this
phone’s Android 7.0 OS
has been given the EMUI
treatment. Despite
Honor’s claims that
the current 5.1 version
includes certain RAM
and processor
optimisations, this is
one of the more
extensive manufacturer
skins for Android, and
you still have to make do
with the lack of an apps
drawer and a heavily
redesigned drop-down
settings menu.

KIRIN TIME
Things are much better
on the hardware side. As well as 6GB of RAM,
it has the same octa-core Kirin 960 chip as the
Huawei P10, and achieves similarly excellent
benchmark results of 1,828 in Geekbench 4’s
single-core test and 6,278 in the multicore test.
Short of the most opulent £600 handsets, the
Honor 8 Pro is up there with the best.
We experienced no performance issues

whatsoever, and all the intensive Android
games we played maintained smooth frame

rates; indeed, the Honor 8 Pro scored highly in
the GFXBench Manhattan benchmark, with
33fps in the native resolution onscreen test
and 42fps in the 1080p offscreen test.
The only big disappointment is battery life.

Considering its sizable 4,000mAh battery, we
expected better than the 11h 17m it managed
in our video playback test. By comparison, the
Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge – which can be found
for around the same price – lasted 18h 42m.
The Honor 8 Pro has the same

12-megapixel f/2.2 rear camera as the regular
Honor 8, including the laser autofocus and
dual-tone LED flash. There’s a healthy
selection of camera modes to choose from:
photo, pro photo, video, pro video,
monochrome, HDR, 3D creator, night shot,
panorama, light painting, time-lapse, slow-mo,
watermark, audio note and document scan.

Pro photo mode is
perhaps the most useful,
as it allows you to adjust
the metering, ISO,
shutter speed, EV, focus
and white balance. Pro
video also gives you the
option to adjust the
metering mode, EV, AF
and white balance.
Even without

tinkering, snaps are
excellent. With good
colours and details, and
the ability to shoot in
monochrome, the Honor
8 Pro is a great device
for photography,
especially as it can
handle low light. Images
exhibit little noise, while
colour accuracy and

exposure balance remain impressive.

LIGHTS OUT
The downside is a poor flash, which can result
in some images looking dull and dark. Since
low-light performance is so good without the
flash, we’d suggest avoiding it entirely.
Video capture is decent as well. You can

even record in 4K at 30fps, another
improvement on the Honor 8, while Full HD
footage gives a choice of 60fps and 30fps.
You can also shoot slow-mo video at either
Full HD/120fps or 720p/60fps, and edit which
parts are shown slowed down.
Other than the battery life – and,

depending on your tastes, EMUI – there’s very
little to dislike about the Honor 8 Pro. It has
a blazingly fast processor, 6GB of RAM, a
beautiful Quad HD display, a healthy 64GB of
storage, dual-SIM or microSD capability and a
great camera – all that, for £480, makes it a
superb choice of phablet.

Christopher Minasians

Battery life

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSOROcta-core 2.4GHz HiSilicon Kirin 960 •
SCREEN SIZE 5.7in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 2,560x1,440 •
REAR CAMERA 12 megapixels • STORAGE 64GB •
WIRELESS DATA 4G • DIMENSIONS 157x78x7mm •
WEIGHT 184g •OPERATING SYSTEM Android 7.0 •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.hihonor.com/uk
• PART CODE DUK-L09

SPECIFICATIONS

11h 17m

Short of the most opulent £600 handsets,
the Honor 8 Pro is up there with the best
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THE PIXMA TS5050 is another of Canon’s
new additions to its home colour MFP range.
The curved edges and attractive squat design
make it look more like fancy audio-visual kit
than something as mundane as a multifunction
peripheral, but an MFP it is: it can print, scan
and copy, and you can connect to and share it
across your home Wi-Fi network.
It’s also great to see that Canon has made

the TS5050 less fiddly to use than previous
generations: the combination of a colour 3in
display and redesigned controls are a definite
improvement, and Canon has finally ditched
its confusing mix of separate selection
buttons and direction rocker. Now you just get
simple cursor keys with a button in the centre
to confirm your choices, and the new menu is
much easier to navigate as a result.

BENEATH THE FOLD
The Pixma range is purpose-built for creative
home use, so the TS5050 has an SD card slot
which lets you print photos directly from your
memory card. Alternatively, you can use
Canon’s Android or iOS apps to print
wirelessly from a tablet or phone.
The TS5050 has a conventional 100-sheet

rear paper feed and front output tray. We had
some trouble with the feed slot cover, which
you have to close manually after restocking
with paper. As on the Pixma TS8050 (Shopper
353), it’s easy to forget, and sometimes
needed wiggling before the printer would
detect it. Another minor niggle is the lack of
automatic double-sided (duplex) printing – at
this price we’d expect that as standard.

CANON Pixma TS5050
★★★★★
£70 • From www.currys.co.uk

VERDICT
It’s a touch pricey, but the Pixma TS5050 is a
smart-looking MFP with good performance

HOME MFP

Still, it’s good to see that Canon has
employed its five-ink system, which uses
both a pigment-based black for bold text
on plain paper, and a dye black for better
contrast in photos.
This MFP is an adequate performer,

managing to deliver black text at 12.3 pages
per minute (ppm) in our 25-page test.
Switching to draft mode lightened the result,
saving ink, but there was no other noticeable
reduction in quality and no improvement in
speed. The TS5050 produced colour graphics
at a fairly rapid 3.7ppm, reaching 4.8ppm in
draft mode for only a slight loss of quality.
At the highest possible detail, it took almost
seven minutes to print two 10x8in photos
and nearly 11 minutes to complete six
borderless 6x4in prints.

A SCANNER DARKLY
Connected via USB, scan times are quite
quick at anything up to 1,200 dots per inch

(dpi); capturing a postcard
photo at this depth took a
minute and a half.
Photocopying was slightly
slower than we’d expect,
though, with a single A4 copy
needing 20 seconds in black
only and 21 seconds in colour.
Canon usually fits good

scanners to its MFPs, and
results from the TS5050 were
very good, showing a
particularly sharp focus and
a high dynamic range that
preserved both very light
and very dark shade detail.
Both colour and mono

copies were a shade too dark for our liking by
default, but they’d do for most purposes.
Regardless of the source, print quality is

almost uniformly excellent. Text was dark
and reasonably crisp, while photos were
sharp and detailed, albeit with a slightly warm
tone that might not please perfectionists –
those looking for perfect prints may need to
do a little tweaking in Photoshop to get
things looking just so.

PAYING THE PRICE
Canon’s two-black-ink setup means that, at
2.7p per page, the black component of our
running cost calculations is on the high side.
In practice, the dye black ink is barely used
for plain paper work – Canon estimates it
will last for around 4,000 pages. The overall
cost figure of 7.4p per page is a touch high,
but not excruciatingly so.
With good looks, great results and often

brilliant performance, the Pixma TS5050 is a
great MFP for the home. If you don’t mind
paying a premium for it, and can forgive the
lack of duplex printing, then this is a talented
MFP that’s worthy of a place on your desk.

Simon Handby

⬅ Duplex printing is possible
with the Pixma TS5050, but
unfortunately it’s not automatic

SPECIFICATIONS

Mono speed

Mixed colour
speed

Mono page cost

Colour page cost

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

TECHNOLOGY Thermal inkjet •MAXIMUMPRINT
RESOLUTION 4,800x1,200dpi •MAXIMUMOPTICAL SCAN
RESOLUTION (OUTPUT BIT DEPTH) 1,200x2,400dpi (24-bit)

• DIMENSIONS 126x372x315mm •WEIGHT 5.5kg •
MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal •WARRANTYOne year
RTB • DETAILSwww.canon.co.uk • PART CODE 1367C008

12.3ppm

3.7ppm

2.7p

4.7p
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THESE DAYS, EVERYONE likes to put ‘eco’
in their product names, but Kyocera’s
Ecosys printers have a fair claim to being
slightly better for the environment. Their
photoconductor drums are made from
ceramic (hence the ‘cera’ in Kyocera), giving
them a longer service life than you’d find
elsewhere. The drum on the P5026cdw is
guaranteed for the earliest of three years or
100,000 prints – two or three times what we’d
expect from a conventional equivalent.
In other ways, the P5026cdw is a

completely typical small office colour laser.
It can connect via USB, wired or wireless
networks, has a front panel USB slot for
walk-up document printing, and can be
controlled by a basic menu displayed on a
two-line backlit LCD panel. In its base, there’s
a 250-sheet paper cassette, while there’s a
60-sheet multipurpose tray neatly hidden
behind the front panel. Typically for Kyocera
there’s some room to upgrade, with support
for another 250-sheet input, while the driver
supports handy office features such as
PIN-protected secure jobs.
This isn’t the easiest printer we’ve ever

set up, particularly so when it came to trying
to join it to our test wireless network.

KYOCERA
Ecosys P5026cdw

★★★★★
£256 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
Kyocera’s Ecosys P5026cdw is a capable
colour laser that turns out decent results
without breaking the bank

COLOUR LASER PRINTER

The printer’s own menu supports only WPS or
an on-device PIN mode: you can’t search for
nearby networks by SSID. In fact, the more we
used the menu the less we came to like it: it’s
not particularly friendly, and by default almost
every sub-menu is protected by the numeric
password – secure, but annoying when there
are no number buttons. While we’re
complaining, the icons marking paper
orientation are poor: the first time we tried to
re-use paper we printed on the wrong side.

SPOOL PARTY
We perform our timed tests over a
wired connection, and here the
P5026cdw scores points for having
Gigabit Ethernet, which can reduce
spool times for long or complex
print jobs. It has a quiet mode,
selected via a dedicated button on
the top panel. It’s off by default,
but regardless this is one of the
quietest laser printers we’ve tested.
Delivering our mono text test at a
creditable 23.4 pages per minute
(ppm), its fan and paper transport
noise was muted, and stopped very
quickly after the end of the job.
Quiet mode halved the engine
speed, but its main effect on the
noise was to lower the frequency
– we wouldn’t bother.
Helped perhaps by its fast

interface, the P5026cdw completed
our complex graphics test at
20.6ppm, and it managed a similarly
impressive 10.2 images per minute

on our duplex test. In the past we’ve found
the print quality from some Kyocera devices
to be underwhelming, but the P5026cdw was
quite good: text was bold and acceptably
crisp, while both office graphics and
photographs had an even sheen and were
free of obvious artefacts, although they did
have a slightly cool colour bias.

LASER GUIDED
Kyocera claims that, with long-life components
and consumables, the P5026cdw offers
exceptionally low running costs for its class.
At 8.2p per page they’re certainly a penny or
two lower than we’d expect from competing
lasers, but an equivalent office inkjet would
be significantly cheaper still. We’d be inclined
to choose an inkjet, but if you’re set on a
colour laser for your small business, the
P5026cdw is both competent and economical.

Simon Handby

⬆ The menu is comprehensive, but not particularly friendly

SPECIFICATIONS

Mono speed

Mixed colour
speed

Mono page cost

Colour page cost

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

TECHNOLOGY Colour laser •MAXIMUMPRINT
RESOLUTION 1,200x1,200dpi • DIMENSIONS
329x410x410mm •WEIGHT 21kg •MAXIMUMPAPER
SIZE A4/legal •WARRANTY Two years RTB •
DETAILSwww.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk •
PART CODE 1102RB3NL0

23.4ppm

20.6ppm

1.2p

7.0p

There’s some room to upgrade, with support for another
250-sheet input, while the driver supports handy office
features such as PIN-protected secure jobs
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AM4 MOTHERBOARD

NOWWE’VE ESTABLISHED that AMD’s
Ryzen CPUs are viable Intel alternatives –
especially the Ryzen 7 1700 (Shopper 353) –
it’s time to start thinking which motherboards
to pair them with. Since all Ryzen chips use the
new AM4 socket, and are incompatible with
older AM3 or AM3+ boards, this is a must for
any system built around the Zen architecture.
There’s also a new line-up of chipsets to

consider: the enthusiast-grade X370, the
general performance-focused B350, the
budget A320, and the X300 and A300 series
for small form factor (SFF) builds. Gigabyte’s
Aorus AX370-Gaming 5 is, in many ways, a
quintessential X370 model. It takes advantage
of the chipset’s extra PCI-E lanes to support
CrossFire and SLI graphics setups, and is
awash with SATA ports, USB3.1 connectivity,
and both fan and cooling pump headers.
Specifically, it’s kitted out with three

reinforced PCI-E x16 slots, two of which can
support dual GPUs running at x8 bandwidth
each. The bottom slot is limited to x4, but if
you’re only running a single graphics card, the
top slot maxes out at the full x16 speed.

FAN FAVOURITE
Eight SATA ports, including four incorporated
into two SATA Express connectors, mean the
AX370-Gaming 5 is also suitable for rigs with
stacks of storage and optical drives. You’re
not just limited to SATA on the storage front,
though: both an M.2 and U.2 port are present
as well, so ultra-fast NVMe drives are easy
potential upgrades. Unsurprisingly, Intel
hasn’t made its speed-boosting Optane
drives compatible with AMD systems, so
you’ll need to stick to conventional SSDs.
Cooling is well handled, thanks to the

inclusion of eight fan headers – that’s two for
the CPU unit, two that can power a pump
(used in high-end, open-loop water-cooling
systems) and four dedicated to case or
radiator fans. That’s plenty for most PCs, save
for the most ambitious super-tower builds.

GIGABYTE Aorus
AX370-Gaming 5
★★★★★
£193 • From www.ebuyer.com

VERDICT
A stable overclocking platform that’s teeming with ports,
the AX370-Gaming 5 plays very nicely with AMD Ryzen

As well as an onboard
power button and LCD display
(which shows two-digit codes
denoting the state of your PC,
including certain errors), the
AX370-Gaming 5 has an OC
button, which loads an
automatically optimised
overclocking profile. However,
as easy as this sounds for
novice users, we’d recommend sticking to the
finer controls afforded by overclocking in the
BIOS, or via AMD’s Ryzen Master software.

FREQ SHOW
The BIOS certainly has all the frequency, ratio
and voltage controls needed for tweaking
your CPU or RAM, and because it’s simply a
matter of changing the values of each,
overclocking is a painless process as long as
you broadly know what you’re doing. That
said, Gigabyte’s BIOS design has never been
our favourite, and that continues here.
Classic mode, or advanced mode, is a merely
a dull series of menus, and while there is an
Easy mode, it’s almost hidden behind a tiny
tab. Even then, the EZ OC feature didn’t
appear to be supported by our Ryzen 7 1700,
which has been out for a while now.
The good news is that although nothing

about the BIOS stands out, this is still a fast
and stable motherboard. We managed to
overclock the 1700 from its stock 3GHz clock
speed all the way to 3.9GHz just on air cooling,
and although the increase in our benchmark
scores wasn’t exactly proportional (from 203
overall at 3GHz to 207 at 3.9GHz), we were
able to complete the punishing tests without
any crashing or freezing.
It’s arguably not worth buying on speeds

alone, as the £85 MSI B350MMortar
managed a close 197 at stock speeds and
even a slightly higher 208 at 3.8GHz, though
this microATX board couldn’t handle 3.9GHz
or faster on air cooling. Particularly if you’ve

got watercooling, X370 motherboards will
likely always be better for overclocking.
External connectivity is also top-notch.

There are no slower USB2 ports here, but a
generous six USB3 ports and three even
faster USB3.1 ports – plus a reversible USB
Type-C port, which uses USB3.1 as well.
What’s more, two of the full-size USB3 ports
are of the DAC-UP variety, so they can be
connected to analogue hi-fi systems.

MUSIC MASTER
More audio-friendly features come in the form
of optical S/PDIF, rear speaker and C/SUB
outputs, on top of the usual line in, line out
and microphone jacks. The dual Gigabit
Ethernet sockets could also prove useful for
connecting to a NAS, or just as redundancy
measures for an internet connection. There is
only one display output, an HDMI port, but as
this is most likely to be used with a Ryzen chip
(which don’t feature integrated graphics),
that’s mostly fine. The only graphics-capable
AM4 chips currently are AMD’s 7th-gen
A-series APUs, so if you’re getting one of
those, either make sure your monitor has an
HDMI input or invest in an adaptor.
Overall, this is a very good motherboard

for serious gaming rigs. A boring BIOS doesn’t
detract from the quality of the hardware.
Those with more modest needs, however,
should consider the MSI B350MMortar
(opposite). It lacks the connectivity and
cooling support of a premium ATX board like
this, but it’s pretty much as fast, shares a lot
of features and costs less than half as much.

James Archer

SPECIFICATIONS
PROCESSOR SOCKET AM4 • DIMENSIONS 305x244mm •
CHIPSET AMD X370 •MEMORY SLOTS 4 • PCI-E X16
SLOTS 3 • PCI-E X1 SLOTS 3 • PCI SLOTS 0 • USB PORTS
6x USB3, 3x USB3.1, 1x USB Type-C • VIDEO OUTPUTS 1x
HDMI •WARRANTY Three years RTB • DETAILS
uk.gigabyte.com • PART CODE GA-AX370-Gaming 5
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AMD’S B350 CHIPSET is targeted at
‘Performance’ users, taking it a step down
from the X370 chipset’s ‘Enthusiast’ level.
This means that while B350 motherboards
are still created with potent PCs in mind,
you can expect less of a focus on high-end
water-cooling support and almighty dual-
GPU configurations.
This can be seen quite clearly on MSI’s

B350MMortar. It does actually have two
PCI-E x16 slots, which is one more than we’d
usually see on a microATX board, and it does
support AMD CrossFire for doubling up
graphics cards (Nvidia’s equivalent, SLI, is
limited to X370); however, the bottom slot
merely runs at x4 speeds. It’s also a PCI-E 2.0
slot, as opposed to the primary, full-fat PCI-E
3.0 slot running at a full x16. All in all, you can
take advantage of CrossFire, but you won’t get
optimal performance out of it.

SMART BOMB
Still, you can always use the bottom slot for
other, less demanding PCI-E hardware, and
there are an extra two PCI-E x1 slots backing it
up as well. Again, that’s a lot of connectivity
for a microATX motherboard, and the same
goes for its four dual-channel RAM slots and
single M.2 port, for an NVMe drive. Only the
SATA ports, of which there are four, feel like a
case of MSI going for the bare minimum
instead of pushing for more.
There’s a fantastic assortment of rear I/O

ports, too. On top of two USB2 connectors
and a legacy PS/2 port, there are no fewer
than three full-size USB3.1 ports – that’s the
fastest USB standard around, and the one
used by the sole USB Type-C port. Just as
impressive is the audio capability: the
standard line in, line out and microphone
jacks are joined by 3.5mm side speaker and
C/SUB outputs, along with an optical S/PDIF
connector. True audiophiles will probably
invest in a dedicated sound card, but this is
still a great motherboard for hooking up to a
quality sound system.
Because the B350MMortar is compatible

with AMD’s 7th-gen A-series APUs, not just

MSI B350M Mortar
★★★★★
£85 • From www.box.co.uk

VERDICT
Superb hardware and performance make this microATX
mobo a contender for almost all Ryzen builds

Ryzen chips (which
lack integrated
graphics), there’s also
a smattering of video
outputs in the form of
HDMI, DisplayPort and
dual-link DVI-D ports
– one of each. That’s
all you need for a
decent high-resolution,
high-refresh-rate monitor setup, so no
complaints here.
If anything, this is one of the best-featured

microATX boards we’ve seen at this price.
By comparison, the £80 Asus Prime B350M-A
doesn’t have a USB Type-C port, premium
audio connections or a second PCI-E x16 slot;
there’s no question you’re getting your
money’s worth, if you want to build a
compact system with all the trimmings.
Or, at least, most of them – there are a

few ways in which the B350MMortar’s size
and cost limitations show through. For
instance, there are only four case fan heads
and one CPU fan head, which is enough for a
well-cooled chassis, perhaps, but you’ll
quickly run out if you even add an all-in-one
watercooler, and systems with separate
pumps and radiators are effectively out of
the question.

GIANT KILLER
There’s also no LCD code display or onboard
power button, both of which can be useful
when troubleshooting. Still, MSI has at least
included a few LED indicators to let you know
when something’s amiss with the boot
process, memory, CPU or GPU. Of course, it
isn’t even a surprise for a sub-£100 board to
be missing these features – just something
to be aware of.
What was surprising, in the best way

possible, was how the B350MMortar
performed in our 4K benchmarks. Testing
with a Ryzen 7 1700 processor, we saw a
final overall score of 197 at stock speeds,
which is incredibly close to that of the Aorus
AX370-Gaming 5 (opposite) – a motherboard

that is more than twice as expensive, and
employs the top-tier AMD chipset.
MSI’s smaller offering wasn’t quite as

effective in overclocking, though. On the
Aorus board, we easily achieved a stable
3.9GHz overclock on air cooling, but at the
same speeds, our B350MMortar-based PC
crashed during the multitasking portion of our
benchmark test. Thus, the highest we could
reliably run on was 3.8GHz.

LIKE CLOCKWORK
While AMD’s Ryzen Master software can be a
fine method for easy overclocking, the MSI
BIOS remains a more comprehensive option.
It’s remarkably easy to use, with different
functions clearly marked instead of hidden
in dense menus, but offers all you need in
terms of frequency and voltage controls for
the CPU and RAM. One potentially helpful
touch is the ability to create up to six
overclocking profiles, making it easy to switch
between cool and quiet settings or more
intensive settings, and you can save and load
profiles from a USB drive as well.
We couldn’t find the OC Genie utility

we’ve seen on MSI’s Intel motherboards, but
there are a couple of options for beginners:
Game Boost adds an instant CPU overclock
depending on your chip, albeit a very modest
one – our Ryzen 7 1700 was only granted an
extra 400MHz – while A-XMP optimises
memory timings and speeds with a single click.
With a well-made BIOS, high performance

and lots of hardware features, we can’t ask
any more of an affordable microATX board for
Ryzen. At this price, it’s the one to buy.

James Archer

SPECIFICATIONS

PROCESSOR SOCKET AM4 • DIMENSIONS 244x244mm •
CHIPSETAMDB350 •MEMORY SLOTS 4 •PCI-E X16 SLOTS
2 • PCI-E X1 SLOTS 2 • PCI SLOTS 0 • USB PORTS 2x USB2,
3x USB3.1, 1x USB Type-C • VIDEO OUTPUTS 1x HDMI, 1x
DisplayPort, 1x dual-link DVI-D •WARRANTYOne year RTB
• DETAILSwww.msi.com • PART CODE B350MMortar
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WEALWAYS RECOMMEND securing your
PC or laptop via two-factor authentication,
but while this boosts account security by
requiring you to enter a one-time code
(usually sent via text or generated via an app)
as well as your password, it is an additional
hassle. As a result, two-factor authentication
can get annoying, to the point where it can
feel like more trouble than it’s worth.
With the Yubico YubiKey 4, you get the

benefits of two-factor authentication, but
without any of the downsides. This small USB
key stores the cryptographic information you
need; provided it’s inserted into your
computer, all you need do is tap it when
requested, and the two-factor information is
sent automatically. That’s a lot easier than
faffing around with manually entered codes.
Setting up YubiKey 4 is easy. There’s support

for a variety of different services, including
Google, Facebook, Dashlane and more (see
www.yubico.com/start for a full list).
Configuration is similar for all applications.
With our Google account, for example,

we simply had to turn on two-factor
authentication. Then we selected the Add
Security Key option, inserted the YubiKey 4
into our computer, tapped it to activate it and
we were done. After that, every time Google
needed a two-factor code we could just tap
the YubiKey 4, which we left inserted in our
computer while we were working on it.
We could also carry the key around and
insert it into any other computer to verify
and log into our Google account.

HELLO COMPUTER
Cleverly, YubiKey 4 doesn’t replace any of the
authentication methods that you already
have. So, you can also configure the Google
Authenticator code generator on your

YUBICO YubiKey 4
★★★★★
£39 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
A simple way to add security toWindows and
online accounts

CRYPTOGRAPHIC USB KEY

smartphone and use that as another way to
access your account, although this will take
longer. It’s great to have a backup to the
YubiKey 4, just in case you lose or damage it,
or forget to carry it with you.
The other access methods are important

for using other devices, too. For example, the
YubiKey 4 is not supported on mobiles, so you
have to use an alternative method.
As well as providing two-factor

authentication, YubiKey 4 also works with
Windows Hello, providing a different way to
log into Windows 10. You need to download
the free YubiKey app first, to register your key.
Once done, your Windows PC will unlock
automatically while the key is inserted,
without having to tap it; remove the YubiKey,
and a traditional verification method has to
be used. Again, the latter point is incredibly
important, as it means that you’re not tied to
using the YubiKey once you’ve set it up; this is
handy should the key get damaged or lost.

ON FORM
YubiKey 4 comes in three different form
factors. First up is the regular YubiKey 4,
which looks like a thin flash drive that has a
hole at the end for attaching to a keychain.
The gold disc in the middle of the key is
the part you tap to send two-factor
authentication information.

Next is the USB-C
version, which better
suits ultraportable
laptops such as the
MacBook. This has a
gold coloured nodule
on the side, which
you tap to send
the two-factor
authentication. Finally,
there’s the YubiKey 4
Nano, which is a tiny
device, little bigger
than a USB port. It’s
designed to be used
semi-permanently, and

its gold handle is the bit you tap to send
two-factor authentication information.
Given that the Nano is hard to remove

from a USB port (we had to use a pair of pliers
to get the right grip), we don’t recommend
using it for Windows Hello. It’s just too easy to
leave the Nano in place, making it possible for
anyone to get access to your computer.
However, there’s nothing to stop you using

multiple YubiKeys if you want. For example, we
ended up configuring our Nano for accessing
online services and apps, and setting the
regular YubiKey 4 for the same, plus Windows
Hello. That way, it was easy to pull instant
access to our PC, but we had an always-
connected method of generating two-factor
codes with the Nano. And, thanks to the
standard YubiKey being registered for all of
the same online services, this larger device
became our carry-round authenticator, too.

MAXIMUM SECURITY
YubiKey is a brilliantly simple device. We
found that it kept all of the security of
two-factor authentication in place, but it
removes the drudgery and annoyance. There
have been plenty of times where Google or
another service has asked for a code, and it’s
felt like a drawn-out experience unlocking our
smartphone, launching the Authenticator app
and pulling out the right code.
Best of all, YubiKey doesn’t replace your

existing methods of authentication, so if you
don’t have your key to hand, you can just revert
to the old-fashioned way of doing things.
Whichever way you look at it, adding extra

security without adding hassle has to be
applauded. If you’ve been holding off using
two-factor authentication because you think it
might be annoying, this is the product for you.

David Ludlow

USB TYPE Type-A (YubiKey 4 and YubiKey 4 Nano), Type-C

(YubiKey 4C) • SUPPORTED SERVICES Google, Facebook,
Dropbox, Windows, macOS Sierra, LastPass, Dashlane

SPECIFICATIONS

⬆ YubiKey supports a range of services, including Google and Facebook
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SMART ALARMSMAKE a huge amount of
sense. After all, if your alarm is triggered
while you’re out of the house, it’s better to
know about it via an app, rather than having
a siren go off back home. It’s rather
surprising, then, that the big names in
home security have largely shied away from
smart home products. That changes with
the Honeywell Evohome Security.
Honeywell has a long history selling home

alarms, so it’s good to see it shift its expertise
to the smart home market for two reasons.
First, Honeywell’s standing gives a good deal
of confidence that this is a product that will
be around and supported for a long time.
Second, the company’s experience should
mean that Evohome Security has all the
features you’ll need from an alarm.
Certainly, the second point is well proved,

as the Evohome Security is one of the most
well-featured products you can buy, with a
huge range of options to suit every house.

RADIO STAR
There are plenty of kits on offer, ranging in
price from around £168 to £298. It might
make sense for most people to begin with the
starter kit, but the premium package, which is
what we have on review here, seems the
better call, as it nets you the GPRS-backed
system. Should your internet connection go

HONEYWELL
Evohome Security

★★★★★
£298 •

From www.theevohomeshop.co.uk

VERDICT
A flexible and powerful internet-connected
alarm system you can rely on

SMART HOME SECURITY SYSTEM

down (or get cut), your alarm continues
to work and can send you notifications.
Given the importance of home security,
having this kind of backup is invaluable.
Best of all, there are no monthly fees.
The pack also contains the Contactless Tag

Reader, which is used to arm or unarm the

system, and doubles as an internal siren, too.
You also get a window/door sensor, a single
motion sensor, and two battery-free RFID
tags, which are used to turn the alarm on or
off. You can optionally add an external alarm
for £140 as well.
Expansion is easy, with individual window/

door sensors and motion sensors available.
To give more people access to your house,
packs of four RFID tags cost just £21. That’s a
lot cheaper than the typical remote keyfob

that a lot of alarm systems use; however,
there is a remote option (£30) if you prefer.
A neat extra option is the Motion Sensor

with Camera (£80). With the ability to take
low-resolution (640x352) shots, this sensor is
a handy way to see what triggered your alarm,
so you can quickly tell if it’s an intruder or

not. Add in the optional panic button (£30),
and Evohome Security is certainly one of the
most feature-rich alarm systems available,
and it’s easy to configure to suit any home.

ANIMAL CONTROL
All of the available products are completely
wireless and battery-powered, making
self-installation easy. There’s no need to drill
holes, either, as they come bundled with
sticky pads; for tougher surfaces where the
pads won’t stick, you can attach the sensors
using screws. Placement of the window/door
sensors should be done carefully, as the tab
to access the batteries is on one side only.
Place the sensor too close to a window
frame, for example, and you’ll find it tricky
to replace the batteries.
All of the motion sensors are pet safe,

which means that they shouldn’t go off when
your dog or cat walks past. As pet-safe
detectors work partly on height, ignoring
low-down movement, placement is crucial.
Put a sensor facing towards the stairs, for
example, and as your pets climb up, they’ll
cross the height threshold and set off the
alarm. Placed correctly, our motion sensors
picked up humans, but ignored the
wanderings of our three cats.
Honeywell makes installation a doddle,

with its web portal taking you through the
necessary steps. Adding each sensor is easy:
with your system in setup mode, just pull out
the battery tab and the sensor appears. You⬆ RFID tags can be registered to different people, so you can check who’s coming and going

This is one of the most well-featured products you can buy,
with a huge range of options to suit every house
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AVAILABLE SENSORSMotion sensor, door/window sensor,

motion sensor with camera • CONTROL OPTIONS Remote
keyfob, app, tags • SIRENS AND CONTROLS External siren,
contactless tag reader/internal siren •WARRANTY Two
years RTB • DETAILS getconnected.honeywell.com

SPECIFICATIONS

can then enter a name for the sensor, to help
you identify where a break-in has occurred.
Each sensor can optionally be added to

the Partial mode. This can be better thought
of as a night-time mode, so you can have part
of the system active when you’re at home.
For example, you may want all window and
door sensors active, but only the downstairs
motion sensors to be turned on in this mode.
Finally, you need to register any RFID Tags

you have, assigning them to different people.
That way, you can track who has entered
your house and when.

VERY ALARMING
This being a smart system, once you’re
done configuring everything through the
web portal, further control switches to
the app. Cleverly, Honeywell has integrated
the security settings into its Total Connect
Comfort Home app, which is also used to
control the excellent Evohome heating
system (Shopper 325).
For additional security, you have to

protect the security part of the app with a
PIN. It’s a shame that there’s no fingerprint
support, however, as having to type in a PIN
makes it a little fiddly to arm or disarm the
system. We found it easier to use the RFID
tags instead. To arm the system, you tap
the Full or Partial button on the Contactless
Tag Reader and then tap your Tag; to disarm
it, you just tap your Tag.
Performing a Full arm using any method

causes the siren to beep, warning anyone
watching that you’ve got security; a Partial
arm happens silently, which is a good choice
as using the mode won’t wake anyone.
Once the alarm is turned on, any sensor

triggered starts a 30-second countdown,

with the internal siren beeping. Failure to
disarm the alarm in this time causes the
high-pitched and loud alarm to start wailing:
it’s certainly enough to bring attention to
your home. It’s even louder if you use the
optional external alarm.
You’re also notified of a breach via email

and, if you have the GPRS version, text
message. It’s a shame that there’s no in-app
notification, though.

All notifications tell you which sensor was
triggered. To get more information you can
log into your app and see a list of recent
events. If you have a motion sensor with a
camera, you’ll see the available images here,
too. Although the resolution is low, the quality
is good enough to see what’s going on. It’s
rather impressive that images can be sent
over the low-power, low-bandwidth internal
connection; if you want more resolution and
detail, the only option is a powered camera,
which will be harder to place.
It’s quite odd that there’s no official way to

view images in a web browser. The European
version has its own, more fully featured
portal, which supports image viewing, but
this isn’t officially available in the UK.

WARMING TO IT
Evohome Security integrates with Honeywell’s
heating system. You can choose to enable a
Quick Action when you set the alarm; for
example, you could turn on Eco mode when
the alarm is turned on, saving money on your
heating. So far, so clever, but it’s strange that
turning the alarm off doesn’t reverse the step,
so you have to remember to return your
heating to normal when you get home.
There’s also no IFTTT channel at the

moment. Due to security, we understand
Honeywell not wanting to open the alarm’s
every feature to this channel, but some
options would be nice. For example, being
able to turn on lights, trigger cameras or
send different notifications if the alarm is
set off would be useful.
Honeywell has a decent track record with

adding features and improving its systems.
Indeed, when Evohome’s heating system
launched, its app was rather basic; since
then, the app has improved, and IFTTT and
Alexa support have come online. Hopefully,
we’ll see similar improvements with the
company’s security system.

PROTECT AND SERVE
Ultimately, the important thing about an
alarm isn’t whether it has a flashy app and
loads of features, but how well it protects
your home. In this regard, Evohome Security
scores highly. It has a great range of sensors,
is flexible to configure and can be backed up
by a GPRS connection. Really, the smart
features just let you access the alarm from
outside your house, and check whether an
intrusion is something to be worried about.
Evohome Security is a little more

expensive than some of the competition,
but the build quality, range of options and
pure alarm ability make this something we’d
trust to protect our property every day.

David Ludlow

⬆ Honeywell’s Total Connect Comfort Home app integrates with the Evohome heating system
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USING YOUR PHONE with your hands while
driving is a big no-no, which is why Logitech
is hoping to have some success with its
ZeroTouch in-car mount. Once connected, it
gives you a hands-free way of interacting
with your smartphone via the ZeroTouch
Android app, as well as the baked-in
Amazon Alexa smart assistant.
Logitech sells the ZeroTouch in two

different packs, depending on the type of
smart phone mount you need. There’s a £30
Dashboard Mount that sticks to your car’s
dash, or a £10 Air Vent model that clips on to
the blade of an air vent.
Despite the price difference, both models

provide the same magnetic cap at the end,
which grabs hold of the metal plate you
attach to your phone. You get a choice of a
long thin, lozenge-shaped plate, or a larger
disc. The thin model is better for phones
without a case; phones permanently in cases
should have the disc attached.
Logitech warns that the metal plate

shouldn’t be placed over a phone’s wireless
charging circuitry (if available). For our
Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge, this meant that we
had to attach the metal plate at the bottom
edge of the phone. Once connected to the
dashboard mount, the phone was rather
top-heavy, and a tap at the top of the screen
could knock it loose. If you can, you should
attach the plate in the middle of the phone.
There’s no chance that the plate will come
loose, and we couldn’t remove it without our
fingers once it was attached.

LOGITECH ZeroTouch
★★★★★
£30 • From www.currys.co.uk

VERDICT
A neat idea, but this smart mount for your
car is outdone by free Android tools

IN-CAR SMARTPHONE MOUNT

Rather than being a
dumb mount, the
ZeroTouch has built-in
Bluetooth LE. Attaching
the phone to the mount
turns on the Bluetooth
radio, which then tells the
phone to fire up the ZeroTouch app. The
included battery should last for around two
years, assuming that you use the ZeroTouch
for between two and three hours a day. Once
out of juice, the battery is replaceable.
All the intelligence is built into the

ZeroTouch app. To activate voice input,
you just hold your hand up to your phone’s
screen. This causes the phone’s light sensor
to kick into gear, with the ZeroTouch app
responding to the sudden drop in light levels
and launching immediately. You can then use
your voice to interact with the app, just as
you would with any voice assistant.

ROAD RUNNER
At its most simple, ZeroTouch only responds
to some basic commands, such as saying
“navigate” and then naming the place you
want to go. ZeroTouch searches the internet
for your destination before bringing up
Google Maps in navigation mode. It sounds
great, but the ZeroTouch search is a little lame
and doesn’t work as well as Google Now or, on
newer Android phones, the Google Assistant.
With our review sample, for example, we
asked ZeroTouch to navigate to the local
Tesco, but it picked a store that was miles
away; Google, by contrast, correctly gave us
a list of options, and we could tap on the
screen to select the one we wanted.
Making calls and sending text messages

were much more successful. The ZeroTouch
can automatically respond to all incoming
messages with a reply; the default option says,
“I’m driving and will get back to you once I’m
off the road”. You can modify the reply to suit.

ZeroTouch can also read out incoming
messages to you. The voice is a little
mechanical, but we found it easy enough
to understand. Smartly, you then get the
option to call the sender back or to reply
with a dictated text message.

APPY, APPY, APPY
Rather than limiting you to using the
standard features, ZeroTouch can
integrate with third-party apps. Alexa is

the big name here, as it’s the first time that
the voice assistant has appeared outside of

an Amazon product. If you really like Alexa
this is big news; however, Alexa doesn’t do
anything in particular that Google Now or the
Google Assistant can’t do as well, and the
latter are already built into Android.
Spotify and Deezer support are good to

see, so you can pick your driving tunes while
you’re on the road. In addition, if you don’t
like Google Maps, you can switch the default
map app to Waze instead.

DRIVE YOU CRAZY
The ZeroTouch isn’t always the smoothest of
products to use. Sometimes, we found that
the app took a while to respond after we held
our hand up, taking a few seconds to launch.
After saying a command, ZeroTouch could
take a while to respond, too.
The bigger problem is that Google has

made its Android Auto app available for
download from the Google Play store.
This app is powered by the superior Google
Assistant and has a better onscreen
interface that shows you recent calls,
journeys and music played. It can launch
automatically when it detects your car’s
Bluetooth system, too. This means there’s
no need for a fancy mount with Bluetooth
built in, so you can save money.
A few years ago, ZeroTouch would have

been a neat product that made it safer to
use your phone while driving. Today, with
Google doing the same job better, ZeroTouch
is little more than an app you won’t want to
use and a basic phone mount.

David Ludlow

REQUIREMENTS Android 5.0 device or later, Bluetooth

Smart technology; third-party apps may require subscriptions

• DIMENSIONS 38x38x31mm (Air Vent), 72x65x61mm
(Dashboard) •WARRANTY Two years RTB • PART CODE
PN 989-000197 (Air Vent), PN 989-000201 (Dashboard)

SPECIFICATIONS



The new standard in going
beyond standards.

Are you looking for an extraordinarily versatile, high-quality, yet affordable PC
case? You’ll certainly find it in Pure Base 600 Window. Offering a great deal of
functionality and very smart features, this case sets a new benchmark when
it comes to flexibility, performance and – of course – whisper-quiet operation.

■ Highly versatile construction
■ Optimized for water cooling
■ Two pre-installed Pure Wings 2 fans
■ Side panel of 4mm tempered glass

Product conception, design and quality control in Germany.

For more information visit bequiet.com

Available at:
scan.co.uk · overclockers.co.uk · novatech.co.uk · aria.co.uk · ebuyer.com · amazon.co.uk · box.co.uk

*GfK data 2017
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IF YOU’RE BUYING more storage for your PC,
the odds are that you’re looking to upgrade
with an SSD. However, the humble mechanical
hard disk isn’t dead yet. If you want a lot of
storage at the best price, even the most
keenly priced SSD can’t compete with a hard
disk. In particular, a hard disk makes a lot of
sense for anyone looking to upgrade their
NAS device, most of which are designed
with mechanical storage in mind. Enter the
Toshiba N300 High-Reliability Hard Drive,
which is designed specifically for NAS usage,
putting it in competition with the similarly
focused WD Red series.
With any NAS, hard disk performance is

important, but it’s not everything. Typically
speaking, the speed of your network has more
of an impact on access times than the speed
of the hard disk. Rather, it’s disk size and
reliability that are the most important
aspects. Toshiba certainly has disk size well
covered, with the entry-level drive weighing
in at 4TB, and 6TB and 8TB models sitting
above it. Certainly, this range of hard disks is
designed for people who need a lot of storage.

Although you can use any hard disk in a
NAS, the tight constraints of the devices
typically mean that there’s more heat and,
thus, more chance of problems developing.

YOU CAN RELY ON ME
Toshiba has built in rotational vibration (RV)
sensors to the drive, which is a feature more
commonly found in enterprise-class hard
disks. Inside an enclosure, particularly one
with multiple drives, vibration can be a real
problem: given the sensitive nature of hard
disks and their small mechanical parts,
vibration can cause damage. With an RV
sensor, a drive can disperse vibration across
its chassis, reducing the risk.
Heat sensors inside the drive can alter

its seek time, helping to cool the drive.
There can be a slight knock-on effect on
performance, but increased reliability seems
like a fair trade-off to us.
Given that NAS devices are typically left on

24 hours a day, 365 days a year, it’s important

TOSHIBA N300 High-
Reliability Hard Drive 4TB
★★★★★
£116 • From www.ebuyer.com

MECHANICAL HARD DISK

that any drive can withstand
this kind of usage. Each
N300 drive is rated for
delivering a workload of
180TB a year, which is around
three times higher than many
consumer drives.

SPIN CLASS
Spin speed is an important
metric when determining a
drive’s performance. In
simple terms, the faster a
drive spins, the quicker data
can be found and the faster
it can be read. The WD Red series operates at
around 5,400rpm, which is similar to a lot of
laptop hard disks, whereas most desktop
drives operate at 7,200rpm. It’s good to see
that Toshiba has managed to engineer better
reliability without affecting spin speed, and
the N300 runs at 7,200rpm.
The 128MB cache is also double what

you’d find on the WD Red drives. Increased
cache helps improve performance, with data

stored in fast memory before it’s read or
written to the physical platters.
To see how quick the N300 is, we put the

4TB version through our usual benchmarks.
Using our file copying test, which uses
Windows’ file system, we found that the
drive could read huge files at 205.15MB/s
and write them at 326.77MB/s, with the latter
score benefiting from the large buffer and
Windows’ own caching.
Switching to large files, we saw

performance drop to 196.52MB/s for reading
and 159.46MB/s for writing. Small file
performance is usually the worst, as lots of
small file operations require a lot of physical
head movement. However, the N300
surprised us here, managing a read speed of
155.54MB/s and write speed of 145.48MB/s.
That’s impressive performance, and the

drive’s large cache is clearly helping out.
Performance-wise, the N300 comes out ahead
of the WD Red, and while it proved to be
slower than the WD Black (the performance

desktop drive) for large files, the N300 was
faster than the Black in our small files test.
For a real challenge, we used the

CrystalDiskMark synthetic benchmark, which
really pushes a drive to its limits. First, using
the sequential test, which reads and writes
data contiguously, the N300 managed a read
speed of 208.4MB/s and a write speed of
208.5MB/s. Switching to the 4K random test
highlights how slow a mechanical hard disk
can really be. This test reads and writes data
at random over the entire disk, requiring a lot
of seeks, which mean physically moving
heads. In this test, we saw read speeds of
just 1.96MB/s and write speeds of 1.84MB/s.
In reality, this test pushes a drive to its
absolute limits, but software caching and
normal workloads will rarely see a hard disk
slow to these speeds in normal use.

NAUGHTY OR NAS?
If you want smaller capacity drives for a NAS
(1TB or 2TB), the WD Red range is the only
option. However, if you want a lot of storage
for your NAS, then the N300 is the quicker
drive, and to top it off, a 4TB, 6TB or 8TB
N300 is cheaper than the equivalent WD Red.

David Ludlow

VERDICT
A powerful and well-priced hard disk designed for NAS
devices, but smaller capacities would be good to see

Small files

Large files

Huge files

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

CAPACITY 4/6/8TB •COST PER GIGABYTE £0.03 (4/6/8TB) •
INTERFACE SATA3 •WARRANTY Three years RTB •
DETAILSwww.toshiba.eu •PART CODEHDWQ140UZSVA

SPECIFICATIONS

265.96MB/s

177.99MB/s

150.51MB/s

Toshiba has built rotational vibration sensors into the drive,
a feature more commonly found in enterprise-class disks
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THE PANASONIC LUMIX DMC-FZ2000 is the
successor to the FZ1000 (Shopper 321), a
premium bridge camera that excelled for both
photos and videos and was a good deal
cheaper than its main rival, the Sony RX10.
At first glance the FZ2000 appears to be very
similar, once again using a 1in, 20-megapixel
sensor and with a slightly longer 24-480mm
(equivalent) zoom, up from 25-400mm on the
FZ1000. However, there are much bigger
changes in the small print of this new model.
The 2.4-million-dot viewfinder is up from

0.7x to 0.74x, giving a luxuriously big view of
the scene. The articulated LCD is a little
sharper, and is now a touchscreen. There are
two lens rings for zoom and focus, plus
some new buttons. The built-in neutral density
(ND) filter reduces the incoming light by a
factor of four, 16 or 64. This is great news for
video capture, where shutter speeds of
around 1/50s are used for natural-looking
motion blur, and so an ND filter is necessary
to avoid overexposure.

TWO TIMES 4K
The FZ1000 could capture 4K video, but the
FZ2000 ups the stakes with support for both
UHD (3,840x2,160) at 24, 25 or 30fps, and
Cinema 4K (4,096x2,160) at 24fps. 1080p
capture is now available with All-Intra

PANASONIC
Lumix DMC-FZ2000
★★★★★
£1,000 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
An upmarket bridge camera stuffed with
advanced videography features, but the
lens lets it down

BRIDGE CAMERA

compression, which produces enormous
200Mbit/s file sizes but virtually eliminates
compression artefacts.
1080p slow-motion capture is available

once again, but this time the capture rate is
continuously variable from 2 to 120fps.
There’s even an option to output 4K via HDMI
to an external recorder as 10-bit 4:2:2, giving
considerably more colour information than
the 8-bit 4:2:0 video that’s recorded to SD
card. Other advanced video features include
Master Pedestal Level and Luminance Level
controls, timecode support and both
microphone and headphone sockets.
These features mean the FZ2000 is

remarkably similar to the Panasonic GH4
(Shopper 318), which is now three years old
but is still way ahead of the CSC pack for
video. The recently announced GH5 goes

even further with 4K up to 60fps and various
other upgrades, but it’s fair to say that the
FZ2000 is loaded with professional video
features. That probably explains why it costs
£250 more than the FZ1000 did at launch.
At £1,000, it’s currently more expensive than
the GH4 body-only price.
It looks and feels like a £1,000 camera,

with a chunky, ergonomic handgrip to make
its sizable proportions and weight feel
comfortable in the hand. The card slot is
side-mounted for easy access, and the
touchscreen folds out to the side and can
face up, down or forwards. Plugging in
headphones or an HDMI cable will limit the
screen’s movement, though.

ATTENDING FUNCTIONS
Dual command dials provide tactile access to
exposure settings. There’s another dial for
drive mode, lots of labelled, single-function
buttons and seven customisable Fn buttons.
Three new Fn buttons on the lens barrel can
be assigned to any of 80 functions, but the
defaults are to reassign the command dials
to ISO speed and white balance, and to
provide a slow, steady zoom function –
another nod to video work.
The touchscreen makes it easy to move

the autofocus point, even when framing
shots with the viewfinder, and can be set to
Absolute or Offset mode. The latter means the
autofocus point is moved by swiping rather
than simply touching, which makes more
sense when using the viewfinder. The
touchscreen also supports pinch-to-zoom to
adjust the size of the autofocus area.
As with the FZ1000, this is a seriously fast

camera. It typically took 0.1 seconds to focus
and shoot in bright conditions, even at the
long end of the zoom – a phenomenal result
– and 0.5 seconds in darker conditions is
impressive, too. It captured a shot every 0.25
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Battery life

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

SENSOR RESOLUTION 20-megapixel • SENSOR SIZE
13.2x8.8mm (1in) • FOCAL LENGTHMULTIPLIER 2.7x •
VIEWFINDER Electronic (2.36 million dots) • LCD SCREEN 3in
(1,040,000 dots) •OPTICAL ZOOM (35mm-EQUIVALENT
FOCAL LENGTHS) 20x (24-480mm) • 35mm-EQUIVALENT
APERTURE f/7.6-12 •WEIGHT 986g • DIMENSIONS
103x144x141mm •WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILS
www.panasonic.com/uk • PART CODE DMC-FZ2000EB

SPECIFICATIONS

350 shots

seconds in Single drive mode. Burst
shooting was at 11.3fps and lasted for
96 JPEGs or 33 Raw shots before
slowing. Switching to continuous
autofocus, it delivered 7.3fps capture.
Throw in sophisticated autofocus
with subject tracking and this camera
comfortably outperforms SLRs at this
price for action photography.

FOCAL STRAIN
We’ve seen 1in, 20-megapixel
sensors many times
before in bridge and
compact cameras, and
while they perform
brilliantly compared to
cheaper bridge cameras’
tiny 1/2.3in sensors, they
can’t match the bigger Micro
Four Thirds and APS-C sensors
used in compact system
cameras. Other cameras with 1in
sensors compensate by pairing it
with a wide-aperture lens, but the FZ2000’s
f/2.8-4.5 lens isn’t so remarkable. It captures
around 50% more light than a typical f/3.5-5.6
lens, but that’s not a huge difference.
We should also factor in the focal length

range; 24-280mm (equivalent) covers a wide
range of uses and is bigger than any single
lens for an interchangeable-lens camera.
The overall result is a camera that sits
somewhere between the generous zoom
range of a small-sensor bridge camera and
the noise-free images of a CSC or SLR.
That would be fine if the FZ2000 delivered

dependable results in a range of conditions,
but it didn’t quite hit the mark in our tests.
Focus from the lens was often a little soft,
particularly around 200-300mm and at the
full 480mm (equivalent) focal lengths, and
there was some blooming around highlights.
These problems would only be visible at large
print sizes or for cropped photos, but for an
expensive camera without interchangeable
lenses it’s a tad disappointing.
Noise levels were good rather than great.

There was very little sign of noise in bright
conditions, but photos looked smudged in low
light. The Auto ISO mode kept speeds below

1600 when shooting in
program mode, and this kept noise

reasonably low but resulted in overly long
shutter speeds that blurred moving subjects.
These criticisms may seem overly harsh,

and in practice the FZ2000’s photos were
attractive and sharp enough for most
purposes. It’s just that we expected a little
more at this price.

MOVIE MAGIC
There’s no doubting the FZ2000’s video
specifications. It’s unlikely that many people
will be using timecode or recording 10-bit
colour to an external recorder, but features
such as the variable ND filter, support for
Cinema 4K and headphone socket to
accompany the microphone socket really do
raise the game for serious amateur video
production. Touchscreen-controlled
autofocus is hugely beneficial, too, and should
really have been included in the FZ1000.
Video at 1080p uses the full frame width,

resizing each frame to the required
1,920x1,080 resolution. This is done using a
high-quality algorithm for normal-speed
recording, but details in slow-motion
capture are more crude. It’s not immediately
obvious in most clips, but side-by-side
comparisons, particularly of diagonal lines,
reveal the disparity.

4K video capture is
limited to 30fps and
slower frame rates, and
rather than resize pixels,
it uses a 1:1 crop of
pixels from the sensor
to produce 3,840x2,160
and 4,096x2,160 frames.
That means the lens has
a 38-760mm equivalent
focal length for 4K
capture, which is handy
for telephoto work but less

so for wide-angle. It also
means that the limitations of the

lens displayed in photos also applies to
4K videos. This footage still looks significantly
sharper than 1080p videos, but other cameras
deliver even better results at 4K.
The buttons on the lens barrel proved to

be useful for applying very slow zooms while
recording, but we found that the optical
stabilisation didn’t do enough to keep
handheld shots steady at the long end of the
zoom. Video autofocus is responsive and
suffered very few errors while recording, but
it’s always best to switch to manual focus for
scenes that you can shoot only once, such as
wedding vows. Colour reproduction is superb,
with Panasonic’s Cinelike D profile providing a
flat colour response that’s a great starting
place for colour grading on a computer.

OPTICS AND CROSSES
The FZ2000 is mostly impressive, but there’s
no doubt that the lens is the weak link in the
chain. It’s by no means disastrous but it may
prove to be frustrating, especially when most
rival cameras at this price have the option of
interchangeable lenses.
The Panasonic GH4 is currently available

body-only from John Lewis for under £1,000,
but you’d need to spend a good deal more to
stock up on suitable lenses to pair it with.
However, the Panasonic G80 (Shopper 353)
costs £800 with a 12-60mm lens. Add a
45-200mm lens for £380 and you have a
broadly similar camera to the FZ2000 in terms
of optical specifications. You’d lose features
such as Cinema 4K, the ND filter and the
ability to perform slow zooms across the 20x
zoom range, but gain the option to add other
lenses. When you’re spending that much
money, such flexibility is worth having.

Ben Pitt
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WHILE THE LIFE of the average Computer
Shopper scribe is a sedentary one, rather than
one filled with white water rafting and jumping
out of planes for fun, we know a good action
camera when we see one.
Nikon’s VR-ready KeyMission 360 has all

the hallmarks: it’s waterproof, dustproof and
shockproof, and it comes with two high-
resolution cameras fixed to the sides, offering
everything you need to film your own
virtual-reality videos. What’s more, it’s made
by Nikon, a company with a long-standing
and well-deserved reputation for quality
photography hardware. It all sounds like a
recipe for success – in theory.

MISSION STATEMENT
It’s certainly up against some tough
competition. Samsung has just launched a
new, 4K-capable 360-degree camera in the
form of its second-generation Gear 360, and
with that costing £219, it’s a great deal
cheaper than both the original Gear 360
(Shopper 345) and the KeyMission 360.
At £377, the latter is one of the more
expensive 360-degree cameras out there.
Still, this is clearly an enthusiast-level device:
the question is whether the extra money is
justified by its performance.
Design-wise, the KeyMission 360 is

seriously bulky. It’s a chunky square, with a
66x61mm footprint, and it weighs a hefty 196g.
It isn’t as portable as the LG 360 Cam or
Samsung’s refreshed Gear 360, with their
moulded handgrips, and if you want to carry
it around with you, you’ll probably need to

NIKON KeyMission 360
★★★★★
£377 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
Nikon sets its sights on VR with the KeyMission 360,
but a poor app lets down its high performance

360-DEGREE ACTION CAMERA

invest in a tripod
or gimbal – neither
is included in
the box.
On the upside,

the KeyMission 360
stands up very well
against the elements.
Waterproof up to a depth
of 30m and shockproof against a 2m drop,
it’s a seriously robust camera. There’s also a
rubber case provided for added protection.
The huge Record button dominates the top

edge, along with a battery-level indicator and
two status lights that let you know which lens
is currently recording. There’s also a photo
button on the left edge for taking still shots.
The other side houses the 1,050mAh

removable battery, and offers a microSD slot,
a Micro USB port for charging and a Micro
HDMI port for displaying your footage on an
external display. There’s an airplane mode
toggle switch here, too.

DROPPING SPREE
There’s no onboard display, as offered by
Samsung’s Gear 360, so if you want a
proper insight into what you’re shooting,
you’ll have to resort to the companion
smartphone app. That shouldn’t be too much
of an issue – but sadly this is where the
KeyMission 360 falls short.
The KeyMission 360 doesn’t work with the

normal Nikon SnapBridge app. Rather it uses a
specific action-camera app – SnapBridge
360/170 – and this isn’t great. For starters, we
experienced frequent Bluetooth connection
issues on startup, leading to much cursing as
we attempted to pair the devices together.
Once you’ve finally got the two paired, you

can delve into camera-specific settings, but
don’t get your hopes up: there’s very little on
offer. All you can do is set recording and still
image resolutions, and turn on wind noise
reduction – that’s your lot, at least until
you lose the Bluetooth connection again.
The app may be a bit rubbish, but it

does at least support most Android and
iOS devices. Samsung, rather cheekily,
locked the original Gear 360 to just a select
few of its own high-end smartphones.

SEE THE WORLD
While the app is frustrating, the KeyMission
360 is somewhat redeemed by its image
quality. It wields two 20-megapixel CMOS
sensors with f/2.3 lenses, able to record 30fps

video at a resolution of 4,096x2,160. That’s a
step up from the Gear 360, which maxed out
at 3,840x1,920. Battery life is rated at 1h 10m
of video recording, or 230 stills.
Even in gloomy weather, video quality is

astounding. Both lenses pick up plenty of
rich, vibrant detail when recording, and stills
quality is impressive as well. Even wind noise
reduction, which is often overbearing, is
surprisingly effective at cutting down those
annoying gusting sounds. The KeyMission
360’s image quality won’t challenge a decent
DSLR, but it’s the best we’ve seen from a
360-degree camera.
Even the app manages to claw back some

favour, as it excels at smoothly stitching front
and rear images together. While Samsung’s
Gear 360 struggled with this – often leaving
you with a white line at the join – the
KeyMission 360 blends the two images very
cleanly. The join can appear slightly softened,
but not distractingly so.

GEAR FACTOR
Nikon’s first stab at a VR-ready camera is a
strong contender, but it doesn’t exactly shake
up the market. A lack of detailed manual
controls and a finicky app make for a
disappointing end game: it feels like an
experimental effort rather than a serious foray
into the 360-degree camera market.
What’s more, the asking price is too high.

Samsung’s new and improved Gear 360
camera is a relative steal at £219, and makes
Nikon’s alternative a hard sell. Even so, this
is a camera that can brush off the elements,
and picture quality is superb; we’ve high
hopes for Nikon’s next attempt.

Nathan Spendelow

SPECIFICATIONS
SENSOR 2x 1/2.3in CMOS • SENSOR PIXELS 20 megapixels
• MAX RECORDING RESOLUTION 4,096x2,160 • AV
CONNECTIONSMicro HDMI • DIMENSIONS 66x61x60mm
• WEIGHT 196g • WARRANTYOne year repair and replace
• DETAILSwww.europe-nikon.com • PART CODE NK360
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THE ORIGINAL AMAZON Fire TV Stick
proved itself to be one of the best media
streamers available. Small, cheap and with
support for most major streaming services,
it was the perfect smart upgrade for most
TVs. The only real issue was that the device
was a little slow.
This year, the new Fire TV Stick fixes most

of the original’s problems and throws in an
Alexa voice-powered remote control for good
measure. For just £5 more than the original
cost, that’s good value in our book.
Although the new Fire TV Stick is the

same size as the old one – it’s slightly bigger
than a USB flash drive – the internals have
been extensively upgraded. There’s now a
quad-core processor, which Amazon says is
30% faster than the dual-core chip in the old
model. It certainly feels that way. While the
old Fire TV Stick could lag a little, making
navigating menus a pain, the new model flies.
Launching apps, watching content and using
the media streamer is now much more of a
pleasure, with the onscreen action quickly
responding to the remote control.
It’s great to see 802.11ac Wi-Fi built in,

too. This is a big upgrade on the old Fire TV

AMAZON
Fire TV Stick (2017)

★★★★★
£40 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
A great upgrade, the new Fire TV is our
favourite media-streaming stick

MEDIA STREAMER

Stick’s 802.11n Wi-Fi, making for faster app
downloads and less likelihood of stuttery
media playing.

FULL STREAM AHEAD
The one thing that hasn’t changed is that
the HDMI output is still 1080p only. If you
want a media streamer that can handle 4K
content, you’ll need to upgrade to the
considerably more expensive Fire TV.

Given that Full HD content is far more
prevalent, the Fire TV Stick’s resolution
doesn’t feel like too limiting a factor.
Finally, you need to remember to use the

bundled microUSB power adaptor to power
the Fire TV Stick. TV’s don’t provide enough
power through their USB ports, so the
external adaptor is an absolute must.
Fortunately, it’s small, and the USB cable is
long, so we found it easy to set up the device.

One of the first things you’re likely to
notice about the new Fire TV Stick is the new
interface (which is also now available for the
older Fire TV Stick, too). It’s momentarily
confusing if you’re used to the old UI, but a
big improvement once you get used to it.
The homescreen shows a carousel of

suggested content. Move down, and there
are sections to show your recently viewed
content or apps, your installed apps, and then

content sorted into categories (recently
added, free games and so on). Move to the
top, and you choose content via category:
Your Videos, Movies, TV Shows and Apps.
You also get Settings and a search option.
The new layout is far easier to follow than
the old, slightly confusing one.
While it’s easy enough to navigate the Fire

TV Stick’s interface using the excellent
Bluetooth remote, this model comes with

⬆ Ask Alexa what the weather’s like, and the Fire TV Stick will show you the forecast for the next few days

There’s now a quad-core processor, which Amazon says is
30% faster than the dual-core chip in the old model
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SPECIFICATIONS
VIDEO OUTPUTS HDMI • NETWORKING 802.11ac Wi-Fi •
DIMENSIONS 86x30x13mm • STREAMING FORMATS
UPnP (via apps) • INTERNET STREAMING SERVICES
iPlayer, All 4, ITV Hub, My 5, Amazon Prime Instant Video,
Netflix • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.
amazon.co.uk • PART CODE B01ETRIFOW

Alexa built in. Just press and hold the
microphone button on the remote, and
you can speak to Alexa.

LOYAL ASSISTANT
Using Alexa makes it easier to find content,
as you can just say what you want to find,
rather than having to use the onscreen
keyboard. Alexa returns results quickly and
can even show you results from other apps.
For example, say “search for Luke Cage” and
Alexa will show you that the TV show is
available to watch on Netflix. As well as
searching by title, Alexa can search by actor or
genre. It generally works brilliantly, and Alexa
is far quicker to use than typing in search
terms using the onscreen keyboard.
More than that, Alexa can do all the same

things that the Echo can do, although with the
occasional bit of visual flair. Ask what the
weather is like, for example, and the Fire TV

Stick will show you a seven-day forecast
onscreen, as well as audibly telling you what
today’s weather is like.
Annoyingly, the Fire TV Stick doesn’t pick

up its preferences from your other devices.
We had to change the temperature scale to
Celsius from Fahrenheit, and set our home
location correctly (you can do this via the
Alexa mobile app or Fire TV Stick).
Alexa on the Fire TV Stick can read

appointments from your calendar, answer
simple questions, set timers and the like. It
fully integrates into any smart home control
you have set up, too. Alexa’s main problem is
that it’s a bit hit-and-miss with more generic
questions. For example, while Google’s
Assistant can tell you what the traffic is like to
a destination, such as an airport, Alexa can’t.
As we’ve said before, Alexa is our top choice
for simple commands and smart home
control; Google is better for all other queries.

It’s also a shame that
Alexa can’t be used to enter
passwords into apps or to
connect to Wi-Fi networks.
This is something Apple TV
allows with its Siri remote,
which is far more convenient
than messing around with an
onscreen keyboard.
The Fire TV Stick excels

for content. As well as
providing you everything
from Amazon Prime Instant
Video (you’ll need a

subscription), the app store is well stocked
with other content. There’s Netflix, iPlayer,
All 4, ITV Hub and My5 for starters, with only
Now TV missing from the list. Still, the
combination available gives you access to the
vast majority of content you’d want to watch.

MEDIA FRIENDLY
For streaming your own media, the Amazon
app store has lots of choices, with Plex being
one of our favourites. Kodi isn’t officially
available through the app store, but it’s easy
enough to sideload it (see page 96). Kodi
works brilliantly on this media streamer, and
the faster processor really makes it fly.
The 2017 Fire TV Stick is our new favourite

streaming stick. The main competition comes
from the slightly cheaper Chromecast, but as
good as Google’s streamer is, all content has
to be cast from and controlled by your
smartphone. With the Fire TV Stick, being able
to pick up the remote to physically select what
you want to watch is far more convenient.
Owners of the old Fire TV Stick have a

trickier job working out whether to upgrade
or not. Heavy users will find the faster
processor and Alexa integration a boon; light
users will likely be happier sticking with what
they’ve got, particularly since the old model
has been updated to use the new UI.

David Ludlow

⬆ The Fire TV Stick’s app store is well stocked with content, including Amazon Prime Instant Video and Netflix

⬅ Among the apps on offer
on the Fire TV Stick is the
BBC’s iPlayer
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SPECIFICATIONS
DRIVERS 2x 40mm • RMS POWER OUTPUT Not disclosed
• DOCK CONNECTOR None • WIRELESS Bluetooth •
DIMENSIONS 40x46x65mm • WEIGHT 425g •
WARRANTY Two years RTB • DETAILSwww.ultimateears.
com • PART CODE 82343342

RECOMMENDED

UE Wonderboom
★★★★★
£90 • From www.johnlewis.com

VERDICT
Incredibly loud audio and thumping bass
from this clever waterproof speaker

PORTABLE WATERPROOF SPEAKER

Should you
need more power,
you can pair two
Wonderbooms
together at once.
It’s easy enough to

do this, although you’ll
then be spending £180,

and your cash would be better
invested in a single, higher-quality speaker.
Controlling the Wonderboom is

wonderfully simple. The giant plus and minus
buttons on the front take care of volume.
Press both at once, and you get a little jingle
that gives you an idea of battery life: a happy
rising tone for High; a flat note for Medium;
and sad, dropping series for Low. Given there’s
no screen, it’s neat to have this option.
However, you shouldn’t need to charge the

speaker too often, as it has a quoted 10-hour
battery life. This is a pretty realistic quote, too,
showing that the Wonderboom will easily last
for a day on the beach or at the park.

WELL PLAYED
On the top sit the power and pairing buttons.
In fact, the entire top is one giant button,
which you can tap to play/pause tracks, or
double-tap to skip tracks – a system which
apes the kinds of controls that you get on
headphones. While a smartphone remains
the best interface for choosing what to play,
having simple controls on top of the speaker
can come in handy.
Tough, with great, powerful sound, the

UE Wonderboom is a delight to use and
better than its similarly priced competition.

David Ludlow

WITH ITS DISTINCTIVE barrel shape and the
cross on the front, the UE Wonderboom
looks a little like a modern interpretation
of Monty Python’s Holy Hand Grenade.
Rather than physically blowing things up,
the Wonderboom portable Bluetooth
speaker offers an explosion of audio.
The design is tough and practical, too, with

the Wonderboom IP67 certified. This means
that it’s dustproof, has been drop-tested from
five feet, and can survive total submersion in
water up to 1m deep, for as long as 30
minutes. The latter is actually rather difficult
to achieve, as the UE Wonderboom floats, so
to submerge it you’d need to attach a few
weights. This buoyancy does mean that
the speaker is easy enough to retrieve
should it fall into a pool or your
bath. You’ll need to clip the
cover in place over the
Micro USB port to keep
the speaker completely
sealed, though.

SPEAKING UP
A handy hook sits at the
top so that you can hang
the speaker up. There’s a
choice of six colours,
including more subtle
black and grey options, as
well as bright red or blue.
Even though UE Bluetooth

speakers are well known for their
incredible volume and bass, it’s still impressive
to hear how loud the Wonderboom can go.
Despite measuring just 40x46x65mm, this
speaker is seriously loud. At home, the
Wonderboom can easily fill a room with
music; outside, it’s clear enough to be heard
over practically everything else.
Inside the case are two 40mm drivers, plus

dual passive radiators to thump out the bass.
The combination provides a convincing 3D
effect, with enough bass to start things

shaking. Again,
in such a small
package, such
noise is rather
impressive.
Volume alone is

no indicator of quality.
Fortunately, the
Wonderboom is one of the
best-sounding portable speakers we’ve tested.
Any genre with a lot of natural bass, such

as rock or rap, mostly jumps to life. With the
room-shaking audio of the Wonderboom,
these genres typically sound great. Switch to
piano-led music or jazz, and the high-end
sparkles, with all of the fine detail and
finesse that you’d expect. That’s

seriously impressive from a
speaker so small.

That’s not to say that the
Wonderboom achieves
perfection. As is typical for
speakers at this price, there
has to be a compromise,
and the speaker’s balance
isn’t always perfect. In
particular, the mid-range
tends to get washed out by
the bass and high-end,
losing detail in some tracks.
Bass isn’t always delivered

smoothly, either. Any track
with very low-frequency
audio ends up sounding a

little weedy, as the speaker simply can’t
provide this ultra-low-level bass.

SOUND THINKING
These issues are really minor, however, and
we’ve yet to find a Bluetooth speaker at this
price that can do everything. Ultimately, the
Wonderboom does a great job for the
majority of the time, and its powerful
volume and bass (for the most part) mostly
make up for any small flaws.

Should you
need more power
you can pair two
Wonderbooms
together at once.
It’s easy enough to

do this, although you’ll
then be spending £180,

and your cash would be better
invested in a single, higher-quality speaker.
Controlling the Wonderboom is

wonderfully simple. The giant plus and minus
buttons on the front take care of volume.

shaking. Again,
in such a small
package, such
noise is rather
impressive.
Volume alone is

no indicator of quality.
Fortunately, the
Wonderboom is one of the
best-sounding portable speakers we’ve tested.
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SPECIFICATIONS
SPEAKERS 10 • RMS POWER OUTPUT Not stated •
DIMENSIONS 58x720x380mm • WEIGHT 8.6kg • DOCK
CONNECTOR None • NETWORKING 802.11b/gWi-Fi •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.sonos.com •
PART CODE Playbase

SONOS Playbase
★★★★★
£699 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
A big, bold soundbase that delivers shattering low-end, but it’s short on connections

SOUNDBASE

In action movies, explosions are impactful
but accurate, and we were pleasantly surprised
by the amount of sub-bass extension.
Mid-bass has a heavy slam, but doesn’t leak
into the mid-range, the frequencies of which
are forward-sounding and ideal for music.

STRANGE VIBES
High tones are quite sibilant, and those with
sensitive ears might find the Playbase tiring
for long listening sessions. You can turn the
treble down a notch through the Sonos
Controller app. Despite this, the highs have
fantastic extension and don’t have a roll-off at
the top end, resulting in crystal-clear cymbals.
Unfortunately, not everything is so

impressive. While the bass is relatively tight, it
can be slightly uncontrolled, and at loud
volumes the Playbase’s plastic casing actually
vibrates, which can cause the TV on top to
shake. The soundstage is a little narrow, too.
Sound quality is still about as good as it

needs to be for £699, and despite not being as
immersive as the Dolby Atmos-enabled
Samsung HW-K850 soundbar (Shopper 353),
its accuracy, imaging and instrument
separation will make audiophiles smile.
However, the Playbase is anything but

perfect. The vibrations resonating from the
top of the speaker can make your TV shake,
and its lack of Bluetooth, HDMI, 3.5mm, DTS,
physical remote and high-res audio support
are all questionable.
If none of these omissions bothers you,

though, this is a highly competent speaker
that can stream pretty much anything, and
it’s extremely expandable to boot.

Christopher Minasians

SONOS HAS, TO its credit, branched out
considerably since its inception; once solely
focused on multiroom music systems,
Sonos is now just as comfortable with AV
equipment, such as the Playbar soundbar
(Shopper 350) and the new Playbase.
This soundbase does have one weakness

before it even leaves the box: at £699, it’s
several times more expensive than the
sonically excellent Cambridge Audio TV2 v2
(Shopper 353). It’s also very large, at
58x720x380mm, so you’ll need a sizable
surface on which to place it.
On the bright side, it’s sturdy enough to

support TVs up to a huge 36kg in weight, and
despite the size, it’s very good-looking. Its low
profile, rounded edges and wraparound front
grille exude minimalist luxury.

SWITCH HUNT
However, minimalism can also mean
impracticality. The only physical button on the
unit itself is the recessed pairing button on the
left-hand side, with a set of touch-sensitive
panels on top-centre used to pause, play and
tweak the volume up and down.
The lack of an on/off button is a typical

Sonos feature, ostensibly to ensure its
speakers are always at your disposal.
Nevertheless, we’d have liked the option to
completely switch off the Playbase without
having to yank out the power cord each time.
It’s lucky that you can pair your TV’s

remote control with the Playbase, as there’s
no dedicated remote, either. Sonos ideally
wants you to control it via the mobile app,
though having to unlock our phone every time
we tweaked the volume wasn’t ideal.
Simplicity also goes a bit too far when it

comes to connectivity. There are optical
S/PDIF and Ethernet jacks at the rear, but no
HDMI or 3.5mm inputs or outputs, no USB
ports and no Bluetooth – so if you’re using
any kind of wireless control, it’s entirely down
to the quality of your internet connection.

Perhaps more importantly, the sort of
setup Sonos envisages the Playbase being
used in – that of connecting audio sources to
your TV and having that pass audio to the
soundbase itself – isn’t as straightforward as
you might think. You not only need to ensure
that all your sources are passing the correct
signal to the TV, but also that the TV is
passing that correctly through to the Playbase
itself. Still, at least most devices should be able
to cope, as the only surround-sound standard
the speaker supports is Dolby Digital 5.1.

SUPER GROUP
The good news is that, in typical Sonos
fashion, the Playbase excels as part of a
multiroom system. Using the app, you can
quickly pair the Playbase with other Sonos
speakers for synchronised group play across
your house, or with a couple of £190 Play:1
speakers to create a surround-sound setup.
The app supports all the big names in

streaming, including Spotify, Google Play
Music, Apple Music and Tidal, and there are
equaliser controls (albeit hidden behind three
layers of menus), as well as the option to
adjust audio delay in case of lip-sync issues
when watching TV and movies. Apple iPhone
owners can also tune the speaker using
Sonos’ Trueplay feature; to our ears, it sounds
great as it is, but if you’re experiencing boomy
or ringing bass then this might be just the
thing to keep unwanted resonances in check.
The Playbase houses 10 amplified drivers:

six mid-range, three tweeters and one woofer.
This combination delivers an earth-shattering
sound that is both loud and accurate
throughout the frequencies.
There’s no support for high-res audio

playback or DTS, which is disappointing,
especially since the only surround-sound
track on many Blu-rays is DTS-based, and not
all Blu-ray players will convert it for you.
Despite these shortcomings, however, the
Playbase generally sounds fantastic.
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01A basic PC costing around £350 will
be able to run everyday office,

multimedia and education software and will
easily cope with surfing the internet. It might
even be able to run some modern games.
Many PCs can be sold either with or

without a monitor. If you don’t like the
display that the manufacturer is offering,
you can always use your current one, or
buy another one separately.

02 If you want to play games, you’ll
have to upgrade the graphics card.

Budget cards such as the Nvidia GeForce GTX
1050 will cope well with many 3D games, but
to play the latest 3D games smoothly (and
enjoy the best-quality graphics) it’s worth
upgrading to a more powerful card such as
the Nvidia GeForce GTX 1070.

Choosing a... PC system
03 All modern PCs come with at

least a dual-core processor and
are capable of most tasks. Anyone who
regularly undertakes demanding tasks
such as video editing and encoding
should consider a quad-core or even a
hex-core processor.

04 There are plenty of good reasons to
upgrade the PC’s memory or hard

disk. If you’ll use your PC for gaming, video
editing or other demanding tasks, you’ll
need at least 8GB of RAM and a large hard
disk; 1TB should suffice. Many new PCs have
an SSD, which speeds up the time it takes for
your PC to boot and programs to load.

05 Having plenty of USB ports is
always useful, as most computer

peripherals attach to these ports. Most
new PCs come with the latest USB3 ports,
which provide faster data transfers when
used with supported devices than the
older USB2 standard.

06Most new PCs now come with
Windows 10 pre-installed. Don’t

be too easily swayed by the inclusion of
other software, though, as it may be that
you’ll never use it.

07While most PCs come in cases
of a similar size, some have more

compact mini tower or mini PC cases.
These smaller PCs will fit under your TV
or on your desk more easily, but bear in
mind that they’re significantly harder to
upgrade than full-size machines.

PCs

PC SPECIALIST Apollo K-VR
★★★★★
£1,622 • www.pcspecialist.co.uk

RASPBERRY Pi
Zero W
★★★★★
£10 • www.thepihut.com

If you’ve got the cash for a
truly top-flight gaming
system, look no further

than the Apollo K-VR. Its 8GB GTX 1080
graphics card deftly handles 4K and VR, while
an Intel Core-i7-7700K and 16GB of RAM
make for swift multitasking. There’s potential
for additional overclocking as well.

The Pi Foundation’s latest
pocket-sized hobbyist PC is
a big improvement on the

original Pi Zero, thanks to integrated Wi-Fi
and better performance. It’s not as fast as
the more expensive Pi 3, nor as generous
with connections and ports, but the bargain
Zero W is perfect for low-power projects.

PROCESSORQuad-core 4.2GHz Intel Core i7-7700K • RAM 16GB • FRONT USB PORTS 2x USB2, 2x
USB3 • REAR USB PORTS 4x USB3, 1x USB3.1, 1x USB Type-C • TOTAL STORAGE 250GB SSD, 1TB
hard disk • GRAPHICS CARD 8GB Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 • DISPLAY None • OPERATING
SYSTEMWindows 10 • WARRANTY Three years labour inc. one year parts and one month collect
and return • DETAILSwww.pcspecialist.com • PART CODE Apollo K-VR • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

PROCESSOR 1GHz single-core Broadcom BCM2835 • RAM 512MB • USB PORTS 1x Micro USB
(power), 1x Micro USB OTG • TOTAL STORAGEMicroSD card slot • DISPLAY None •
OPERATING SYSTEM Raspbian • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.raspberrypi.org •
PART CODE Pi ZeroW • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

PALICOMP
AMD Avenger
★★★★★
£500 • www.palicomp.co.uk

CHILLBLAST Fusion Hubble
★★★★★
£1,000 • www.chillblast.com

It’s not the most
stylish or upgradable
PC, but the AMD

Avenger manages astounding frame
rates in 1080p games for a £500
system. It has premium-grade storage,
too, combining a 1TB hard disk with a
speedy 240GB SSD.

One of the first PCs
we’ve seen to take
advantage of Intel’s

latest Kaby Lake processors, the Fusion
Hubble excels at compute tasks thanks
to its overclockable Core i5-7600K.
A GTX 1060 also allows for nippy games
performance, and you get a good-sized
SSD, watercooling and a long warranty
to sweeten the deal.

PROCESSORQuad-core 4GHz AMD Athlon X4 880K • RAM 8GB • FRONTUSB PORTS 2x USB3 •
REARUSB PORTS 4x USB2, 2x USB3 • TOTAL STORAGE 240GB SSD, 1TB hard disk •
GRAPHICS CARD 4GB AMD RX 460 • OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Home 64-bit •
WARRANTY Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.palicomp.co.uk • PART CODEKAV3 •
FULL REVIEWAug 2016

PROCESSORQuad-core 4.6GHz Intel Core i5-7600K • RAM 8GB • FRONTUSB PORTS 2x USB2,
2x USB3 • REARUSB PORTS 2x USB2, 4x USB3, 1x USB3.1, 1x USB Type-C • TOTAL STORAGE 250GB
SSD, 1TB hard disk • GRAPHICS CARD 3GB Palit GeForce GTX 1060 Dual • OPERATING SYSTEM
Windows 10 •WARRANTY Five years labour including two years collect and return •
DETAILSwww.chillblast.com • PART CODE Fusion Hubble • FULL REVIEWApr 2017

MB • USB PORTS 1x Micro USB
• FRONT USB PORTS 2x USB2, 2x
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LAPTOPS

01A basic laptop costing around £300
will run everyday office, multimedia

and education software, but it won’t be
suitable for 3D gaming or processor-intensive
tasks such as video editing. Many laptops at
this price have a 15.4in screen and weigh
around 2.4kg, so they’re best used around
the house and for occasional journeys.

02 If you want to play modern
games, you’ll need a laptop with a

dedicated graphics chip such as the Nvidia
GeForce GTX 1060M. Good gaming laptops
tend to have large 17in screens and weigh
around 3kg, so they’re best suited to use
at home.

03 If you want a laptop that you can
take everywhere, look for a model

Choosing a... Laptop
that weighs less than 2kg. For the best
portability, buy one that has an 11in or 13in
screen. In general, the smaller and lighter the
laptop, the more expensive it is, especially if
it has plenty of processing power.

04 Battery life is extremely important
for a laptop, particularly if you’ll be

carrying it around. We’d expect all but the
biggest and heaviest to last for at least five
hours on a single charge, but for an ultra-
portable that you carry everywhere, eight
hours and above is more desirable.

05 Laptops use mobile versions of
processors to conserve power,

and these lag behind desktop chips when
it comes to performance. For a budget
Windows laptop, an Intel Core i3 processor

will do the job, but if you want better
performance, you should look for an
Intel Core i5 or Core i7 model instead. We
recommend a minimum of 4GB of RAM,
although 8GB is better for multitasking.

06Most budget and mid-range laptops
use a mechanical hard disk for

storage. You’ll want at least 500GB, but
1TB or more is better. Solid-state drives
(SSDs) have faster performance, making
your computer quicker to boot and more
responsive. They have lower capacities,
though. You’ll need at least 128GB.

07 Netbooks are a type of small,
low-cost ultra-portable laptop.

They’re fine for light use, but avoid them if
you want to do complicated tasks.

RAZER Blade Stealth
★★★★★
£1,549 • www.razerstore.com

Razer has
stepped away
from its

traditional focus on gaming devices
to create the definitive ultra-portable laptop:
it’s thin, light, has a vibrant screen and gleans
good performance from its Kaby Lake processor. The Chrome
backlit keyboard is also hands-down the best laptop keyboard
we’ve ever used.

PROCESSOR Dual-core 2.7GHz Intel Core i7-7500U • RAM 16GB • DIMENSIONS 300x104x43mm
• WEIGHT 1.29kg • SCREEN SIZE 12.5in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 2,560x1,600 • GRAPHICS
ADAPTOR Intel HD Graphics 620 • TOTAL STORAGE 256GB SSD • OPERATING SYSTEM
Windows 10 Home • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.razerone.com •
PART CODE Razer Blade Stealth QHD • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

Sadly we
can no
longer find

the UX310UA for the same
bargain price at which we
reviewed it, but this is still a lovely
ultraportable that can last a full working
day away from the mains. Best of all, this price
gets you a more powerful Intel Kaby Lake processor
and a larger SSD.

PROCESSOR Dual-core 2.4GHz Intel Core i3-7100U • RAM 4GB • DIMENSIONS 323x223x18.4mm
• WEIGHT 1.4kg • SCREEN SIZE 13.3in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 • TOTAL STORAGE
256GB SSD • OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Home • PARTS AND LABOURWARRANTYOne
year RTB • DETAILSwww.asus.com/uk • PART CODE UX310UA • FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

ACER
Chromebook R 11
★★★★★
£229 • www.tesco.co.uk

The Acer
Chromebook
R 11 is the most

attractive and practical budget
Chromebook you can
buy, with exceptional
build quality, top
processing and a lovely display.

PROCESSOR Dual-core 1.6GHz Intel Celeron N3050 • RAM 2GB • DIMENSIONS 20x295x203mm •
WEIGHT 1.2kg • SCREEN SIZE 11.6in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,366x768 • GRAPHICS ADAPTOR
Intel HD Graphics • TOTAL STORAGE 16GB eMMC • OPERATING SYSTEM Chrome OS •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.acer.co.uk • PART CODE ND.20411.07Q •
FULL REVIEW Apr 2016

DELL XPS 13 (2017)
★★★★★
£1,269 • www.amazon.co.uk (amzn.to/2rtPSFz)

Powered by an
updated Intel Core
i7-7500U, the refreshed

Dell XPS 13 goes from a tantalising
purchase to an essential one.
The 3,200x1,800 display still
looks excellent, too, both in itself
and surrounded
by the razor-thin
InfinityEdge bezels.

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.7GHz Intel Core i7-7500U • RAM 8GB • DIMENSIONS 304x200x15mm
• WEIGHT 1.29kg • SCREEN SIZE 13.3in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 3,200x1,800 •
GRAPHICS ADAPTOR Intel HD Graphics 620 • TOTAL STORAGE 256GB SSD •
OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Home • WARRANTY Three years RTB •
DETAILSwww.dell.com/uk • PART CODE XPS 13 9360 • FULL REVIEWMay 2017
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ASUS ZenBook UX310UA
★★★★★
£590 • www.johnlewis.com
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SMARTPHONES

MOTOROLA Moto Z Play
★★★★★
£365 SIM-free • www.amazon.co.uk
(amzn.to/2r9PEUm)

Another laudable take on the modular
smartphone, the Moto Z Play
combines excellent attachments with

great base specs, respectable performance and
outstanding battery life of nearly 24 hours in our tests.

PROCESSOROcta-core 2.0GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 625 • SCREEN SIZE 5.5in • SCREEN
RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 • REAR CAMERA 16 megapixels • STORAGE 32GB • WIRELESS DATA 4G
• DIMENSIONS 156x76x6.9mm • WEIGHT 165g • OPERATING SYSTEM Android 6.0 • WARRANTY
One year RTB • DETAILSwww.motorola.co.uk • PART CODE XT1635 • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

SAMSUNG Galaxy S8
★★★★★
£682 SIM-free; £30 on £46-per-month contract •
www.amazon.co.uk (amzn.to/2qNy2fT, SIM-free);
www.carphonewarehouse.com (contract)

The most powerful Android phone
ever. The camera is superb, the
display is dazzling, and even the base

model comes in a beautiful, almost completely bezel-free, design.

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.3GHz Samsung Exynos 8895 • SCREEN SIZE 5.8in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
2,560x1,440 • REAR CAMERA 12megapixels • STORAGE 64GB •WIRELESSDATA 4G • DIMENSIONS
149x68x8mm •WEIGHT 155g • OPERATING SYSTEM Android 7.0 •WARRANTYOne-year RTB •
DETAILSwwww.samsung.com/uk • PART CODE SM-G950FZKABTU • FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

LENOVO P2
★★★★★
£200 SIM-free; free on £13-per-month contract •
www.three.co.uk

It’s not the fastest phone in its price
range, nor does it have the best
camera or design. But the P2 is a

reliable jack-of-all-trades handset, with the exception
of its battery life, which is the best we’ve ever seen.

PROCESSOROcta-core 2GHz Snapdragon 625 • SCREEN SIZE 5.5in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
1,920x,1080 • REAR CAMERA 13 megapixels • STORAGE 32GB • WIRELESS DATA 4G •
DIMENSIONS 153x76x8.3mm • WEIGHT 177g • OPERATING SYSTEM Android 6.0.1 • WARRANTY
One year RTB • DETAILSwww.lenovo.com • PART CODE P2aH42 • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

ONEPLUS 3T
★★★★★
£399 SIM-free • oneplus.net/uk

This replacement for the OnePlus 3 isn’t
quite as big a bargain, but it still takes
the 3’s place as the best-value handset

on the market, even more capable of taking on premium
flagships with its Snapdragon 821 processor and a huge 6GB of RAM.

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.35GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 821 • SCREEN SIZE 5.5in •
SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 • REAR CAMERA 16 megapixels • STORAGE 64GB •
WIRELESS DATA 4G • DIMENSIONS 153x75x7.4mm • WEIGHT 156g • OPERATING SYSTEM
OxygenOS (Android 7.0) • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILS oneplus.net/uk •
PART CODE A3010 • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

APPLE iPhone SE
★★★★★
£379 SIM-free; free on £23.50-per-month contract •
www.apple.com/uk (SIM-free);
www.carphonewarehouse.com (contract)

While it lacks the 3D Touch capabilities of
the more expensive iPhone 6s, this tiny
successor to the iPhone 5s exceeds all

expectations. It’s fast, light and includes a lovely 12MP camera.

PROCESSOR Dual-core 1.8GHz Apple A9 • SCREEN SIZE 4in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,136x640 •
REAR CAMERA 12 megapixels • STORAGE 32GB/128GB • WIRELESS DATA 4G • DIMENSIONS
124x59x7.6mm • WEIGHT 112g • OPERATING SYSTEM iOS 10 • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.apple.com/uk • PART CODE iPhone SE • FULL REVIEW Jul 2016

01 A smartphone’s operating system
(OS) dictates its basic features

and which third-party software you can
install. There are three main contenders:
Apple’s iOS, which is found on the iPhone,
Google’s Android, which is used by various
handset manufacturers, and Windows
Phone, which has few options. Apple iOS
and Google Android have the most apps
available but Windows Phone is slowly
catching up.

02All smartphones have colour screens,
but their resolutions vary. Basic

models have 800x480 pixels, but text can be
indistinct. Look for a display that has at least
1,280x720 pixels so it’s easy to browse web

Choosing a... Smartphone
pages. Don’t worry too much about built-in
media players or Office document editors;
you can always install apps to replace these
with better versions later.
The image quality of smartphone cameras

has improved tremendously in recent years,
and resolutions have increased to as high as
20 megapixels.

03Very few modern smartphones have a
physical keyboard for entering text;

they almost exclusively use touchscreens
now. Physical keyboards can aid heavy
emailing, but today’s touchscreen keyboards
work just as well.
Android smartphones and iPhones

running iOS 9 or 10 allow you to install a

variety of custom onscreen keyboards so
you can find one that suits you.

04 Be careful when choosing a contract.
Look for one that includes a large

data allowance if you want to use the
internet regularly or you’ve set your phone
to synchronise your contacts, calendar and
email through online services.
Built-in Wi-Fi can help you avoid high data

charges by connecting to the internet
through wireless hotspots when you’re out,
or your router when you’re at home. Android
and iPhone handsets can operate as wireless
hotspots, letting you connect your laptop to
the web over your mobile data connection.
There may be an extra charge for this.

MOTOROLA Moto G4
★★★★★
£140 SIM-free; free on £12-per-month contract •
www.johnlewis.com (SIM-free);
www.carphonewarehouse.com (contract)

The best budget phone you can buy.
From its sharp, 5.5in Full HD display to its
slick performance and high-quality

camera, you get much more than the low price suggests.

PROCESSOROcta-core 1.5GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 617 • SCREEN SIZE 5.5in •
SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 • REAR CAMERA 13 megapixels • STORAGE 16GB/32GB •
WIRELESS DATA 4G • DIMENSIONS 153x77x7.9mm • WEIGHT 155g • OPERATING SYSTEM
Android 6.0.1 • DETAILSwww.motorola.co.uk • PART CODE XT1622 • FULL REVIEW Sep 2016
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01 All tablets rely on an operating system
(OS) to run apps. You have three main

choices: Apple’s iOS, which runs on the iPad,
Android, which Google licenses to various
manufacturers, and Windows 10, which is
slowly becoming more common in hybrid
tablets and convertibles. If you own an Apple
or Google smartphone, you can download
your apps, music and so on to a tablet that
runs the same OS, so it makes sense to stick
with a compatible device.

02 It’s important to pick a tablet that has
a good-quality high-resolution screen.

Many budget tablets have 1,280x800-
resolution displays, but better tablets have
Full HD 1,920x1,080 panels, and we’re

Choosing a... Tablet
starting to see tablets that have even higher
screen resolutions. Some are as high as
2,560x1,600 or even 4K. Entry-level tablets
typically use TN panels, which don’t have
particularly good viewing angles. The viewing
angles of IPS panels are much better.

03 If you want to listen to music, watch
films and play games, make sure your

tablet has plenty of storage. Many tablets
come with 8GB or 16GB of internal storage,
although some budget models have less.
You’ll typically pay more for a higher storage
capacity. Many tablets also have microSD
slots that let you add extra storage, although
you won’t find one on an iPad. This is a cheap
way of boosting storage capacity.

04 Tablets rarely include a SIM card slot.
This means you’ll have to rely on

Wi-Fi to get online, although some tablets
let you access the internet through your
smartphone. If you want mobile access to
the internet, look for 3G- and 4G-ready
devices. These almost always cost more
than Wi-Fi-only models but they’re great
if you use your tablet while commuting
or travelling.

05 Your choice of tablet determines the
apps you can use on it. You may find

that some of the apps you want are available
on iOS but not Android and vice versa.
Windows 10, meanwhile, runs traditional
desktop applications.

TABLETS

LENOVO ThinkPad X1 Tablet
★★★★★
£1,644 • www.pcworldbusiness.co.uk

HUAWEI MediaPad M3
★★★★★
£287 • www.ebuyer.com

APPLE iPad Pro 9.7in
★★★★★
£549 • www.apple.com/uk

MICROSOFT Surface Pro 4
★★★★★
From £749 (£1,099 as reviewed) •
www.microsoftstore.com

AMAZON Fire HD 8
★★★★★
£90 • www.amazon.co.uk
(amzn.to/2rtN1MI)

AMAZON Kindle Oasis
★★★★★
£270 • www.amazon.co.uk
(amzn.to/2r9Bbrs)

The ThinkPad X1 Tablet isn’t just
another Surface Pro clone; its
attachable modules provide it

with a huge amount of flexibility, from adding extra
battery life and connection ports to transforming it into a portable
projector. Even better, it’s a fast, attractive 2-in-1 in its own right.

Android slates may have fallen out
of fashion in favour of 2-in-1s, but
the MediaPad M3 shows they can

still be worth your cash. The Kirin 950 chip delivers
massive processing power, and the sleek design
and vibrant screen deserve your attention as well.

A smaller, more portable form
factor makes the newest iPad Pro
the best yet. With the same great

display and quick A9X processor as its larger
predecessor, its notepad size and compatibiity
with the Apple Pencil make it particularly suitable for artists.

The most compelling ‘laptop replacement’ tablet yet.
Thinner, powerful and equipped with a gorgeous
screen, this is a fantastic Windows 10 tablet. The

Surface Pen and optional Type Cover have been improved as well.

This is the budget tablet
to beat. With a build
quality seemingly beyond its

low-cost nature and long battery life, the Fire
HD 8 has plenty to offer for a mere £90.

The Kindle Oasis is expensive by
eReader standards, but you
absolutely get what you pay for:

a well-built, long-lasting device with a sharp
screen and brilliant clip-on cover accessory.

PROCESSOR Dual-core Intel Core m7-6Y75 • SCREEN SIZE 14in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
2,560x1,440 • REAR CAMERA None • STORAGE 256GB • WIRELESS DATA 4G LTE •
DIMENSIONS 291x210x8.6mm • WEIGHT 725g • OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Pro •
DETAILS shop.lenovo.com • PART CODE SP40G76043 • FULL REVIEW Nov 2016

PROCESSOROcta-core 2.3GHz Hisilicon Kiring 950 • SCREEN SIZE 8.4in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
2,560x1,440 • REAR CAMERA 8 megapixels • STORAGE 32GB • WIRELESS DATA 4G •
DIMENSIONS 124x215x7.3mm • WEIGHT 320g • OPERATING SYSTEM Android 6.0 • WARRANTY
One year RTB • DETAILSwww.huawei.com/uk • PART CODE BTV-DL09 • FULL REVIEW Feb 2017

PROCESSORDual-core 2.16GHz Apple A9X • SCREEN SIZE 9.7in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 2,048x1,536
• REAR CAMERA 12 megapixels • STORAGE 32/128/256GB •WIRELESS DATA 4G (cellular version)
•DIMENSIONS 240x170x6.1mm •WEIGHT 437g •OPERATING SYSTEM iOS 10 •WARRANTYOne
year RTB •DETAILSwww.apple.com/uk • PART CODE 9.7in iPad Pro • FULL REVIEW Jul 2016

PROCESSOR Dual-core 2.4GHz Intel Core i5-6300U • SCREEN SIZE 12.3in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
2,736x1,824 • REAR CAMERA 8 megapixels • STORAGE 256GB • WIRELESS DATA No •
DIMENSIONS 292x201x8mm • WEIGHT 1.37kg inc Type Cover and power brick • OPERATING
SYSTEMWindows 10 • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.microsoft.com/surface •
PART CODE Surface Pro 4 • FULL REVIEW Jun 2016

PROCESSORQuad-core 1.3GHzMediaTek MT8163 • SCREEN SIZE 8in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
1,200x800 • REAR CAMERA 2 megapixels • STORAGE 16GB • DIMENSIONS 214x128x9.2mm •
WEIGHT 341g • OPERATING SYSTEM Fire OS • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.amazon.co.uk • PART CODE Fire HD 8 • FULL REVIEW Jan 2017

PROCESSORNot stated • SCREEN SIZE 6in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,440x1,080 •REAR CAMERA
None • STORAGE 4GB •WIRELESS DATANone •DIMENSIONS 143x122x8.5mm •WEIGHT 131g •
OPERATING SYSTEM Kindle OS •WARRANTYOne year RTB •DETAILSwww.amazon.co.uk •
PART CODE Kindle Oasis • FULL REVIEW Aug 2016
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PHOTOGRAPHY

SONY RX100 V
★★★★★
£973 • www.amazon.co.uk
(amzn.to/2rtLjLf)

FUJIFILM X-T2
★★★★★
£1,399 • www.amazon.co.uk
(amzn.to/2qHCw7h)

NIKON D3400
★★★★★
£375 • www.johnlewis.com

CANON G9 X
★★★★★
£298 • www.e-infin.com/uk

PANASONIC Lumix DMC-G80
★★★★★
£799 • www.jessops.com

It may be small, but the RX100 V is seriously fast,
and because it also captures a surprising amount of
light, image and video quality are both top-notch.

The X-T2 is a mirrorless CSC capable of shooting
high-quality images at incredibly high burst speeds,
making it ideal for wildlife and sports photography.

A collection of minor
improvements to battery life,
shooting speed and stills quality

add up to make the D3400 the best entry-level DSLR available.

A tiny compact that can keep
up with heavier SLRs and CSCs when
it comes to image quality, while squeezing in all the

shooting settings and features you’ll need.

The G80 is ahead of the pack
when it comes to video quality,
and its stills look great as well. It’s

more expensive than the preceding G7, but includes a
superior 12-60mm kit lens, among other improvements.

SENSOR RESOLUTION 20 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 13.2x8.8mm (1in) • FOCAL LENGTH
MULTIPLIER 2.7x • VIEWFINDER Electronic (2,400,000 dots) • LCD SCREEN 3in (1,228,800 dots) •
OPTICAL ZOOM (35mm-EQUIVALENT FOCAL LENGTHS) 2.9x (24-70mm) • 35mm-EQUIVALENT
APERTURE f/4.9-7.6 • WEIGHT 298g • DIMENSIONS 60x104x41mm • WARRANTYOne year RTB
• DETAILSwww.sony.co.uk • FULL REVIEW Apr 2017

SENSOR RESOLUTION 24 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 23.6x15.6mm (APS-C) •
FOCAL LENGTHMULTIPLIER 1.5x • VIEWFINDER Electronic (2.36 million dots) • LCD SCREEN 3in
(1.04 million dots) • VIEWFINDERMAGNIFICATION (35mm-EQUIVALENT, COVERAGE) 0.77x,
100% • LENSMOUNT Fujifilm XMount • WEIGHT 507g • DIMENSIONS 92x143x51mm •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.fujifilm.eu/uk • FULL REVIEWMay 2017

SENSOR RESOLUTION 24 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 23.5x15.6mm (APS-C) • VIEWFINDER
Optical TTL • LCD SCREEN 3in (921,000 dots) • OPTICAL ZOOM (35mm-EQUIVALENT FOCAL
LENGTHS) 3x (27-82.5mm) • 35mm-EQUIVALENT APERTURE f/5.25-8.4 • LENSMOUNT Nikon F
Mount • WEIGHT 655g • DIMENSIONS 99x124x135mm • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.europe-nikon.com • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

SENSOR RESOLUTION 20 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 1in • FOCAL LENGTHMULTIPLIER 2.75x •
VIEWFINDER None • LCD SCREEN 3in (1,040,000 dots) • OPTICAL ZOOM (35mm-EQUIVALENT
FOCAL LENGTHS) 3x (28-84mm) • 35mm-EQUIVALENT APERTURE f/5.5-13.5 •WEIGHT 207g •
DIMENSIONS 62x101x31mm •WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.canon.co.uk •
FULL REVIEW Jun 2016

SENSOR RESOLUTION 16 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 17.3x13mm • FOCAL LENGTHMULTIPLIER
2x • VIEWFINDER Electronic (2,360,000 dots) • LCD SCREEN 3in (1,040,000 dots) •
LENSMOUNTMicro Four Thirds • WEIGHT 715g with kit lens • DIMENSIONS 79x137x130mm •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.panasonic.com/uk • FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

whe

CANON G7 X Mark II
★★★★★
£429 • www.e-infin.com/uk

The successor to our
favourite camera of 2015, the
G7 X Mark II is another fantastic CSC. A capable 1in

sensor, a tilting touchscreen, a comfortable grip and a big 4.2x optical
zoom; this has all you need to take great photos even in low light.

SENSOR RESOLUTION 20 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 1in • LCD SCREEN 3in (1,040,000 dots) •
OPTICAL ZOOM (35mm-EQUIVALENT FOCAL LENGTHS) 4.2x (24-100mm) • 35mm-EQUIVALENT
APERTURE f/5-7.7 • LENS MOUNT Canon EF-S •WEIGHT 319g • DIMENSIONS 64x108x42mm •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.canon.co.uk • FULL REVIEWOct 2016
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01 A basic digital camera will suit
someone who wants to take pictures

to view on their computer and create 7x5in
prints. It should cost around £80, but there
may be hidden downsides such as slow
performance and very basic user controls.

02 Spend a little more and you’ll get a
higher resolution. A 16-megapixel

sensor has the potential to produce sharp
prints up to A3 size, but only if it and the lens
are of a suitably high quality. Very high
resolutions in compact cameras tend to
boost noise more than detail levels, so many
of the best models strike a sensible balance
by using a 12-megapixel sensor.
Back-illuminated CMOS sensors tend

to produce less noise than CCDs, but

Choosing a... Digital camera
check our reviews to find out how a
particular model performs.

03 A 3x zoom lens provides you with
reasonable scope for framing your

shots, but a larger range can do wonders
for your photography. Most compact
cameras can manage a 5x zoom, while
pocket-size ultra-zoom cameras can
provide 24x zoom ranges.
Numbers such as 28-105mm tell you the

wide-angle and telephoto limits of the zoom
range. Big zooms require optical image
stabilisation to avoid blur due to camera
shake when zoomed right in.

04Most cameras now have a 3in screen.
Look out for 460,000-dot or

921,000-dot resolutions for a sharper picture.
A touchscreen is useful for moving the
autofocus point.

05 Leave some room in your budget for a
memory card, as the bundled memory

provided with a camera is never enough. A
16GB card costs less than £10. You may also
need to buy batteries.

06 Don’t forget that a camera’s
specification tells you very little

about its image quality. You’ll need to read
our reviews for that. With a compact
camera, we believe the user shouldn’t have
to grapple with complicated controls in
order to take great pictures in a range of
lighting conditions.
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DISPLAYS

01 A basic 24in LCD monitor costs
around £100. It will be fine for typical

Windows work but is likely to have poor
viewing angles, so you’ll need to sit straight
on for the best picture quality. Its colour
accuracy may not be very good, either.

02 A VGA input lets you use the monitor
with any PC, but the quality may not

be as good as it is over DVI or HDMI. Both
are digital connections and require a
compatible graphics card but they avoid the
need for digital-to-analogue or analogue-to-
digital conversions, which can reduce image
quality. A digital connection achieves the
best picture automatically, so you won’t have
to adjust clock or phase settings as you do
with analogue connections.

Choosing a... Display
Many DVI and all HDMI connections

support HDCP, which lets you watch
protected video content, such as Blu-ray
movies. DisplayPort is becoming more
popular, but you’ll need a graphics card with
a DisplayPort output (mini or full-size) to
use this input on your monitor.

03 A larger monitor will be easier on the
eye and may have a higher resolution.

Most monitors have a resolution of at least
1,920x1,080 (1080p), which provides lots of
room for working with multiple windows at
the same time. For even higher resolutions,
you’ll need a larger display. Some 27in and
30in screens have 2,560x1,600 or even 4K
resolutions. You’ll need a graphics card with
a dual-link DVI output and a dual-link DVI

cable or either HDMI or DisplayPort to use a
monitor at these resolutions.

04 If you want better picture quality,
look for a monitor with a high

contrast ratio. The higher the ratio, the
whiter the whites and the blacker the blacks.
You’ll also be able to see more fine detail in
images with high contrast levels. Viewing
angles are important, as wider angles mean
you don’t have to sit directly in front of the
monitor to get the best picture. Wider
viewing angles also allow more people to
view the screen at the same time.
Fast response times reduce ghosting,

but don’t be dazzled by the numbers. A
response time of 25ms or quicker is fine
for all applications.

ASUS VC239H
★★★★★
£127 • www.box.co.uk

AOC Q2781PQ
★★★★★
£315 • www.ebuyer.com

IIYAMA G-Master GB2888UHSU
Gold Phoenix
★★★★★
£360 • www.overclockers.co.uk

PHILIPS Brilliance 258B6QUEB
★★★★★
£367 • www.uk.insight.com

AOC U3477PQU
★★★★★
£552 • www.ebuyer.com

It’s rare to see IPS
panels on monitors
this cheap, and in

Standard mode, the VC239H
delivers much better image quality
than we’ve come to expect from budget displays.

While a touch of
ghosting means it’s
not ideal for gaming,

the AOC Q2781PQ combines excellent
desktop picture quality with a gorgeous
thin-bezel design, plus a high resolution for clean multitasking.

A USB Type-C port doesn’t
sound like the most thrilling
feature on a monitor, but it

gives the Brilliance 258B6QUEB a wonderful
flexibility, allowing you to hook up any laptop, 2-in-1 or Type-C
peripheral. Picture quality is very good, too.

Ultra-wide monitors are
best suited to those who
want to multitask on

two full-size windows at once, but also kick back with a film or game
in the evening. AOC’s U3477PQU is the best example we’ve seen so
far, with an incredible panel and excellent build quality.

SCREEN SIZE 23in • RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY IPS • VIDEO INPUTS
VGA, DVI, HDMI • WARRANTY Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.asus.com/uk • PART CODE
VC239H • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

SCREEN SIZE 27in • RESOLUTION 2,560x1,440 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY IPS • VIDEO INPUTS
VGA, HDMI, DisplayPort • WARRANTY Two years collect and return • DETAILS aoc-europe.com •
PART CODEQ2781PQ • FULL REVIEW Nov 2016

SCREEN SIZE 28in • RESOLUTION 3,840x2,160 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY TN •
VIDEO INPUTS VGA, 3x HDMI, DisplayPort • WARRANTY Two years collect and return •
DETAILSwww.iiyama.com • PART CODE ProLite GB2888UHSU-B1 • FULL REVIEW Aug 2016

SCREEN SIZE 25in • RESOLUTION 2,560x1,440 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY IPS • REFRESH RATE
60Hz • VIDEO INPUTS VGA, HDMI, DisplayPort, DVI, USB Type-C • WARRANTY Three years RTB
• DETAILSwww.philips.co.uk • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

SCREEN SIZE 34in • RESOLUTION 3,840x1,440 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY IPS • REFRESH RATE
60Hz • VIDEO INPUTS DisplayPort, DVI, HDMI, VGA • WARRANTY Three years RTB • DETAILS
www.aoc-europe.com • FULL REVIEWMay 2015

It’s unusual to consider a £380
monitor a bargain, but that’s what
this is: a 28in, Ultra HD display with a mere 1ms

response time and support for AMD’s anti-tearing FreeSync tech.

AOC AGON AG271QX
★★★★★
£420 • www.overclockers.co.uk

SCREEN SIZE 27in • RESOLUTION 2,560x1,440 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY TN • REFRESH RATE
144Hz • VIDEO INPUTS VGA, 2x HDMI, DisplayPort, DVI • WARRANTY Three years RTB •
DETAILS aoc-europe.com • FULL REVIEWMay 2017

This is the ideal 27in
monitor for gaming:
smoothing Adaptive Sync,

a resolution that’s sharp but not too
demanding, a high 144Hz refresh rate and
minimal input lag. Contrast and colours are generally good as well.
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HOME CINEMA

01 A 32in Full HD TV costs around
£200 and will suit smaller living

rooms. TVs look much smaller in the shop
than in your home, so measure the space
available before you buy.
Curved TVs are becoming increasingly

more common, but bear in mind that these
typically take up more floor space than a
traditional flat set.

02 A 1,920x1,080-resolution TV can
display a 1080p image. You can still

buy TVs with a 720p (1,366x768) resolution,
but they’re no cheaper and the image won’t
be as sharp. 3,840x2,560 Ultra HD resolution,
or 4K, TVs are finally available at reasonable
prices, although you’ll still pay a premium for
one over a 1080p model.

Choosing a... TV
03 Consider the number of inputs

you’ll need to connect the rest of
your equipment. Two HDMI ports should be
the bare minimum, but many TV sets come
with four HDMI connectors. You’ll need
HDMI 2.0 if you want a future-proof 4K TV,
as this is the only way to get 60fps video
playback from external sources at such
a high resolution.
If you want to plug a PC into your TV,

you’ll need to use either HDMI or VGA
inputs. Be aware that some TVs only let you
use a PC on an analogue input, and others
won’t display the Windows desktop at the
TV’s highest resolution.

04 The contrast ratio tells you the
difference between the darkest

and the brightest shades that the screen
will be able to display. The higher the
number, the darker the blacks and the
brighter the whites. A screen with a high
contrast ratio is more likely to show a
wider range of detail.

05 HD content is now becoming fairly
widespread, but if you want Ultra

HD content your options are more limited.
Most Ultra HD TVs have Netflix built into
their smart TV systems, but only BT is
currently providing live Ultra HD video,
with BT Sport Ultra HD.
Ultra HD Blu-ray players are due to arrive

in 2016, but in the meantime Amazon’s Fire
TV set-top box will stream its Instant Video
service at Ultra HD resolutions.

SAMSUNG UE49KS7000
★★★★★
£799 • www.cramptonandmoore.co.uk

It might look expensive for
the screen size, but the
UE32J6300 is jam-packed with

features, including one of the best smart TV systems
around and every major UK catch-up TV service. It’s the ideal
small TV for a bedroom, kitchen or office.

A good-quality 4K TV
needn’t cost the earth,
as the UE49KS7000

proves. In fact, this Quantum Dot
display earned the UHD Alliance’s
UHD Premium badge for its rich, detailed visuals.

SCREEN SIZE 32in • NATIVE RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 • VIDEO INPUTS 4x HDMI, component,
composite • TUNER Freeview HD • DIMENSIONS 428x370x91mm • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk • PART CODE UE32J6300AK • FULL REVIEW Dec 2015

SCREEN SIZE 49in • NATIVE RESOLUTION 3,840x2,160 • VIDEO INPUTS 4x HDMI • TUNER
Freeview HD, Freesat HD • DIMENSIONS 1,445x908x295mm •WARRANTY Five years RTB •
DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk • PART CODE UE49KS7000 • FULL REVIEW Apr 2017

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO TV2 (v2)
★★★★★
£200 • shop.cambridgeaudio.co.uk

The TV2 (v2) is a simple,
clean-looking soundbase. What it lacks in multiroom
capability, due to its lack of Wi-Fi, it more than

makes up in exquisite sound quality, especially with an integrated
subwoofer producing strong but controlled bass.

SPEAKERS 3 • RMS POWER OUTPUT 150 • DIMENSIONS 100x500x333mm • WEIGHT Not
stated • DOCK CONNECTOR None • NETWORKING Bluetooth (aptX) • WARRANTY Two years
repair and replace • DETAILSwww.cambridgeaudio.co.uk • PART CODE TV2 (v2) •
FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

PHILIPS Fidelio XS1 SoundStage
★★★★★
£407 • www.amazon.co.uk (amzn.to/2q3xaoa)

The Fidelio XS1 SoundStage
is a beautiful-looking
soundbase with sound quality

that matches its stunning design. There are plenty of connections,
including Bluetooth, and the wireless subwoofer delivers the lower
frequencies with aplomb.

SPEAKERS 3 • RMS POWER OUTPUT 60W • DIMENSIONS 730x331x40mm •WEIGHT 5.3kg •
DOCK CONNECTOR None • NETWORKING Bluetooth (SBC, aptX, AAC) •WARRANTYOne year
RTB • DETAILSwww.philips.co.uk • PART CODE Fidelio XS1/12 • FULL REVIEW Jan 2016

aoa)

PANASONIC Viera TX-50DX802B
★★★★★
£900 • www.powerdirect.co.uk

The Viera
TX-50DX802B not
only looks great and

comes equipped with an expansive
suite of smart apps, but it also has its own soundbar, allowing for
clearer, boomier movie nights.

SCREEN SIZE 50in • NATIVE RESOLUTION 3,840x2,160 • VIDEO INPUTS 3x HDMI (1x ARC),
component, composite • TUNER Freeview HD • DIMENSIONS 895x559x203mm • WARRANTY Five
years RTB • DETAILSwww.panasonic.com/uk • PART CODE TX-50DX802B • FULL REVIEWApr 2017

PANASONIC DMP-UB900
★★★★★
£279 • www.johnlewis.com

Together with the
Samsung UBD-K8500,
this forms the vanguard of a new

breed of Ultra HD Blu-ray players. Samsung’s model is cheaper,
but the DMP-UB900 has superior features, particularly where
audio delivery is concerned.

BLU-RAY PROFILE 6.0 • 3D CAPABLE Yes • DIMENSIONS 435x199x68mm •
NETWORKING Ethernet, 802.11ac Wi-Fi • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.panasonic.co.uk • PART CODE DMP-UB900EB • FULL REVIEW Aug 2016

SAMSUNG UE32J6300
★★★★★
£349 • www.rgbdirect.co.uk
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“Amazing! They are
with you every step”

★★★★★
Lisa, 21 October

“Very impressed and was
smooth and hassle free from

start to finish”
★★★★★

David, 9 September

“Thank you and we would
buy through you again”

★★★★★
Clancy, 21 August

“I’m loving my new ride.
I would recommend

this service to anyone”
★★★★★

Tatiana, 8 September

SEE OUR REVIEWS ON

Thesimpleway
tobuyacar

Wedeliver thecar
to your door with
a 14-daymoney-
backguarantee

Youbuy online
- selecting from

over40,000used
carsnationwide

We inspect the
carandsupplying
dealer for price

andquality

Excellent
monthly
finance

packages

available

Buy online and we do the hard work for you

DennisBuyacarLtd,30ClevelandStreet,London,W1T4JD(GB09151058) (FRN:667368) IsAuthorisedAndRegulatedByTheFinancialConductAuthority.Buyacar isan independentcreditbrokerandnota lender
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AUDIO

BOWERS & WILKINS P7 Wireless
★★★★★
£320 • www.johnlewis.com

Q ACOUSTICS M3
★★★★★
£299 •
www.weybridge-audio.co.uk

PANASONIC SC-All7CD
★★★★★
£319 • www.currys.co.uk

LG SH5
★★★★★
£145 • www.amazon.co.uk
(amzn.to/2qOU4Nt)

LIBRATONE One Click
★★★★★
£120 • www.currys.co.uk

Bowers & Wilkins’ second-ever
pair of Bluetooth headphones
are a triumph – they’re

exceedingly comfortable and sound superb,
even without any active noise cancelling.

Although
there’s no
subwoofer or Wi-Fi here, the M3 is an awesome

soundbar that looks as good as it sounds. It also improves on the old
Media 4 with HDMI ARC support.

A focus on
good old-
fashioned CDs,

in addition to the usual digital
streaming services, makes the SC-All7CD one of the most versatile
multiroom speaker systems you can buy.

Proof that great-sounding soundbar
and subwoofer combos don’t need to cost the
earth, the LG SH5 is a sleek, stylish 2.1 set with plenty

of modes and features.

The One Click has one of the
cleverer wireless speaker designs
we’ve seen; it’s surrounded by a

rubber frame with both protective bumpers and a
carry handle/hook. Hang it up or just let it stand, and
you’ll get rich, loud sound in 360 degrees.

HEADPHONES SUBTYPEOver-ear headset • PLUG TYPE 3.5mm
jack plug (optional) • WEIGHT 323g • CABLE LENGTH 1.2m •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.bowers-wilkins.co.uk •
PART CODE FP38954 • FULL REVIEW Feb 2017

SPEAKERS 2.1 • RMS POWER OUTPUT 40W • WEIGHT 3.4kg • NETWORKING Bluetooth •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.panasonic.com • PART CODE SC-All7CD •
FULL REVIEW Dec 2016

SPEAKERS 2.1 • RMS POWER OUTPUT 320W • DOCK CONNECTOR None • NETWORKING
Bluetooth 4.0 • DIMENSIONS 945x53x85mm (soundbar), 171x320x252mm (subwoofer) • WEIGHT
2.26kg • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.lg.com/uk • PART CODE SH5 • FULL
REVIEW Jan 2017

SPEAKERS 2 • RMS POWER OUTPUT Not disclosed • DOCK CONNECTOR None • WIRELESS
Bluetooth (SBC) • DIMENSIONS 120x41x205mm • WEIGHT 0.9kg • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.libratone.com • PART CODEOne Click • FULL REVIEWOct 2016
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AMAZON Echo Dot
★★★★★
£45 • www.amazon.co.uk
(amzn.to/2ru505F)

This shrunk-down version of
the Amazon Echo loses the
360-degree speaker, but retains all

the same smart home functions and excellent Alexa digital assisstant
– all for a drastically lower price.

DRIVERS 1 • RMS POWER OUTPUT Not stated • WEIGHT 163kg • NETWORKING Bluetooth,
802.11a/b/gWi-Fi • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.amazon.co.uk •
PART CODE Echo Dot 2016 • FULL REVIEWMar 2017
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SPEAKERS 4 • RMS POWER OUTPUT 80W • WEIGHT 4kg • NETWORKING Bluetooth •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.qacoustics.co.uk • PART CODEQA7440 •
FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

Choosing a... Soundbar
01 If you don’t have space in your home

cinema setup for a set of surround-
sound speakers, a soundbar is the next best
thing. Whether you opt for a soundbar
(which typically sits in front of your TV
stand) or a soundplate (which sits
underneath your TV), you’ll be getting
significantly better audio than the weedy
speakers today’s flatscreen TVs provide.

02 If you want to cut down on cable
clutter, look for a soundbar with

multiple HDMI inputs and outputs as well as
Audio Return Channel (ARC). Not all
soundbars use HDMI, with many making do
with digital optical audio connections
instead. This means you’ll have to connect
Blu-ray players, games consoles and set-top

boxes to your TV and run all audio through a
single cable. Also look for phono inputs for
connecting older devices and 3.5mm audio
jacks for tablets or smartphones.

03 As with any speaker, the number of
speaker drivers inside a soundbar

should give a good indication of its audio
capabilities. Although this won’t tell you
everything about sound quality, you should
still look out for separate mid-range drivers
and tweeters, as these should be able to
deliver a wider frequency range than
full-range drivers alone.

04 Bluetooth support is a must if you
want to listen to music from a

smartphone or tablet without wires.

Most soundbars now include Bluetooth as
standard but, if your device supports it, it’s
worth looking for a mobile soundbar that
includes aptX. This less-lossy codec is
capable of higher-quality streaming than
the standard A2DP profile.
AirPlay streaming is less common, but

iPhone owners should keep an eye out for it.

05 For a little extra bass, be sure to
look for a soundbar with a separate

subwoofer. Many soundbars include a
wired sub, but for extra convenience you
should look for a model with a wireless
subwoofer instead. These can be placed
anywhere in a room near a power socket,
without having to run a cable back to the
soundbar itself.
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VIDEO

AMAZON Fire TV Stick
with 4K Ultra HD
★★★★★
£80 • www.amazon.co.uk (amzn.to/2q3xDXs)

SKY Now TV Smart Box
★★★★★
£40 • www.nowtv.com

NVIDIA Shield TV (2017)
★★★★★
£189 • www.ebuyer.com

GOPRO Hero 5 Black
★★★★★
£360 • www.johnlewis.com

PANASONIC HC-VX980
★★★★★
£548 • www.ukdigitalcameras.co.uk

SONY FDR-X1000V
★★★★★
£330 • www.amazon.co.uk

This upgraded box has plenty of services your 4K TV
might not have (much more so than the competing
Chromecast Ultra), and you can play games on it, too.

Sky has made its flagship
media streamer even better,
adding a Freeview HD tuner and a flexible

range of content passes (including movie and sport packages) to
complement the usual on-demand and catch-up services.

A good media streamer/
Android games console hybrid made even better by a
more comfortable controller, a wider range of

streaming sources and smart home integration.

At last, GoPro’s flagship
action camera finally has
built-in waterproofing.

That’s the biggest in a sizable list of
improvements over the Hero 4 Black, making this the superior
purchase in spite of its higher price.

This 4K-capable camcorder
lets you capture 8-megapixel
stills from 4K video. It has

fantastic image stabilisation and its HDR video mode can help
with exposing difficult scenes. The newest model has been updated
with more useful 4K cropping modes and slow-motion features, too.

Sony looks to take on GoPro with
this miniscule action cam capable of
recording 4K video at 30fps. The Hero4

Black wins out on image quality, but image stabilisation and a flexible
range of shooting modes means Sony’s camera still has lots to offer.

VIDEO OUTPUTS HDMI 2.0 • NETWORKING 802.11ac Wi-Fi, 10/100 Ethernet • DIMENSIONS
115x115x17mm • STREAMING FORMATS UPnP, AirPlay, DLNA, Plex • INTERNET STREAMING
SERVICES iPlayer, Netflix, Sky News, Spotify, TuneIn Radio, Amazon Prime Instant Video, TVPlayer

•WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.amazon.co.uk • PART CODE Fire TV with 4K UHD •
FULL REVIEW Apr 2017

VIDEO OUTPUTS HDMI 1.4 • NETWORKING 802.11nWi-Fi, 10/100 Ethernet • DIMENSIONS
165x165x21mm • STREAMING FORMATS None • INTERNET STREAMING SERVICES Now TV,
iPlayer, ITV Hub, All4, Demand 5, TuneIn, Sky News, Spotify •WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.nowtv.com • PART CODE Now TV Smart Box • FULL REVIEW Dec 2016

VIDEO OUTPUTS HDMI 1.4 • NETWORKING 802.11ac Wi-Fi, 10/100/1,000 Ethernet, Bluetooth 4.1
• DIMENSIONS 159x98x26mm • STREAMING FORMATS Plex, Kodi • INTERNET STREAMING
SERVICES Netflix, Amazon Instant Video, Google Play Movies and TV, Google Play Music, YouTube,
BBC iPlayer •WARRANTY Two years repair and replace • DETAILSwww.nvidia.co.uk • PART
CODE 945-12897-2505-000 • FULL REVIEWMay 2017

SENSOR 1/2.3in CMOS • SENSOR PIXELS 12,000,000 • MAX RECORDING RESOLUTION 4K (30fps)
• AV CONNECTIONSMicro HDMI • DIMENSIONS 45x62x32mm •WEIGHT 117g •WARRANTYOne
year RTB • DETAILSwww.gopro.com • PART CODE Hero 5 Black • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

OPTICAL ZOOM 20x • SENSOR 1/2.3in BSI MOS • LCD SCREEN 3in, 460,800 dots •
DIMENSIONS 73x65x139mm •WEIGHT 351g •WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.panasonic.com • PART CODE HC-VX980 • FULL REVIEW Apr 2016

SENSOR 1/2.3in CMOS • SENSOR PIXELS 8,800,000 • MAX RECORDING RESOLUTION 4K (30fps)
• AV CONNECTIONSMicro HDMI, 3.5mmmicrophone input • DIMENSIONS 24.4x51.7x88.9mm •
WEIGHT 114g •WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.sony.co.uk • PART CODE
FDR-X1000V • FULL REVIEWMay 2016
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Choosing a... Media streamer
01Media streamers have come a long

way from the hard disk-based
set-top boxes of a few years ago. They now
come in two main forms: flash drive-sized
dongles that plug directly into the HDMI
port in the back of your TV, and larger
microconsoles that sit under it. Whichever
model you choose, it will stream content
from the internet rather than storing
media files locally.

02Most streamers use their own
operating system, which you can

navigate with a bundled remote control,
but Google’s Chromecast dongle requires a
paired smartphone, tablet or laptop to
stream content on the big screen. If you’re
looking to set up Netflix for someone who

doesn’t have a smartphone, you should buy
a standalone streamer such as a Roku or
Amazon Fire TV device.

03 A media streamer is only as good as
the services it supports, although a

device that offers more services won’t
necessarily offer more high-quality content
than a media streamer with fewer channels.
Instead, look out for major channels such as
Netflix, Amazon Instant Video, BBC iPlayer,
Sky Go and YouTube. If any of these are
missing, the remaining channels aren’t likely
to be much cop.

04 Although nearly all streamers now
pull content from the web, they’re still

capable of playing content stored locally

from a networked PC or NAS device. Not all
streamers are capable of playing all media file
formats, however. If you have a lot of MKV
or MOV files, check that your chosen
streamer supports them before you buy.
These are typically the file formats devices
struggle with the most.

05Media streamers aren’t just for video,
either. Many support online music

services including Spotify, Rdio and TuneIn
Radio. Others essentially use the same
hardware as a smartphone and are capable of
running apps or playing games. Some of the
most powerful are compatible with dedicated
game controllers, but these are typically sold
as optional accessories rather than bundled
with the streamer.
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PRINTERS & SCANNERS

BROTHER HL-L6300DWT
★★★★★
£259 • www.printerland.co.uk

EPSON Expression Premium XP-530
★★★★★
£52 • www.amazon.co.uk
(amzn.to/2qNovW2)

CANON Pixma MG5750
★★★★★
£69 • www.amazon.co.uk
(amzn.to/2ru5s3R)

RICOH SP 150SUw
★★★★★
£108 • www.amazon.co.uk
(amzn.to/2q3wKOE)

A combination of fast
printing speeds and a good
mix of connectivity and

hardware feature makes the HL-L6300DWT
a fine choice for offices. It’s quieter than
you might think as well.

Other than a tiny screen and
slightly high running costs, the XP-530 is a welcome
addition to Epson’s Expression Premium range. It

prints and scans quickly, while maintaining high quality throughout.

The MG5750 is good
value with a great
balance of features and quality. Its strong

performance lets us forgive less-than-perfect controls.

Buying a mono laser printer for
your home may sound strange,
but the SP 150SUw’s printing speed, quality and

quietness make a lot of sense at this price.

TECHNOLOGYMono laser • MAXIMUMPRINT RESOLUTION 1,200x1,200dpi • DIMENSIONS
420x400x396mm • WEIGHT 17.1kg • MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal • WARRANTYOne year
RTB • DETAILSwww.brother.co.uk • PART CODE HLL6300DWTZU1 • FULL REVIEWOct 2016

TECHNOLOGY Piezo inkjet • MAXIMUMPRINT RESOLUTION 5,760x1,440dpi • SCANNER
RESOLUTION 2,400x4,800dpi • DIMENSIONS 138x390x341mm • WEIGHT 6.2kg •
MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.epson.co.uk •
PART CODE XP-530 • FULL REVIEWMay 2016

TECHNOLOGY Thermal inkjet • MAXIMUMPRINT RESOLUTION 4,800x1,200dpi •
SCANNER RESOLUTION 1,200x2,400dpi • DIMENSIONS 148x455x369mm • WEIGHT 6.3kg •
MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.canon.co.uk •
PART CODE 0557C006 • FULL REVIEW Apr 2016

TECHNOLOGYMono laser • MAXIMUMPRINT RESOLUTION 1,200x600 • SCANNER
RESOLUTION 1,200x1,200dpi • DIMENSIONS 137x350x275mm • WEIGHT 7.5kg •
MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.ricoh.co.uk •
PART CODE 408005 • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

XYZPRINTING da Vinci Minimaker
★★★★★
£200 • www.toysrus.co.uk

It’s not as fully featured as the da
Vinci Jr 1.0w, but the Minimaker
prints at identical speed and

quality, and costs much, much less. In fact, it’s the
most affordable 3D printer we’ve ever used.

TECHNOLOGY Fused Filament Fabrication • MAXIMUM PRINT RESOLUTION 100 microns •
MAXIMUMBUILD SIZE 150x150x150mm • DIMENSIONS 390x360x335mm • WEIGHT 11.5kg •
FILAMENT 1.75mm PLA • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILS eu.xyzprinting.com •
PART CODE 3FM1XXEU00D • FULL REVIEW Apr 2017

HP Officejet 250
★★★★★
£216 • www.pcworldbusiness.co.uk

A pleasantly portable
MFP, the OfficeJet Pro
250 not only has more hardware features than

you might expect – including a handy adjustable screen – but it
runs cheaply and at respectable speeds, too.

TECHNOLOGY Thermal inkjet • MAXIMUM PRINT RESOLUTION 4,800x1,200dpi •
SCANNER RESOLUTION 600x600dpi • DIMENSIONS 91x380x198mm • WEIGHT 2.96kg •
MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.hp.co.uk •
PART CODE CZ992A#B1H • FULL REVIEW Dec 2016

250 not only has more hardware features than 
you might expect – including a handy adjustable screen – but it 
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Choosing a... Laser printer
01 Laser printers used to be much

more expensive than inkjets and
were typically restricted to offices. They
are now much more affordable, however,
and offer several benefits over inkjets,
including lower per-page printing costs
and faster print speeds.

02 A decent laser printer will typically
cost around £80, and will happily print

hundreds of black-and-white pages per hour.
If documents are your priority, you’ll want a
high minimum speed and low print costs.
However, you’ll probably be limited to
black-and-white printing at this price.

03 Although you can still buy single-
function laser printers, multifunction

peripherals (MFPs) are now far more
common. These models can scan and
photocopy documents as well as print them,
and some of them also have fax capabilities.
Laser MFPs start from around £200.

04 Heavy-duty office lasers designed for
printing thousands of pages per

month can cost thousands of pounds. They
use large individual toner drums, which can
cut running costs. Automatic duplex
(double-sided) printing is also common here.

05 Although laser printers are more
suited to printing text than graphics,

many are still able to produce high-quality
photographs. Speed isn’t a priority here
– instead choose a printer that reproduces

subtle tones well. You can’t determine this
by looking at the specifications; only
hands-on testing will do, so remember to
check our reviews before you buy.
Borderless printing (up to the edge of the
paper) should also be possible.

06 If you want to print from multiple
devices, make sure you look for

extended connectivity. Decent laser printers
can be shared on your local network and
have USB ports for direct printing, memory
card slots for printing images from a digital
camera, and iOS, Android or Google Cloud
Print support for printing from mobile
devices such as smartphones or tablets.
An LCD preview screen offers greater
control for this method of printing.
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NETWORKS

TP-LINK Archer C3200
★★★★★
£150 • www.currys.co.uk

NETGEAR Orbi
★★★★★
£370 • www.maplin.co.uk

BT Whole Home Wi-Fi
★★★★★
£200 • www.shop.bt.com

TP-LINK Archer VR2600
★★★★★
£200 • www.scan.co.uk

Besides being quite
well priced for a
tri-band router, the

Archer C32000 is impressively fast and
has a good-looking, folding six-antenna
design.

The Orbi system employs
both a base router and a
separate satellite router to

effectively boost Wi-Fi speed and stability
throughout your house – a great fit for
larger homes.

An excellent
alternative to
the Orbi, BT’s

Whole Home Wi-Fi mesh system is designed to work with your
existing router, spreading faster, more reliable Wi-Fi around the
house with three disc-shaped access points.

While it needs
thus-far-theoretical
4x4 MIMO devices

to reach its best speeds, this is still
among the very fastest routers around,
especially on the 5GHz band.

WI-FI STANDARD 802.11ac • STATED SPEED 1,300Mbit/s • USB PORTS 1x USB3 •
WALLMOUNTABLE Yes •WARRANTY Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.tp-link.com •
PART CODE Archer C3200 • FULL REVIEW Jan 2017

MODEM Gigabit Ethernet •WI-FI STANDARD 802.11ac • STATED SPEED 866Mbit/s (5GHz),
400MBit/s (2.4GHz) • USB PORTS 1x USB2 •WALLMOUNTABLE No •WARRANTY Two years
RTB • PART CODE RBK50-100UKS • FULL REVIEW Feb 2017

MODEM N/A •WI-FI STANDARD 802.11ac • STATED SPEED 1,733Mbit/s (5GHz), 800Mbit/s
(2.4GHz) • USB PORTS 0 •WALLMOUNTABLE No •WARRANTY Two years RTB •
DETAILSwww.bt.com • PART CODE 181209 • FULL REVIEWMay 2017

MODEM VDSL/ADSL •WI-FI STANDARD 802.11ac • STATED SPEED 1,733Mbit/s • USB PORTS
2x USB3 •WALLMOUNTABLE Yes •WARRANTY Three years RTB • PART CODE Archer VR2600
• FULL REVIEW Nov 2016

NEST Cam Outdoor
★★★★★
£179 • www.amazon.co.uk
(amzn.to/2qN4zTg)

The Nest Cam Outdoor allows
you to set up your own home
security camera without any

specialist wiring knowledge. Video quality is
excellent, and the simple app makes managing it even easier.

VIDEO RESOLUTION 720p/1080p • CLOUD STORAGE Yes • NETWORKING 802.11n (2.4GHz) •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.nest.com/uk • PART CODE Nest Cam Outdoor •
FULL REVIEW Apr 2017

GOOGLE Wifi
★★★★★
£229 (twin pack) •
store.google.com

Arguably the most
user-friendly mesh
networking system yet, Google

Wifi trades long-range speed for supreme ease of
use and excellent configuration tools.

MODEM N/A • WI-FI STANDARD 802.11ac • STATED SPEED 1,200Mbit/s • USB PORTS 0 •
WALLMOUNTABLE No • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSmadeby.google.com •
PART CODE Google Wifi • FULL REVIEW Jul 2017
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01 A network-attached storage (NAS)
device lets you store documents,

media, and other files on its hard disks so
you can share them with other devices on
your network. Some have disks already
installed, while others are empty enclosures
into which you install your own disks. Buying
an empty NAS can often be the more
cost-effective option, as they’re usually less
expensive and give you the freedom to
expand the number of disks at a later date.
You should buy one with a Gigabit

Ethernet interface, as these provide the
highest transfer speeds. To use a NAS device
at these speeds, you’ll need computers with
Gigabit Ethernet network adaptors and
a Gigabit Ethernet switch or router.
Computers with Fast Ethernet adaptors

Choosing a... NAS device
can still access the NAS device, but only
at the much slower speed of 100Mbit/s.

02 The amount of network storage you
need depends on the types of files

you use. If you want to store Word and Excel
documents, for example, a 1TB device will be
fine. In fact, a 1TB device should be sufficient
for a family’s entire media collection,
regardless of how many music and video files
everyone owns. Small businesses should
consider higher storage capacities,
depending on the nature of the business.

03 If you can see no end to your storage
needs, you should buy an upgradable

NAS device. Many have a USB port for
adding an external disk. Devices such as

Synology’s barebones NAS kits have spare
disk trays for cheaper and faster upgrades.

04 If you want extra protection for your
data, look for a device that supports

RAID. RAID 1 and RAID 5 arrays reduce the
available capacity by duplicating data, but
you won’t lose it if a disk fails.

05 If you need access to your files while
you’re away, look for a NAS device

with an FTP server. Some can also share a
USB printer across your network.
A NAS device with a Universal Plug and

Play (UPnP) or DLNA media server can
stream your music, photos and videos to a
network media player, so you can enjoy your
media collection in another room.
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STORAGE

SAMSUNG 850 Evo 500GB
★★★★★
£150 • www.ebuyer.com

SYNOLOGY Diskstation DS216+
★★★★★
£224 • www.ebuyer.com

ADATA SV620 240GB
★★★★★
£102 • www.amazon.co.uk
(amzn.to/2rLaBkM)

Samsung’s 850 Evo is simply
the fastest SATA SSD around,
and it’s available in a wide

range of capacities. The 2TB model might be
expensive at around £590 (from www.ebuyer.com),
but it means saying goodbye to mechanical storage for good.

Synology’s fast two-bay NAS is
particularly ideal for small
businesses and workgroups,

possessing AES-NI encryption and extensive
support for a range of devices and servers.

If you want an external, rather
than internal, SSD for your PC or
laptop, the SV620 offers good value. It’s fast and

compact, and it’s easy to forget about the slightly bendable plastic
casing when there’s a three-year warranty.

CAPACITY 500GB • COST PER GIGABYTE £0.30 • INTERFACE SATA3 • CLAIMED READ 540MB/s
• CLAIMEDWRITE 520MB/s • WARRANTY Five years RTB • DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk •
PART CODEMZ-75E500BW/EU • FULL REVIEWOct 2015

3.5in HARD DISK BAYS (FREE) 2 (2) • NETWORKING 1x 10/100/1,000 Ethernet •
DLNAMEDIA SERVER Yes • PRINT SERVER Yes • DIMENSIONS 165x108x233mm •
WEIGHT 1.25kg • WARRANTY Two years RTB • DETAILSwww.synology.com •
PART CODE DS216+ • FULL REVIEW Jun 2016

CAPACITY 240GB • COST PER GIGABYTE £0.43 • INTERFACE USB3 • CLAIMED READ 420MB/s •
CLAIMEDWRITE 440MB/s • WARRANTY Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.adata.com •
PART CODE ASV620-240GU3-CTI • FULL REVIEW Dec 2016

SAMSUNG 960 Evo 250GB
★★★★★
£119 • www.ebuyer.com

While it’s not quite as
quick as the 960 Pro,
the 960 Evo is still the

second-fastest NVMe SSD we’ve ever
tested, and since it’s much more affordable,
it’s the one most people should go for.

CAPACITY 250GB • COST PER GIGABYTE £0.48 • INTERFACEM.2/NVMe • CLAIMED READ
3,200MB/s • CLAIMEDWRITE 1,500MB/s • WARRANTY Five years RTB •
DETAILSwww.samsung.com • PART CODEMZ-V6E250BW • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

TOSHIBA Canvio Connect II 2TB
★★★★★
£80 • www.currys.co.uk

There’s plenty of
choice when it comes to
portable hard disks, but

Toshiba’s Canvio Connect II has an
excellent bundled software package and
impressive USB3 speeds. Considering the
price, there’s no reason not to have one.

CAPACITY 2TB • COST PER GIGABYTE £0.04 • INTERFACE USB3 • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.toshiba.eu • PART CODE HDTC820ER3CA • FULL REVIEW Nov 2015

WESTERN DIGITAL Red 6TB
★★★★★
£208 • www.amazon.co.uk
(amzn.to/2rIE13R)

The Red 6TB combines
excellent performance with a high
capacity and special firmware to make a

hard disk that’s perfect for use in NAS enclosures. It’s guaranteed for
three years, too, which should provide peace of mind.

CAPACITY 6TB • PRICE PER GIGABYTE £0.03 • INTERFACE SATA3 • WARRANTY Three years
RTB • DETAILSwww.wdc.com • PART CODEWD60EFRX • FULL REVIEW Nov 2014

GB
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01 A basic 1TB internal hard disk should
cost around £40. This will be fast

enough for general use and will provide
enough storage for most users.
Make sure the hard disk you choose has

the appropriate interface type for your PC.
Some mechanical hard disks still come with
SATA2 interfaces, but newer models and
most solid-state drives (SSDs) have faster
SATA3 interfaces. You’ll need a motherboard
with a SATA3 port if you want to benefit
from SATA3’s faster speeds; SATA3 disks will
work with SATA2 ports but can only transfer
files at SATA2 speeds.

02 SSDs can make the most of SATA3’s
extra bandwidth for fast file transfers.

They use flash memory similar to that found

Choosing an... Internal hard disk
in USB flash drives, and although they tend
to provide less capacity than mechanical hard
disks, they’re significantly faster.

03 Buy a hard disk that provides more
capacity than you think you need, as

your storage requirements are likely to grow.
A 3TB disk strikes the best balance between
capacity and low cost per gigabyte, but in
general you should aim to buy the largest
disk you can afford.

04 If you want more disk space or you
want to protect your data against

disk failure, think about buying several hard
disks to create a RAID array. These use
multiple hard disks to create one large
logical disk with better performance, or to

duplicate your data for better protection.
RAID arrays require hard disks of the same
size. In theory, they can be from different
manufacturers, but it’s better to buy identical
disks if you can.

05 A hard disk’s spindle speed
determines how quickly it can

transfer data. A spindle speed of 7,200rpm
is common in desktop drives and is fast
enough for most purposes. Desktop hard
disks with 5,400rpm spindle speeds are
quite slow but use less power and generate
less heat and noise.
To strike the best balance between

speed and storage capacity, use an SSD as
your system disk and store your files on a
larger mechanical disk.

vvo 250GB
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COMPONENTS

GIGABYTE GeForce GTX 1050 D5 2G
★★★★★
£108 • www.overclockers.co.uk

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060
★★★★★
£275 • www.geforce.co.uk

AMD Ryzen 7 1700
★★★★★
£295 • www.amazon.co.uk (amzn.to/2rtN8bl)

CORSAIR Carbide Series Air 240
★★★★★
£88 • www.box.co.uk

Nvidia’s GTX 1050 is
the best-performing
entry-level GPU, and

Gigabyte has made some nice tweaks
to its own version, including a near-silent fan
cooler. It also sips power, with a tiny TDP rating of 75W.

Based on the same Pascal
architecture as the fearsome
GTX 1080 and GTX 1070, the

mid-range GTX 1060 is unmatched when it
comes to marrying price with 4K and VR-readiness.
It’s surprisingly power-efficient, too.

The cheapest of AMD’s octa-core
Ryzen 7 processors is also the
best mix of price and performance.

It’s highly overclockable, but even at stock speeds can
come close to the £500 Ryzen 7 1800X in multithreaded tasks.
It’s also incredibly efficient, with a TDP of just 65W.

This microATX case is very well
made. It’s light and compact,
but its cuboid shape means

there’s plenty of room inside for all your
components, so it’s easy to work with.

GPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050 • MEMORY 2GB GDDR5 • GRAPHICS CARD LENGTH 172mm •
WARRANTY Three years repair and replace • DETAILSwww.gigabyte.com •
PART CODE GV-N1050D5-2GD • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

GPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060 • MEMORY 6GB GDDR5 • GRAPHICS CARD LENGTH 250mm •
WARRANTY Three years repair and replace • DETAILSwww.geforce.co.uk • PART CODE GTX 1060
Founder’s Edition • FULL REVIEW Nov 2016

SOCKET AM4 • CORES 8 • FREQUENCY 3.0GHz • INTEGRATED GRAPHICS None •
WARRANTY Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.amd.com • PART CODE YD1700BBAEBOX •
FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

CASE TYPEmicroATX • MOTHERBOARD COMPATIBILITYmicroATX, Mini-ITX • SUPPLIED
FANS 3x 120mm • MAX 3½in DRIVE BAYS 3 • MAX 5¼in DRIVE BAYS 0 • DIMENSIONS
320x260x397mm • WEIGHT 5.6kg • WARRANTY Two years RTB • DETAILSwww.corsair.com •
PART CODE CC-9011070-WW • FULL REVIEW Apr 2016

NZXT Manta
★★★★★
£110 • www.scan.co.uk

A brilliant basis for any Mini-ITX PC
build, the Manta is a versatile case
with plenty of room for fans and

storage drives, plus a distinctive curvy shape. Its
convex side panels leave more room to hide cables, too.

CASE TYPEMini tower • MOTHERBOARD TYPEMini-ITX • SUPPLIED FANS 3x 120mm •
MAXIMUMDRIVE BAYS 2x 3.5in, 3x 2.5in • DIMENSIONS 426x245x450mm •
WEIGHT 7.2kg • WARRANTY Two years parts and labour • DETAILSwww.nzxt.com •
PART CODE CA-MANTW-M1 • FULL REVIEW Aug 2016

ASUS Prime Z270-A
★★★★★
£143 • www.ebuyer.com

New Intel chips mean new Intel
chipsets, and the Prime Z270-A is a
brilliant mid-range companion to any compatible

Kaby Lake processor. Great hardware (including two M.2 slots), a
user-friendly BIOS, RGB LED decoration – it’s a superb package.

PROCESSOR SOCKET LGA 1151 • DIMENSIONS 244x305mm • CHIPSET Z270 • MEMORY SLOTS
4 • PCI-E x16 SLOTS 3 • PCI-E x1 SLOTS 4 • PCI SLOTS 0 • USB PORTS 4x USB3, 1x USB3.1, 1x
USB Type-C • VIDEO OUTPUTS 1x HDMI, 1x DisplayPort, 1x DVI-D • WARRANTY Three years RTB
• DETAILSwww.asus.com/uk • PART CODE Prime Z270-A • FULL REVIEW Apr 2017

s
lent fan

new Intel
Z270-A is a

NEW
ENTRY

01 It’s essential that you buy the right
type of motherboard for your

processor. Intel’s older Haswell processors
require a motherboard with an LGA1150
socket, but newer, fourth-generation Skylake
chips need an LGA1151 socket. A board for a
Haswell processor must also have an H97 or
a Z97 chipset, while Skylake processors use
the new Z170 chipset. Skylake CPUs also use
newer, faster DDR4 memory.

02 All current Intel processors have
built-in graphics chipsets, so if you

want to use your chip’s built-in graphics,
make sure the motherboard has the video
outputs you need, such as VGA, DVI, HDMI
and DisplayPort. If you want to play the
latest games, you’ll need to fit a dedicated

Choosing an... Intel motherboard
graphics card in the motherboard’s PCI
Express x16 slot, although this may block
one of your other slots.

03 Normal tower cases can
accommodate ATX motherboards,

which provide the most expansion slots. A
microATX motherboard will let you build
your PC in a smaller case, but if you opt for a
microATX board, make sure it has all the
features you need built in as there won’t be
much room for expansion cards.

04 If you want to install lots of expansion
cards, look for a motherboard that

offers plenty of PCI and PCI-E x1 slots. Some
motherboards also have PCI Express x4 slots
and extra PCI Express x16 slots. PCI Express

x1 and x4 cards also work in PCI Express x16
slots. If you need a lot of storage, a
motherboard with plenty of SATA2 and
SATA3 ports is essential. SATA2 is fine for
optical drives and hard disks, but to make
the most of an SSD you need SATA3.

05 All motherboards have built-in audio
chipsets, but some support only 5.1

surround sound rather than 7.1. If you’re
connecting to older surround-sound
amplifiers that don’t have HDMI, look for
an optical or coaxial S/PDIF output. All
motherboards have Ethernet ports and most
have the faster Gigabit version. You may also
find it useful to buy a board with built-in
Wi-Fi so you don’t have to use up a USB port
or PCI slot with an adaptor.
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GAMING
XBOX One S
★★★★★
£199 • www.amazon.co.uk (amzn.to/2rtYprS)

NINTENDO The Legend of Zelda:
Breath of the Wild
★★★★★
£45 • www.amazon.co.uk (amzn.to/2r9Xlts)

SONY PS4 Slim
★★★★★
£236 • www.amazon.co.uk (amzn.to/2rIOGeR)

HDR support is great,
but it’s the 4K Blu-ray player
that makes this sleeker,

smaller Xbox One really stand out against
the competing PS4 Slim.

Breath of the Wild’s vision of Hyrule is a beautifully
intricate open world – one you have total freedom
to explore right from the off. Charming and

challenging, this is both a brilliant game and the single best reason
to buy a Nintendo Switch.

Sony has made the PlayStation
4 even better with a slimmer,
neater chassis and superior

power efficiency. It’s as cheap as the PS4 has
ever been as well.

PROCESSOROcta-core 1.75GHz Jaguar • RAM 8GB DDR3 • FRONT USB PORTS 1x USB2 •
REAR USB PORTS 2x USB2 • STORAGE 500GB/1TB/2TB • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.xbox.com • PART CODE Xbox One S • FULL REVIEW Dec 2016

AVAILABLE FORMATS Ninetendo Switch • DISK SPACE 13.4GB (Switch), 13GB (Wii U) •
DETAILSwww.zelda.com • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

PROCESSOROcta-core 1.6GHz AMD Jaguar • RAM 8GB GDDR5 • FRONT USB PORTS 2x USB2 •
REAR USB PORTS None • STORAGE 500GB/1TB/2TB • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.playstation.com • PART CODE B01GVQVQH2 • FULL REVIEW Jan 2017

SOFTWARE

ABBYY FineReader 14
★★★★★
£249 • www.abbyy.com

ADOBE Premiere Elements 14
★★★★★
£42 • www.amazon.co.uk (amzn.to/2qPg62J)

MICROSOFT Windows 10
Anniversary Update
★★★★★
Free • www.microsoft.com

MAILBIRD Mailbird Pro 2.0
★★★★★
£10 per year or £36 lifetime • www.getmailbird.com

The more feature-rich Corporate edition is expensive,
but FineReader 14 is perfect for turning paper notes
and documents into digital, editable files using

optical character recognition (OCR).

Lots of features to keep advanced users happy and
even more to help new users make the most of it.
It’s the consumer video editing package to buy.

This update adds UI improvments, new features and
apps for stylus users, and a host of bug fixes, making
Microsoft’s OS even more worthwhile.

While the free version of this email client is good,
upgrading to Pro is even better – you get a unified
view of all your mailboxes, loads of themes and

extensive integration with other apps and productivity software.

OS SUPPORTWindows 7/8/8.1/10 • MINIMUM CPU 1GHz • MINIMUMGPU DirectX 10 •
MINIMUM RAM 1.5GB plus 512MB per additional CPU core • HARD DISK SPACE 2.4GB •
DETAILSwww.abbyy.com • PRODUCT CODE FineReader 14 • FULL REVIEWMay 2017

OS SUPPORTWindows 7/8/10 • MINIMUMCPU 2GHz with SSE2 • MINIMUMGPU DirectX 9 •
MINIMUMRAM 2GB • HARD DISK SPACE 5GB • DETAILSwww.adobe.com/uk • PRODUCT
CODE 65234288 • FULL REVIEW Jan 2016

OSSUPPORTWindows 10 •MINIMUMCPU 1GHz •MINIMUMGPUDirectX 9 or later withWDDM1.0
driver •MINIMUMRAM 1GB (32-bit), 2GB (64-bit) • HARDDISK SPACE 16GB (32-bit), 2GB (64-bit) •
DETAILSwww.microsoft.com • PRODUCTCODEWindows 10 version 1607 • FULL REVIEWNov 2016

OS SUPPORTWindows XP/7/8/8.1/10 • MINIMUM CPU N/A • MINIMUMGPU N/A •
MINIMUM RAM N/A • HARD DISK SPACE 50MB • DETAILSwww.getmailbird.com •
FULL REVIEW Nov 2016
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DIGITALVOLCANO SOFTWARE
Duplicate Cleaner 4.0 Pro
★★★★★
£24 • www.digitalvolcano.co.uk

The free version of Duplicate Cleaner program is
good, and upgrading to the Pro version makes it
exceptional for ridding your PC of duplicate files.

OS SUPPORTWindows Vista/7/8/10 • HARD DISK SPACE 20MB •
DETAILSwww.digitalvolcano.co.uk • FULL REVIEW Sep 2016

EXPRESSVPN
★★★★★
£13 per month • www.expressvpn.com

ExpressVPN allows you to easily dodge region
restrictions on online content while encrypting
your connection, and is fast enough to handle

4K Netflix streaming. Its great software support and huge number of
endpoints makes it the most flexible service, too.

OS SUPPORTWindows, macOS, iOS, Android • DETAILSwww.expressvpn.com •
PRODUCT CODE ExpressVPN • FULL REVIEW Jan 2017

Doom
★★★★★
£9 • www.cdkeys.com

A bloody and breathless FPS, Doom is a worthy
entry into one of gaming’s most hallowed series.
Open-ended levels, agile enemies and gory but

satisfying takedown moves make every demon battle rewarding.

AVAILABLE FORMATS PC, Xbox One, PS4 • OS SUPPORTWindows 7/8/8.1/10 • MINIMUMCPU
Intel Core i3-550, AMD Phenom II X4 955 • MINIMUMGPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 670 2GB, AMD
Radeon HD 7870 2GB • MINIMUMRAM 4GB • HARD DISK SPACE 55GB • DETAILS doom.com •
FULL REVIEW Sep 2016
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SUMMARY OF TESTS
PC SYSTEMS & GAMING LAPTOPS

Windows overall Average speed across numerous demanding tasks
Multitasking Speed when running simultaneous applications

Dirt Showdown
(1080p)

Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, 4xAA,
Ultra detail

Metro: Last Light
Redux

Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, SSAA,
Very High detail

LAPTOPS

Windows overall Average speed across numerous demanding tasks

Multitasking Processor-intensive multitasking test
Dirt Showdown

(720p)
Frames per second at 1,280x720, 4xAA,
High detail

Battery life Run time inminutes for continuous video playback

SMARTPHONES/TABLETS
Battery life Run time in minutes for continuous video playback

PRINTERS AND MFPs
Mono text speed Pages per minute for correspondence-quality text

Mixed colour speed Pages per minute for presentable text and graphics
Mono page cost Running costs expressed as pence per page
Colour page cost Running costs expressed as pence per page

DIGITAL CAMERAS

Battery life Number of shots from full charge
CAMCORDERS

Battery life Run time in minutes for recording
ROUTERS
Laptop 2.4GHz 5m Mbit/s at 5m with 802.11ac laptop on 2.4GHz band

Laptop 2.4GHz 1 floor Mbit/s 1 floorupwith802.11ac laptopon2.4GHzband

Laptop 2.4GHz
2 floors

Mbit/s 2 floors up with 802.11ac laptop on
2.4GHz band

Laptop 5GHz 5m Mbit/s at 5m with 802.11ac laptop on 5GHz band

Laptop 5GHz 1 floor Mbit/s 1 floor up with 802.11ac laptop on 5GHz band
Laptop 5GHz

2 floors
Mbit/s 2 floors up with 802.11ac laptop on
5GHz band

NETWORK-ATTACHED STORAGE
Large files AverageMB/s for read/write of 100MB large files
Small files AverageMB/s for read/write of 100MB small files

HARD DISKS
Extra large files AverageMB/s for read/write of a single 2.5GB file

Large files AverageMB/s for read/write of 2.5GB of large files
Small files AverageMB/s for read/write of 2.5GB of small files

PROCESSORS
Windows overall Average speed across numerous demanding tasks

Multitasking Speed when running simultaneous applications
Dirt Showdown

(720p)
Frames per second at 1,280x720, 4xAA,
High detail

MOTHERBOARDS
Windows overall Average speed across numerous demanding tasks

Multitasking Speed when running simultaneous applications
Dirt Showdown

(1080p)
Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, 4xAA,
Ultra detail

Dirt Showdown
(720p)

Frames per second at 1,280x720, 4xAA,
High detail

GRAPHICS CARDS
Dirt Showdown

(1080p)
Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, 4xMSAA,
Ultra detail

Tomb Raider Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, SSAA, Ultra detail

Metro: Last Light
Redux

Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, SSAA,
Very High detail

COMPUTER SHOPPER’S REVIEWS use some
of the most exhaustive testing procedures
you’ll find in any PC magazine. Every product
is subjected to qualitative and quantitative
tests that show how it performs in practical
use. Graphs for performance, battery-life
scores and costs are used in the Reviews
section, as shown on the right. Look in the
‘Summary of tests’ table (below) for details
of each test we run.
For PCs and laptops, we evaluate

performance using our own custom
benchmarking suite. See below for a brief
description of our benchmarking software
and game tests.

How we test
Find out how well products perform with the help of
Computer Shopper’s comprehensive tests

RATINGS & AWARDS
Computer Shopper rates
products out of five:

Avoid ★★★★★

Below average ★★★★★

Good ★★★★★

Very good ★★★★★

Excellent ★★★★★

BEST BUY
Products with outstanding

quality and performance for the
money win our Best Buy award.

RECOMMENDED
Products that don’t quite qualify
for a Best Buy award but are still
highly rated by our reviewers.

BUSINESS BUY
The very best products
for work win our

Business Buy award.

The best products can win the
following awards:

A product hitting the
+100 per cent mark
performed twice as well
as our reference

This line represents the performance of a reference product in each
test. All graphs for components and systems are relative to our

reference PC (see below for specifications)

The actual scores in each test are shown
inside each bar

Bigger is better for all
bars except the red
ones, which show
running costs

Normal speed

Mono costs

Colour costs

Reference +50 +100-500%

2.2p

6.7p

11ppm

BENCHMARKS

DIRT SHOWDOWN
Dirt Showdown is a cracking racing game
that makes good use of DirectX 11’s
fancy graphical effects. You’ll want at
least 30fps for smooth racing.

TOMB RAIDER
With the ultra-demanding Super-
Sampling Anti-Aliasing (SSAA) enabled,
2013’s Tomb Raider reboot is a great
indicator of mid-range performance.

METRO: LAST LIGHT REDUX
Our most demanding graphics test
uses tessellation, SSAA and massive
textures to give even high-end cards a
thorough workout.

SHOPPER BENCHMARKS
Our benchmark suite uses
open-source software that
runs on Windows, Mac OS X
and Linux systems. This lets
us use objective results to
compare PCs and laptops,
no matter which operating
system they run. It’s designed
to test each computer to its limit, using a combination of
intensive image-editing, video-encoding and multitasking tests.
We ran the tests on our reference PC, which has an Intel

Core i5-4670K processor, 8GB of DDR3 RAM and an AMD
Radeon R7 260X graphics card. We normalised our results
so this PC had a score of 100. This makes it easy to draw
comparisons between test systems.
The resulting overall score is shown at the bottom of

every PC and laptop review. As we use the same tests in our
standalone and group test reviews, you can compare the
performance of any computer, whether it’s a hybrid,
laptop or desktop, from both sections of the magazine.

3D BENCHMARKS
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Product Reviews
Our guide to all the products reviewed
in this month’s Computer Shopper 124ReviewsKyocera Ecosys

P5025cdw 34

Components
Gigabyte Aorus
AX370-Gaming 5 36
MSI B350M
Mortar 37

Networks
Yubico YubiKey 4 38

Smart Home
Honeywell Evohome
Security 40
Logitech ZeroTouch 42

Storage
Toshiba N300 High-Reliability
Hard Drive 44

Photography
Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ2000

46

Video
Nikon KeyMission 360 48

Home Cinema
Amazon Fire TV Stick
(2017) 50

Audio
UE Wonderboom 52
Sonos Playbase 54

£500 Home Office PCs
Box Cube Essence
Quiet 84
Chillblast Fusion
Flanker 85
Cyberpower Infinity
X33 Optane 86
Gladiator Enterprise 87
Mesh Home PC – CS 88
Palicomp i5 Titanium 89
PC Specialist
Enigma K3 90
Wired2Fire Diablo
Vertex 91

Travel Tech
Nikon D7200 112
Fujifilm X-T10 112
Panasonic Lumix
DMC-LX100 112
GoPro Hero Session 113
Samsung Galaxy S7 113
Lenovo P2 113
Anker PowerCore+ Mini 113
Bose SoundLink Mini II 114
Creative Muvo 2c 114
Ultimate Ears UE Roll 2 114
Anker SoundCore Mini 114
Asus ZenBook Flip
UX360CA 115
Acer Chromebook 14 115

Hot Product
Motorola Moto
G5 Plus 22

Laptops
Gigabyte Aero 15 24
Venturer PrimePro
12 TS 26

Handhelds
Samsung Galaxy Tab S3 28
Huawei P10 30
Honor 8 Pro 31

Printers
Canon Pixma TS5050 32

SUBSCRIBE
AND SAVE

CALL 0844 844 0031
OR SEE PAGE 122

844 844 0031
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Free software guide

NOVAPDF IS A
commercial-grade tool
for creating PDF files.
Install the program

and it equips your PC
with a virtual printer
driver, enabling you to
create PDFs from any
Windows application.
Just open your target
document, choose the
Print option, select the
NovaPDF printer, and
the program will
convert it for you.
The program also

provides its own console, where you can choose a
document and convert it to PDF directly.
NovaPDF directly integrates with Microsoft Office

applications, too. Open a document, click the

NovaPDF

REQUIREMENTSWindows 7, 8, 10 32/64-bit, 50MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.novapdf.com
NOTESGet your registration code at www.novapdf.com/free/
creativemarkn17.html

REQUIREMENTSWindows 7, 8, 10 32/64-bit,
50MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.ashampoo.com
NOTESGet your registration codewithin
the application

It’s easy to access your free software. Just go to www.shopperdownload.co.uk/354 and
register with the code from the card insert. Please be aware that you need to have
bought the ‘Free Software Edition’ and not the ‘£4.50 Edition’ to access the downloads

GETTING STARTED
The download instructions on the card
insert (opposite) show you how to
connect to the download site. Make
sure you type in the web address exactly
as shown. You’ll need your coupon code
the first time you log on to the site.

ANY PROBLEMS
If you need help with any of the
software this month, please send an
email to support@creativemark.co.uk.
We check this inbox regularly. Please
include the issue number of the
magazine and your coupon code.

WHY DOWNLOADS
In order to provide us with free
software, publishers now require us to
offer the applications as a download
and require online registration. You
need to use the unique code printed in
the box on the card insert to register
and download the software in this
issue. The unique code means we
stop the deals leaking online, so only
Shopper readers get the software.

NO CODE?
If you don’t have the card insert with the
unique code, you must buy the £4.99
‘Free Software’ print version of the
magazine. If you have this edition and
still don’t have a card, please contact
letters@computershopper.co.uk.

REGISTER YOUR SOFTWARE
BY 20th JULY 2017
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NovaPDF tab, and
again you can have it
converted to PDF in a
couple of clicks.
However you start

the conversion
process, your finished
document can be
customised in many
different ways.
Bookmarks, metadata,
font embedding, link
detection, text
optimisation, layout
PDF/A and Linear PDF
options are all

customisable, while a smart Profile system makes it
easy to group particular settings together (you might
have one profile for home documents, the other for
work, then change between the two as required).
It’s even possible to define how your finished

PDF will be opened later in a PDF viewer, covering
anything from hiding menus, toolbars or other
interface elements, to configuring particular
transition types.

ASHAMPOO UNINSTALLER IS a powerful
program that can fully remove stubborn
applications from your system. And despite the
name, that’s not all it can do – it also has a very
full set of PC maintenance tools.
Select an installed program and Ashampoo

UnInstaller goes to work, locating and deleting any
associated files and Registry keys. There
are free tools that do the same, but
Ashampoo also has the ability to monitor
programs as they’re being installed. This
lets it detect any changes made, and
ensures more accurate removals later.
You also get the ability to create and

compare snapshots of your system.
These can’t be used for uninstalling,
but do have other uses, such as
showing the changes made by an
application whenever it runs.
Most of the competition don’t

have even this much functionality,

Ashampoo UnInstaller 2017
but Ashampoo UnInstaller keeps going with more PC
optimisation tools than many suites. There are disk
and Registry cleaners, an internet history wiper, a
defrag tool, individual startup program/Windows
service/font/system restore point managers, an
undelete tool, a secure file wiper, duplicate file/
invalid shortcut finders, and more.
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Abelssoft AntiRansomware
2017

THIS HIGHLY CONFIGURABLE
and easy-to-use tool is perfect
for backing up all your most
important files.
Simple backups of files and

folders can be made in a few
short clicks, but BackUp Maker 7
gets more interesting as you
start to explore its options. For
example, the Scheduler can run
backups daily, at regular intervals
(every x minutes), on specific
days of the week or month, when
you connect a particular USB
device, when a certain drive is
mapped, when Windows starts,
or when you log off.

ASCOMP BackUp Maker 7

REQUIREMENTSWindows 7, 8, 10 32/64-bit,
20MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.ascomp.de/en
NOTES The program installs as a Standard
version. To upgrade to the full version, tap
the Register Now link to open the registration
page, enter your name and email address and
hit Send.

You can also choose to use a
combination of these events,
such as automatically running
backups once a day and when
Windows starts. It’s possible to
limit operations, too, perhaps
running backups only within a
certain timeframe, or if your
computer is idle.
The program scores bonus

points elsewhere, too. Many
backup programs enable running
a custom command before or
after your backup, but BackUp
Maker 7 can run multiple actions,
and has built-in commands to get
you started. You’re able to run a

program, close or restart Outlook
(handy if you need to back up a
PST file, for example), show a
message, connect or disconnect
a network drive, print or email a
backup report, reboot or shut
down Windows, and more.
Simply set this up and it all
works entirely automatically.
BackUp Maker 7 has plenty of

other features, including disk
spanning, remote and optional
local backups, and saving to CD/
DVD or remote FTP servers. You
can include and exclude filters,
and add optional encryption and
password protection.

REQUIREMENTSWindows 7, 8, 10 32/64-bit,
20MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.abelssoft.net
NOTESGet your registration codewithin the
software (if you have previously registered an
Abelssoft full product, youwon’t need to
register again)

ANTIRANSOMWARE 2017 IS a program designed
to constantly monitor your computer for
ransomware, and raise the alarm as soon as any
suspicious activity is detected.
The package works by scanning the key folders

where your data files are stored. You can order it to
watch any or all of Windows’ four main user folders
– Documents, Pictures, Music, Videos – and you can
also add custom folders of your own.
If AntiRansomware spots potentially dangerous

activity, it displays a warning and recommends that
you reboot. If you’re sure it’s a false alarm, this can
be dismissed, but otherwise the system automatically
reboots into Safe Mode after a countdown.
Rebooting may sound drastic, and it could mean

that you lose unsaved work. But if you really have
been infected by ransomware, it could save hundreds
or even thousands of files from encryption – and
rebooting automatically protects you even if you’re
not at the computer.

AntiRansomware 2017 restarts your computer in
Safe Mode, which should prevent the ransomware
from operating. It sends an email to your registered
address to act as a warning, just in case you’re not
around, and opens an assistant to advise you of the
next steps and help you recover your data.
The program can’t remove the ransomware, so

it’s not a substitute for a full anti-virus package.
However, you can run it alongside your existing
package without conflicts, and if you do come under
attack, it might just give you a valuable early alarm.
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REQUIREMENTSWindows 7, 8 10 32/64-bit,
200MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.pandasecurity.com
NOTESNo registration required. Includes a
six-month licence

PANDA INTERNET SECURITY 17
is a capable security suite with
protection for Windows,
Android, iOS and Mac.
The Windows module offers a

good range of features: accurate
anti-virus, browser protection
(via an optional toolbar), a

Panda Internet Security 17
firewall and Wi-Fi protection
to detect and block intruders.
The Data Shield prevents
sensitive information falling into
the wrong hands, parental
controls keep your kids safe
online, and there’s a virtual
keyboard to bypass keyloggers.

Mac and iOS protection is
more about the basics, with
anti-virus and an iPhone location
service, while the Android tools
take this a little further: anti-virus,
device optimisation, a location
service, and the option to lock or
wipe your device remotely.

All of this is easy
enough to set up,
though look out for
the option to install a
browser toolbar – it
will change your
home and search
pages unless you clear
some tickboxes.
After that, the

program proves as
reliable and accurate
as ever. This latest
edition brings new
checks for Wi-Fi
vulnerabilities, a new
engine, and smarter
Collective Intelligence,
offering greater
protection with less
impact on performance.

REQUIREMENTSWindows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10
32/64-bit, 40MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.auslogics.com
NOTESGet your registration code at
recovery7.disc.computershopper.co.uk

AUSLOGICS FILE RECOVERY is a powerful
undelete tool that will quickly bring many lost files
back from the dead. You can search for files by type
(picture, music, video, document, software), last
modification date, or by name, and it can skip both
zero-size, temporary and system files, which should
help reduce the final list of recoverable files to
manageable proportions.
Scanning is reasonably quick (unless you choose

the deep scan option,
which examines every
sector of your hard
disk to locate files that
other tools might
miss). If the report
does find too many
files, you’re able to
apply filters there, too,
viewing only files of
the date, size and type
you’re looking for. A
Preview pane also lets
you preview images,
videos, documents and
PDFs, so you can be
sure you’ve found the
right files before you
recover them.
Just in case that’s

not enough, you also
get some very useful

Auslogics File Recovery 7
extras, such as the ability to create an image of your
hard disk, which you can use to recover the files
later, without worrying about whether using your PC
will overwrite them. There’s also a shredder, which
will securely delete confidential files so you can be
sure that no-one else will be able to recover them.
Or you can use the Disk Wiper to securely wipe the
free space on a disk drive, ensuring that all deleted
files are now gone forever.
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Evernote 6.4.2.3788 Store your
notes, ideas and plans in the cloud, and
synchronise them between computers.
UPDATED Mailbird 2.4.3.0
A free desktop email client for Windows.
UPDATED Miranda IM 0.10.69
Chat with friends across multiple
messaging platforms, including AIM,
Facebook, IRC and MSN, all from one
simple interface.

Genie Timeline Free 2016 Protect your
most valuable files with this easy-to-use
backup tool.
Paragon Partition Manager 14 Free
Create, format, split, merge and reorganise
all your hard disk’s partitions.
UPDATED PeaZip 6.4.1 A tremendously
powerful archive-management tool.

CarotDAV 1.13
Manage all your online storage services
with one simple application.
NEW VERSION Cyberduck 6.0
A powerful but easy-to-use FTP client for
uploading and downloading your files.
Easy WiFi 4.0
Find free Wi-Fi hotspots while you’re out
and about.

UPDATED CCleaner 5.29 Remove unwanted
information, temporary files, browsing
history, huge log files and even the settings
that uninstalled software leaves behind.
Defraggler 2.21 Ensure your system is
defragmented properly and improve its
performance.
Finestra Virtual Desktops 2.5.4501 Set up
four or more virtual desktops on your PC.

Chat and Communication
Resources

UPDATED Skype for Windows 7.36.0.101Make
internet voice and video calls for free, and buy
credit to make calls to mobiles and landlines.
Trillian 5.6 Use all your instant-messaging
accounts with one application. Supports
Windows Live!, AIM, Yahoo! and Google Talk.
UPDATED WhatsApp Desktop 0.2.4240 A free
PC and Mac version of the popular messaging
app, allowing you to chat straight from your
desktop instead of using the web app.

Windows 8 UX Pack 9.1
Get a glimpse of the Windows 10 UI without
committing to a full OS upgrade.
Windows 10 Transformation Pack 7.0
Bring some of Windows 10’s new features
to your current operating system.
Winstep Xtreme 17.1
Freshen up your system with this suite of
desktop and UI replacement applications.

UPDATED Screenshot Captor 4.21.1 Create
and manage screenshots the easy way.
SUMo 5.1.4 Quickly scan your PC’s installed
applications and find any updates that are
available for them.
ZipGenius 6.3.2.3116 A flexible file-
compression tool with support for a huge
number of compressed file formats.

UPDATED FileZilla 3.25.2 A fast and reliable
FTP client with lots of useful features.
NetBalancer 9.9.2
Make the most of your internet connection
by assigning download and upload priorities
to web applications.
TeamViewer 12.1.10277
Remote-control your computer from
anywhere in the world.

Customisation

General

Internet and Network

Tweaking and Performance

iolo System Mechanic Free 16.5.214
Speed up your system with Iolo’s PC
optimisation suite.
Rainmeter 4.0
Customise the desktop with your choice
of tools and shortcuts.
Windows 8 Transformation Pack 9.1
Emulate the look of Windows 8 on an
earlier version of the operating system.

UPDATED IObit Advanced SystemCare Free
10.3.0.745 A complete computer security,
maintenance and optimisation suite.
Revo Uninstaller Free 2.0.3 Remove installed
applications completely, including all their
folders, system files and Registry entries.
Simple Performance Boost 1.0.5 Tweak the
Windows Registry to give your PC a
performance boost.
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• Award-winning systems

• Delivery in just 5 days

Wemake
gaming
personal
Award-winning custom
PCs and laptops



Gamer A range of affordable gaming PCs that feature a variety of Intel Core i5 and i7 CPUs and NVIDIA
GeForce GTX graphics cards.

3XS Gamer 1060
• Intel Core i5 7500 Quad Core
• 8GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4 2133MHz
• 6GB EVGAGTX 1060 ACX 2.0
• 1TBWestern Digital Blue HDD
• MicrosoftWindows 10 64bit

3XS Gamer 1070
• Intel Core i7 7700K Quad Core with HT
• 8GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4 2133MHz
• 8GB EVGAGTX 1070 SC Black
• 1TBWestern Digital Blue HDD
• MicrosoftWindows 10 64bit

£999.99 INC
VAT £1,439.00 INC

VAT

Vengeance A range of high-end overclocked gaming PCs based around the Intel Core i7 CPU and NVIDIA
GeForce GTX graphics cards for the ultimate gaming experience.

Gaming laptops A gaming laptop is a great alternative to a gaming PC if you have limited space, travel frequently
or go to a lot of LAN parties and gaming tournaments.

3XSVengeance 1080
• Intel Core i7 7700K Quad Core with HT
• Professionally overclocked to 4.8GHz
• 16GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4 3000MHz
• 8GB EVGAGTX 1080 SC ACX 3.0
• 256GB Samsung SM961 M.2 SSD & 2TB HDD
• MicrosoftWindows 10 64bit

3XSVengeance Ti
• Intel Core i7 7700K Quad Core with HT
• Professionally overclocked to 4.8GHz
• 16GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4 3000MHz
• 11GB NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti
• 256GB Samsung SM961 M.2 SSD & 2TB HDD
• MicrosoftWindows 10 64bit

£1,799.99 INC
VAT £1,979.99 INC

VAT

Scan Computers recommendsWindows

3XS Gamer 1060
•  Intel Core i5 7500 Quad Core
•  8GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4 2133MHz
•  6GB EVGA GTX 1060 ACX 2.0
•  1TB Western Digital Blue HDD
•  Microsoft Windows 10 64bit

£999.

Custom
options
available

Custom
options
available

Microsoft product images reprinted with permission fromMicrosoft Corporation. Prices subject to change.

£999.00 INC
VAT £1,469.00 INC

VAT

3XS LG15 Performance GTX
• 15.6” Full HD IPS screen
• 4GB NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 Ti
• Intel Core i7 7700HQ Quad Core
• 8GB Corsair DDR4 2133MHz
• 250GB Samsung 850 EVO SSD
• MicrosoftWindows 10 64bit

3XS LG15Vengeance G-Sync
• 15.6” Full HD or 4K screen
• NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 or 1070
• Intel Core i7 7700HQ Quad Core
• 16GB Corsair DDR4 2133MHz
• 256GB Samsung SM961 M.2 SSD
• MicrosoftWindows 10 64bit

3XS Vengeance 1080
•   Intel Core i7 7700K Quad Core with HT
•   Professionally overclocked to 4.8GHz
•   16GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4 3000MHz
•   8GB EVGA GTX 1080 SC ACX 3.0
•   256GB Samsung SM961 M.2 SSD & 2TB HDD
•   Microsoft Windows 10 64bit

£1,799.

Custom
options
available
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ECONOMIC
SYSTEMS
£500 HOME OFFICE PCs
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HOME OFFICE PCs

Think going cheap on an elemental home
PCwith integrated graphics will only net
you rubbish? Think again – today’s
entry-level desktops can offer dynamic
quad-core processors, multiple storage
drives, premium upgradability and even
an enterprise-grade operating system
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dual-core and quad-core CPUs in the PCs
tested here. If your work only involves
relatively undemanding programs such as
Word and Chrome, then two cores will suffice,
especially if it’s an Intel Core i3 model, which
employs Hyper-Threading to trick the PC into
thinking it has the load-sharing capabilities
of an extra two cores. For anything tougher,
such as editing photos or video, a quad-core
chip is the way to go. Ideally, you’d be looking
for 8GB of RAM as well.
As usual, we’ve tested these PCs with our

4K benchmarks, comprising tests of the
hardware’s image-editing, video-editing/
encoding and multitasking prowess. While the
image test emulates a session of photo editing
– something that almost always benefits from
having multiple CPU cores or threads, because
it’s the least demanding portion of the full
benchmark – it’s also the best indicator of
single-core performance. For a desktop at this
price, anything with an image score of 80 or
more will be just fine for navigating Windows,
and anything over 100 will be particularly
responsive in basic applications.
Since these aren’t gaming machines – all

but one rely on integrated graphics rather
than a dedicated GPU – we haven’t wasted
time with the standard max-settings
benchmarks in Dirt Showdown and Metro:
Last Light Redux. However, as a matter of
course (and just in case you do fancy a spot
of light gaming once office hours are over),

NOT EVERYONEWANTS their desktop
computer to be a gratuitous gaming system
with a GPU that costs more than the rest of
the PC combined, or a teeny Mini-ITX machine
pulling media centre duties underneath a TV.
Enduring through years of specialist desktops,
laptops, tablets and 2-in-1s is the humble
home office PC: a far more affordable
alternative to dedicated workstations, yet still
capable of completing serious tasks as well as
serving your everyday browsing needs.
Frankly, it’s been too long since we’ve

taken a proper look at these, and in that time
a lot has changed in the computing market:
mainstream CPUs are both more powerful
and more efficient than ever, solid-state
storage has become a realistic prospect for
cheap builds, and Windows 10 has proven
itself as the worthy Windows 7 successor
that Windows 8 failed to be.
With all this in mind, we asked a number

of PC manufacturers to come up with
their own take on a £500 home office system.
In the following pages, you can find out what
we thought of the eight we received, all of
which you can buy today.

CPU AND YOURS
When you’re buying a PC – or any kind of
computer product – for occasional personal
use, performance is important but unlikely
to be a make-or-break factor. With PCs
specifically for use in a home office, where
you can’t have a sluggish system getting in
the way of your productivity, it’s truly vital
to ensure your rig can stand up to what
you’re throwing at it.
That said, the actual work being done in

a home office can vary quite drastically,
which is probably why we’ve seen both

we have examined how they cope with Dirt
Showdown running on High settings at a
resolution of 1,280x720. Just note that these
results won’t have been weighted heavily in
the final scores or verdicts.

GETTING A READ
What has been given plenty of due attention
is storage. Of course, this is important on
any PC, but for a home office system, it
would be particularly annoying to have to
deal with slow startup, program opening and
file transfer speeds.
In previous budget-minded group tests,

we’d have been happy with just a decent
hard disk, but since there are no fancy
graphics cards eating into the costs, this feels
too much like settling. A combination of an
SSD and HDD is arguably best; with Windows
installed on the faster solid-state drive,
responsiveness is improved all round, while a
spacious hard disk can compensate for the
SSD’s invariably lower capacity.
Then again, an exciting alternative to this

tried-and-trusted combination has just
recently become available. It’s called Intel
Optane, and it’s a small (either 16GB or 32GB)
drive that plugs into your motherboard’s M.2
slot, assuming it has one. This then acts as a
solid-state ‘cache’ for a standard hard disk –
your most-used files and applications are
automatically saved here instead of on the
mechanical drive, so the CPU can access
them much more quickly, resulting in vastly
improved performance.
Optane-accelerated hard disks will have

higher read speeds than a SATA-based SSD,
but the latter are usually better balanced by
having high write speeds as well. To measure
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VERSATILITY

PALICOMP
i5 Titanium
While not quite as powerful overall as the
Mesh PC (right), Palicomp’s i5 Titanium is
still as nippy and responsive as you’d want,
thanks to its quad-core Intel Core i5-7400
processor and healthy 8GB of dual-channel
RAM. The 250GB SSD and 1TB hard disk
also provide a perfect balance between
capacity and read/write speeds.
It does well for features and connectivity

too, with a versatile DVD-RW drive at the
front and an ultra-fast USB Type-C port at
the back, complementing the standard
assortment of USB2 and USB3 ports. A jack
of all trades PC, and a master of some.

DOING BUSINESS

MESH Home PC – CS
The Home PC – CS’s relatively blazing
performance should appeal to everyone,
including those who don’t just want a system
for casual work, but who want to run a
full-time business from their desk at home.
A greater multitasker with ample

multi-monitor support, the Home PC – CS
would be fine for this purpose even with
Windows 10 Home, but it’s the inclusion of
the Windows 10 Pro operating system that
helps it excel. This upgraded version of
Microsoft’s OS gives you greater control
over update rollouts, more flexible remote
desktop access and, with some fiddling, a
touch of extra encryption-based security.

FUTURE UPGRADES

CYBERPOWER
Infinity X33 Optane
Cyberpower’s PC didn’t exactly tear through
our benchmarks, having just 4GB of RAM
and a dual-core processor. Luckily, its Intel
Optane drive isn’t the only thing saving the
day: this is a hugely upgradable system.
For starters, there’s the huge eight-bay

3.5in drive cage, so anyone with stupendous
storage requirements won’t have to buy a
separate NAS unit. The motherboard also
uses the full ATX form factor as well as
Intel’s latest Z270 chipset, so not only are
there loads of opportunities to add memory
or expansion cards, but this is the only PC
in the group to support CPU overclocking.

THE BEST PCs FOR…

these, we’ve used the freely available AS SSD
benchmark tool, which tests how quickly a
drive can read or write a 1GB file.

EXPANSION PACK
It’s always nice when a PC has a few extra
features thrown in. And not just frivolous
features such as colour-changing fan LEDs:
we’re looking for things that can actually make
your life easier, as an office PC should.
Built-in Wi-Fi is a good example. Pretty

much any desktop computer being sold
today will have a Gigabit Ethernet port, but if
your desk is sufficiently far away from the
router (and you don’t want to invest in
Powerline kit), it’s handy to have wireless
capability straight out of the box. Otherwise,

you’ll need to buy and install either an
expansion card or USB dongle yourself.
DVD-RW drives are another potentially

useful inclusion. It’s easy to scoff at such
technology in the age of digital downloads,
but they’re more versatile than you might
think: you can digitise your music collection
by ripping from CDs, re-install older programs
from their original discs and, perhaps most
usefully, create recovery media for Windows,
so if the operating system suffers a
catastrophic failure, you can repair it yourself
by popping in a repair disc.

OUTPUT TO PASTURE
In a similar vein, points are awarded for the
computer’s connectivity – by which we mean

how easy it is to connect all the peripherals,
accessories and external devices a work PC
might need to handle.
As ever when it comes to USB ports, the

more the better, especially if they use the
faster USB3 standard; USB2 is fine for mice
and keyboards but for, say, an external HDD,
you’ll want the fastest possible transfer
speeds. As for display outputs, there will
naturally be fewer on a system with integrated
graphics than one with a graphics card, so
you’ll probably be limited to about three in
total. DisplayPort and HDMI are the best,
since they support the highest monitor
resolutions and can carry audio, with DVI-D
being a decent alternative and VGA being a
common but ideally avoidable last resort.
Some users, particularly keen photographers,

will also appreciate an integrated card reader,
which a couple of the PCs here include. Even
having just one SD card slot ready to go
(which, honestly, is pretty likely at £500) can
save a lot of trouble and a bit of money by
stopping you having to purchase an adaptor.

A combination of an SSD and HDD is arguably best, but an
exciting alternative to this tried-and-trusted combination
has recently become available: Intel Optane
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AS IMPORTANT AS it is to consider power,
storage and features when choosing a basic
home or home office PC, there’s one other
thing that can’t be judged from reading
specifications alone: loudness. It may be
acceptable to have half a dozen fans whirring
when you’re playing games with a headset,
but for working and everyday browsing,
keeping a PC’s volume down is crucial.
While none of the systems on test here is

annoyingly rowdy, Box’s desktop goes above
and beyond with the excellently named Cooler
Master Silencio 352 chassis. The front and
side panels are lined with sound-absorbing
foam, so even with both intake and exhaust
fans running hard, they’re barely audible. Take
off one of the panels (or open the front, which
is a hinged door) and the difference is clear.
The Intel stock cooler isn’t as quiet as the

Gladiator Enterprise’s Arctic Freezer heatsink
and fan, but it’s definitely still on the low-key
side. In fact, it’s totally inaudible through the
internal padding.

POWER STRUGGLE
This combination of kit adds up to a system
that stays close to silent, even in our tough 4K
applications benchmarks. That’s great news
for anyone wanting to work in peace, but
unfortunately, it’s these benchmarks that also
caused the Cube Essence Quiet to stumble.
In fairness, for a system based on the

dual-core, 3.9GHz Intel Core i3-7100, its
image-editing score of 102 and video-editing
score of 69 are both respectable: they show
that Box’s PC can keep pace with other £500
desktops in basic tasks and single-threaded
applications. However, in the multitasking test,

BOX Cube Essence Quiet
★★★★★
£500 • From www.box.co.uk

VERDICT
A near-silent system with heaps of extras, but CPU and storage speeds fall behind

it scored just 19, miles behind the competition.
At first we thought this was an error with our
software, but after multiple reruns and
reinstallations (from multiple sources), we
didn’t see any significant change either way.
Ultimately, the Cube Essence Quiet scored

just 50 overall, so it’s hard to recommend for
anything other than straightforward typing
jobs. At least you get Intel’s integrated HD
Graphics 630, freshly updated for Kaby Lake
chips such as this one: it produced a decent
27fps in our Dirt Showdown test, so 2D
graphics won’t present much of an issue.

HARD SELL
However, speed is lacking in the storage
department as well. Unlike every other PC
here, the Cube Essence Quiet employs neither
a SATA-based solid-state drive or an Intel
Optane acceleration drive, going instead for
a simple, unaltered 2TB hard disk. As such,
booting Windows and transferring files feels
considerably slower than it does on rival PCs,
a feeling reflected in its AS SSD results: a
sequential read speed of 189.06MB/s and a
write speed of 155.43MB/s. The latter is
actually pretty good for an HDD, but the
former is easily beaten by even the slowest
SSDs we’ve tested. There’s no M.2 slot on the
PC’s motherboard, either, so giving the HDD a
boost with Intel Optane is out of the question.
The one advantage the Cube Essence

Quiet has here is sheer capacity. Presumably
to keep within budget, its SSD- or Optane-
based rivals have all gone with 1TB hard disks,
so none can match this 2TB drive out of the
box. We can see this being particularly useful
to anyone working with large media files, or

just those who
prefer to keep hold
of older projects
(without deleting
or moving them to
free up space), but
the relatively low
read speeds would
make such tasks
less than ideal.
Alone, the Cube

Essence Quiet’s
quietness doesn’t
do enough to
outweigh its uneven
performance. That’s
why it’s fortunate
that Box has
thrown in an
enviable array of
extra features. It’s
one of the few PCs

at this price to include an integrated SD card
reader, for example, so it’s easy to pop the
card out of your camera, Chromebook or
eReader and slip it into the PC without any
cables or adaptors required. The bundled
DVD-RW drive also provides some extra
flexibility for dealing with physical media.
Screw in a couple of antenna at the back

and you’ve got 802.11n Wi-Fi built in – this is
thanks to the same Asus PCE-N15 N300 card
as found in the Infinity X33 Optane, and
seems to work just as well.
Your £500 also covers a wireless mouse

and keyboard set, although admittedly it’s
not something we’d want to use for any
extended period of time, what with its cheap
construction, mushy keys and undersized
mouse. Nonetheless, the keyboard does have
a full set of shortcut and media control keys,
and if this is your first PC, the set should at
least tide you over until you can invest in
some more comfortable peripherals.

MUTE POINT
Lastly, we return to the case. Despite being a
squat mini tower, the Silencio 352 makes fairly
effective use of its space: there are only two
3.5in drive bays (one of which is occupied by
the hard disk), but obviously there’s room for
that 5.25in DVD-RW drive, and we like how
the two 2.5in mounts are either on top of or
underneath the existing drive cages, removing
the need to add another for SSDs. A third,
front-accessed 3.5in bay also allows for the
future addition of an all-in-one card reader.
There’s just a microATX motherboard, so

you’re limited to one PCI-E x16, two PCI-E x1
and two RAM slots, but the range of external
ports is good: one USB2 and two USB3s at the
front, with four USB2s and two USB3s at the
back. Multi-monitor setups are supported
with HDMI, DVI-D and VGA outputs as well.
Although its CPU performance can be iffy,

and we’d have much preferred faster storage,
the Cube Essence Quiet’s hushed tones and
extensive list of highly practical features are
its saving graces.
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LIKE THEMORE gaming-focused Chillblast
Fusion Nitro (Shopper 347), the Fusion Flanker
is a dinky microATX system squeezed into a
CiT F3 mini tower case.
We’ve said it before and we’ll say it again:

this is one of the best budget cases by far
at combining relatively compact dimensions
(412x208x366mm) with a unique, though not
weird or offputting, aesthetic. Pointy and
relatively intricate, the F3 looks great here
(though the green-and-black colour scheme
of our review unit might not have as wide an
appeal as the white-and-black version we’ve
seen before), and it’s not just a good looker,
either. At the front, next to the single USB3
and USB2 ports – already above average, by
this group test’s standards – are integrated
SD and microSD card readers.

PLUG AND PLAY
This is a huge plus for photographers and
videographers, but anyone who uses these
cards should appreciate not having to worry
about buying and installing a SATA-connected
reader or a fiddly USB adaptor. Around the
back, things are a bit less standout, but far
from bad: you get four USB2 ports and two
USB3 ports, more than enough for a full set
of peripherals, plus two PS/2 ports for older
gear and an Ethernet socket.
The 3.5mm line in, line out and mic

jacks handle the basics of audio, and there
is actually quite a good mix of display
outputs, with one HDMI, dual-link DVI-D
and VGA socket apiece, so both old and
new monitors will be fine.

CHILLBLAST Fusion Flanker
★★★★★
£500 • From www.chillblast.com

VERDICT
This green PC offers enviously high single-core and storage performance in a compact package

Most importantly, it’s a strong performer.
Chillblast has opted for 8GB of DDR4 RAM
with the quad-core, 3.4GHz Intel Core i5-7500,
a mid-range Kaby Lake chip with a Turbo
Boost speed of 3.8GHz. We’ve seen this
up-to-date CPU in several more expensive
gaming builds, and it acquits itself well
without a dedicated GPU; in our 4K
benchmarks, the Fusion Flanker scored a high
112 in the image test and 106 in the video test.
Its multitasking score of 57 was strange, as

the Mesh Home PC – CS, which employs the
very same processor and type and amount of
RAM, managed 103 in the same test. This in
turn forced its overall score down to 82,
against the Home PC – CS’s score of 105.
Multiple reruns and reinstallations of the
benchmark software produced similar results.

TASK FORCE
Still, the Fusion Flanker clearly outperforms
the Core i3-based systems in this group test,
including in multitasking, and anecdotally we
didn’t have any issues flicking between
windows or browser tabs. The high score
for video encoding, in particular, points
towards it being a viable PC for media editing
on a budget. If you ever want to add a
dedicated GPU in the future, we can say
from experience that the Core i5-7500 is also
one of the better non-overclockable Core i5s
for enabling the graphics card’s potential,
without bottlenecking it.
In the meantime, the Fusion Flanker is

just fine with light graphics loads. The Core
i5-7500 uses the same integrated Intel HD

Graphics 630 as many lower-end
Kaby Lake chips, but since this
produced a playable 32fps in
our 720p Dirt Showdown test,
it can evidently handle basic
gaming as well as photo and
video tweaking.
While these particular

internals aren’t at much risk
from overheating, it’s good to
see both intake and exhaust
fans on the Fusion Flanker, as
this maximises the strength
of the internal airflow to
prevent hot air building up.
However, the F3 case can
also demonstrate its budget
nature in this regard: the rear
exhaust fan occasionally
emits a high-pitched buzz,
almost as if it’s vibrating on its
shaft. This is a shame, as it
usually sticks to a very
reasonable volume.

We’ve no complaints about the storage,
though. A 250GB SSD and 1TB hard disk hits
the sweet spot between speed and capacity;
in fact, the former (an SK Hynix SL301, one of
the most popular low-price SSDs among PC
builders) is impressively quick, managing a
sequential read speed of 513.75MB/s and
sequential write speed of 450.02MB/s in the
AS SSD benchmark. For quickly loading
Windows and applications, or saving large
files to the main drive, it’s effective all round.

WHAT’S IN STORE
It’s crucial to start off with good storage in a
mini-tower PC, as the tight dimensions can
mean there’s little space to add more drives
in the future. This is true of the Fusion
Flanker to an extent, though there is room
for a total of three 3.5in drives and two 2.5in
drives, which is very decent for the size.
There’s also an M.2 slot on the motherboard
– because this uses the old Intel H110 chipset,
it doesn’t support Optane drives, but that’s
less important when you’ve already got a
traditional SSD.
Otherwise, internal connectivity is par for

the course. There’s a single PCI-E x16 slot and
two PCI-E x1 slots, all free for expansion cards,
two RAM slots (one free) and four SATA
ports, so you couldn’t actually fill all the 3.5in
and 2.5in bays if you wanted to. The case is
too narrow for any kind of 5.25in drive, so
bring a USB-connected external drive if you
want to write to CDs or DVDs.
If you can live with this, and the other

realities of owning a microATX PC, then the
Fusion Flanker is a great buy. We remain a bit
vexed about its multitasking benchmark score,
but it’s responsive enough in practice, and
you’ll struggle to find better single-core
performance or SSD read/write speeds out of
all the PCs here. Add in its breadth of ports
and characterful design, and you’ve got one
very tempting home office PC indeed.
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THE BIGGEST REASON to consider the
Cyberpower Infinity X33 Optane is right there
in the name: this is one of the very first
pre-built PCs we’ve seen to use Intel Optane,
a clever and inexpensive method of improving
hard disk performance.
Instead of a SATA or NVMe SSD, the

Infinity X33 Optane uses a mechanical 1TB
WD Blue HDD as its primary storage. Without
Optane, that would be a pretty bad idea – by
keeping your Windows installation on a hard
disk, you’re usually condemning yourself to
slower performance in almost every task – but
here, Intel’s drive effectively creates a 16GB
cache, within which it places your most-used
applications and data. Because this data is no
longer constrained to SATA speeds, or the
read speeds of the hard disk itself, it can be
accessed much quicker, resulting in faster
booting and loading times. Even general
responsiveness is improved, such as the time
it takes to search Windows for a file.

RULE THE BOOST
We were slightly sceptical at first, as SSHD
hybrid drives (which also employ a solid-state
cache, albeit still accessed via SATA) have
been around for years, and we’ve never
seen them come close to the performance
of a proper SSD. However, our concerns
evaporated when we put the system
through the AS SSD benchmark, which
recorded a monster sequential read speed
of 846.25MB/s. That’s not just a vast
improvement on the hard disk’s stock
performance, but it’s significantly faster than
you could possibly get from a SATA SSD,
which are limited to 600MB/s by the current

CYBERPOWER Infinity X33 Optane
★★★★★
£499 • From www.cyberpowersystem.co.uk

VERDICT
The swiftness of Intel Optane overshadows a so-so processor/RAM combo

SATA III interface. You’d need to get into
expensive NVMe territory to get faster writing.
The write speed was much in line with a

standalone hard disk, at 143.26MB/s, though
this isn’t surprising; Optane makes it quicker
to access data already stored on the drive, it
doesn’t magically override the mechanism for
writing to a spinning disk. While it’s not a
totally comprehensive upgrade, then, we’re
still suitably convinced that Intel Optane is a
fine alternative to conventional SATA SSDs,
especially in budget builds such as this – a
16GB model only costs about £50.
The only real drawback is that the Infinity

X33 Optane has a lower total capacity than
most of the other PCs in this group test, which
combine a 1TB hard disk with a 120GB, 240GB
or 250GB SSD. Still, having a bit less space is
an acceptable cost for the added speed.
Besides, if you do run out of space in the

future, extra HDDs are a relatively cheap
upgrade. There’s certainly room for them –
Cyberpower’s choice of chassis, the NZXT
Source 220, is stuffed with eight 3.5in drives,
all but one of which are free to fill. On top sits
another three-bay cage, for 5.25in drives.
There is a notable lack of 2.5in bays, or

any kind of adaptor kit for sliding them into
the 3.5in bays. This would be a problem on
almost any other PC, but with Optane
accelerating the Windows-housing drive to
high speeds, leaving just backup storage as a
concern, it makes more sense to save money
and just get extra hard disks.

BASIC INSTINCT
Despite harnessing the full power of Intel’s
fancy drive, however, the Infinity X33 Optane’s

computational power is
thoroughly modest. No
Core i5 CPU here – you
get a dual-core Intel Core
i3-7100, and a mere 4GB
of DDR4 RAM. Normally
we’d recommend at least
8GB in a Windows
desktop, with 4GB being
the minimum you should
try to get away with.
As a result, the Infinity

X33 Optane’s benchmark
performances weren’t bad
(for budget PCs, we’ll still
take a 7th-gen Core i3
over an ancient Athlon
any day), but fell short of
the Core i5-powered
systems elsewhere in this
group test. Its image test
score of 95 is pretty good,

demonstrating aptitude at single-core tasks,
but it started to slip in the video-editing test,
scoring 74, and struggled in the multitasking
component, scoring 36.
With a final overall score of 58, the Infinity

X33 Optane should stick to the most basic
home office needs: word processing, browsing
the web and emailing. Design-based work, or
anything that involves massive files and
spreadsheets, could cause slowdown.
Luckily for this PC, it has plenty of other

things going for it. For one, it’s extremely
upgradable: the use of a mid-tower case and
budget-saving storage has allowed for a
kitted-out ATX motherboard to be included.
This MSI Z270-A Pro offers lots of hardware
expansion, with four PCI-E x1 slots and two
PCI-E x16 slots, and four RAM slots and a
healthy total of six SATA ports for all those
3.5in and 5.25in bays.

NET GAIN
You also don’t need to worry about Wi-Fi,
as an 802.11n card has been fitted as well.
A couple of antennas screw in at the back,
where you’ll also find a very decent array of
ports: two USB2s, four USB3s, one PS/2 port,
an Ethernet port, plus a side speaker, rear
speaker and C/SUB jacks, which augment the
standard line in, line out and microphone
jacks. This is also one of the few budget rigs
we’ve seen to include a DisplayPort as well as
DVI-D and VGA outputs. Rounding out the
physical connections are the single USB2 and
USB3 ports on the front panel.
The Infinity X33 Optane’s hardware

extras won’t make it any more suitable for
the kind of heavy work that could strain its
Core i3 processor or meagre RAM. For anyone
with more basic jobs to do, however, its
connectivity and blazingly fast write speeds
make it worth a look at the very least.
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ARIA OFFSHOOT GLADIATOR impressed
with its £600 gaming PC, the Centurion
(Shopper 347), and now it’s found similar
success with a bread-and-butter office PC.
The Enterprise appears entirely focused on
core specs instead of gimmicks or extras,
packing an Intel Core i5 processor, 8GB of
DDR4 RAM and a 250GB SSD.
Specifically, Gladiator has opted for the

quad-core, 3GHz Core i5-7400, the same as
the Palicomp i5 Titanium. One might think
this relatively low clock speed (by full-fat Intel
desktop chip standards, anyway) would mean
weaker performance even in the most basic
image test, but happily this isn’t the case: the
Gladiator Enterprise scored a very high 106, as
well as a commendable 96 in the video test.
For a spot of video editing or photo tweaking,
then, it’s capable at the very least.
Its multitasking test score of 42 was lower

than expected, though, and because of how
our scoring calculation is weighted, this did
drag the overall score down to 71. Don’t fret
too much, though – of all the PCs here, this is
still higher than all but the i5 Titanium, Mesh
Home PC – CS and Chillblast Fusion Flanker.
Anecdotally, we didn’t have much of a
problem with how the Gladiator Enterprise
handles multiple windows and applications –
it remained responsive throughout.

SOLID GROUND
Topped off with decent graphical power in
the form of Intel HD Graphics 630 (in Dirt
Showdown running at 720p, it averaged 27fps
on High settings), we’ve no other complaints

GLADIATOR
Enterprise

★★★★★
£500 • From www.gladiatorpc.co.uk

VERDICT
It’s devoid of fancy features, but this quiet PC is a capable performer with speedy storage

with how the Gladiator Enterprise performs.
That extends to the storage, too, which
comprises the aforementioned 250GB SK
Hynix SL308 SSD and a 1TB hard disk.
Capacity-wise, this is as good as we’d like,

but the main strength is the SSD’s speed: in
the AS SSD benchmark, it recorded a
sequential read speed of 493.84MB/s and a
write speed of 450.71MB/s. It’s a particular
relief that the SL308 manages a consistently
high write speed, as this can be an area in
which budget SSD models can falter. It also
makes a compelling argument for SATA drives
over an Intel Optane-based system; these can
push hard disk read speeds far beyond what a
SATA SSD can realistically do, but leave write
speeds confined to usual HDD standards.
Even when we weren’t moving large files

around, Windows zipped along just fine when
booting and loading programs. If anything
gets in the way of your productivity, it
probably won’t be this PC’s hardware.

COOLS ERRAND
Elsewhere, it’s a simple affair. There’s no card
reader, optical drive, built-in Wi-Fi or fancy
audio outputs, but these are cheap and easy
upgrades to make in future, compared with
the expense and fuss of replacing a CPU or
SSD. Adding both a DVD-RW drive and
802.11n USB Wi-Fi receiver to the base spec
only costs £25 extra, which is a fair price.
The Gladiator Enterprise isn’t entirely

without its charms, though. This is the only
PC of the eight we’ve covered to swap out
Intel’s low-profile stock CPU cooler, instead

coming fitted with a tower-style
Arctic Freezer Pro 7. Frankly, if
you’re only spending £500 on a
PC, it’s unlikely that you’ll be doing
anything to seriously push the
processor’s temperature (especially
with a non-overclockable chip such
as the Core i5-7400), so the main
benefit this brings is reduced noise.
The Pro 7 is a very quiet cooler
indeed, and we were pleasantly
surprised to see (or, perhaps more
accurately, hear) it stay this quiet
during the most intensive parts of
our benchmarking regimen.
It all comes inside an elegantly

understated mid-tower case, with
an airflow-friendly mesh front and
a good-sized side panel window. If
only there was a touch of interior
lighting so you could peer in and
fully appreciate what a clean, tidy

build it is – the PSU shroud, which extends
all the way from the back to the front, helps
obscure the less picturesque cabling.

SMALLER ON THE INSIDE
One minor disappointment is the use of a
microATX motherboard, an understandable
feature of compact builds but something that
feels a waste of the case’s potential to take
full ATX boards. As such, there are only three
PCI-E expansion slots (two PCI-E x1, one PCI-E
x16), plus the bare minimum of two RAM
slots. There is an M.2 slot for premium
storage, but this is hardly a high-priority
upgrade when you’ve already got a fine SSD.
As for cheaper storage additions, there are

two 3.5in drive bays under the shroud, three
2.5in mounts on the chassis itself and a 5.25in
bay up top – a workable, if unexceptional,
combination. You’re well served for external
connectivity, though: the front panel has two
USB2 ports and one USB3 port, and there are
an additional four USB2 and two USB3 ports
at the rear. There’s no USB3.1 or Type-C here,
unfortunately, but there should be enough for
all your peripherals and accessories.
Also on the back I/O are the standard

Ethernet, line in, line out and mic connections,
plus two PS/2 ports – good if you prefer the
sturdy feel of old keyboards. Display outputs
include one HDMI, dual-link DVI-D and VGA
port apiece, so no problems here either.
For its size, then, the Gladiator Enterprise

isn’t the most feature-rich or upgradable PC
in this group test. Luckily, it’s got credentials
where it really counts, namely the able
processor and fast SSD (with high-capacity
HDD backup). While the Palicomp i5 Titanium
and Chillblast Fusion Flanker are more complete
packages, and the Mesh Home PC – CS wins
on pure performance, Gladiator has thus
offered up a suitably sensible alternative.
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THERE ARE PCs you can use in a home office,
and there are bona fide home office PCs, with
Mesh’s Home PC – CS being very much the
latter. While there is much to like about the
hardware, which we’ll get to shortly, what
makes this system a contender for serious
work is its Windows 10 Pro operating system.
This version, one step up from the usual

Windows 10 Home, provides a clutch of added
features that can make for more secure and
flexible home and even SMB working. We’re
particularly fond of Windows Update for
Business; Windows 10 Home is infamous for
forcing through OS updates, which can
unexpectedly turn a quick restart into a
tedious waiting game while everything is
installed. With the Pro version, you can use
Windows Update for Business to control
when exactly your PC receives an update,
and even if certain components of an update
are included (mainly drivers). This is a handy
(and free) service, even if you’re only
occasionally doing actual business.

GOING THE DISTANCE
The upgraded Remote Desktop in Windows
10 Pro is another welcome addition. If you’re
ever away from your home PC but need to
access its locally saved files and data – while
you’re out with a laptop, say – you’ll be able
to sign in to the PC from afar and grab what
you need. This does require some port-
forwarding shenanigans if you’re not
connecting remotely, but once set up, it
can be very useful, and not just for sharing
files – if you’re having technical problems
and a savvy friend or family member offers
to help, they can take a look at your PC
without even being in the room.

MESH Home PC - CS
★★★★★
£499 • From www.meshcomputers.com

VERDICT
Powered byWindows 10 Pro, Mesh’s PC is great for working – and almost everything else

Windows 10 Pro also includes BitLocker,
which can fully encrypt storage drives and
protect them behind an additional password.
Sadly, this requires a processor with a
Trusted Platform Module (TPM), which the
Home PC – CS’s Intel Core i5-7500 lacks,
though by tinkering with the Local Group
Policy Editor settings, you can force the PC to
require additional authentication at startup.
Of course, if your idea of home office

usage is more along the lines of creating
Word documents, sending emails and the
occasional spot of spreadsheet activity, all
this enterprise-grade stuff might seem
superfluous. Still, features such as Remote
Desktop and Windows Update for Business
are nice to have if you learn to use them
properly, whether you’re just working from
home every now and then or launching an
ambitious startup.

AGE OF VIDEO
In any case, it’s all moot if the hardware isn’t
up to the task, but the Home PC – CS delivers
the goods. The quad-core Core i5-7500 is a
powerful chip to find in a £499 system, and
with 8GB of DDR4 RAM backing it up, this is
a notably nippy PC. Its image and video
benchmark scores of 111 and 104 respectively
show that it can handle media editing without
a fuss, and its multitasking score of 103
smashes most of the competition. Overall, it
scored 105, which is about as good as you
can get on this budget.
Unusually for this group test, Mesh has

included a dedicated GPU, although it’s only
the dirt-cheap Nvidia GeForce GT710. It may
have 2GB of VRAM, but it didn’t outperform
Intel’s latest integrated graphics in our Dirt

Showdown benchmark, in
which it managed 33fps
at 720p – so while it’s not
going to be running any
VR or machine-learning
projects, it is at least
good enough for low-end
gaming in your downtime.
The main benefit is that it
contributes to a wider
array of video outputs
than you’d get from just
a motherboard, with a
total of two HDMI ports,
two dual-link DVI-D ports
and two VGA ports. The
card is passively cooled,
too, so it doesn’t make
any extra noise.
There are only two

USB2 ports on the front

of the case, as well as four USB2 and two
USB3 ports at the rear, so the rest of the
Home PC – CS’s connectivity is practical
but nothing special. The rear I/O panel is
rounded out by one PS/2 port, an Ethernet
socket and the standard three 3.5mm audio
jacks. Inside, the microATX motherboard
(this is a compact mini tower build) has only
two PCI-E x1, one RAM and two SATA slots
going spare for future upgrades.
You do get two empty 5.25in drive bays,

though, plus a total four 3.5in bays and a
single 2.5in drive mounting point (the latter
and one of the 3.5in bays are already
occupied). One nice touch is how two of
the 3.5in trays have front panel access, so
instead of another hard disk, they can hold
accessories such as a multicard reader.

WRITER’S BLOCK
Out-of-the-box storage is provided by a 1TB
hard disk and a 120GB SSD. The latter, a
Kingston SSDNow V300, looks a bit small
next to the 240GB and 250GB drives you can
find in other £500 PCs, and its measured
sequential write speed of 132.24MB/s is
definitely on the slow side. That said, its
463.59MB/s read speed is much more
palatable, and allows for the exact kind of
hasty booting and immediate loading we
expect from solid-state storage.
Frankly, we can live with a small SSD if it

means we get to reap the Home PC – CS’s
many other benefits. It’s compact, it has a
great CPU, it’s quiet (in spite of its tiny 80mm
exhaust fan), it’s reasonably flexible in terms
of upgrades, and it has a premium operating
system in Windows 10 Pro.
We’re still a little surprised to see it in a

PC this cheap – the Pro version costs £100
more than Windows 10 Home at retail, and
considering Mesh has still found budget for
an SSD and a dedicated graphics card, we
can’t really see where the trade-off is. Not
that we’re complaining, and if you opt for
this PC, you won’t be either.
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FLICK A FEW pages back and you’ll see that
our current budget PC Best Buy is Palicomp’s
AMD Avenger (see page 56). You’ll also notice
that this, the i5 Titanium, shares both an
exact price and the ultra-compact Fractal Core
1100 chassis – and yet, these visually identical
systems are drastically different.
Most obviously, this is an Intel-based

rather than AMD-based system, so instead of
a cheap and cheerful Athlon X4 880K, you get
a newer, more powerful Intel Core i5-7400.
Despite the AMD chip’s higher 4GHz clock
speed (the i5-7400 runs each of its four cores
at 3GHz, and can Turbo Boost up to 3.5GHz),
the i5 Titanium outpaces the AMD Avenger
by some pretty huge margins: it scored 108 in
our image test, 103 in the video test, 87 in the
multitasking test and 96 overall.
All four results represent big gains on

the AMD Avenger, but special mention
goes to its multitasking performance. The
older PC scored 57 here, so the i5 Titanium
is much more capable of running multiple
applications at once. The memory is also a
big help in this regard: the i5 Titanium’s 8GB
of DDR4 RAM is clocked at a relatively nippy
2,133MHz and, unlike a lot of the PCs in this
group test, it’s split across two 4GB sticks in
dual-channel mode. This doesn’t make a
massive difference, but it does allow for
memory actions to be performed in parallel,
which is slightly quicker than having them all
on a single channel.

METAL WORKS
The i5 Titanium doesn’t have a dedicated GPU,
like the AMD Avenger’s RX 460 (originally a
GeForce GTX 960 when reviewed), though

PALICOMP i5 Titanium
★★★★★
£500 • From www.palicomp.co.uk

VERDICT
Fast storage and a versatile CPU are the backbone of this excellent microATX system

this is of course by design – this is meant to
be a home office PC, after all, hence why
Palicomp has wisely invested more in CPU
power instead. Nonetheless, the Core i5-7400
surprised us in our Dirt Showdown
benchmark, where it achieved an average of
40fps – that’s slightly higher than the other
PCs we’ve tested here that use the same
integrated Intel HD Graphics 630.
It’s also worth noting that, while having

the Core i5-7400 sounds as if it might be an
inferior choice to a Core i5-7500 system, the
former holds its own very well. Compared to
the Mesh Home PC – CS, for example, the
i5 Titanium is only a paltry three points behind
in the image-editing test and just one point
behind in the video-editing test. It’s only in
multitasking where you might actually see a
difference in practice, and only then during
the most highly intensive tasks.

COOL AID
One final benefit to using this Kaby Lake
processor is that it comes with Intel’s
low-profile air cooler. This makes it much
quieter than the AMD Avenger when the
going gets tough, and while there’s no
exhaust fan (there is a 120mm intake fan at
the front, but it’s generally ideal to have one
at the back as well, nearer those heat-
producing motherboard components), the
system never seemed remotely in danger of
getting too toasty, or even particularly warm.
It’s not just the CPU that performs well,

either. The 250GB SSD, an SK Hynix 301,
measured up admirably in the AS SSD
benchmark, with a sequential read speed of
516.54MB/s and a sequential write speed of

424.84MB/s. 250GB is a
good capacity for any
desktop SSD, provided
there’s a larger drive
backing it up, and that’s
exactly what the i5
Titanium has too: a 1TB
WD Blue hard disk.
One slight shame is

that you can’t add any
more SATA-based
storage drives. The
Fractal Core 1100 uses a
vertical drive mount
instead of a stacking
cage, and this can only
take either three 2.5in
drives, two 3.5in drives,
or one of each (the
configuration we have
here). Thus, if you ever
find yourself filling that

1TB HDD to the brim, you’ll need to replace
the whole drive with a larger model instead of
just adding another beside it.
Fortunately, you have a few more options

at the higher-end, thanks to the Asus Prime
B250M-A motherboard’s dual M.2 slots.
These will allow you to upgrade your storage
with even faster NVMe drives, and while
there’s no RAID capability, the up-to-date
chipset and Kaby Lake processor do allow for
the use of Intel Optane drives as well – so if
adding capacity isn’t a concern, you can
theoretically make the SL 301, and thus the
entire system, even faster.
For a microATX motherboard, the Prime

B250M-A is remarkably well equipped in
general. In addition to those two M.2 slots
and a fairly standard one PCI-E x16/two
PCI-E x1 expansion card setup, there are a full
four RAM slots, an area where some small
boards skimp to two. It also offers up a
fiddle-free USB Type-C port on the back
panel, plus a handy HDMI port in addition to
the DVI-D and VGA outputs.

DISK JOCKEY
There’s only a bare minimum of full-size USB
ports – two USB2s and two USB3s at the back,
with two USB3s at the front – and just the
usual line in, line out and microphone audio
jacks, plus Ethernet and two legacy PS/2
ports. We were pleased to see a DVD-RW
drive included, though: with this, you can rip
old CDs, watch DVDs or create backup disks
without the faff of an external drive. This only
takes up one of the two 5.25in drive bays, so
there’s leeway to add upgrades here as well.
What the i5 Titanium lacks in single, killer

features, like the Home PC – CS’s Windows 10
Pro or the Cyberpower Infinity X33 Optane
and PC Specialist’s Enigma K3’s speed-
boosting Intel drives, it makes up for by being
strong in just about every area. As such,
minor, arguably situational disadvantages
such as the lack of hard disk upgradability
aren’t nearly enough to stop it succeeding.
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THE ENIGMA K3 is another PC that’s
eschewed an SSD in favour of Intel Optane
memory, along with Cyberpower’s. Once again,
it’s relying on a 1TB hard disk (the Seagate
Barracuda, by far the most common choice at
this price point) accelerated by a 16GB Optane
module, which slots into the M.2 port on the
motherboard, effectively creating a 16GB
cache for your favourite programs and files.
According to AS SSD, this boosts sequential

read speeds all the way up to 753.18MB/s,
which is faster than you’d get from any SATA
SSD. Write speeds are expectedly more in line
with regular mechanical performance, at
119.63MB/s. You might also notice that this is
slower than the Infinity X33 Optane’s recorded
read speed of 846.25MB/s, but we’re not
complaining too much. This storage setup
remains exceedingly fast, by budget standards,
at fetching data, and since the files for
Windows 10 itself are placed in the cache, it
boots to the desktop in a matter of seconds.

STORE MORE
Again, though, you’re trading off capacity for
this speed: compared to the other PCs on test
here, which have both a 1TB hard disk and a
240GB or 250GB SSD, you’re getting about a
fifth less total storage. On the bright side, 1TB
is still perfectly adequate for most uses, and
there is moderate scope for future storage
additions. Inside, you’ll find a single 2.5in drive
bay and a total of three 3.5in bays, two of
which are free to fill up with extra HDDs.
There’s also a second M.2 slot going spare,
but to get the most out of this you’d need to

PC SPECIALIST Enigma K3
★★★★★
£500 • From www.pcspecialist.co.uk

VERDICT
A competent but unremarkable system, given a welcome boost by Intel Optane

buy an NVMe SSD and migrate Windows
and all your files from the hard disk to the
new drive – that’s no small amount of money
and faff, and it would make the Optane drive
obsolete in the process.
At least the dual M.2 drives are evidence of

the Enigma K3’s lovely motherboard. It’s a
full-size ATX model, the Asus ROG Strix
B250H Gaming, and despite the name has
plenty on offer for the discerning home office
user. It’s ripe for expansion thanks to its four
PCI-E x1 and two PCI-E x16 slots, and the four
RAM slots allow for plenty of memory. The
existing 8GB of DDR4 RAM is split into two
lots of 4GB running in dual-channel mode, so
there’s already an advantage there.
It also provides a practical mix of rear

connection ports, including four USB2 ports,
two USB3 ports, one PS/2 socket and Gigabit
Ethernet. Audio is particularly well served,
with rear speaker, C/SUB and optical S/PDIF
outputs joining the usual line in, line out and
microphone jacks. The only slight limitation
comes from having only two video outputs
– one HDMI and one dual-link DVI-D – so be
wary if your desk is home to more than a
couple of monitors.

CHIPS ARE DOWN
Sadly, the Enigma K3’s power doesn’t match
its speedy storage. PC Specialist has gone for
a dual-core, 3.9GHz Intel Core i3-7100, which
together with that 8GB of RAM produced 4K
benchmark scores of 82 in the image test, 70
in the video test, 52 in the multitasking test
and 63 overall. As the image portion is most

representative of minute-to-
minute performance in light
tasks, it’s a shame that the
Enigma K3 couldn’t break
100 (as many of the other
PCs did), and even with
Hyper-Threading – Intel tech
that creates extra virtual
‘cores’ for the system to use
– it’s always going to be at a
disadvantage compared to a
Core i5-based PC.
That said, however, the

multitasking test score of 52
isn’t half bad for the i3-7100.
It beats the Gladiator
Enterprise, Wired2Fire Diablo
Vertex, Cyberpower Infinity
X33 Optane and Box Cube
Essence Quiet, all of which
should match or exceed it
on paper. We suspect the
dual-channel memory is
helping out here.

For £500, there are still significantly more
powerful systems to consider over this one,
but the Enigma K3 demonstrates how even
the entry-level Kaby Lake Core series can put
up a fight. The i3-7100 also shares the same
Intel HD Graphics 630 as its more expensive
brethren, allowing this PC to manage an
impressive 40fps in Dirt Showdown running
at 720p with the High quality preset.

MYSTERY MACHINE
While it’s certainly possible to add in hardware
such as a Wi-Fi card or optical drive, there
isn’t much in the way of extras at this spec.
Be prepared, therefore, to make use of the
single USB2 and USB3 ports on the front
panel if you ever need to burn or rip a disc, or
if you’re too far from an Ethernet port and
need to plug in a wireless receiver.
The case isn’t much to shout about,

either. It’s as functional as it needs to be, but
aesthetically, it’s rather awkwardly stuck
between low-key office properness and
flashy gaming extravagance, not really
committing to either. As a result, it just ends
up looking slightly naff.
To be fair, it’s also cool and quiet, and we

will admit to liking how the 120mm exhaust
fan is backlit – it gives the entire interior a
cool blue hue, glimpsed through the various
air vent holes.
It will take more than some LEDs to

outshine the Enigma K3’s imperfections,
though, and it’s hard to shake the sense that
for the same money, you could get a PC that
does a lot more – whether in terms of
features, performance, or both.
At the same time, we don’t want to sound

too down on this PC. The Optane/HDD combo
is great and its benchmark scores, while losing
out in certain comparisons, are still within
acceptable ranges for a £500 rig.
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THE DIABLO VERTEX certainly gives a good
first impression. The BitFenix Nova case is tall,
dark and handsome, giving an air of
respectability to this budget build, aided
further by the tactfully sized side window and
slimline vertical vents that run down both
edges of the front panel.
As far as Intel Core i3 systems go, it also

seems to have a minor advantage over the
i3-7100-based Cyberpower Infinity X33
Optane, Box Cube Essence Quiet and PC
Specialist Enigma K3 by going for the Core
i3-7300 instead. This is also a dual-core,
quad-threaded CPU, but runs at an ever-so-
slightly faster 4GHz clock speed.

PREMIER, IN
However, if this confers any tangible real-
world advantage, we couldn’t tell in testing.
Together with 8GB of DDR4 RAM, it did
decently enough in our benchmarks – 104 in
the image test, 73 in the video test, 39 in the
multitasking test and 61 overall – but these
aren’t huge improvements over what an i3-7100
can do on a good day. In fact, the Enigma K3
scored a couple of points higher overall, due
to its smoother multitasking showing.
Once again, this is nonetheless a PC that’s

fine for typing up documents and emails, or
creating simple spreadsheets. It’s just that for
the same money, there are true quad-core
systems that allow for much smoother
multitasking, media editing and design tasks.
Its storage is much more impressive: a

240GB Adata Premier SP550 solid-state drive
acts as master drive, with a 1TB Seagate
Barracuda hard disk providing plenty of extra

WIRED2FIRE Diablo Vertex
★★★★★
£500 • From www.wired2fire.co.uk

VERDICT
The Diablo Vertex is a decent system with a good SSD, but needs more to achieve greatness

room once you inevitably run out on the SSD.
It’s fast, too – not quite up there with the best
SATA SSDs we’ve used, unsurprisingly, but
with measured sequential read speeds of
492.63MB/s and sequential write speeds of
440.37MB/s, it’s close to the speediest you
can expect out of a £500 desktop.
This, in turn, means generally faster

Windows. As much as the Diablo Vertex may
have trouble with running multiple resource-
hungry programs at once, the basics of moving
files around, opening an application or simply
booting to desktop all zip along rather nicely.
The CPU also contains – you guessed it –

the integrated Intel Graphics 630 processor.
The Diablo Vertex produced a just-about-
playable 29fps in our 720p/High quality Dirt
Showdown benchmark, so it’s adequate for
slacking off as well as getting basic work done.
If you ever want to add a dedicated GPU

(Nvidia’s Quadro series is good for creating a
home workstation), you won’t need to worry
about power. The Diablo Vertex’s PSU serves
up a healthy 500W, enough for anything
other than gaming and enthusiast PC builds.

BY ANY SCREENS NECESSARY
However, while we’re on the subject of video,
the choice of outputs is disappointing. The
rear panel only includes one dual-link DVI-D
and one VGA port. Because it’s an analogue
connection, VGA should only ever be a last
resort for today’s digital monitors, and while
DVI-D is advanced enough to handle QHD
resolutions and 144Hz refresh rates, it’s
limited in that it can’t carry audio and can’t
natively output to 4K/UHD resolutions, which

an increasing number of
monitors are adopting.
Both HDMI and DisplayPort
are thus sorely missed.
Ultimately this comes

down to the motherboard,
which is only of the
microATX form factor,
despite the BitFenix Nova
being an ATX case. As such,
there’s only one PCI-E x16,
two PCI-E x1 and two RAM
slots to play with, though
you also get a native M.2
slot as well. Using this to
install an NVMe SSD is an
expensive upgrade, but at
least it shows the Asus
B250M-K mobo isn’t just
about the basics.
It also favours the faster

USB3 standard over USB2,
slapping four of the former

and two of the latter on its I/O panel – a fine
boost to the single USB2 and USB3 ports on
the front of the case. Also included are two
PS/2 ports, a Gigabit Ethernet port and line
in, line out and microphone jacks. You’ll
definitely need to make use of these with
desk speakers, as the lack of audio-carrying
display outputs will render a monitor’s
integrated speakers useless.
There are no key extras to speak of, so

anyone wanting Wi-Fi or a card reader will
need to stump up themselves, though the
case is pretty upgrade-friendly. This is in spite
of the weird upper drive cage, which appears
at first glance to hold three 5.25in drives – yet
there’s only a cutout on the front panel for
one. Fortunately, the space is partly filled by a
spare 2.5in tray, and the total of four 3.5in
bays is good for stacking up additional hard
disks. In the motherboard’s defence, it does
leave (at the current spec) four free SATA
ports, enabling more upgrades than a lot of
microATX boards might.

OKAY COMPUTER
Is the Diablo Vertex worth buying? It’s
arguable that its faults merely range from
the mildly annoying to the potentially
inconsequential, depending on the user’s
specific needs and hardware requirements
(the lack of Wi-Fi, for example, might not even
be an issue if your desk is close to the router).
It also claims a few clear successes, such as its
classy aesthetic, high-quality storage and
competitive single-core performance.
Even so, there’s very little about this PC

that other, identically priced systems don’t do
better, particularly the extremely well-rounded
Palicomp i5 Titanium and Mesh Home PC – CS.
We’re therefore stopping short of giving the
Diablo Vertex a hearty recommendation,
even if (once we’d found an adaptor for our
monitor) it was nice enough to use day to day.
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Award RECOMMENDED RECOMMENDED

Manufacturer BOX CHILLBLAST CYBERPOWER GLADIATOR
Model name Cube Essence Quiet Fusion Flanker Infinity X33 Optane Enterprise

Rating ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★
CORE SPECS

Processor Dual-core 3.9GHz Intel Core
i3-7100

Quad-core 3.4GHz Intel Core
i5-7500

Dual-core 3.9GHz Intel Core
i3-7100

Quad-core 3GHz Intel Core
i5-7400

Processor socket LGA 1151 LGA 1151 LGA 1151 LGA 1151

RAM 8GB 8GB 4GB 8GB

Memory type DDR4 DDR4 DDR4 DDR4

Maximummemory 32GB 32GB 64GB 32GB

Motherboard Asus H110M-R Asus H110M-A/M.2 MSI Z270-A Pro Asus H110M-A/M.2

Motherboard chipset Intel H110 Intel H110 Intel Z270 Intel H110

PORTS AND EXPANSION

Front USB ports 1x USB2, 2x USB3 2x USB2, 1x USB3 1x USB2, 1x USB3 2x USB2, 1x USB3

Rear USB ports 4x USB2, 2x USB3 4x USB2, 2x USB2 2x USB2, 4x USB3 4x USB2, 2x USB3

Other ports 2x PS/2 2x PS/2 1x PS/2 2x PS/2

Networking Gigabit Ethernet, 802.11n Wi-Fi Gigabit Ethernet Ethernet, 802.11n Wi-Fi Gigabit Ethernet

Case type Mini tower Mini tower Mid-tower Mid-tower

Case dimensions 378x200x453mm 412x208x366mm 450x195x496mm 430x198x425mm

PCI-E x1 (free) 2 (1) 2 (2) 4 (3) 2 (2)

PCI-E x16 (free) 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2) 1 (1)

Serial ATA (free) 4 (2) 4 (2) 6 (5) 4 (2)

Memory slots (free) 2 (1) 2 (1) 4 (1) 2 (1)

Drive bays 2.5in (free) 2 (2) 3 (2) 0 (0) 3 (2)

Drive bays 3.5in (free) 3 (2) 2 (1) 8 (7) 2 (1)

Drive bays 5.25in (free) 1 (0) 0 (0) 3 (3) 1 (1)

STORAGE

Total storage 2TB hard disk 250GB SSD, 1TB hard disk 1TB hard disk with 16GB Intel
Optane drive

250GB SSD, 1TB hard disk

Memory card reader 1x SD 1x SD, 1x microSD None None

Optical drive type DVD-RW None None None

GRAPHICS

Graphics adaptor Intel HD Graphics 630 Intel HD Graphics 630 Intel HD Graphics 630 Intel HD Graphics 630

Graphics/video ports 1x HDMI, 1x dual-link DVI-D,
1x VGA

1x HDMI, 1x dual-link DVI-D,
1x VGA

1x DisplayPort, 1x dual-link
DVI-D, 1x VGA

1x HDMI, 1x dual-link DVI-D,
1x VGA

SOUND

Sound card Onboard Onboard Onboard Onboard

Sound outputs Line out, rear speaker, C/SUB Line out, rear speaker, C/SUB Line out, rear speaker, side
speaker, C/SUB

Line out, rear speaker, C/SUB

OTHER HARDWARE

Extras Asus PCE-N15 N300 Wi-Fi card,
wireless mouse and keyboard

None Asus PCE-N15 N300 Wi-Fi card Arctic Freezer 7 Pro CPU cooler

SOFTWARE

Operating system Windows 10 Home Windows 10 Home Windows 10 Home Windows 10 Home

Operating system restore
option

Windows 10 Home Windows 10 Home Windows 10 Home Windows 10 restore

BUYING INFORMATION

Warranty Three years labour including
one year parts and one year
collect and return

Five years labour including two
years collect and return

Three years labour including
two years parts and one month
collect and return

Four years labour including one
year parts and two months
collect and return

Price £500 £500 £499 £500

Supplier www.box.co.uk www.chillblast.com www.cyberpowersystem.co.uk www.gladiatorpc.co.uk

Details www.box.co.uk www.chillblast.com www.cyberpowersystem.co.uk www.gladiatorpc.co.uk

Part code CU-EssI38WIN10 Fusion Flanker Infinity X33 Optane Gladiator Enterprise
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It’s good to see that
many affordable
PC components,
particularly SATA
SSDs and the
lower-end Skylake
processors, have
improved in quality to
the point where it’s
actually quite hard to
make a bad PC out
of them; indeed, of
the eight systems
covered here, all of
them are at least
perfectly adequate as
a home office rig.
Nonetheless, we’re

looking for the best,
and that comes in the
form of the Palicomp
i5 Titanium and Mesh
Home PC – CS. The i5
Titanium is the less
powerful of the two,
but only slightly, and
its larger, faster SSD
more than makes up
for it. The Home PC
– CS is impressively
business-ready,
though – we’re still a
little amazed at
seeing Windows 10
Pro, a £200 operating
system, installed on a
£500 system without
any big compromises
elsewhere.
Ultimately, we’d

recommend the
Home PC – CS for the
kind of home working
where multitasking
capability and data
security are key, and
the i5 Titanium for
lighter office use.
There are others

worth considering,
though. We love how
compact and unique
the Chillblast Fusion
Flanker looks, and its
integrated SD and
microSD card readers
are a rare treat. The
Gladiator Enterprise,
too, combines
reliable single-task
performance with
quiet running, so
you’ll never be
bothered by the
sound of your
own PC.

VERDICTBUSINESS BUY BEST BUY

MESH PALICOMP PC SPECIALIST WIRED2FIRE

Home PC - CS i5 Titanium Enigma K3 Diablo Vertex

★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★

Quad-core 3.4GHz Intel Core
i5-7500

Quad-core 3GHz Intel Core
i5-7400

Dual-core 3.9GHz Intel Core
i3-7100

Dual-core 4GHz Intel Core
i3-7300

LGA 1151 LGA 1151 LGA 1151 LGA 1151

8GB 8GB 8GB RAM 8GB

DDR4 DDR4 DDR4 DDR4

32GB 64GB 64GB 32GB

Asus H110M-R Asus Prime B250M-A Asus ROG Strix B250H Gaming Asus Prime B250M-K

Intel H110 Intel B250 Intel B250 Intel B250

2x USB2 2x USB3 1x USB2, 1x USB3 1x USB2, 1x USB3

4x USB2, 2x USB2 2x USB2, 2x USB3, 1x USB
Type-C

4x USB2, 2x USB3 2x USB2, 4x USB3

2x PS/2 2x PS/2 1x PS/2 2x PS/2

Gigabit Ethernet Gigabit Ethernet Gigabit Ethernet Gigabit Ethernet

Mini tower Mini tower Mid-tower Mid-tower

360x180x425mm 358x175x410mm 415x192x418mm 437x183x465mm

2 (2) 1 (1) 4 (4) 2 (2)

1 (0) 2 (2) 2 (2) 1 (1)

4 (2) 6 (3) 6 (5) 6 (4)

2 (1) 4 (2) 4 (2) 2 (1)

1 (0) 1 (0) 1 (1) 2 (1)

4 (3 1 (0) 3 (2) 4 (3)

2 (2) 2 (1) 2 (2) 1 (1)

120GB SSD, 1TB hard disk 250GB SSD, 1TB hard disk 1TB hard disk, 16GB Intel
Optane drive

240GB SSD, 1TB hard disk

None None None None

None DVD-RW None None

2GB Asus GeForce GT710-2-SL Intel HD Graphics 630 Intel HD Graphics 630 Intel HD Graphics 630

2x HDMI, 2x dual-link DVI-D,
2x VGA

1x HDMI, 1x dual-link DVI-D,
1x VGA

1x HDMI, 1x dual-link DVI-D 1x dual-link DVI-D, 1x VGA

Onboard Onboard Onboard Onboard

Line out, rear speaker out,
C/SUB out

Line out, rear speaker out,
C/SUB out

Line out, rear speaker out,
C/SUB out, optical S/PDIF out

Line out, rear speaker out,
C/SUB out

None None None None

Windows 10 Pro Windows 10 Home Windows 10 Home Windows 10 Home

Windows 10 restore Windows 10 restore Windows 10 restore Windows 10 restore

Lifetime labour, two years
parts, one year collect and
return

Three years RTB Three years labour including
one year parts and one month
collect and return

Three years labour including
two years parts

£499 £500 £500 £500

www.meshcomputers.com www.palicomp.co.uk www.pcspecialist.co.uk www.wired2fire.co.uk

www.meshcomputers.com www.palicomp.co.uk www.pcspecialist.co.uk www.wired2fire.co.uk

Home PC – CS KAB3 Enigma K3 Diablo Vertex
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C omputer Shopper is launching its
2017 awards, and we need your help
in deciding the winners of the 15
categories. This year, we’ve got

categories ranging from PCs and components
to smart home and security, and you can help
choose the winners.
All you need to do is visit our online voting

form at tinyurl.com/shopperawards to cast
your votes. You don’t need to vote in every
category – you can just choose the products
you know and love.
And as a thank you for helping us find the

winners, we’re offering every reader the chance
to win an Iiyama ProLite XUB2792QSU-B1
monitor, worth £350. All you need to do is tell
us your email address at the end of the survey
– and don’t worry, this is purely for the purpose
of selecting a prize winner; the email addresses
will only be used to contact the lucky recipient.

Voting is open now, and closes on 28th July,
so please make sure you’ve filled in the online
voting form by then to ensure your favourite
products take the prize, and you get the
chance to win the monitor.
We’ll be hosting the Computer Shopper

Awards 2017 on 20th September and will be
announcing all the winners on the evening.
We’ll also be covering all the winners in
Shopper 358, on sale on 12th October.
The shortlist has been curated by the team

of Computer Shopper experts. Every product
that has made the list has been reviewed since
August 2016 and earned at least a four-star
rating in a Computer Shopper review, and the
vast majority were also given a Best Buy or
Recommended award.
Here is the shortlist in full, and remember

to visit tinyurl.com/shopperawards to cast
your votes for your favourites.

BEST PC
Chillblast Fusion PC Specialist
Hubble Apollo K-VR
Yoyotech Warbird Wired2Fire
RS10v2 Diablo Nucleus
Palicomp i5 Titanium

BEST PC MANUFACTURER
Chillblast PC Specialist
Palicomp Yoyotech
Scan Cyberpower
Overclockers Wired2Fire

BEST DISPLAY
Samsung C24FG70FQU
Philips Brilliance 258B6QUEB/00
Asus VC239H AOC Q2781PQ
Iiyama ProLite XUB2792QSU-B1

BEST 4K/HIGH-RES DISPLAY
Philips Brilliance P-Line 272P7
Iiyama G-Master GB2888UHSU Gold Phoenix
AOC Agon AG271UG Samsung CF791
ViewSonic XG2700-4K

BEST COMPONENT
Asus Prime Z270-A MSI B350MMortar
Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060
AMD Ryzen 7 1700 Raspberry Pi Zero W

BEST LAPTOP
Dell XPS 13 (2017) Razer Blade Stealth
Lenovo Yoga Book Gigabyte Aero 15
Asus ZenBook 3 Scan 3XS LG15 Carbon

G-Sync

BEST SMARTPHONE
Samsung Galaxy S8 Motorola Moto Z Play
OnePlus 3T Lenovo P2
Honor 8 Pro LG G6

BEST SPECIALIST RETAILER
Ebuyer Scan
Box Overclockers
Novatech

BEST STORAGE PRODUCT
Samsung 960 Evo Crucial MX300
Synology Adata SV620
DiskStation DS216J
Kingston SSDNow
UV400 Upgrade Kit

BEST NETWORKING PRODUCT
TP-Link Archer Devolo GigaGate
VR2600
Netgear Orbi BT Whole Home Wi-Fi
Google Wifi

BEST SMART HOME PRODUCT
Netatmo Presence Nest Cam Outdoor
Amazon Echo Google Home
Honeywell Evohome Security

BEST SECURITY PRODUCT
Kaspersky Total Security 2017
Symantec Norton Security Deluxe 2017
Trend Micro Maximum Security
ESET Internet Security 9
ExpressVPN Yubico YubiKey 4

BEST HEADPHONES
Urbanears Plattan ADVWireless
Marshall Major II Bluetooth
Bowers & Wilkins P7 Wireless
Beats Solo3 Wireless

BEST SPEAKER
UEWonderboom
Wharfedale Diamond A1
Panasonic SC-All7CD
Steljes Audio Erato
Cambridge Audio TV2 v2
Creative Labs Sound BlasterX Katana

BEST PRODUCT 2017
Dell XPS 13 Samsung Galaxy S8
Raspberry Pi Zero W Chillblast Fusion Hubble
AMD Ryzen 7 1700 Asus VC239H
ExpressVPN Nvidia GeForce

GTX 1060
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KK
odi has exploded in popularity in recent years for goododi has exploded in popularity in recent years for good

reason: this media player is lightweight, runs on loads ofreason: this media player is lightweight, runs on loads of

devices, is easy to use and is expandable via optionaldevices, is easy to use and is expandable via optional

plug-ins. But it’s the latter point that has seen Kodi makeplug-ins. But it’s the latter point that has seen Kodi make

headlines for the wrong reasons, with plenty of developersheadlines for the wrong reasons, with plenty of developers

using the software to stream pirated movies, TV and even live sport.using the software to stream pirated movies, TV and even live sport.

Don’t let that cloud your judgement of what’s an excellent mediaDon’t let that cloud your judgement of what’s an excellent media

streamer, though, as the base program is completely legal and a greatstreamer, though, as the base program is completely legal and a great

way of viewing video and photos on your TV or PC.way of viewing video and photos on your TV or PC.

In this complete guide, we’ll show you how to get started with Kodi,In this complete guide, we’ll show you how to get started with Kodi,

how to use its advanced features, install add-ons, and stay legal andhow to use its advanced features, install add-ons, and stay legal and

safe with it. By the time you’ve finished, you’ll be a complete Kodi expert.safe with it. By the time you’ve finished, you’ll be a complete Kodi expert.

KODIKODI
STREAM

EVERYTHING
Kodi is the world’s most popular media player with good reason.Kodi is the world’s most popular media player with good reason.
David LudlowDavid Ludlow shows you how to get the most out of it – legallyshows you how to get the most out of it – legally
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KK
odi has moved from being a rather

niche media streamer for enthusiasts

to something that has started to

appear in mainstream news reports.

Unfortunately, a lot of the coverage has been

for the wrong reasons, with the software

being branded as a platform that gives

people illegal access to all kinds of premium

content, from films to live sports.

This is rather alarmist, as Kodi is totally

legal and there are no penalties for

downloading and using it. In its default state,

Kodi is a well-designed media streamer with

an interface that’s been designed for a TV.

Kodi is open-source software, developed

and maintained by a dedicated community.

It started life as a product for the Microsoft

Xbox and was called the Xbox Media Center

(XBMC). It soon escaped its humble

beginnings and the community realised that

the media streamer could do more. As a

result, there was a name change to Kodi, and

the software was developed to run on multiple

platforms. Now it’s maintained by the

non-profit XBMC Foundation, whose goal is to

maintain, update and develop the platform.

What does Kodi do?What does Kodi do?
Just like a traditional media-streaming box

that you plug into your TV, such as the Apple

TV, Kodi turns practically any computer,

smartphone or tablet into a digital set-top box.

It lets you stream files from the internet, your

home network or local storage.

Kodi is available for practically any device

you can think of, includingWindows, macOS,

Linux, Android and even the Raspberry Pi.

The one platform that’s not well supported is

Apple’s iOS, which requires you to jailbreak

your phone to install it.

Kodi’s purpose-built UI makes browsing

through your content simple. The software

features what its developers call a “10-foot

UI”, meaning that it can be read from a

theoretical distance of up to 10ft away.

On smaller devices, Kodi offers a similar

experience but can be hooked up to a

larger TV for big-screen viewing.

Unlike other TV streamers such as

the new Apple TV, Chromecast 2 and

Amazon Fire TV Stick, Kodi isn’t held

back by licensing or a curated app

store, so it lets you download a range

of community-made add-ons, and

watch whatever you like.

Why do people sayWhy do people say
Kodi is illegal?Kodi is illegal?
Kodi’s open-source nature and open

plug-in architecture mean that

developers are free to create their own

add-ons for the media streamer. While there

are plenty of good (and legal) uses for

add-ons, some developers have decided

to use the Kodi platform to develop plug-ins

that let you stream pirated content.

The XBMC Foundation has distanced

itself and the Kodi platform from these

add-ons, but it currently is unable to prevent

them. It’s the same with Windows: Microsoft

doesn’t promote piracy, but it can’t prevent

people from writing

dodgy software to

run on its OS.

The real question

is this: are these

add-ons illegal?

The simple answer

is yes. A recent EU

court ruling has

stated that streaming

copyrighted content

is illegal, as it

reduces the copyright

holder’s income.

The EU has also ruled that selling fully

loaded Kodi boxes (those with all the dodgy

plug-ins pre-installed) is illegal. Following this

announcement, Amazon and eBay are

clearing up their listings, removing any

device that falls foul of the new laws.

The Premier League has also won the

right to shut down the servers responsible

for streaming live football matches to Kodi

boxes. Previously, it was possible to block

only individual users’ computers, which

could easily reconnect to a different stream.

In other words, even if the plug-ins aren’t

illegal, the chances are that you’ll get less

content in the future as rights holders start

to crack down on streams.

What should I do?What should I do?
Cracking down on individual users is hard,

and law enforcement agencies typically

target big offenders and sources of pirate

material. Ultimately, how you use Kodi is up to

you, but if you install a plug-in that gives you

access to material that looks too good to be

true, you’re most likely breaking the law.

What is Kodi and is it legal?What is Kodi and is it legal?
Kodi has had loads of negative press, proclaiming that it’s a haven
for pirated content. But that’s not the whole picture – here we show
you what you can and can’t legally do with the software

Kodi itself is just software for streaming photos, videos and musicKodi itself is just software for streaming photos, videos and music

The Premier League can now shut down entireThe Premier League can now shut down entire

streams, rather than targeting individualsstreams, rather than targeting individuals

Kodi’s big interface is designed to be used on a TVKodi’s big interface is designed to be used on a TV
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TT
he Raspberry Pi 3 is one of the best

microcomputers around, combining

impressive speed with fantastic

value in a tiny form factor. It’s also versatile,

and can run Kodi.

To follow these guides, you’ll need a

Raspberry Pi and a microSD card. The

Raspberry Pi Foundation recommends a

minimum of an 8GB card, but buy a larger

card if you want to install media directly on

to your media server; we recommend

buying at least a 32GB card.

Download NOOBs for PiDownload NOOBs for Pi11
We recommend using OSMC, a complete

operating system that comes packaged with

Kodi and is optimised for the Pi. To install this

OS, you need the Raspberry Pi Foundation’s

NOOBS installer (www.raspberrypi.org/

downloads/noobs), which automatically

configures an SD card with the OS of your

choice. To get started, download the NOOBS

installer file to your hard disk; it’s a 1.1GB file,

so it may take a while to download.

Once you’ve downloaded the NOOBS zip

file, extract the contents. Insert your microSD

card into your computer, either through a

built-in port on your PC or an adaptor, and

copy the files you just extracted to the blank

card. Once that’s done, you’re ready to install

Raspbian on your Raspberry Pi.

Run NOOBSRun NOOBS22

Connect your Raspberry Pi to a display, and

plug in a keyboard and mouse. Insert the

microSD card with NOOBS on it and then

attach the power cable to the Pi. When your

PI starts up, you’ll see the NOOBS menu. Just

select the OSMC option and the software will

be downloaded to your Pi automatically.

Configuring OSMCConfiguring OSMC33

When you start OSMC for the first time,

you just need to follow the wizard through

to set up

the language,

time zone and

your initial

preferences.

You get an

option to use the

OSMC interface

or the Classic

Kodi interface.

The latter makes

a lot of sense, as

it will make our

other guides

easier to follow.

If you’re not using a wired Ethernet

connection, you’ll need to set up Wi-Fi. Select

My OSMC at the bottom of the main menu,

and then choose Network. Select Wireless,

and then Enable adapter. You can now

choose from your list of Wi-Fi networks and

join your Pi 3 to your home network.

How to install Kodi on a PCHow to install Kodi on a PC
Installing Kodi on a regular PC is the way that most people willInstalling Kodi on a regular PC is the way that most people will

use it. Fortunately, this is really easy. Go touse it. Fortunately, this is really easy. Go to kodi.tv/downloadkodi.tv/download

and scroll down. The first Current release section contains theand scroll down. The first Current release section contains the

release candidate of the next version of Kodi. In our experience,release candidate of the next version of Kodi. In our experience,

this version is very reliable, but you can continue to scroll downthis version is very reliable, but you can continue to scroll down

the page to the next Current release section. This sectionthe page to the next Current release section. This section

contains the current most stable and complete version of Kodi.contains the current most stable and complete version of Kodi.

Once you’ve made your choice, click the Installer link underneathOnce you’ve made your choice, click the Installer link underneath

the Windows logo, and the latest installer will be downloaded andthe Windows logo, and the latest installer will be downloaded and

saved to your hard disk.saved to your hard disk.

Next, run the installation package that you downloaded.Next, run the installation package that you downloaded.

Windows will display a dialog box asking if you want to run theWindows will display a dialog box asking if you want to run the

program, so click the Yes box to continue. Click Next, and thenprogram, so click the Yes box to continue. Click Next, and then

I Agree, and you’ll be given a choice of which Kodi componentsI Agree, and you’ll be given a choice of which Kodi components

you want to install. We recommend installing all of the availableyou want to install. We recommend installing all of the available

options as this will give you the best experience, so click Next.options as this will give you the best experience, so click Next.

Choose an installation folder and click Next to continue, andChoose an installation folder and click Next to continue, and

finally click Install to complete the process.finally click Install to complete the process.

How to install KodiHow to install Kodi
on the Raspberry Pi 3on the Raspberry Pi 3
The tiny, cheap Raspberry Pi 3 can be turned into an incredibly
powerful media server thanks to Kodi. Here’s how to set it up

11 22

33
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AA
mazon’s Fire TV Stick is a brilliant

place for Kodi. This small USB stick

plugs into an HDMI port on your TV

and is the simplest, cheapest and most

convenient way of getting Kodi. Even better,

the Fire TV Stick runs a custom version of

Android, which means it’s compatible with

most apps, including Kodi. Note that these

instructions will also work on other Amazon

Fire TV devices, not just the Stick.

Enable apps fromEnable apps from
unknown sources and ADBunknown sources and ADB11

Plug your Amazon Fire TV stick into your

TV and plug the USB power cable into a

spare USB port or use the power adaptor.

Go to Settings, Device, Developer options.

Find Apps from unknown sources, which

should be switched off, and turn it on, then

say yes in the pop-up box. Do the same

thing for the ADB debugging option, which

is in the same menu.

Find your IP addressFind your IP address22

You need your Fire TV Stick’s IP address to

continue. You can get this by going to

Settings, Device, About, Network. Note down

the numbers listed underneath IP address,

as you’ll need these later to send the

installation file to your media streamer

from your computer.

Download KodiDownload Kodi33

On your PC, go to kodi.tv/download.

Scroll down and click the Android icon to

bring up a pop-up box. From this list, click

the ARMV7A (32BIT) link. This will download

the installer .pkg file to your computer,

which you’ll need later.

Run adbLinkRun adbLink44

The easiest way to install Kodi is to use

adbLink, which you can download for

your PC for free from jocala.com. This

software sends an installation package

over your home network to your Fire TV

Stick. Once you’ve installed the

software, run adbLink and click New.

Enter a description – any name will do

– then enter the IP address that you

noted down in Step 2. Click Install APK,

browse to the file you downloaded

in Step 3 and click Install when

prompted. You’ll see at the bottom

right of the screen the message ‘ADB

Running’. Once this completes, Kodi is

installed on your Fire TV Stick.

Launch KodiLaunch Kodi55

From your Fire TV Stick’s home page, go to

Your Apps and Games, and you’ll see that

Kodi is in the list. Just select the file to run it,

and you can launch the media player.

After you’ve launched the software once, it

will appear in the Recent section, too.

InstallingInstalling
on regularon regular
AndroidAndroid
If you have an AndroidIf you have an Android

smartphone or tablet, you’resmartphone or tablet, you’re

in luck, as you can justin luck, as you can just

download and install Kodidownload and install Kodi

using Google Play. Whenusing Google Play. When

you download the software,you download the software,

you’ll get the latest stableyou’ll get the latest stable

release of the mediarelease of the media

software and regular,software and regular,

hassle-free updates.hassle-free updates.

The interface for Android isThe interface for Android is

the same as for the otherthe same as for the other

versions, only you have toversions, only you have to

tap the screen rather thantap the screen rather than

use a remote control.use a remote control.

How to install Kodi onHow to install Kodi on thethe
Amazon Fire TV StickAmazon Fire TV Stick
Amazon’s tiny USB media streamer is the
perfect home for Kodi

11

22

55

33
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KK
odi can play practically any type of

media file straight out of the box,

whether that file is stored locally or

on a server. In this guide, we’ll show you

how to tell Kodi where your files are located,

so that it can start to index them for you.

We’ll show you how each media section

(photos, videos and music) works, too.

Kodi works by building up a library of

content: you tell it where the files are stored,

and the media centre software catalogues

everything neatly for you. As you add new

files to the watched folders, Kodi

automatically expands its library section.

Add foldersAdd folders
To add folders to watch, go to Settings, Media

Settings and select Videos, Music or Photos

under Manage Sources. Then select the Add

option to add a folder. For the menu items

that you want to populate, select the section

in the main menu and then choose the Enter

files section. Select Add videos and then

choose Browse. You’ll see a list of every type

of connection that Kodi can make, including

your computer’s hard disks, UPnP media

servers and network shares.

If Kodi can’t see your NAS or other shared

folder, select Add network location, type in

your device’s IP address and select OK.

You’ll now be able to browse your NAS.

Select an entry to browse the options, and

navigate to a folder that contains the type

of videos you want Kodi to index. Click Add

to add the folder to Kodi.

Select media typeSelect media type
When you add a new folder for

movies, you get a choice of the

type of content: Music, TV Shows,

Movies or None. Select the type

that matches the folder you’ve

added and then select OK.

Click Yes to agree to refresh all

content. This selection defines

which content appears from the

main menu options, so that Kodi

can let you distinguish between

films and TV shows.

Please note that you don’t get

these options if you add a folder from a

UPnP Media Server, as Kodi assumes that

the files are already organised. As a result,

we recommend using local storage or a

network share for all video content.

Repeat the above steps until you’ve

added all of your media folders.

Browse videosBrowse videos
It will take Kodi a little while to scan all the

content that you’ve added, but once it has

done so, your main menu items will now be

populated. Select TV Shows, for example,

and you’ll see a list of all TV shows that

you’ve saved, complete with thumbnail

views. You can browse by genre, title, year

and actors, and Kodi even helpfully shows

you a list of your unwatched shows.

Select any thumbnail, and the related

video will start to play automatically. You

can use the playback controls in the bar

at the bottom of the screen to control

playback, and you can hit the ‘i’ icon to

bring up more information about the

video that’s currently playing.

Play musicPlay music
Select the Music option in the main menu

and then select any track, and Kodi will start

playing it, moving on to the next track

automatically. To get full playback controls,

expand the main menu and click the pop-out

button (a square with arrows pointing

diagonally outwards). Here you can play,

pause, skip and fast-forward your selection.

How to stream videos,How to stream videos,
music and photosmusic and photos
Kodi can play practically any type of file, making it a very powerful
media player. Here’s how to play local and remote content

Kodi can view content from a variety of sources, whether files are stored locally or on a serverKodi can view content from a variety of sources, whether files are stored locally or on a server

Simply tell Kodi where your media files are stored and it will create a library for themSimply tell Kodi where your media files are stored and it will create a library for them

You can browse TV shows by genre, title, year and actorsYou can browse TV shows by genre, title, year and actors
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Add music to a playlistAdd music to a playlist
Go to the main menu and select Music,

Playlists. Just browse through your library

and right-click an item, then select Add to

put it on your list. Use the Save option and

give your playlist a name to save it for later.

View photosView photos
Once you’ve added your photo folders, you

can immediately start to view them from the

Photos option in the main menu. There’s no

smart organisation or sorting of photos, as

Kodi just creates thumbnails and lets you

browse them by folder. Just select Photos

from the main menu and then choose the

folder that you want to view, as well as any

subfolders. You’ll see a list of thumbnail

images to browse through. Just select any

thumbnail image to view it full-screen.

When you’re in a folder, choose Options at

the bottom of the screen (you can also press

the left arrow until a menu appears). From this

menu you can change the Viewtype. Infowall

is our favourite: you see more thumbnails on

screen, and selecting an image gives you

more information, including the camera that

was used and the location, if available.

View a slideshowView a slideshow
Kodi can automatically create a slideshow of

your photos, too. From any folder, open up

the Options menu and then select View

slideshow. You can also open any

photo to view it and tap the

spacebar to jump into slideshow

mode from that point.

View photos on a mapView photos on a map
If you want to see where photos

were taken, Kodi can do that,

provided that the images still have

embedded image locations. Open

the Options menu and select View

photos on a map. You’ll get a

dialog box telling you that this requires an

add-on to be installed, so select Yes.

Kodi will then automatically download

the Maps Browser add-on and install it on

your computer. After that, you can use the

option to view a map, complete with red

pins that show you where an image was

taken. You can even search by location if

you want to see all the photos that you took

in a particular place.

Kodi gives you full playback controls for your music, which means you can skip all those Weezer tracksKodi gives you full playback controls for your music, which means you can skip all those Weezer tracks

Kodi also lets you build yourKodi also lets you build your

own playlists for your tunesown playlists for your tunes

You can browse through thumbnails of your photosYou can browse through thumbnails of your photos Kodi can also create a slideshow of your favourite snapsKodi can also create a slideshow of your favourite snaps

The Maps Browser add-on shows where photos were takenThe Maps Browser add-on shows where photos were taken
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WW
hile the Kodi smartphone app

(see page 104) is a great way to

get all the features of a remote

control (and a little more), the media software

also has a built-in web server. Using this, you

can get incredible control over Kodi from any

computer that has a web browser.

For example, you can use the local web

interface to browse through all your content,

and select what to watch or listen to. There’s

currently no support for photos, but that’s the

only thing that’s missing.

From the web browser, what you select to

watch is played on your Kodi box. You have

full control over playback, too, using the

onscreen controls. Even better, the web

interface can send your keyboard commands

to Kodi so that you can remote-control the

box directly using your keyboard.

If you’d rather just view the content on

the computer you’re using, Kodi’s web

interface supports that, too. In this guide,

we’ll show you how to set up and configure

the web browser, as well as telling you how

to get more from it.

Connect to theConnect to the
web serverweb server11

First, you need to enable the web server

(see Step 1 on page 104). To connect to the

web server, you need a computer on the

same network. Fire up a web browser and

then go to the following web address –

http://<kodi_IP_address>:8080 – entering

your Kodi box’s IP address; for example,

http://192.168.0.55:8080. If you don’t know

the IP address, on your Kodi box go to

Settings, System info, Summary. Note down

the reported IP address of your computer.

Hit Enter and the web interface will be

loaded. If you set a password in Step 1,

you’ll need to enter this now to continue.

Play contentPlay content22

To play any content, just choose a section

from the left-hand menu, such as Movies, TV

Shows or Music. Once you’ve selected a

section, you’ll get a thumbnail view of your

content, plus further categories to narrow

your choice. For example, with Music, you

can choose to browse by genre, artists,

albums and more.

Hovering over any thumbnail gives you a

pop-up play button. Select this, and the

content will play immediately on your Kodi

box. You can use the playback controls at the

bottom of the browser to play/pause, fast-

forward and rewind through your content.

Queue contentQueue content33

On the right of the screen, if you click the Kodi

button, you can see the current playback

queue, with selectable headers for Audio and

Video. Playing an album puts every song into

the queue automatically. You can add other

audio tracks, or create a video playback

How to control KodiHow to control Kodi
from a web browserfrom a web browser
Kodi has a fantastic built-in web server so you can control it
remotely using your browser. Here’s how to get started

11

22 33
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queue. Just browse to

the content you want

and click Queue.

Select any item in the

queue to play it straight

away. You can drag and

drop queue items to

reorder them; hovering

over an item and clicking

the X icon removes an

item from the queue.

StreamStream
contentcontent44

You’re not limited to

using the web browser

interface just to play

content on your Kodi

box. Instead, you can

also stream content

from Kodi directly to your

device. Just navigate to

the content you want to play – audio or video

– and then click the Stream button. Kodi will

then stream the content directly to your

browser. In the case of video content, you’ll

see a pop-out browser; music is contained

inside the main browser, and you can use the

main controls to manage playback.

Download contentDownload content55

If you’re on a slow connection or want to

have files for offline use, Kodi’s web interface

has a download option, too. Just browse to

the content that you want to watch. For video

files, click the More button. Select Download

from the menu, and the original file will be

saved to your hard disk.

Music downloads work in a different way,

and Kodi doesn’t provide a method for

downloading entire albums. Instead, you can

only save individual files to your computer. To

do this, browse to the album that you want.

Hover over a track, click the three dots (…)

and then select Download song. The original

file will be saved to your hard disk.

Enabling remote control over the internetEnabling remote control over the internet
If you want to control your Kodi box over the internet, you need toIf you want to control your Kodi box over the internet, you need to

use port forwarding on your router. It’s easy to set up for remoteuse port forwarding on your router. It’s easy to set up for remote

control and streaming music; it’s not so easy to get streamingcontrol and streaming music; it’s not so easy to get streaming

video working, so we’re not covering that here. Before you start,video working, so we’re not covering that here. Before you start,

you should set up a password on your Kodi web server, and findyou should set up a password on your Kodi web server, and find

out your Kodi box’s static (fixed) IP address (see Step 1, opposite,out your Kodi box’s static (fixed) IP address (see Step 1, opposite,

for details on how to do this). You’ll also need to know your externalfor details on how to do this). You’ll also need to know your external

IP address or use a dynamic DNS service on your router so thatIP address or use a dynamic DNS service on your router so that

you can connect to your home remotely.you can connect to your home remotely.

When you’re ready, log into your router’s web management pageWhen you’re ready, log into your router’s web management page

and look for the port forwarding or virtual servers setting. Add aand look for the port forwarding or virtual servers setting. Add a

new rule and set the external port as 80, the internal IP address asnew rule and set the external port as 80, the internal IP address as

the one you use to connect to your Kodi box, the internal port asthe one you use to connect to your Kodi box, the internal port as

8080, and the protocol as TCP. Using port 80 for the external port8080, and the protocol as TCP. Using port 80 for the external port

means you don’t have to type in the ‘:8080’ bit to connect.means you don’t have to type in the ‘:8080’ bit to connect.

Save your settings. Now, when you’re out and about, you canSave your settings. Now, when you’re out and about, you can

type in your home’s IP address or your dynamic DNS address, andtype in your home’s IP address or your dynamic DNS address, and

you’ll be able to access your Kodi box from anywhere in the world.you’ll be able to access your Kodi box from anywhere in the world.

44

55
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KK
odi’s interface might be easy to

understand, but it can be annoying

using a keyboard and mouse to move

through it. So why not use your smartphone

instead? Thanks to the official Kodi Remote

app (Android and iOS), you can control your

Kodi box from your phone easily. The only

requirements are that your smartphone has

to be connected to the same network as

your Kodi box, and that your Kodi box has to

be turned on.

Turn on web controlTurn on web control11

First, you have to tell your Kodi box to allow

remote control requests. Go to Settings,

Services and choose the Control option.

Turn on the Allow remote control from HTTP

option, and the option to Allow remote control

from applications on other systems. If you’re

running security software on your computer,

you may need to read its manual to find out

how to let Kodi through its firewall.

Find media centersFind media centers22

While there are other third-party smartphone

remote control apps, we think that the

official one is the best. First, you need to

install the remote software using either

Google Play or the App Store. Search for

‘kodi remote’ and select Kore in the search

results. Install the software.

Fortunately, you don’t have to mess

around trying to find your Kodi boxes, as

the Kore remote control program can

automatically scan your network looking for

them. Provided your phone and Kodi box are

on the same network, the search should only

take a few seconds to complete.

Once your box has been found, select it

and the Kore remote will connect. Tap Finish

to complete the setup. If your Kodi box wasn’t

found, you can tap Next and then manually

enter the IP address of your Kodi box: the

default port to enter is 8080, and the default

username is ‘kodi’. If you don’t know the IP

address, on your Kodi box go to Settings,

System info, Summary. Note down the

reported IP address of your computer.

Use the main controlsUse the main controls33

Kore displays a touchscreen remote that

has the following keys: directional arrows,

select, captions, information, back and

menu. At the top of the screen you’ll see a

preview of any media that’s currently playing,

along with a play/pause button and

fast-forward/rewind. You can tap these

buttons to navigate through the Kodi

interface, replacing your keyboard and

mouse or traditional remote control. As Kore

operates over your home network, you don’t

need line-of-sight to make it work, either.

Jump to content directlyJump to content directly44

Kore also apes the main Kodi interface on

your smartphone, so you can use the

shortcut menu to jump straight to a media

section, such as TV Shows, and select the

media that you want to play directly from

there. This can be a lot quicker than

navigating through the Kodi interface and

means that you can line up what to watch

before you turn on your TV.

11

22

33 44

How to control KodiHow to control Kodi
from a smartphonefrom a smartphone
Once Kodi’s up and running, controlling it from your smartphone
is a lot easier than messing around with a keyboard and mouse
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WW
hile there are loads of third-party

Kodi add-ons available that give

you access to lots of content, you

shouldn’t ignore the best built-in ones.

Available from the official Kodi repository,

these add-ons are guaranteed to access

only legal content and be free of malware.

There’s a huge range on offer and, as

they’re available from inside Kodi, they’re

incredibly easy to install and manage.

We’ll take you through everything that you

need to know, and in the box on the right

we’ve picked out our favourite add-ons.

Find add-onsFind add-ons11

The easiest way to install an add-on is to go

to the Add-ons section and scroll down to

Download. Once you’ve selected this, you

get a list of add-on categories to choose

from (see the following pages for more

information). Browse through the categories,

and you can select individual add-ons to find

out more information about them.

Install add-onsInstall add-ons22

Select an add-on, and you’ll be taken to the

information screen. Select the Install button,

and the add-on will be automatically

downloaded and installed on your Kodi box.

You’ll be given a notification when the

add-on is ready for use.

Run an add-onRun an add-on33

Once an add-on has been installed, you can

find most of them in the Add-ons section of

the main menu. Kodi splits add-ons into

categories: Photos, Videos, Music and

Program. Select these sub-categories to

find your installed add-on.

Note that not all add-ons appear here.

Skins, screensavers and other customisation

options can be accessed through Settings.

Manage or uninstallManage or uninstall
add-onsadd-ons44

To find which add-ons you have installed, go

to Add-ons and select My add-ons. You can

now browse through the categories of

add-ons: those with a tick next to them

are installed, those with a cross are not.

Select an installed add-on, and you can use

the Configure button to change settings and

customise it. Use the Uninstall option to

remove an add-on.

Best official
Kodi add-ons
1. WEATHER:1. WEATHER:

OpenWeatherMap ExtendedOpenWeatherMap Extended

Gives you regularly updated weatherGives you regularly updated weather

reports straight to your TV.reports straight to your TV.

2. LYRICS:2. LYRICS:

CU LRC LyricsCU LRC Lyrics

This add-on shows you lyrics forThis add-on shows you lyrics for

practically any music track, so youpractically any music track, so you

can sing along.can sing along.

3. SERVICES:3. SERVICES:

Unpause JumpbackUnpause Jumpback

This add-on jumps back a set amountThis add-on jumps back a set amount

of time when you unpause a video – soof time when you unpause a video – so

you’ll never miss another bit ofyou’ll never miss another bit of

dialogue again.dialogue again.

4. VIDEO ADD-ONS:4. VIDEO ADD-ONS:

iPlayer WWWiPlayer WWW

Catch up on the latest content fromCatch up on the latest content from

the BBC with this top iPlayer add-on.the BBC with this top iPlayer add-on.

5. VIDEO ADD-ONS:5. VIDEO ADD-ONS:

YouTubeYouTube

A great source of all kinds of videos,A great source of all kinds of videos,

this plug-in means you don’t have tothis plug-in means you don’t have to

leave Kodi to watch YouTube.leave Kodi to watch YouTube.

6. PROGRAM ADD-ONS:6. PROGRAM ADD-ONS:

DbmcDbmc

Integrate your Dropbox account withIntegrate your Dropbox account with

Kodi, so you can browse any files youKodi, so you can browse any files you

have stored in the cloud.have stored in the cloud.

11 22

33 44

How to manageHow to manage
official Kodi add-onsofficial Kodi add-ons
You can make your Kodi box do more with some
brilliant free official add-ons. We’ll show you how
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AA
s it’s completely open source, anyone

is free to write their own add-ons for

Kodi. These fall outside of the

officially supported add-ons, and give you

access to a wide-range of content. We have

to say that some of the content available

may be copyrighted, so you use these

add-ons at your own risk. For example,

Exodus, a popular add-on, has lots of content

that clearly isn’t legal. We’ve listed the most

popular ones for reference opposite, but be

careful with the content you view.

You also take a risk with any third-party

add-on. All the official add-ons have been

checked to ensure they’re free of malware

and work properly. Third-party add-ons do

not carry that claim, so may cause problems.

Again, install at your own risk.

All third-party add-ons have to be

installed using a web URL. The steps below

show you how to access the information;

the plug-ins we’ve covered list the web

addresses that you’ll need.

Add a sourceAdd a source11

First, you need to add the add-ons repository

into Kodi, so that it knows where to download

content from. To do this, go to Settings, File

manager and select Add source. Enter the

source address (effectively a web address)

exactly as it appears. Next, give it a name

(we suggest using the name of the add-on

for simplicity).

Allow unknown sourcesAllow unknown sources22

For protection, Kodi will not let you install

files from just anywhere. To override this

protection, you need to go to Settings,

System Settings. Select Add-ons and then

turn on the Unknown sources option listed

under General. You can now install add-ons

from anywhere.

Install the add-onInstall the add-on33

You’re now ready to install your chosen build.

Go back to the Home screen and select

Add-ons. In this menu, select the Package

install icon (the box icon at the top left) and

select Install from Zip file. Select the Source

that you named in Step 1, and then select the

Zip file you want (some sources have multiple

Zip files, but choose the one named in the

listing). Go back to the Home screen, and

you’ll see a pop-up telling you that your

add-on has installed. This usually just installs

a new repository, so you then need to

download the actual add-on.

Install from repositoryInstall from repository44

Go back to the Home screen and select

Add-ons. In this menu, select the Package

install icon (the box icon at the top left) and

select Install from Repository. Our listings

show you the path you need to take to select

the right add-on. Once you’ve done that,

select the Install button. The add-on will be

downloaded to your Kodi box.

How to installHow to install
third-third-party add-onsparty add-ons
There are lots of unofficial Kodi add-ons, giving you access
to a wide range of services. Here’s how to install them

11

22

33
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Run your add-onRun your add-on55

Once you’ve installed an add-on, you can

find it by going to Add-ons in the main

menu. In the sub menu, you can browse

add-ons by their sub-category: Video,

Pictures, Music and Program. Just select the

add-on you want and run it.

To manage your add-ons, go to Add-ons,

My add-ons and select All. You can browse

through the list of add-ons (those that have

already been installed will have a tick next

to them). Select an add-on to bring up a

management page for it; you can select

Uninstall to remove your selection.

Some add-ons have a Configure option,

where you can add more details, such as a

login if required.

Top Kodi add-ons
SpotiMCSpotiMC
Source:Source: See below

Zip:Zip: repository.beta.emby.kodi-x.x.x.zip

Repository:Repository: Kodi Emby Beta Addons,

Music add-ons, Spotify

Like it or not, Spotify has changed the way

we think about music. For only £10 per

month, it lets users enjoy a huge library of

tracks, and even allows music fans to

download content to listen to offline.

Throw in a range of varied playlists to help

you discover music and other neat features,

and Spotify is one of the best streaming

services you can get. SpotiMC brings all the

benefits of the streaming service to XBMC,

and thanks to an easy-to-understand UI, it’s

a must-have app for any Spotify user.

Installation is a bit of a pain, though. First,

download the Zip file from bit.ly/SpotiMC

(the download will start immediately). Now

select the Install from Zip file option and

browse to the Zip file you downloaded, and

select repository.beta.emby.kodi-x.x.x.zip.

Then install as normal using the Repository

information below. When you run the add-on

for the first time, you’ll be prompted to log in;

you’ll then need to confirm the action on the

Spotify website using the browser window

that pops up.

YouTubeYouTube
As you’d expect, the largest video service in

the world also has an add-on for Kodi.

Featuring more than a billion users – almost

a third of the people on the internet –

YouTube is the number one destination for

mindless videos, insightful documentaries

and everything in between. It’s a must-have.

YouTube is available through the official

Kodi repository (see page 105).

TuneIn RadioTuneIn Radio
Source:Source: See below

Zip:Zip: plug-in.audio.tuneinradio-3.0.0.zip

Repository:Repository: Not required

TuneIn Radio is an excellent service that

gives you access to lots of radio stations

from across the world. Thankfully, there’s a

brilliant third-party add-on for Kodi that lets

you stream all the stations to your media

player. From inside Kodi, you can look at

your favourites, browse by location and

genre, and more.

Installation is a bit of a pain, as TuneIn

Radio is not available through a traditional

repository. First, you need to download the

add-on Zip file from http://bit.ly/TuneInKodi.

Now select the Install from Zip option and

browse to the Zip file you downloaded.

Select plug-in.audio.tuneinradio-3.0.0.zip

and the TuneIn Radio add-on will be

installed. You can now run the add-on by

going to Add-ons, Music add-ons.

What’s all the fussWhat’s all the fuss
about Kodi?about Kodi?
If you’re wondering what all the fuss is about

Kodi and why people say it’s full of pirated

content, you only need to turn to an add-on

such as Exodus. An update to the Genesis

add-on, Exodus is one of the most popular

add-ons for Kodi because it has lots of live

links to pirate content. In fact, if you do install

it (we’re not providing the instructions here),

you’ll see that it’s stuffed full of copyright-

protected content. In fact, it’s hard to find

legal content in this add-on at all, with the

dubious stuff pushed to the top.

From this point of view, it’s easy to see

why some people have a problem with Kodi.

However, it’s important to remember that

these are add-ons, and Kodi itself doesn’t

give access to such links. If you go down the

route of installing third-party add-ons such

as Exodus, you do so at your own risk.

44 55
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How to get subtitles on KodiHow to get subtitles on Kodi
If you’re hard of hearing or just want to watch content silently, you
can turn on subtitles on Kodi with this simple guide

II
f you’re already a regular user of Kodi,

you’ll know how great it is. It’s extremely

easy to customise and, if you select the

right combination of add-ons and skins, you

can get exactly what you want. The only

issue? As you’d expect from a free piece of

open software, Kodi sometimes lacks polish,

including simple features you usually take for

granted, such as subtitles. Make sure you’re

running the latest version of Kodi, so you’re

protected from a recent hack attack

delivered through infected subtitles.

Choose languageChoose language
and serviceand service11

From the Kodi homescreen, go to Settings,

Player and then select Language. Scroll

down in the right-hand panel and set the

language to English. Go to the next option,

Default TV show service, and select it. Select

Get more and then choose OpenSubtitles.org.

Repeat for the Default Movie service.

Log in to serviceLog in to service22

To use OpenSubtitles.org, you’ll need a user

account, which you can create for free at

opensubtitles.org. Click the Register button,

fill out the form and create a free account.

You have to verify your registration, so watch

out for the incoming email, and then click the

contained link and log into the website.

Back in Kodi, go to Add-ons, My Add-ons,

All and find OpenSubtitles.org. Right-click the

entry and select Settings. Now enter your

username and password and click OK.

Turn on subtitlesTurn on subtitles33

When you’re watching a video, click on the

subtitles icon at the bottom right and then

click the Download button. In the new dialog

box, select OpenSubtitles.org. You’ll see

several different subtitle options, so pick the

one with the best star rating.

Occasionally the text isn’t exactly in sync

with the onscreen dialogue. When this

happens, click on the subtitles icon again

and then select Subtitle Offset. With this, you

can bring the text forward or backwards until

it’s lined up with what’s happening onscreen.

It’s worth noting that OpenSubtitles.org,

as its name suggests, is a free service.

This means that there will be rare instances

when the service doesn’t work perfectly.

When this happens, and you’re desperate

for subtitles, we suggest cycling through

the other providers listed in the homescreen

settings menu.

11

22

33
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The best Kodi skinsThe best Kodi skins
There’s no need to stick with the basic Kodi interface: skins let
you completely change the way the media player looks and feels

SS
imply put, Kodi skins change the entire

look and feel of the media player,

completely replacing the standard

interface. Best of all, skins are completely

free, so you can experiment with different

ones until you find the one that you like the

best. We’ve picked our favourite skins on

this page, with all of them available in the

official Kodi repository. This makes them

very easy to install.

Just go to Settings, Interface and click

the Skin option (the default setting is

Estuary). Click the Get more button and

you’ll see a big list of all of the available

skins. Just select the one you want and

Kodi will download it. You now need to go

back to the Skin option and select your

downloaded Skin from the main list.

BEST SKINSBEST SKINS
Xperience1080Xperience1080
Kodi is great in its original form, but

Xperience1080 offers a slightly better user

experience. Xperience1080 is panel-based

so it’s very easy to understand and navigate,

and if you’ve got an Xbox One, you’ll find it

looks very familiar. Using the homescreen is

extremely intuitive, and the clever design

continues throughout the theme.

Aeon NoxAeon Nox
If you like Confluence – the default skin for

older Kodi versions – then chances are you’ll

like Aeon Nox. Although it looks stylish, it’s

not too much of a burden on your system.

The result? It looks good, but it also runs

smoothly on even the smallest devices,

such as the Amazon Fire TV Stick.

AmberAmber
Amber might not look like the most exciting

Kodi skin, but it offers a light, easy-to-read

interface that won’t bog down your device.

Text is sharp and clear, while navigating

menus is rapid, even on slower devices.

It’s not the most sophisticated skin we’ve

seen, but it does the job perfectly.

MetropolisMetropolis
Metropolis is designed to blend

retro and the future, a bit like a

1930s sci-fi film. It does a brilliant

job, and the settings screen

with its art-deco style icons is

absolutely beautiful. If you want a Kodi skin

that really looks different, then Metropolis is

the one that we recommend installing.

TitanTitan
Another skin designed to be simple and

effective, Titan does exactly that. It’s pretty,

but makes it easy for you to pick your next

film or TV show. The best thing about

Titan? Its simple user interface is ideal for

smaller devices.

ConfluenceConfluence
Confluence was the default skin for Kodi,

until the most recent version, with good

reason. It’s clear, intuitive and stylish, and is

probably one of the best Kodi skins available.

Downloading skins is easy, but if you’d

rather get straight down to watching films

and TV shows, there’s no harm in staying

with Kodi’s original skin, particularly if this

is what you’re used to.

Xperience1080Xperience1080

Aeon NoxAeon Nox

MetropolisMetropolis

ConfluenceConfluence

AmberAmber

TitanTitan
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TRAVEL
TECH

WHETHER YOUR SUMMER HOLIDAYS ARE
A UK STAYCATION OR A JET SETTING JAUNT
AROUND THEWORLD, YOU’LL NEED TO TAKE
YOURTECH.NICOLEKOBIEROUNDSUPTHE
DEVICES TO PACK IN YOUR BAG AND THE
APPS TO DOWNLOAD BEFORE YOU DEPART

MAKING MEMORIES
It’s a rare tourist who travels without a camera these days,
whether it’s to flood your Instagram with jealousy-inducing
snaps or simply to bring home photos as memories. A DSLR
camera will take lovely photos, but it may be a bit much to
lug for a weekend away. You have two alternatives: a
mirrorless (also known as a compact system camera, or
CSC) model, or making better use of your smartphone.
Let’s start with the first option. CSCs are like DSLRs as

they feature interchangeable lenses and large sensors.
However, as they lack the mirror optical system found on
their more complicated siblings, they don’t have optical
viewfinders, though many have electronic versions that
are improving all the time.

DON’T LEAVE HOME
WITHOUT THE BEST KIT
IN YOUR SUITCASE
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Not all CSCs are cheaper than DSLRs.
In fact, you may well get more for your
money buying a mid-range DSLR rather than
a CSC. The highly regarded Nikon D7200
DSLR (Shopper 330) costs under £600, while
the top CSC, the Fujifilm X-T2 (Shopper 351),
costs a whopping £1,400. In its defence, the
X-T2 not only takes stonkingly good photos
and video regardless of conditions, it also has
a robust, retro-styled metal body design,
making it a lightweight, sturdy and good-
looking choice. If that’s too costly, its cheaper
sibling, the Fujifilm X-T10 (Shopper 334), is less
than half the price, and swaps the metal body
for a similarly retro-looking plastic, and has
slightly weaker video performance.
Regardless of the CSC model, consider

shelling out for extra batteries; whoever the
manufacturer, they’re often much shorter on
battery life compared to compact or DSLR
models. If you don’t want to fiddle about
switching out lenses, compact cameras still
exist, and some, like the £500 Panasonic
Lumix DMC-LX100 (Shopper 325), feature the

Even if you do take a dedicated camera on
your travels, smartphones are handy if you
want to leave that pricey Fuji back at the hotel
or for more adventurous activities. For less
than £10, a one-size-fits-many waterproof

smartphone bag lets you snap
photos at the pool, beach or
from a boat without worrying
about splashes.
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THE FUJIFILM X T2 HAS A ROBUST,
RETRO STYLEDMETAL BODY,
MAKING IT A LIGHTWEIGHT, STURDY
AND GOOD LOOKING CHOICE

THE HIGHLY REGARDED
NIKON D7200 DSLR
COSTS UNDER£600

OLLOCLIP’S CLIP ON
LENSES CAN BOOST YOUR
SMARTPHONE’S ABILITIES

same quality of sensor as DSLRs and CSCs,
though you’ll be paying comparable prices.

SMARTER PHONE CAMERAS
If you’re just looking for a few snapshots and
selfies, the best camera may be the one you
already have in your pocket: your smartphone.
Not all smartphone snappers are equal, but
even if yours is imperfect, there are apps and
add-ons to improve performance.
Regardless of the camera hardware on

your smartphone, you can boost its
photographic capabilities with an app.
For Android, install A Better Camera, which
alongside easily adjusting basic settings,
allows you to fiddle with focal points, use
bracketing to fill in skies, or combine images
with multishots. Another choice is ProShot
(£3.36), which features full manual controls
including ISO, exposure and white balance.
There are plenty of other
options in the Google Play store.
The Apple App Store also offers
ProShot, while those with
iPhones should also consider
Camera+, which includes handy
editing tools too.
There’s also hardware available

to boost your smartphone camera –
and we’re not talking selfie sticks,
though the extendible annoyances
are handy for physically zooming in
on museum exhibits or pushing past
crowds for a better shot, for example.
Another option for zooming in with

a smartphone is a clip-on
lens, such as Olloclip’s
line-up for zoom, wide angle
and fish eye lenses. Simply clip
them over your smartphone’s
lens to boost its abilities.

IF YOU’RE PLANNING A
MORE ACTIVE HOLIDAY,
SPLASH OUT ON A GOPRO
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If you’re planning a more active
holiday than lazing around the pool,
splash out on a GoPro. The lower-end
Hero Session model (Shopper 350)
comes in at a budget-friendly £150,
though you’ll also want to pick up
accessories such as a strap to wear it
on your head or arm, or a mount for
your shoulder, such as Jivo’s GoGear

Perch for £35. Another handy accessory is
SP Gadgets’ Bottle Mount, which lets you use
an empty plastic drink bottle to float your
GoPro in the water or fill with sand for a
tripod – a handy tool for just £8.

AMUSE YOURSELF
We don’t need to tell you to pack your choice
of eBook reader, Netflix-running tablet or
noise-cancelling headphones – all are handy
to have on holiday and in-flight, particularly
now that most airlines let you keep using
handheld devices during taxi, take-off and
landing. Don’t forget to pack your USB
charging cable, as many airlines also let you
recharge your device at your seat so you’ll
be ready to go when you land.
In case they don’t, include a battery pack in

your carry-on luggage. You need not invest in
a top-end recharger, but do consider what
device you’re likely to be powering. If all you
need is to extend your smartphone by a few
hours, a tiny Anker PowerCore+ Mini (£12)
might be more practical to carry than larger
models. If you need to charge a tablet plus
your family’s collection of devices, step up to

FOR OURMONEY,WE’D HEAD OUT
ON OUR TRAVELSWITH THE
SAMSUNG GALAXY S7 IN HAND

IF YOUWANT TO SAVE A SHEDLOAD
OF CASH, THE £200 LENOVO P2
SHOULDMAKE YOUR SHORTLIST
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BEST SMARTPHONES
FOR TRAVELLERS

The best smartphone for travelling is the one you already have, which
you’re comfortable using. Key holiday features can, for the most part, be
bolted on: if your phone of choice is weak on battery, isn’t waterproof or
has a weak camera, you can address that via a power pack, case or app,
respectively. But if it’s time for an upgrade and you have holidays
looming, look for a handset that has the features that best suit your
travels, whether it be rugged or waterproof, support for dual SIM cards,
a solid camera or long battery life.
For our money, we’d head out on our travels with the Samsung Galaxy

S7 (Shopper 353) in hand. It’s a small – by current standards – 5.1in
display, making the handset easy to tuck into a pocket. What’s more, the
camera is excellent, thanks in part to clever decisions from Samsung
about cutting the number of megapixels in favour of larger ones,
boosting the amount of light that hits sensors, leading to better photos.
And the 32GB or 64GB built-in storage is expandable via a microSD card,
so you need not depend on being able to back up to the cloud if you
take too many snapshots. Add in waterproofing down to a depth of
1.5m and a 3,000mAh battery, and the Samsung Galaxy S7 is the
smartphone to take on your travels.
If you don’t mind so much about camera quality and want to save a

shedload of cash, the £200 Lenovo P2 – the recent winner of our
smartphone group test in Shopper 353 – should make your shortlist.
With its massive 5,100mAh battery, it can last for three days of
moderate use and up to a week with the extreme power-saving mode
switched on. No fear, this ultra-conservative mode still lets you access
the essentials: SMS, calls and alarm clock.

IF YOU DON’TWANT TO FIDDLE ABOUT
SWITCHING OUT LENSES, CONSIDER
A COMPACT CAMERA SUCH AS THE
PANASONIC LUMIX DMC LX100

PROSHOT FEATURES FULL MANUAL
CONTROLS INCLUDING ISO,
EXPOSURE ANDWHITE BALANCE
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a more powerful bank with multiple USB
outputs, such as the £25 Aukey Quick Charge
Power Bank with 16,000mAh capacity or
RAVPower’s 20,000mAh model.
And if you need to keep your
laptop running on a long flight,
consider a battery pack such as
those from XT Power (£52) or
the Omnicharger Omni 13, which
detects the right voltage for
your device and comes with a
collection of connector cables for
laptops. This is currently only
available in the US, making it a handy
souvenir to pick up on American travels.
It’s not all about the journey, of course. If

you’ll be using your tablet as a de facto TV
and radio while on holiday, don’t suffer
listening to tinny sound – take some portable
speakers with you. There’s a wide range of
prices on Bluetooth speakers, so if you’re not
bothered about top-end features, you can
save a bundle; on the other hand, if you want
NFC connectivity to avoid fiddling with
Bluetooth pairing or higher-quality sound,
you may need to shell out a bit more.
At the pricier end, there’s the £169 Bose

SoundLink Mini II (Shopper 343), while the
£188 Riva S promises 13 hours of battery life.
The tiny, waterproof and colourful Creative
Muvo 2c (£40) only offers five hours of
battery life but can play directly from SD card,
saving your smartphone or MP3 player’s
charge. Another option is the intriguingly

designed Ultimate Ears UE Roll 2 (£60), a flat,
lightweight, waterproof speaker in bright
colours and patterns, which floats in water. If
you’re less aesthetically picky, pick up a basic
model, such as Anker’s SoundCore Mini (£16),
with 15 hours of battery life in a tiny package.
Of course, most hotels and Airbnbs have

TVs in rooms. Bypass local programming –
and paid-for hotel films – by bringing a Google
Chromecast or Amazon Fire stick or similar to
plug into the back of the television. You don’t
need a Wi-Fi network to stream from your
device to a Chromecast, so long as your
content of choice is already downloaded.

KEEP CONNECTED
For the moment, in our pre-Brexit times, your
mobile phone use is capped across the
European Union, with aims to remove all

roaming costs
eventually. Once
Brexit happens, that
may not apply to British
travellers, although it remains
to be seen what deals will be
negotiated for continental roamers.
In the meantime, British operators have

different deals to take the caps into account.
Wherever you are, Europe or otherwise, you
should get a text message notification when
you arrive laying out the costs and offering
top-up packages. EE, for example, offers

roaming packages that let you use
your home contract
when abroad for a
small fee. Three’s Feel
At Home programme
means you can use
your mobile across 42
countries at no extra
cost, including the US
and much of Europe.

Vodafone offers your entire
UK contract including data for £3 a day in the
EU and £5 a day in North America.
If you’ll be staying in an area for longer, it

may well make more financial sense to pick up
a local SIM card, although that’s easier to do
in some countries than others. Germany
requires your address details to have a local
plan, while others will sell you a SIM card out
of a vending machine at the airport.
Another option that may suit if you’re

travelling to multiple destinations – lucky you
– is a roaming internet dongle. Plug the USB
stick into your laptop to get online in 188
countries or opt for a global SIM card; at
www.worldsim.com, £30 will get you 1GB for 30
days, while www.gosim.com offers a SIM card
for £18 with US$10 of calls or data. It’s not
cheap, but it might be more convenient.
Regardless of which option you choose to

stay connected, get it sorted before you travel
– otherwise you’ll be making expensive long-
distance calls to your provider back in the UK.
If you’re travelling for business or want to

stream your own content to multiple devices,
consider a HooToo travel router (£21 from
Amazon). This will let you share one paid-for
connection with multiple users – saving

serious costs at some of
the business hotels we’ve
stayed at – or make your
own Wi-Fi network if all
that’s on offer is a wired
connection. Because your
devices connect to the

If you
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Brexit happens, that
may not apply to British
travellers, although it remains
to be seen what deals will be
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router and not to the local connection, it can
also save tech-laden frequent travellers the
hassle of entering Wi-Fi logins into all their
various devices. What’s more, many of the
models can also act as a power bank.

KILLER APPS
Don’t own an eBook reader but want to flip
through a trashy novel on the beach or catch
up on longer reads you’ve been meaning to
make the time for? All you need is a reading
app on your smartphone or tablet.
Amazon Kindle is available for both

Android and iOS, as are a wide variety of free
options that support the ePub format used
by most digital libraries. If you’re an Amazon
Prime member, you’ll get a selection of
eBooks for free and may well have a free
trial of the Audible app, so you can listen to
books rather than tire out your eyes.
Regardless of whether you have an iPhone

or Android smartphone, it’s worth using
Google while travelling. Sign up for Google
Photos for free backup of your travel snaps.
The system also picks out the best photos
and organises them into albums for easier
viewing once you’ve returned home. What’s
more, they’ll be searchable – if you had a great
meal but can’t remember where, you can

THE ASUS ZENBOOK FLIP UX360CA
IS THIN AND LIGHTWEIGHT

THE ACER CHROMEBOOK 14
HAS EXCELLENT BATTERY LIFE

search for ‘breakfast’ and Google’s clever
algorithm will find your photographed
morning meals. Google Translate will decode
foreign signs, menus, inputted text, spoken
audio and even handwritten characters into
English for those without language skills;
download the language pack you need for
offline use. Google Maps allows you to
download areas for offline
navigation, so you need
not waste precious mobile
data if you get lost.
If you’ve already

booked hotels, you likely
have what you need to
check in saved in your
email inbox. Some
accommodation services,
such as Booking.com and
Airbnb, have apps that
are handier to use than

the mobile site when you’re on the go, so may
be worth downloading. If you’re booking on
the go, Hotel Tonight and Priceline are
convenient for last-minute bookings, with
the latter offering discounts if you’re willing
to pick a hotel sight unseen.
There’s also a host of tour guide apps

across iOS and Android, helping you find
sights worth seeing in
town. They vary in quality,
particularly by location,
but make a handy way to
learn about a location
without having to take a
regimented guided tour.
TripAdvisor lets you build
a list of locations you’d
like to see and share them
with friends, while apps
such as PocketGuide offer
podcast-style mapped
audio guides. Just be wary
walking around a new
place with headphones
on, especially if you’re
carrying all this tech
on you. Safe travels,
Computer Shopper
readers.

GOOGLE TRANSLATE
WILL DECODE FOREIGN
SIGNS, MENUS, INPUTTED
TEXT AND SPOKEN AUDIO
INTO ENGLISH

BEST LAPTOPS FOR TRAVELLERS
Choosing the right laptop for your holiday depends
largely on what you’d like to do with it and where
you’re going. If you want to edit Raw photos in
Photoshop, you’ll need a different machine than if
you’re backpacking around the globe and simply want
to get online and send a few emails.
That said, the Asus ZenBook Flip UX360CA (£699,

Shopper 345) ticks a lot of boxes, thanks in part to its
flexibility. This convertible laptop’s hinge lets it be used
as a tablet or in ‘tent’ mode – handy if you’re using your

laptop to catch up on shows or watch films. It’s thin
and lightweight at just 1.3kg, meaning it won’t take up
much space in your luggage, and battery life should
offer a full day of use.
Of course, not everyone will want to lug a pricey

convertible around on their travels. If you need less
performance, consider a Chromebook. The Acer
Chromebook 14 (£229, Shopper 346) will do the trick,
and has excellent battery life in case you need to
keep working on longer flights.
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The future of
portable audio

With technologies like
MQAandBluetooth
aptXHDfinallymaking
their way to devices,
the future of portable
audio and streaming
has never looked in
better shape – or
offered better quality,
findsVerity Burns
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usic feels as though it’s been
going through something of a
coming of age in recent years.
It wasn’t long ago that

people were squeezing their
favourite tunes down to MP3s
and sharing them with the
world on the internet. Now
there’s a big push to put music
quality back to the top of our

priorities, sweeping the piracy era under the
carpet as something we’d rather forget.
With these developments, and every big

milestone in music, it’s always the advance of
the technology surrounding it that leads the
way to change. Whether that’s innovations
in hardware or software, improvements in
infrastructure, or even the birth of new music
formats, technology lays the groundwork for
music to follow.
This has never been clearer than recently,

with Apple’s removal of the 3.5mm headphone
jack in the iPhone 7 – an audio connection
used for over 50 years, now abandoned
with the hope of a wireless future.
The reason to move on? “Courage,”

according to Apple’s marketing chief Phil
Schiller at the iPhone 7 launch. “The
courage to move on and do something
new that betters all of us.”
The move hasn’t gone unchallenged: an

online petition against it gained 300,000
signatures within weeks.

Creating an impact
If previous form is anything to go by
though, when Apple bets big on an idea,
the firm is often on to something. It led

the charge in ditching floppy disks and
optical drives, and made Flash-based
websites all but obsolete by refusing to
support them on the iPad. Could this be
something we look back on as a turning
point in portable music as we know it?
Apple’s controversial move has certainly

had an impact. John Lewis claimed sales of
wireless headphones to be up by around
60% in the week after the iPhone 7
announcement. The retailer now says three
of every five headsets it sells are Bluetooth,
up from just one in five in 2015.

But can we really cut our ties with the wire
once and for all? Jonny McClintock, director of
sales and marketing for high-quality Bluetooth
codec aptX, certainly thinks so, but says that
it’s not without obstacles.
“From everything that we see, wireless is

definitely where the market is going. But if
we’re really serious about replacing the wire,
there are four things we need to be mindful
about,” he notes.
“One is audio quality. There is a lot of heat

surrounding high-resolution music content
right now, and that’s good. You shouldn’t have
to sacrifice quality to go wireless.

“Second, there needs to be focus on
system latency. You often see two houses
– one that develops the audio codecs and
one that develops the platforms. Once
they’ve finished their individual work, it’s
only then that they try to mesh those two
together, which doesn’t always go smoothly.
“Now we’re part of Qualcomm [the

smartphone chip manufacturer acquired
aptX’s parent company CSR in 2015], we
can work hand in glove with the guys
that are developing Snapdragon
processors for the phones to make a
wireless platform that works as fast and
smoothly as a wired one.”

A hassle-free experience
McClintock also thinks making the wireless
experience as hassle-free as possible is an
important step forward to encouraging
people to make the jump.
“In the time that we’ve been working

with Bluetooth, the battery life of a
headset has gone from seven hours to

m
TOP Tidal is
pushing the new
high-quality MQA
audio format

BELOW Apple’s
AirPods could spell
the end for wired
headphones
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18 hours. That’s good, but it needs to
continue. If we’re serious about a consumer
using a wireless headset, the fewer times they
have to charge it the better.
“Most important of all is improving the

overall user experience. How do we remove
the need to dig into menus and manuals to
make a connection? That, to me, is absolutely
fundamental in replacing the wire.”
Hardware manufacturers, however, seem

to be less confident in imagining an entirely
wireless future.
Sennheiser’s Maurice Quarré says the

company continues to “see demand for both
formats”, and thinks the evolution of physical
connections, as with Apple’s Lightning
connector, is important in offering “new
opportunities to further enhance the sound
experience for the customer”.
Mark Hockey, marketing manager for

Harman, which owns audio brands such as
JBL, AKG and Harman Kardon, agrees.
“There’s no doubt the whole wireless

headphone market is exploding at the
moment and is set to be one of the major
predicted growth areas over the next
few years. We will embrace this as we
have real heritage in that marketplace
already. However, for some users,
wires will always hold the key to
absolute audio quality,” he says.

Bringing back quality
Having sound quality held in such
high regard by consumers shows just

how far we’ve come from the days when MP3
was king. Continuing the re-education into its
importance is another of the industry’s key
concerns for the future, and clearer puts the
focus on high-resolution music.
After years of stripping down music to get

file sizes smaller, the message is that you no
longer need to compromise on quality to take
your music on the go. Not least because
storage is cheaper than ever, meaning
portable devices can now take on the same
amount of data as a well-specified computer
would have done just a few years ago.
High-resolution music is more accessible

too, with better choice and wider compatibility.
You don’t even need an expensive dedicated
device – mobile phones from the likes of LG
and Samsung support high-res formats as
standard, and big-name audio brands such
as Sony and Onkyo have their own high-
resolution download services.
However, while the considerable difference

in file size between a CD-quality track and a
high-resolution one is no longer a problem
from a storage perspective, it does limit what

streaming services are able to do in
this push towards better quality music.
That’s a problem. With streaming

revenue overtaking that of downloads
and physical sales combined last year,
it’s going to be important to have it
on board if the high-res revolution is
ever going to take off.
There’s definitely willing. Services

such as Tidal and Qobuz already push
music quality as their core message,
offering CD-quality playback in
exchange for a higher monthly

“If we’re serious about
a consumer using a
wireless headset, the

fewer times they have to
charge it the better”
Jonny McClintock, director of sales

and marketing for aptX

“You get a great musical
experience right out
of the box just using
your computer and
your headphones”
Spencer Chrislu, MQA’s director

of content services

RIGHT Apple’s Lightning connector may
not be wireless, but it can enhance quality
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subscription. Rumour has it that Spotify isn’t
far behind following suit. But limitations in
bandwidth have meant getting anything better
than this has so far proved tricky.

Making bigger smaller
New audio format MQA is working to help
change that. It uses new technology that
cleverly ‘folds down’ high-resolution music
files into something about the same size as a
CD track, making it much more manageable.
MQA’s director of content services,

Spencer Chrislu, says the new technology
opens up high quality to the mainstream.
“MQA in itself is a breakthrough

technology. For the longest time, since the
advent of MP3, we’ve been dealing with the
sound quality of the music going downwards,
while the qualities in other areas, like TV and
digital camera, has been going upwards,”
Chrislu explains.
“MQA addresses that. It’s a high-resolution

format that is convenient enough to stream.
It’s a little bit larger than CD but streams at
a lower rate.
“It’s fully backwards-compatible, too – you

don’t need any special equipment at all to
enjoy it because it’s just regular PCM digital
audio. All of the folding is done into a file that
plays on something everyone already has.”
The way MQA works is often compared

to origami. A high-resolution master file at
24-bit/192kHz is folded down twice, making it
smaller and easier to store or stream. It can
then be listened to as it is, at better-than-CD
quality (24-bit/44.1kHz), or it can be unfolded
at its destination using hardware or software
that contains one of MQA’s decoders.
There are two unfolds – one usually to

24-bit/96kHz (88.1kHz in some files), and
the final one to the original 24-bit/192kHz
master audio.

Going mainstream
Earlier this year, the format got its first real
mainstream push when it partnered with Tidal
and added thousands of MQA-compatible
tracks to the streaming service’s library.
“For no more cost than the cost of

Tidal’s Hi-Fi tier [Tidal’s current CD-quality
offering], you get the first unfold of MQA,
because the decoder is built into the
software,” says Chrislu.
“You get a great musical experience

right out of the box without having to do
anything at all, just using your computer and
your headphones. Add something like an
MQA-compatible DAC [digital to analogue
converter] into your setup, though, and
you can access that second unfold, which
opens up the ability to hear everything that
was on the master tape.”
It’s a development that has caused plenty

of interest in the audiophile community,
but can the idea of high-resolution music
connect with consumers who have been so
used to – and in many cases happy with –
the compressed music they’ve been
listening to for years?

Chrislu thinks so: “High res is definitely
starting to resonate with the mainstream, but
people have to hear it first. There have been
generations raised never hearing anything
that’s close to what came out of the studio,
so they don’t know what they’re missing.
“From our experience, when they’re

presented with it, it creates a very emotional,
very real connection – they now get to hear
all of the music, and none of it is lost in
translation. That’s the key to drawing them
in and converting them.”
However, tackling file sizes is only half of

the problem to streaming high-res audio on

the go. The other is creating a mobile data
network that’s fast enough and strong
enough to support it.

The path to 5G
Currently MQA is only available through
Tidal’s desktop app, but it’s hoped that
forthcoming advancements in mobile data
networks will see this – and other methods of
improving the quality of streamed audio
– make the move to mobile.
Denis Thébaud from high-res streaming

service Qobuz says infrastructure development
is vital to the future of streaming.
“We are moving towards new market

conditions. The market is maturing in terms of
willingness to pay for a music service and in
terms of education when it comes to quality.
The audio equipment market is also evolving,
both for domestic use and in terms of
mobility,” he says.
“But it’s the development of unlimited 4G

that is taking place right now, and the
development of 5G coming soon, that will
offer the conditions for greater bandwidth and
pave the way for the real expansion of
streaming, particularly in the offering of
high-quality streaming such as ours.”
If it sounds like we’re halfway through a job

well done, you might be right. It’s taken time
for the industry to regroup and recover from
the damage done by the early 2000s – now, it
feels like it’s back on track.
In fact, with hardware, software and

infrastructure developments all coming
together at the right time, portable audio is
now well placed to deliver the highest level of
quality and convenience for an audio
performance without compromise.
“There’s always a lag between the big

pushes forward in audio and video
performance,” says aptX’s McClintock.
“We don’t really know why, but it’s

generally around two years. By my watch, that
means 4K TV has had its time in the spotlight;
now it’s music’s time to shine.”

What is high-
resolution music?

There is no official standard for
high-resolution music, but it is generally
considered to be anything greater than
CD quality (16-bit/44.1kHz).
Most master recordings – the ones

recorded in the studio – are recorded at
24-bit/192kHz. The greater bit depth
(first number) and sample rate (second
number) ultimately means the digital
recording more accurately represents
the original analogue soundwave that is
produced. This usually means it will
sound better too, though good
mastering comes into play here as well.
Streaming doesn’t use this same

format, and is instead measured by the
amount of data transferred per second,
in Kbit/s. Spotify, for example, streams
in 320Kbit/s. If broken down, a high-
resolution file would be 29 times larger
than that at 9,216Kbit/s, showing just
how much more information is available.

ABOVE High-resolution streaming services such as
Qobuz require much greater bandwidth
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I have a form in an Access database that
needs to show data from three separate
tables. I can show the data from the ‘main’
table without any problem on the form,
but I’m not sure how to show the data
from the related tables. I’ve been trying to
understand how to do it using a DLookup,
but it seems rather complicated. Is
DLookup the best way to do this?

Cath Jerome

There are in fact several ways to show data
from related tables on a form. You say that
the data is held in related tables, so I’m
assuming you’ve set up a structure where
data is stored in only one table (so you
don’t, for example, store the name and
address of a customer in the Customer table
and in the Order table; instead, in the Order
table you store the number of the customer,
and pull in their name and address from the
Customer table when you need it). This
prevents duplication and errors, but does
impose some restrictions when you want to
show the data on a form.
The most common way to achieve what

you want is to create a query that includes
the related tables, and to include all the
fields you need from the tables in your
query. You can then place those fields on
your form. You might want to think about
using a subform if you want to show several
fields from a related table (or, depending
on the type of subform, to show several
records that are related, as you might have
if you were showing a main order with
multiple order lines).
To create a subform, you just use the

subform wizard, and it will do the work for
you. The wizard will ask whether you want
to use an existing form or create a new one;
which table and fields you want; and which
fields are the linking fields. Access is pretty
good at working that out for you.
A second technique, if you only need to

use a single field, and for some reason it
isn’t appropriate to use a query that pulls
in the related records, could be to use a
DLookup. DLookups are specifically
designed to let you say which field, in which
table or query, and for what criteria, you
want to return. The syntax is:

Turning the tables

If you have database, office application or macro issues,
Kay Ewbank is here to help

BusinessBusiness Help

DLookup("[fieldname]","table/queryname",
"Criteria")

So if you wanted to pull the credit limit for
the customer who’d placed a particular order,
you might have a DLookup of:

DLookup("[Credit Limit]", "Customers",
"CustNo=1234")

You can refer to data elsewhere on the
form to specify the record you want to return,
so long as the data has been saved, but more
of that later. Assuming the data has been
saved, then you often find there will be a
ComboBox somewhere on the form. The user
will select which customer (for example) the
record should reflect data from. You can then
have a DLookup that takes the value chosen in
the ComboBox, and uses that as the criteria.
This ends up as something like:

DLookup("[Credit Limit]", "Customers",
"CustNo=” & [GetCustCombo])

You say you’ve had problems getting
DLookup to work. There are a few common
pitfalls to be aware of. One potential problem
you should take into consideration is what
happens if the value in GetCustCombo is null

(as it would be if this was a new record).
This would cause Access to throw an error
because the final argument would be
incomplete. To prevent that happening, you
need to use the Nz function to return a
value if the field is null:

DLookup("[Credit Limit]", "Customers",
"CustNo=" & Nz([GetCustCombo],0))

Nz is the Access NullZero function, which
as the name suggests returns either the
value passed into it or a zero if the value
passed into it is Null.
The example above works fine if CustNo

is in fact a number; in most cases, it won’t
be; it will be a set of digits stored as a string.
If this is the case, the syntax of DLookup is a
bit different. Essentially, you need to add two
quotes, one before the value that’s returned,
and one after. So your DLookup statement
would look like this:

DLookup("[Credit Limit]", "Customers",
"CustNo= '" & Nz([GetCustCombo],0) & "'")

Note the quote after CustNo= and before
the double quotes, and the final closing
quote, enclosed by two double quotes, which
is how you specify a single quote in Access.

Send your problems to businesshelp@computershopper.co.uk

⬆ You can use DLookup in Access to show data from another table on a form or report
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Sometimes in Word 2010 I type a collection of
underscore characters, and if I type too many
they turn into a long line going right across
the page. I then can’t delete them. It’s fine so
long as I remember not to press the Enter key
after entering the dashes, but why does this
happen, and how can I stop it?

Nell Stewart

This is Word’s AutoFormat As You Type attempting
to be helpful. It’s the same part of Word that
capitalises sentences, and turns a lower-case letter
such as ‘i’ entered as a single letter to upper case.
In this case, Word is ‘helping’ you to draw a border
around your paragraph.
You should be able to undo the change as soon

as it happens either by pressing the backspace key,
or by typing Ctrl-Z (the Undo key combination).
If you’ve gone too far to use the Undo option, place your cursor in the paragraph directly

above the line that’s appeared, and select the text. You should see that the line that’s been
inserted is also selected. From the Home tab of the Office ribbon, in the Paragraph area, click
on the drop-down arrow next to the Table Border icon at the bottom right of the group. In the
options, choose No Border, and the line will disappear.
For a more permanent way to avoid the problem, you can turn off the option in AutoCorrect

As You Type. From the File menu, choose Options, Proofing, and click the button labelled
AutoCorrect Options. Choose the tab for AutoFormat As You Type, and untick the option for
Border Lines. You should find that from now on the lines aren’t changed.

I’d like to save all attachments in Outlook
that come in from a particular email address
to a specific folder on my PC. I get emails
several times a day that have an attachment,
and I need to have a simple way to put a
copy of all those attachments into a specific
folder. Can this be done, or do I still need to
download them all one at a time?

Nick Davis

If the emails are always from a specific person,
and always go into a specific folder, you can
achieve what you want by a combination of a
VBA macro and a message rule.
First, you need to enter the following macro

using the Visual Basic editor on the Developer
tab of Outlook. You’ll probably need to tell
Outlook to enable macros, as they’re turned
off by default. The macro saves attachments
into a folder called OutlookFiles in the Users\
Kay folder; change this line to point to the
folder where you want to save your files.

Public Sub SaveAttachmentsToFolder(MItem
As Outlook.MailItem)
Dim oAttachment As Outlook.Attachment
Dim sSaveFolder As String
sSaveFolder = "C:\Users\Kay\
OutlookFiles\"
For Each oAttachment In MItem.
Attachments
oAttachment.SaveAsFile sSaveFolder &
oAttachment.DisplayName

Next
End Sub

The next step is to create a message rule.
Start from a blank rule, and set the rule to
Apply rule on messages I receive. You need to
specify whose messages you want to run the
rule on. Enter the email address of the person
who sends you the documents. The action you
want to carry out on those messages is to Run
a script. You’ll be shown a choice of possible
scripts (probably only the one script if you’ve
not set up other macros). Choose the script
named SaveAttachmentsToFolder.
If you save the message rule, you should

find that from now on, when you receive a
message from that contact, any attachments
are copied into the folder you specified.

Attachment issues Colour
bind

Behind the lines

In Excel 2010, is there a way to have the tab
of the current Active Worksheet set to be a
different colour, so that you can see at a
glance which tab you’re on without any
chance of ambiguity? I know that the tab
name appears, and it should be obvious,
but some of the people who use our
spreadsheets still manage to get confused
and enter data into the wrong sheets.

Neil Morrison

It is possible, and I’ll give you the macro to do
it, but have you considered putting more
standard methods in place of avoiding
unwanted changes? You can lock specific
sheets, and unprotect only the cells where
you want users to be able to enter data.
Do this from the Review tab in Excel, and
choose Protect Sheet.
You can turn protection on for an entire

Sheet from the Review tab of the Office
Ribbon. Click on Review, Protect Worksheet.
You’ll be asked for a password that will be used
to turn off the protection; make sure you keep
a note of this as you won’t be able to make
any changes if you lose the password.
Once you’ve protected the worksheet, you

can turn off protection for specific cells from
the Home tab of the Office ribbon. In the Cells
section of the tab, click on Format, and choose
Unlock Cell for the cells where you want
people to be able to change the data.
If you still want to have the current

worksheet tab highlighted in a different colour,
the macros below will do what you want:

Private Sub workbook_sheetactivate
(ByVal Sh As Object)
Sh.Tab.ColorIndex = 3

End Sub
Sub workbook_sheetdeactivate(ByVal Sh
As Object)
Sh.Tab.ColorIndex = 2
End Sub

The macros are activated automatically
when a worksheet is activated for the first
macro, and deactivated for the second macro.
When the sheet is activated, its tab colour is
set to 3 (Red). When it’s deactivated, it’s set
to 2 (White).⬆ Set Word’s AutoFormat to not insert

Border Lines to avoid accidental changes

⬆ Use a combination of a script and a rule in
Outlook to save attachments to a specific folder

⬆ Use protection to prevent people typing data into
the wrong cells in Excel
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A few months ago I changed the way my
modem/router and Wi-Fi router were set
up so that the former is now operating
in pure bridge mode for the latter.
Doing this freed up the private IP address
– 192.168.0.1 – that the modem/router
was previously occupying, and in an idle
moment I recently decided to change the
router to use that address, rather than
192.168.0.2, which it used previously.
All the wired devices and sundry

wireless devices (Android and iOS)
updated their DHCP leases and carried on
working without any issues. The couple
of devices I’ve configured to use static
addresses carried on as normal, too, but
our three Wi-Fi-connected Windows 10
computers were all scuppered. From each
I can ping the router and get a reply, but I
can’t access its web admin page. I can’t
access or ping any internet addresses,
and Windows reports that the connection
has no internet access.
It gets stranger. If I plug any of the

laptops into a wired connection, they work
perfectly. If I use ipconfig /all and look at
the wireless adaptors, I can see that the
computers have each leased a valid IP
address, and are configured with the
correct gateway, DHCP and DNS server
addresses – in theory, everything they
should need to work. I tried running the
Windows Network Diagnostics, which
just said that the DNS server wasn’t
responding, although it is clearly working
fine for every other device.
I’ve switched the router’s IP address

back and everything works perfectly
again, but it’s really bugging me that I
can’t solve the problem. Can you suggest
anything else to try?

Mike Saul

The most obvious culprit here would be a
conflict between two devices for the
192.168.0.1 address, but that ought to affect
all devices, not just the wireless interfaces
of your laptops. With your router still
configured at 192.168.0.2, try pinging
192.168.0.1 – do you still get a reply?
If so, open a Command prompt and

type the command tracert 192.168.0.1.

By the numbers

Depending on what type of device is at the
address, its network name may appear after
‘Tracing route to’. If that doesn’t help you find
the problem device, turn off everything except
your router and a single PC, then repeat the
ping test as you turn everything back on, one
by one, network hardware first.
If you find a conflicting device, check it

isn’t configured for a static IP address by
mistake. If not, try backing up your router’s
configuration, restoring it to factory defaults,
applying any available firmware updates then
restoring your configuration.
If you don’t get a reply from the first ping

test above, it’s still worth turning everything
off except the router and a single wireless
Windows 10 device. Assuming the problem
remains, open the Start menu, type device
and run Device Manager, then uninstall the
wireless adaptor, reboot and reinstall it.
If that doesn’t help, search for network

and run View network
connections in the results.
Double-click the wireless
adaptor, click Properties, and
in the list of items untick
everything except Client for
Microsoft Networks, File
and Printer Sharing for
Microsoft Networks and
Internet Protocol Version 4.
Click OK to apply the
changes. If that fixes the
issue, retick everything one
by one to see if you can find
the problem item.

If that still doesn’t
work, retrace your steps,
double-click the IPV4 entry
and manually specify an IP
address for the computer,
and the gateway and DNS
addresses (Windows will
populate the subnet mask
field for you). Again, click
OK to apply the changes.
If this temporarily fixes
the problem, it’s possible

that Windows’ network configuration
information is corrupted and needs flushing.
Retrace your steps and return the adaptor
to using DHCP. Save the changes, then
right-click the Start button and run
Command Prompt (Admin).
At the prompt, type each of the

following commands, followed by Enter:

ipconfig /flushdns
nbtstat -R
nbtstat -RR
netsh int ipv4 reset
netsh int ipv6 reset
netsh winsock reset

Reboot the PC to see if the problem is
fixed. If not, and if you’re not too attached
to the 192.168.0.XXX subnet, the only other
thing we can suggest is moving the router
to another one, such as 192.168.1.XXX.

Whatever your general PC, hardware and software
woes, Simon Handby is here to help

HelpHelpfile
Send your problems to help@computershopper.co.uk

⬅ If you know a device’s IP
address, Tracert is a simple
way to get its name

⬆ If all else fails, you can try resetting the IP stack components
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MyWindows Vista PC dates back to 2008,
so I decided it was about time to upgrade.
I’m now in the process of building a new
PC: the motherboard is an Asus Prime
Z270-A, and the processor an Intel Core
i5-7600K, both of which were selected as
a result of favourable Shopper reviews.
I had hoped to use my existing 512GB

Crucial MX100 SSD as the main drive.
However, I read recently that SSDs can
slow down after a few years’ use. I also
read that they can be refreshed using
‘secure erase’: this feature is available in
my motherboard’s BIOS, but I can’t find
out if my drive is one that Asus has tested.
I believe you can download software to

do this, but I don’t want to risk turning my
expensive SSD into a paperweight.

David Holden

Strictly speaking SSDs shouldn’t get any
slower over time, but their performance can
suffer as they fill up, particularly for write
operations. This is due to the way in which
files are stored: SSDs are divided into pages,
which are typically 4, 8 or 16KB, grouped into
blocks that might contain 128 or 256 pages.
Pages can be read and written individually, but
not erased: the entire block must be wiped
before its pages can be written to again.
Over time this becomes a problem: all the

blocks in a new drive are empty, but with
day-to-day use they tend to become a mix of
used and ‘deleted’ pages. As the drive nears

We’re about to become parents, and I had
hoped I could save a bit of money by
pressing one of my ancient disused IP
cameras into service as a baby monitor. I set
everything up, but when I came to view the
live stream I got the unhelpful message,
“Unable to display the live view”. I’m using a
Windows 10 PC and the Chrome browser.
After a bit of Googling I realised that

the camera’s primary stream requires
QuickTime, and that the QuickTime plug-in
has now been discontinued. After a bit more
exploration I discovered that the alternative
motion-JPEG stream does work, but this has
no audio; not ideal for a baby monitor. Is
there any way around this, or will I have to
cough up for a purpose-designed monitor?

Steve Legg

You should be able to get this working, but
first a couple of words of caution. IP cameras
don’t usually have useful baby features such
as talk back or selective muting. Depending on
the age and capabilities of your cameras, they
may also have security weaknesses. It’s vital to
update them to the most recent firmware, and

capacity, most empty blocks disappear and
its free space becomes fragmented across
many partially used blocks. To write a file, one
or more blocks’ contents must be read, the
blocks deleted, and their contents consolidated
and written back with the new data; that’s a
much slower operation than simply writing to
pages in an unused block.
The TRIM command tells the drive to wipe

blocks that contain nothing but deleted pages,
ready for re-use. It doesn’t consolidate the
space in partially used blocks, but it is
integrated into Windows’ disk commands,
such as formatting or deleting a volume.
In other words, if you format an SSD in

Windows 7 or later, the TRIM command is
issued and the drive will erase most of its
blocks, restoring its performance. It’s our
understanding that this would happen if you
chose to format the SSD during installation, and
would leave you with an almost as-new drive.
We understand that you’re wary of

anything that might damage your drive, and we

The SSD slowdown lowdown

don’t think a secure
erase would have any
additional benefit.
That said, it ought to
be safe, as it’s part of
the ATA command set.
Several utilities can
issue the command. If

you want to try it, download the GParted live
CD image from gparted.org/livecd.php, burn
the ISO image to a CD, then boot the host
PC from the optical drive and accept all of
the defaults as GParted loads.
GParted should detect all the drives in

your system: select your SSD and make a
note of its ID, shown in the top right corner
in the form /dev/sda or similar. Right-click
the desktop, select Terminals and lxterminal
with root privileges. When the terminal
window opens, type hdparm --security-erase
NULL /dev/xxx, where /dev/xxx is the ID
you noted down before. The command
should complete almost instantaneously.
One other thing we should mention is

that there was a firmware upgrade for the
MX100 series, which might apply depending
when you bought yours. There’s nothing in
the release notes about speed, however, so if
you haven’t had any issues with the drive it’s
probably not important. You can read more
at uk.crucial.com/gbr/en/support-ssd.

QuickTime machine

we’d strongly recommend disabling any
features such as uPNP that could make the
live stream viewable from the internet.
Chrome, Firefox and Microsoft Edge have

all removed support for the QuickTime plug-in,
which itself is insecure and no longer updated.
However, Internet Explorer will still permit it.
First, download and install the QuickTime
plug-in from support.apple.com/kb/DL837.

Choose the custom installation, and
on the Product Features page unselect
QuickTime Player and select
QuickTime Web Plug-in. Opt out of
product updates. After the install has
completed, you can open the Start
menu, search for programs, select
Programs and Features, and uninstall
Apple Software Update.
Now run Internet Explorer. From

the Settings menu, select Manage
add-ons, find and double-click
QuickTime Object, then click Remove
all sites and click Close. The first time
that you type in the address for the
camera’s primary stream you’ll be
prompted to run the ‘Apple’ add-on.
Click Allow, and you should find that

the stream works, but that QuickTime remains
disabled for any other sites.
In testing we found that we still had an

issue with the audio feed from our old IP
camera, so you may still need to buy a baby
monitor. That said, you could save money by
using the IP camera’s video to supplement a
cheaper, audio-only baby monitor.

⬆ You only need QuickTime Essentials and the Web Plug-in

⬅ GParted will give you
your disk ID
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Advanced
ProjectsProjects
Clive Webster has been tinkering with computers ever since
Windows 98 forced him to manually install his drivers

clive@computershopper.co.uk

IT’S COMMON TO have a sense of paranoia online, the feeling that you’re being watched, that every
click you make is being tracked and every page you read is being logged on some secret server. The
reason you feel you’re being watched is because you are.
But you can fight back against the cookies, trackers, browsing logs, geo-locators and targeted ads by

using a VPN. This cheap – or free – software can hide your identity, location and browsing choices online.

Increase your
online security
It’s easy to add another layer of security and privacy
to your web browsing, and it can even be free.
Clive WebsterClive Webster introduces you to VPNs
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VPN STANDS FOR virtual private network.
It’s a purely software (virtual) tool that gives
the appearance of your device being directly
and securely connected (a private network) to
a web server. This prevents anyone, from your
ISP to potential hackers, from being able to
see what you’re doing online.
In more technical terms, a VPN service

will encrypt your outbound traffic and direct
this request into its network of secure
servers (a process often called tunnelling).
The request will then emerge from this
private network – either at a location you
specify, or randomly – and be sent to the
correct web server. The results of the web
server will be encrypted and fed back through
the system, and then appear on your screen
pretty much as normal. The only difference
might be adverts in a foreign language.
Most web pages have ‘hooks’ for

advertising servers to surface specific ads.
The ad server will try to select one advert
from the thousands stored on its hard disk
based on certain algorithms that gauge how
interested you might be in seeing the ad and
how much the advertiser has paid for its ads
to be shown to people. This is usually easy to
do: the ad server has your IP address, so your
previous history and approximate location
will be known. If you’ve just left Sutton’s
Seeds to check the rugby scores, don’t be
surprised to see special offers for plants and
seed packets as well. However, if it looks to
the ad server as if you’re actually some VPN
server based in the outskirts of Antwerp,
you’ll probably see completely random ads
written in Dutch instead.
If adverts annoy you, chances are you

already use an ad blocker (with your favourite
sites whitelisted, of course, as advertising is
the only way many websites are funded).
But it’s hard to block your internet history
being harvested by your ISP; in fact, it’s
become law for your internet provider to

keep your entire online history for a year,
which your ISP stores on its servers, which
aren’t always super-secure, as TalkTalk
proved. Use a VPN and your ISP can’t log
anything; let’s see a hacker make use of that.
Most tracking tools on websites are

benign. For example, analytics tools are
widely used to profile and understand the
traffic flow to, around and from each
website. To do this, the analytics tool will
track how you arrived at a site, how long you
stayed on each page for, which links you

clicked to leave the pages, where you’re
based and so on. However, online banking
(and possibly shopping) is best done as
securely as possible, and using a VPN is
much more secure than, say, Chrome’s
Incognito mode. Equally, you might want
to hide predictable patterns, such as
checking the traffic conditions from your
address at 8.15am every day.
Using a VPN helps you stay safer and

more private online. It’s something that’s
becoming more mainstream as companies
and governments increasingly feel the need
to profile us and analyse our lives. Using a
VPN needn’t cost much – or anything at all
– nor change how you use your computer,
smartphone or tablet.

FREE VPNs
Beware of free VPNs: handling encryption
and running many servers in different
geographical locations isn’t cheap, so those
free services are making money somewhere.
Quite often it’s from selling your online
browsing history, sometimes it’s by showing
ads, and other times the free service is so
hobbled it’s barely more than a promotion
for you to buy a licence.
Thankfully there are two decent options

for a free VPN, the first of which you may
already have. The Opera web browser (see
www.opera.com) has a free VPN built in. To
enable this, head to Settings, then Privacy &
Security, and then tick Enable VPN. You
should see the blue VPN square appear in the
URL bar, and when you visit a website you’ll
notice ads in Dutch or German.

⬆ The Opera web browser has a free built-in VPN, plus ad-blocking and other privacy tools

⬆ Despite the ludicrous graphics, TunnelBear is the best free VPN we’ve tested
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However, Opera’s VPN service is provided
by SurfEasy (which Opera owns), and its
terms and conditions include a fair-use data
cap and ‘best effort’ bandwidth throttling. It
also only provides VPN security when using
Opera, so other applications won’t be hidden.
For a more complete free VPN, our

recommendation is TunnelBear (see www.
tunnelbear.com). This has apps for macOS,
Windows (7 and later), iOS and Android.
There are also extensions for Chrome and
Opera for browser-only VPN connections.
Using a VPN only on your main browser
means you can encrypt all your regular
internet use, but use a secondary browser
to watch Netflix and download large files,
thereby avoiding hitting the 500MB monthly
data cap of the free TunnelBear licence.
After downloading and running the

TunnelBear installer, you’ll need to create a
free account by providing an email address
and password. Once you’ve read the
introductory guide, TunnelBear
should launch. To activate it,
just press the On button and
TunnelBear will find the fastest
secure VPN connection. You can
specify a location via the drop-
down menu; this might be useful if
you want to ‘geo-spoof’ your
location – for example, pretending
to be in the US might gain you
access to US versions of services
such as Netflix. However, with only
a 500MB monthly cap on the free
version, you can’t binge-watch
American Gods.
Head into the settings menu

(click the cog icon) and you can
set TunnelBear to not launch

automatically when your PC boots; perhaps
you only want VPN security when working
from home, or when internet banking. Under
the Security tab are two interesting options:
VigilantBear is a ‘kill switch’, which halts your
internet session, and therefore keeps your IP
address and location hidden, for the few
seconds between TunnelBear connections;
GhostBear might make your connection more
reliable should your ISP prove fussy with
encrypted connections. This is only worth
enabling if your connection is flaky, however.
If you’re mostly going to use TunnelBear

when travelling, and accessing the internet
through public connections in coffee shops
and airports, head to the Trusted Networks
tab. Add all your known networks – home,
work, your brother’s home and so on – as
trusted networks, and then toggle on the
Trusted Network feature. This will
automatically enable TunnelBear when
you connect to an unknown (presumably

public or potentially insecure) network for
safer browsing when travelling.
On mobile devices, the process can be a

little more convoluted. On iOS you’ll need
to agree to TunnelBear adding VPN
Configurations to the Settings menu. Once
done, you’ll have the same toggle button to
turn on TunnelBear and drop-down to select
either a set location or Auto for fastest
speeds. On Android you’ll need to allow
permission to set up a VPN connection.
Remember that whether you’re using your
iPhone, laptop or Android tablet, you’re
connecting through a single TunnelBear
account so all your devices will eat into that
500MB monthly data cap. Check in with the
app or the desktop application regularly to
keep tabs on your data use.
TunnelBear allows up to five devices to

be active concurrently per user account.
As there aren’t many options to set in
TunnelBear – meaning that synchronising

changes isn’t too arduous – we
can’t see much wrong with using a
different email account on each
device, effectively giving each
device a 500MB cap.

PAID VPNs
You get what you pay for in this
world, and if you pay nothing for
your VPN don’t be surprised if it
slows down, plays up, caps your
usage or is in some way not perfect.
A paid-for VPN can sometimes be
even faster than a regular
connection, in the same way that a
toll road can often beat a busy
public road: the VPN servers are an
alternative route through the

⬆ You can run TunnelBear on your smartphone and tablet – setup is easy and it adds extra security when connecting to unsecured public Wi-Fi networks

⬆ TunnelBear has a few interesting and useful options, depending on
how you want to use it
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VPNs, privacy and the law
Unshackled from its pesky Liberal Democrat coalition partners,
David Cameron’s Conservative government wasted little time
bringing in the Investigatory Powers Act (informally known as the
Snooper’s Charter). This Act became UK law on 29th November 2016
and (among other surveillance powers) requires ISPs to gather and
retain the addresses of every website every user visits for a period
of 12 months. Police and other government agencies are allowed to
access these records in the hope it will aid the surveillance and
capture of terrorists.
Apple wasn’t impressed by the quality of technical knowledge

expressed within the Act, which calls for back doors to encrypted
communications. Apple told The Guardian: “In this rapidly evolving
cyber-threat environment, companies should remain free to
implement strong encryption to protect customers.” The argument
is that any weakening of encryption for a government agency to
access relatively few criminal communications must necessarily
mean weaker security for criminals to attack or defraud every user.
“A key left under the doormat would not just be there for the good
guys. The bad guys would find it too,” Apple argued.
Security and privacy advocates were similarly shocked by

President Donald Trump’s move to overturn the FCC’s privacy
regulations applying to US ISPs. These regulations prohibited
the selling or sharing of any browsing data of any user without
consent; now any US ISP can sell your details and your browsing
history without you even knowing about it. Hide that data behind

a VPN, however, and there’s nothing to sell. In fact, search terms for
‘VPN’ surged in the weeks after the announcement.
VPNs are not illegal, and seem the only way to maintain the

privacy, security and control of your online data.

internet, and can be tuned for speed as well as
security. Add in no data caps, the allowance of
P2P and torrent data streams, the ability to
successfully spoof your location (for US
Netflix), double-hopping for extra security and
advanced kill-switch features, and a paid-for
VPN can be a sound investment.
Our favourite paid-for VPN is NordVPN

(see nordvpn.com), which costs $12 a month
or $69 a year (roughly £9 a month or £53 a
year, or at least it was before the General
Election). NordVPN has most of the extras
we listed above, from torrent support to
successful geo-spoofing for US Netflix. It also
has a super-robust series of Anti-DDos
servers that won’t fall over should NordVPN
be attacked by denial of service bots (DDos
stands for distributed denial of service), and
a set of servers offering double-layer
encryption. There’s not only a kill switch to
prevent your IP or location being discovered

should a NordVPN server fail, but there’s a
‘process kill list’, too. When you disconnect
from a service, this feature shuts down the
applications on this list before disconnecting

you, thus preventing any
chance of your activity ‘leaking’
out of the encrypted channel.
Once you’ve paid for

whichever subscription model
you want (yearly is cheaper
than monthly), you’re able to
download the application. If
you find you don’t like or need
NordVPN, you’ve got 30 days
to get your subscription
refunded. Once the map loads,
press the power button (top,
central) to enable NordVPN.
For geo-spoofing Netflix fun,

head to the Servers menu and
select one of the less loaded

United States servers. Once connected, load
www.netflix.com (not the UK ‘/gb’ version)
and try to load a video. Some servers aren’t
as good at geo-spoofing as others, so you
might have to try a few different ones.
Click the heart icon next to servers that
work to make them favourites.
The Settings menu of NordVPN contains

a few useful options, most of which are
obvious. With no data cap to worry about,
you might as well have it launch at startup;
Auto connect allows you to set a specific
server to connect to automatically – a
Netflix-friendly one, perhaps.

NEXT MONTH

PRESENCE-DETECTING PI
Be ready to greet friends and loved ones
with this technological magic trick

⬆ President Trump made it legal for US ISPs to sell the browsing history of
users without their consent

⬆ Use NordVPN to trick US Netflix into thinking you’re browsing Stateside, and get access to
all the US films and boxsets

⬆ It’s more crowded than TunnelBear’s map, and less clear, but you
can’t doubt NordVPN’s security and privacy features
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Photographer, musician, sound engineer, designer and video
producer Ben Pitt guides you through a multimedia project

ben@computershopper.co.uk

Multimedia
ExpertExpert

Macro
photography
Discover life in miniature as Ben Pitt
takes a detailed look at the equipment
and techniques required to get up close
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THE BEST PHOTOS show something that we
don’t normally have the opportunity to see. It
might be a stunning sunset, unusual animal
behaviour or just a fleeting facial expression
that tells an interesting story.
Macro photography provides lots of

opportunities to unlock hidden worlds.
Whether it’s natural subjects such as insects
or flowers, or man-made objects such as

jewellery, circuit boards or guitar amp valves, a
macro lens can see things your eyes can’t.
Capturing these subjects can be a technical

challenge, though. You’ll need the right kind of
lens, and lighting and exposure settings need
to be carefully controlled. Then there’s the
added challenge of creating an interesting
composition. We’ll cover all of this below.
Check out the macro pages on sites such

as Flickr, 500px or Instagram to get an idea of
what’s possible. Some photographers are
unnervingly brilliant, capturing perfectly

poised insects sitting on an exquisite flower
and surrounded by an explosion of light and
colour. Check out Nordin Seruyan’s work at
tinyurl.com/354mmexpert to see some
particularly fine examples.

EQUIPMENT
Most compact cameras include a macro
function, but they vary greatly in quality. It’s
often possible to focus on subjects just 1cm
from the lens, but only when the zoom is in its
wide-angle position. That allows small subjects
to fill the frame, but only if they’re not going
to be scared off by having a camera practically
touching them, which rules out insects. Then
there’s the problem of avoiding shadows when
the lens is so close. Some compact cameras
have a zoom macro function, which zooms in
a little and still allows a decent macro
function. However, watch out for cameras that
simply apply a digital zoom to the wide-angle
macro mode; this just enlarges the centre of
the frame but won’t add any more detail.
If you have an SLR or compact system

camera (CSC), your best option is a dedicated
macro lens. These are typically rated with a 1x
magnification, which means it can focus on a
subject that’s the same size as the camera’s
sensor. For a cropped-sensor SLR, that means
23x16mm. If you want really dramatic results
and aren’t short of a few bob, check out the
Canon MP-E 65mm f/2.5 1-5x Macro, which
can enlarge subjects up to five times. That
means subjects just 5mm across fill the frame.

⬆ A macro ring light bathes the subject in light and prevents shadows being cast by the lens

⬇ Not all macro shots require a macro lens. This
one was taken with a Panasonic 14-140mm kit lens
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The other important specification
of a macro lens is its focal length. The
longer it is, the further away you can
be from the subject while still using
the maximum magnification. For
example, the Canon 35mm f2.8
focuses on subjects 13cm away to
give its 1x magnification, whereas the
Canon EF 100mm f/2.8 needs to be
31cm away to deliver the same level
of magnification. Longer focal lengths
have an advantage for photographing
insects, and for avoiding shadows.
They also tend to be more expensive;
the two Canons mentioned above
both cost around £400.
Another option is to go for a

multipurpose lens with a decent
macro function; you may own one
already. For example, the £180 Sigma
70-300mm f4-5.6 APO Macro Super
DG is primarily a telephoto lens, but with its
100cm minimum focus distance it delivers a
1:2 magnification at the long end of its zoom.
Note that you can’t directly compare

focal lengths and minimum focus distances
to assess a lens’s macro mode, as the
movement of the internal elements of the
lens also affects the results. Always go by
the magnification ratio figure.
There are a couple of cheaper options if

you don’t want to buy a new lens. A close-up
lens is a single lens element that reduces the
focusing distance of the lens it’s attached to. It
attaches using the filter thread, so you’ll need
the correct thread diameter for your lens.
Close-up lenses cost around £80 from

big brands such as Canon, but much less
elsewhere. As we went to press, a set of four
with different strengths was available from
Amazon for £16. Don’t expect stunning
results, though. Camera lenses have multiple
lens elements that are carefully designed to
work together, so sticking another lens
element on to the front is unlikely to deliver

sharp focus across the frame. Our experience
of them is that focus at the centre is
reasonably sharp but there are significant
chromatic aberrations (where the red, green
and blue elements of the image don’t align)
and soft focus towards the edges.

CATCH THE TUBE
Another option is a hollow extension tube,
which sits between the lens and camera body,
extending the distance between them. This
changes the properties of the lens, extending
the effective focal length and reducing the
minimum focusing distance, both of which
boost the macro function. The big advantage
over close-up lenses is that there are no optics
to spoil the lens’s performance, although the
higher magnification does push the lens’s own
optics further than they’re designed for. The
downside is that less light is captured.
Cheap extension tubes are available from

Amazon and elsewhere for around £20, but
these won’t maintain the electrical contacts
between the body and lens. That means that

the lens becomes manual focus only, and
aperture control isn’t possible via the camera.
Few lenses include aperture rings, which
makes it hard to adjust the aperture manually.
One solution is to attach the lens, adjust the
aperture, remove the lens while the camera is
still switched on and then attach the extension
tube. You’ll also need to enable the ‘shoot
without lens’ option in your camera’s settings
to force it to take a picture even though it
can’t identify what lens is attached.
Manual focus rings are more common on

lenses, but they won’t work on lenses that use
a motorised manual focus system, which is
quite common among CSCs. If your lens’
manual focus ring stops at either end of its
travel, it’s a direct mechanical control. If it
turns indefinitely, it’s motorised. Pricier
extension tubes (from around £80) include
electrical contacts for full control.
Macro photography involves precise

adjustment of the camera position, so a tripod
is a must. It’s often helpful to get the camera
down low, so consider a mini tripod or a

⬅ This top-down
ladybird shot is nice
enough…

⬇ …but it’s more
interesting to see it
face on

MULTIMEDIA EXPERT
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full-size one that can spread its legs
wide to bring the camera down to just
a few centimetres from the ground.
It’s also helpful to be in control of

your lighting. Macro photography
often demands small apertures (more
on this below), so you’ll need plenty of
light to be able to use a fast shutter
speed to freeze motion. It’s not such
an issue when shooting static subjects
with the help of a tripod as you can
set long exposure times, but it’s still
helpful to be able to control the
amount and direction of light.

LAMP LIGHT
A couple of gooseneck lamps either
side of a subject may be sufficient for indoor
shots, but make sure they have the same kind
of lightbulb so their colour temperatures
match. A pair of off-camera flashguns will be
a great asset, allowing you to freeze motion
and place the light source carefully for best
results. We’ve covered off-camera flash many
times before inMultimedia Expert, so check
out Shopper 349 for more information on the
equipment you might need.
Dedicated macro lights create a ring of

light around the lens, bathing the subject in a
diffused light and avoiding any risk of shadows
cast by the lens itself. Other models sit on the

camera’s accessory shoe and comprise two or
more lights on adjustable goosenecks. These
give more control over the direction of light,
but by the same token it’s harder to get an
even distribution of light. There’s always the
option to remove a ring light from the lens
and hold it off to one side if you want to
create more of a sense of light and shade.
We used a Neewer 48-LED ring light

(£24 from Amazon), which did a fine job for
indoor macro photography and helped out a

little for outdoor work. It comes with
various adaptors to fit lens threads
from 77mm to 49mm. It’s described
as a flash, but LEDs are much less
powerful than a true flashgun, so it’s
more of a continuous light source
than an instantaneous burst. True ring
flashes are available from around £80,
but this LED-based ring light will be
fine for static subjects.

SETTING UP YOUR SHOT
Macro photography demands careful
adjustment of camera settings, so it’s
worth picking an indoor, static subject
and giving yourself time to get to grips
with it. Pick a subject that’s not
completely flat – a flower or piece of
jewellery is better than a coin, for
example. Position your light sources as

close as possible so there’s plenty of light.
Mount the camera on a tripod, focus the

lens manually to its shortest focusing distance
and move the camera so the subject is in
focus. As always for creative photography,
it’s worth switching to Raw mode so you can
tweak the picture quality in Raw-processing
software later. As you’re using a tripod you
don’t need to worry about camera shake, so
set the ISO speed to its lowest value to
minimise noise. It’s worth using a two-second
self-timer function to avoid shaking the
camera as you press the shutter button.
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⬆We tried various apertures for this shot
of an orchid – f/22 came out best

⬆ We used the sun to backlight these dicentra
flowers, giving them a translucent glow
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Set the camera to aperture priority and
take photos at a range of apertures. This will
have the usual effect of varying the depth of
field; wide apertures (with a low f/ value) will
keep a narrow range of distances in focus,
whereas smaller apertures will make the
foreground and background progressively
more blurred. However, this effect is much
more exaggerated for macro photography.
Whereas a shallow depth of field can be
flattering for portrait photography, keeping
the subject sharp while blurring the
background, for macro it can mean only a
narrow strip across the main subject is in
focus. It’s usually necessary to close the
aperture down to f/8, f/11 or smaller to keep
the main subject in focus.
Close the aperture down too far, though,

and the whole scene starts to look a little soft.
There are no hard and fast rules about the
best settings to go for, but with practice
you’ll hopefully get to know what works
best with your equipment. Even then it’s
worth bracketing each shot by taking a
handful of exposures at different aperture
settings. It might be that a bit of soft focus
in certain parts of the frame can give a
welcome creative effect.
If you’re struggling to get the whole of the

subject in focus, one option is to shoot a
series of shots with different focus settings
and blend them together in software.
This technique is known as focus stacking.
There are various utilities that perform this
automatically, but you’ll have more control by
stacking them as layers in photo-editing
software such as Photoshop and using masks
to reveal sections of each layer. We’ll revisit
this technique in more detail in a future issue.
For indoor shots and household objects,

it’s almost impossible to avoid specks of dust,
hair and fabric appearing in the shot. It may
be invisible to the eye, but it will be impossible
to ignore once it’s blown up on a computer
screen or print. Give objects a dust and a
polish to minimise this, but be prepared to do
some digital airbrushing if you want to remove
them completely. RevisitMultimedia Expert,
Shopper 349 for details on how to do this.

GETTING CREATIVE
Once you’ve got to grips with the mechanics
of macro photography, it’s time to concentrate
on making an interesting image.
It’s often tempting to get in as close as

possible for the biggest magnification but
it’s more important to create a coherent,
satisfying composition. You can always crop in
a little on a computer, but it’s not possible to
crop out. Sometimes it’s enough just for the
main subject to fill the frame, but for other
shots it might be more interesting to see it in
its surroundings. In that case, all the normal
rules and conventions of composition apply:
positioning subjects to one side rather than
dead centre, creating a sense of balance
across the various parts of the frame, using
straight and curved lines to guide the viewer’s
eye around the frame and so on.

⬆ This close-up of bluebells works reasonably well…

⬆ …but using a flashgun with an orange gel to simulate evening light brings out their shape and colour

⬆ A spray of water and a flashgun to freeze motion turns this into an action shot
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NEXT MONTH

LIGHTROOM MASTERCLASS
Adobe Lightroom leads the way for Raw
image processing quality. We reveal how
to get the best from the software – and
your photos

Experiment with light positions, as even
the smallest adjustments can make a big
difference when the subject is so small. If your
equipment allows it, try lighting from both sides,
just from one side, backlighting and so on.
Experiment with the background. It’s likely

that it will just be an abstract blur, but adding
something colourful can bring the shot to life.
Point sources of light – either as actual light
sources or reflections on a shiny object – will
appear as circles of light that can give photos
a magical quality.

OUT IN THE WILD
There are lots of interesting things to shoot
when you move outside. Flowers are full of
intricate details, and capturing them outdoors
often provides a more interesting backdrop
than shooting in studio conditions.
Outdoor macro photography also brings

additional challenges. Wind blows flowers
around, and even if you can use a fast enough

shutter speed to freeze motion, the chances
are that focus won’t be sharp. Partial cloud
cover can be a nuisance, too, with lighting
conditions completely changing each time the
sun appears from – or disappears – behind a
cloud. You won’t have problems with dust and
fabric fibres, but you’ll probably find lots of
cobwebs and other distractions.
Sunlight is much more powerful than LED

lamps, but a lamp might still be useful just to
lift the shadows a little, especially if you’re able
to place the light a few centimetres from the
subject. Flashguns are much more effective
outdoors. Shapes and colours can look rather
flat in overcast weather, and so an off-camera
flashgun can give the impression of sunlight to
accentuate the contours of your subject. Keep
the flashgun low down and add an orange gel
to simulate the warm glow of evening sun.
Gels are pieces of coloured plastic, available
from photography shops for a few pounds.
Another common trick is to use a water
spray to give the impression of rain on
flowers and cobwebs. The droplets help
to convey a sense of size and add a bit
of drama to the shot.

MOVING TARGETS
Macro photography can be tricky in
studio conditions, trickier still outdoors
and really quite taxing when you have a
moving subject to contend with. Insects,
small reptiles and amphibians look great
under a macro lens, though, and the
challenge is part of the fun.
You’ll probably have to ditch the

tripod so you can be more nimble.
A monopod might be a useful
compromise, steadying the camera a
little without slowing you down too
much. You’ll need a fast shutter speed
to freeze motion, both of the insect

and your camera. You may find it more reliable
to focus automatically or manually, so
experiment with both to see what works for
you. Use a narrow aperture to give yourself
some focusing leeway, and feel free to raise
the ISO speed if the situation demands it. A
lot of cameras allow you to set the shutter
speed and aperture in manual exposure mode
but still provide automatic exposure via a
variable ISO speed, which is ideal for this task.
Some insects are easier to photograph

than others. Ladybirds and woodlice don’t
move fast and often stop for rests.
Butterflies and dragonflies have an annoying
habit of flying away when you approach
them, but their relatively large size means
you don’t have to get so close.
It’s worth doing some research to find a

good location and time of year to photograph
insects. Try to figure out where they tend to
land, set up your camera and wait. You’re
more likely to get results this way than by
chasing butterflies across an open field.
There’s no right or wrong way to

photograph insects, but you can apply the
same rules as for human portraits. Get down
to their level to get an insect’s eye view
rather than shooting them from above. Try to
get them facing the camera and make sure
the eyes are pin sharp. Insect photos work
particularly well when there’s a sense of
them interacting with their environment
rather than just sitting motionless.
As always, take masses of pictures. We find

that one in 100 photos are worth sharing,
so take 1,000 and you’ll hopefully have 10
decent shots to choose from.

⬆ A lichen-covered twig becomes a lot more interesting under a macro lens
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⬅ The tuning peg of a guitar, revealing the
scars of many years of (mis)use. This was
illuminated with an LED ring light
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Zygote
There’s no pussyfooting around from Zygote this month, as he tests out the latest
laser-guided tech device on the neighbourhood cats

battery-powered performance.
By contrast, the same pussies
were hugely entertained by a
ping-pong ball that only cost 10p.
Zygote persisted with Frolicat,

and observed that after a while
the budgie seemed adversely
affected, in much the same way
as an airline pilot is temporarily
blinded by a laser-pen vandal.
Perhaps if the budgie had fallen
off its perch the cats would have
been a bit more entertained.

DICTAPHONE
The human fertility team at the
Massachusetts General Hospital
wanted a way to minimise
embarrassment in collecting
sperm samples, and reduce the
time and cost of testing semen in
their clinic. So they called on
some pals at Harvard to develop
a home-based device that’s as
cheap and simple to use as a
pregnancy test. The result is a
wee disposable container with an
optical lens that clips over the
video camera of a smartphone.
A simple app then analyses any
semen sample in less than five
seconds with an accuracy of
98%. Bingo! In fact the gismo is
so successful that applications
are being rolled out to home-test
the results of vasectomies, find
the sperm counts of would-be
fathers, and assess four-legged
fertility by vets and breeders.
No doubt on-the-spot analysis of

semen, saliva and blood samples
will soon be available to anyone
who wants it, including
suspicious spouses and the cops.

GAME OVER
Zygote can calm all your fears
about North Korea preparing to
unleash thermo-nuclear war on
the jittery West. They’re simply
practising to play the video
game Real Time Attack at the
2022 Asian Games to be held in
Hangzhou, China. The Olympic
Council of Asia has announced
that medals will be awarded in
the new category of computer
gaming, with the intention of
capturing the vast youth market.
Real Time Attack has already

been added to the list of sports
on the card at this year’s Asian
Indoor Games, and tubby tyrant
Kim Jong-un is known to be a
fanatical video games enthusiast.
So it’s obvious that his horde of
loyal followers goose-stepping
their way across Pyongyang are
simply on their way to a session
at the local video arcade.

CON TRICKS
Prison officers at the Marion
Correctional Institution in Ohio
thought it would be a good idea
to rehabilitate prisoners by
getting them to smash up a load
of old computers for recycling,
and the inmates set to work with
gusto. Their enthusiasm was so

great that they designed a
rehabilitation scheme of their own
that leaves Zygote breathless with
admiration. After writing their
own software and creating a
series of proxy tools from scratch,
they managed to issue themselves
with restricted access passes,
apply for credit cards using stolen
identities, set up their own phone
network, open bitcoin accounts,
and download recreational moving
images of an adult nature.
It was only when someone

noticed a spike in the prison’s
bandwidth that an investigator
was called in, and eventually
found a mysterious cable
hardwired into the network. This
led back to a service duct above
the prisoners’ tool locker. The
ceiling panels were duly removed
to reveal a fully functional
computer, complete with backup
machine, both tapped into the
prison network using the correct
authorisations and passwords.
According to Ohio’s inspector

general, “Five offenders have
been separated and moved to
other correctional facilities. It is
important to still provide
opportunities for offenders to
participate in meaningful and
rehabilitative programming.”
Zygote suggests the offenders

are appointed as IT security
consultants to the Institution,
and awarded time off for bad
behaviour.

HOME INVASION
There is an ancient Chinese
proverb that says be careful what
you wish for, lest it come true.
Advertisers for Burger King
wished for maximum publicity
when they launched an advert
designed to hijack Google Home
devices, and sure enough their
wish came true. Google Home
responds to spoken questions,
and the punch line of the
15-second slot was the voice
command, “OK Google, what’s a
Whopper burger?”
After the ad was tested on

YouTube, the audio was ramped
up for airing on prime-time TV.
Google reacted immediately, and
installed a patch to block its
robots from responding. This
acted like a red rag to a bull with
the online community, who had
a right old beef about the
misguided advert. In answer to
the repeated question, “what’s a
Whopper burger?” Google Home
consulted a newly edited
Wikipedia page, which triggered
the answer, “100% rat and
toenail clippings”. A soon as
this error was plugged, a
mystified public was informed
by Google Home that Burger
King Whoppers are made of
“medium-sized children
seasoned with cyanide”.
When Zygote last looked,

Wikipedia had reverted to listing
the correct yummy contents of
the Whopper, including massive
levels of fat, sugar and salt. So
that’s all right, then.

PAWS FOR THOUGHT
The Frolicat Bolt is a
computerised toy for creatures
of the feline persuasion, and it
costs £25. It looks a bit like an
electric toothbrush, but instead
of bristles on its rotating head it
fires a laser beam at a miniature
glitter-ball. The idea is to get your
moggie to chase the resultant
red speck of light as it moves
round the room, but Zygote is
sorry to report that a random
sample of cats didn’t show the
slightest sign of interest in its






